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ABSTRACT
Digital technology has become entangled in many children’s everyday lives. As such,
learning to write or produce text through digital means is significant to children’s literacy
development. However, what constitutes writing and text when children communicate and
express themselves using digital technology is constantly evolving. In response, educational
settings and teachers are grappling with these changes.

Research acknowledges that more than ever, rapid increases in access to and sophistication of
digital technologies has changed the ways we communicate (Lankshear & Knobel, 2011;
Leu, Kinzer, Coiro, Castek & Henry, 2017). With this increase comes the rise of productive
forms of communication as a dominant literacy, requiring people to communicate through
digital means on a daily basis for work and leisure (Brandt, 2015). These changes necessitate
the reimagining of early literacy education to adapt to current communication needs for
children.

For teachers, these changes to digital communication and literacy practices mean navigating
new curriculum and pedagogical landscapes in order to support their learners. When teachers
identify opportunities to explore practice, are provided with freedom to explore new territory,
and recognise curricular needs for children, they can become inquirers into their pedagogies
(Leach & Moon, 2008).
This inquiry investigated the ways early years teachers’ pedagogies supported children to
develop their use of digital technology for communicating or producing texts across five
classroom cases. It investigated the spaces and opportunities for digital text production
practices in early years classrooms, teachers’ pedagogical decisions when implementing these
practices, and the interactions that occurred between human and non-human actors in
response to pedagogical decisions.

This qualitative inquiry was underpinned by (im)materiality theory (Burnett, Merchant, Pahl
& Rowsell, 2014), which afforded an examination of the material and immaterial elements of
teacher pedagogies and classroom practices associated with digital text production. Using
classroom-based ethnography and a multiple case study design, the research was undertaken
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in two phases, where data collected in the first phase informed the next. Phase 1 involved a
classroom audit to examine existing text production practices. Phase 2 involved teachers
planning and implementing design-based experiments (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer &
Schauble, 2003), where teachers explored new digital practices for text production. A broad
data comprising observations, interviews, written teacher reflections, documents, classroom
maps and children’s work samples afforded a rich account of the nature of text production
across the five classrooms. Data were analysed through the four propositions of
(im)materiality theory – spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment – in order to
show the multiple dimensions of classroom practices for teaching text production.

The findings in this inquiry reveal that the teachers encountered a range of internal and
external tensions when seeking curriculum and pedagogical spaces to support children’s
production of digital texts. For example, teachers experienced external influences such as
mandated curriculum and government reform, and internal tensions such as teachers’
previous experiences of classroom literacies. The teachers attempted to resolve these tensions
by making pedagogical decisions about the use of spaces, resources, knowledge and
processes. The children responded in ways that demonstrated the affordances of expanded
opportunities for digital text production, alongside their engagement with print-based and live
forms of texts.

In light of these findings, argued in this thesis is the repositioning of digital forms of text
production to a central position alongside other forms of production such as alphabetic
writing in curriculum and classroom practice. In doing so, children’s current and potential
literacy education needs are acknowledged and support.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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Introduction

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the inquiry
This qualitative inquiry investigated the ways that teachers in early years classrooms
supported young children (Kindergarten - Year 2; children aged 5-8 years) in the production
of their own texts using digital technologies. The inquiry examined the teachers’ pedagogical
practices and learners’ responses during literacy learning episodes with a focus on the nature
of spaces, resources and pedagogies that support digital text production. This inquiry utilised
a theoretical lens of (im)materiality, as the coming together of the material and immaterial
elements in classrooms were investigated (Burnett et al., 2014).

The nature of text production in literacy education is constantly evolving with the current
surge of new digital technologies, including devices, software, platforms and the capabilities
associated. Teachers are considering ways to realise these digital text production practices in
their classrooms. As such, this inquiry initially examined teachers’ existing practices through
classroom audits. Data from the classroom audits were then used to inform the teachers’
design and implementation of practices new and innovative to their existing pedagogies.
These design-based experiments were then examined to understand the interactions that
occurred between human and non-human actors including people, environments and
resources, and the influences of these interactions on children’s opportunities for digital text
production.

The following research questions guided the inquiry:

1. Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in early years
classrooms?
2. What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text production
experiences?
3. How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text production
experiences?
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Rationale
The ways people communicate continues to evolve over time. An understanding of the oral,
visual and alphabetic communication beginning with our earliest ancestors assists us in
understanding this evolution. Wise (2017) claims that the literate practice of communication
began with the earliest evidence of oral language and meaning making from our 500,000year-old ancestors. Further, Wise (2017) reports a rapid increase in communication forms,
from visual communication through cave paintings and hieroglyphics, to the invention and
standardisation of alphabet systems. However, he argues that no other period of
communicative development has seen more change than the late twentieth century in Western
society due to the rapid increase in the advancement and availability of digital technology.

Consequently, to function in society, people require capabilities in operating and using digital
technologies and media for communication, whether to write an email, engage with social
media, develop a multimedia presentation, play a game, watch a movie, listen to music, or
simply fill out a digital form. Even walking down the street, people encounter an array of
digital environments. As such, our use of digital technologies has become entwined with our
very existence. Children are growing up in this digital world and many are experiencing these
highly advanced digital communication systems in their home and communities. At the same
time, those children without access to digital technologies in the home are experiencing a
digital divide, where they come to school without the digital skills of peers (Dolan, 2016;
Rowsell, Morrell & Alvermann, 2017). These experiences and learners’ needs prompt a reexamination of literacy education.

With this rapid increase in advancement and availability of digital technologies comes the
need for children to gain a new and developing range of digital literacy skills. While the use
of multiple modes has always been part of communication, including in print-based writing,
the affordances of digital technology have increased the complexity of literate practices
across modes. Digital technology enhances the use of social semiotics, including images,
sounds, movement and space, as well as print-based text, which require children to learn and
communicate using new text forms (Jewitt, 2005; Kress, 2010). Increased affordances of
digital technology for communication have also led to a shift from the receptive modes to
expressive modes (Brandt, 2015). That is a shift from reading as the dominant literacy in
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society to writing becoming the new dominant literacy. More than ever, work and leisure
activities involve the production of text, often requiring engagement with digital
technologies. This cultural shift has led to a renewed focus on text production in research and
literacy education practice. The diversity of communication practices outlined here calls for
schools to focus on literacy as an act of meaning-making across modes.

As school systems work to address the place of digital technology as part of the production of
texts across the schooling years, the focus on print remains evident, particularly in the early
years of school. For example, the Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E) (ACARA, 2018)
includes technology primarily as a tool for word processing, a view that aligns with long
established research that observes a fundamental misconception that children need to learn
print-alphabetic literacies before moving on to more multimodal digital literacies (Merchant,
2007; 2008). Certainly, literature reporting research of digital text production more
dominantly reflects the practices of older children who are expanding on their early literacies
(for example, Mills, 2008; & Walsh, 2010), but less is known about the digital literacy
practices of younger children. In saying this, the ICT General Capabilities in the Australian
Curriculum are a step towards recognising the digital capabilities and needs of young
learners. As such, the need to examine the potential and place of digital technology in early
years literacy learning is essential.
School literacy practices, policies and research need to adapt to children’s current and
possible future literacies associated with digital technologies, alongside and with print. As
such, a core premise of this thesis is that in order to reflect contemporary literacy practices,
teaching of digital text production needs to begin in the early stages of children’s education.
In doing so, literacy education acknowledges children’s home digital literacy practices
(Honan, 2012; Davidson, 2009), and the anticipated literacy practices children will require
for the future. While developments have been made in this area, there is still much to explore
and learn about pedagogies associated with the production of digital texts. This focus then
needs to take a prominent place in literacy research that has traditionally privileged the
teaching of reading over writing (Cremin & Myhill, 2012; Wise, 2017).

In an era of accountability, teachers can be challenged by pushing against the status quo, and
educational policy and reform that privileges print literacies. However, if educators truly
believe in meeting the needs of their learners and providing authentic contexts for learning,
4
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then they have a role in advocating for and developing new opportunities and pedagogical
approaches for digital text production. An agenda for this inquiry is to push back on
traditional discourses and ‘back-to-basics’ reform, to reposition digital text production at the
forefront of early literacy education, alongside other forms of text production, including
print-based writing. In line with this agenda, teachers in this inquiry are positioned as
pedagogical experts, inquirers of new knowledge and practice, and the optimal subject to
explore the evolving educational phenomenon of early digital text production.

Background to the inquiry
This inquiry was undertaken in government schools within the city of Canberra in the
Australian Capital Territory (ACT). The ACT was purposefully developed as the capital of
Australia making it the centre of Australian politics and government. Government schools in
the ACT are governed by the ACT Education Directorate (EDU). To position this inquiry
within its context, discussion will be provided about the ACT EDU, followed by the
Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2018). Finally, a personal orientation to this inquiry will be
provided.

ACT Education Directorate (EDU): A context for the inquiry
The ACT Education Directorate (EDU) is a small education system governing 87 public
schools in Canberra, Australian Capital Territory (ACT). As the capital of Australia, the
population of Canberra attracts a high percentage of public servants and professionally
employed families. The small geographical area of Canberra means schools are physically
networked and teachers, school leaders and EDU officers often meet centrally for meetings
and professional learning, making it a unique professional context for teachers. Another
unique feature of ACT schools is the provision of government funded, 15 hours of free
Preschool for all children in the year prior to formal schooling. The Preschool programs are
governed by public schools and usually located at the same school site (if not, nearby). In
terms of this inquiry, the year of free Preschool means that the child participants have had a
guaranteed additional year of early childhood education and familiarity with their primary
school before entering Kindergarten.
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Pedagogical goals of the EDU are deliberately broad beyond the implementation of the
Australian Curriculum and Early Years Learning Framework, affording autonomy on school
leaders to design teaching approaches to suit their school context. The overarching goals of
the EDU are outlined in the EDU Strategic Plan 2018-2021: A Leading Learning
Organisation (ACT Government, 2018), which provides a framework for the school
priorities. The overarching goals of the EDU Strategic Plan are as follows:
Goal 1: Schools where students love to learn
Goal 2: Investing in early childhood
Goal 3: Evidence informed decisions
Goal 4: Learning culture
Goal 5: United leadership

Within these goals are actions pertaining to the provision and use of digital technologies in
new and innovative ways, as well as ensuring that learners have a personalised and
meaningful education that allows them to thrive as global citizens (ACT Government, 2018).
Appendix A provides Goal 1 from the EDU Strategic Plan. An action in this goal is for
learners to, “Use technology in new and innovative ways to support learning”. This action
appears to promote the use of digital technology and digital literacy skills. When reviewing
other areas of the document that mention literacy learning, there is a clear focus on data from
standardised testing. This agenda upholds a climate of accountability on standardised and
high-stakes testing such as the National Assessment Program for Literacy and Numeracy
(NAPLAN) in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9, and the Performance Indicators in Primary Schools (PIPS)
assessment in Kindergarten. NAPLAN in particular, is an Australia-wide test, captured at one
time in the school year. The focus of the English component is on spelling, grammar, reading
comprehension, and then the production of a written text. The written text is assessed based
on skills such as using a set text structure, spelling, grammar, punctuation and vocabulary.
NAPLAN results for each school are then reported to the public each year, which has led to
the adoption of NAPLAN targets in system and school policy. While NAPLAN is first
implemented in Year 3 of primary school in Australia, the practices of early years teachers
and accountability on their performance measures are influenced by a drive to improve the
standardised test scores. As such, in Kindergarten, children complete the Performance
Indicators in Primary Schools (PIPS) assessment (superseded by BASE) in the ACT, an
online assessment that tests children’s vocabulary, phonemic awareness and reading ability.
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The ACT Education Directorate has focused their digital resourcing and professional learning
on Google Apps for Education (ACT Government, 2019). Many schools procure
Chromebook devices for students, which are devices that are purpose built for Google Apps.
Apple devices such as iPads can be procured for schools, however, are unsupported by the
EDU in term of technical support and professional learning. Further, to build equity in access
and use of digital technology, the EDU developed a digital technology initiative specifically
targeted at older children (mainly secondary) (ACT Government, 2019). This initiative
neglects the early years prompting concern from early years teachers about the lack of system
attention to digital experiences in the early years. The current inquiry is timely in promoting
system and school attention on digital experiences for younger learners.

Across the years of implementation of the EDU Strategic Plan 2018-2021, leaders in the
EDU have established the Early Years Literacy Initiative. The Directorate states that the aim
of the initiative is to impact early years (Preschool to Year 2) literacy learning through
improved teacher literacy practices and the development of leadership knowledge and
capacity. This initiative was in its infancy at the time of the inquiry, and an initial stage was
providing professional learning to teachers focused on the 10 Essential Literacy Practices in
Early Literacy Learning (Early Literacy Taskforce, 2016), which primarily focuses on the
teaching skills required to develop children’s basic print-based literacy skills, with digital
literacies mentioned for reading. The 10 Essential Literacy Practices (Early Literacy
Taskforce, 2016) comprise:
1. Deliberate, research-informed efforts to foster literacy motivation and engagement
within and across lessons
2. Read alouds of age-appropriate books and other materials, print and digital
3. Small group and individual instruction, using a variety of grouping strategies, most
often with flexible groups formed and instruction targeted to children’s observed and
assessed needs in specific aspects of literacy development;
4. Activities that build phonological awareness
5. Explicit instruction in letter-sound relationships
6. Research- and standards-aligned writing instruction
7. Intentional and ambitious efforts to build vocabulary and content knowledge
8. Abundant reading material and reading opportunities in the classroom (including
audio and digital material)
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9. Ongoing observation and assessment of children’s language and literacy development
that informs their education
10. Collaboration with families in promoting literacy.
While the initiative does acknowledge that these skills are a basis for practice and children
require a wider range of literacy skills, system-based professional learning, school priorities
and leadership practices are heavily influenced by the 10 Essential Literacy Practices. The
practices also privilege the teaching of reading including the conditions and resources for
children’s reading experiences. One practice focuses on the teaching of writing with
emphasis on instruction rather than conditions and resources for children’s writing
experiences. The focus of this initiative prompts further need for the current inquiry to
contribute to teachers’ understanding of resources, environments and pedagogies for text
production.

Prior to the Early Years Literacy Initiative, literacy practices in schools were guided by the
then ACT Education and Training Directorate’s Literacy and Numeracy Strategy 2009-2013
(ACT Government, 2009). Emerging from the priorities in this document was another
document outlining consistent approaches for a Balanced Literacy and Numeracy Program
(ACT Government, 2010), including detailed description of the Gradual Release of
Responsibility Model (Pearson & Gallagher, 1983), and the modelled, guided and
independent instructional model. While not current, these documents were influential in
developing the practices that existed during the time of the inquiry.

Australian Curriculum
Within the Australian education context, a relatively new curriculum has been developed and
implemented across the last ten years. The government sanctioned Australian Curriculum
(ACARA, 2018) is the first national curriculum for Australia, with states and territories
developing their own curriculums before this time. The Australian Curriculum was developed
by an independent body, the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority
(ACARA), in consultation with teachers, academics, industry and community groups. While
it is national in scope and purpose, implementation of the new curriculum has been dependent
on state and territory education systems, followed by interpretation by school leaders and
teachers. In some states (such as New South Wales), the Australian Curriculum has been
interpreted and expanded in state syllabus documents. However, in the ACT, the context of
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this inquiry, the Australian Curriculum is used in ACARA’s published form. The Australian
Curriculum attempts to build on the work of two documents. The first is the Early Years
Learning Framework (DEEWR, 2009), a framework that guides the outcomes of children
from birth to five years and the pedagogies of their educators. The second document is the
Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (MCEETYA, 2008)
(which has now been superseded by the Alice Springs (Mparntwe) Education Declaration
(CAGEC,2019)). The Melbourne Declaration outlines national goals for education and drives
policy decisions, including curriculum development.

To begin the discussion of the Australian Curriculum in relation to this inquiry, the
background and content of the Australian Curriculum: English, Australian Curriculum:
Technologies and the General Capabilities will be provided.

Australian Curriculum: English
The Australian Curriculum: English (AC:E) was one of the first documents to be released in
2009 (alongside mathematics, science and history). Content in the AC:E is organised under
three strands – Language, Literature and Literacy, changing the previous curriculum focus
organised under reading, writing, speaking and listening. Within each strand is a series of
Content Descriptors organised within year levels that determine the content teachers are
required to teach. Each year level also includes Achievement Standards, which are a
statement of outcomes that teachers are required to assess and report on for each child.

As an overarching document mandating the content teachers teach across all domains of
literacy, beginning with the Foundation year (Kindergarten in the ACT), teachers are required
to provide children with experiences in listening, reading, viewing, speaking, writing and
creating, using a range of concepts, skills and processes. The AC:E describes spoken, written
and multimodal texts children engage with, building up to the production of texts to entertain,
inform and persuade in Year 2. Print-based literacy skills are dominant in the AC:E, with
content descriptors and achievement standards often focusing on skills such as spelling,
grammar and learning high-frequency words, all identified as important skills for early
literacy development. Broader text production content descriptors are provided such as in
Year 1, where learners are required to, ‘Create short imaginative and informative texts that
show emerging use of appropriate text structure, sentence-level grammar, word choice,
spelling, punctuation and appropriate multimodal elements, for example illustrations and
9
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diagrams (ACELY1661)’ (ACARA, 2018). Content descriptors such as this one bring the
discrete skills together into a literacy experience, and begin to introduce the use of
multimodal elements for text production, focusing on the visual mode.
The use of ‘writing’ and ‘creating’ as interchangeable terminology in the AC:E has
significance as the wording appears to acknowledge diverse text forms. Further evidence of
multimodal communication in the AC:E is found in the content descriptors for Foundation
Year (Kindergarten), Year 1 and Year 2 which identify the use of multimodal elements such
as visual features including image and drawing, as well as gesture, signing, real objects and
oral language as early literacy practices. However, these references are without specific
connection to digital technologies.

Digital skills, or skills associated with the operation of technology, are referred to across the
AC:E. For example, one Foundation content descriptor discusses the use of technology for
word processing and identifies skills such as using the mouse and keyboard, scrolling and
selecting icons in the elaborations. In the Language strand, concepts of screen texts are
addressed. For kindergarten, these skills again include the use of the keyboard and mouse,
scrolling and selecting icons. In Year 1, the concepts of screen include the use of navigating
bars, buttons and links.

Australian Curriculum: Technologies
The Australian Curriculum: Technologies was released in 2014, one of the final learning
areas to be developed. Digital Technologies forms one half of the Technologies curriculum
alongside Design and Technologies. The curriculum begins from Foundation placing an
expectation on teachers to teach digital skills from the beginning of primary education. Two
substrands make up the digital technology part of the curriculum: knowledge and
understanding; processing and producing. Overlap can be seen between digital literacies and
digital technologies content such as use of terminology including, investigating and defining,
generating and designing, producing and implementing, evaluating, and collecting and
managing (ACARA, 2018), all skills required in the production of digital text.

The band descriptor for Foundation to Year 2 specifically identifies the use of digital systems
through play and integrated learning. The document states, ‘Students organise, manipulate
and present this data, including numerical, categorical, text, image, audio and video data, in
10
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creative ways to create meaning (ACARA, 2018).’ The document goes on to state that
students use technology to meet information, communication and recreational needs. These
terms are significant as they connect digital technologies to multimodal communication
practices in more specific and sophisticated ways in comparison to the AC:E.

General Capabilities
The Australian Curriculum acknowledges that 21st century learning does not fit neatly with
subject content (ACARA, 2018). Establishing General Capabilities in the Australian
Curriculum was a significant development in Australian education as it brought attention to
children’s needs to develop skills, behaviours and dispositions across subject content to
‘equip them as lifelong learners able to operate with confidence in a complex, information
rich, globalised words (ACARA, 2018).’ Literacy and Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) are two of the general capabilities identified in the curriculum as requiring
development across content areas. Each capability is organised as a learning progression with
levels of development representing the complexity of skills and understandings required
across the years of schooling. The progressions begin before typical Foundation level
allowing teachers to understand prerequisite skills and knowledge.

The General Capabilities in Literacy and ICT include the use of multimodal elements across
learning areas and contributes the use and creation of print, digital and multimodal texts
across disciplines (ACARA, 2018). In implementing the General Capabilities with the AC:T
and parts of the AC:E, teachers can provide experiences for children to produce digital texts,
alongside the discrete skills mandated in other parts of the AC:E.

A personal perspective on the inquiry
My orientation to the inquiry drives my research and influences the theoretical and
methodological underpinnings of this inquiry. As qualitative research situates the inquiry
within the political, cultural and social contexts of the researcher and participants (Creswell
& Poth, 2018), there is a need to describe how I came to work in this field of research.

In my time as a teacher and school leader, my work primarily focused on the early years of
education, mostly with experience from Preschool to Year 2 (children aged 4-8 years). In the
later part of this time, I worked as a literacy instructional coach, supporting teachers to
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develop their practices. I engaged teachers in coaching cycles involving an initial meeting to
determine their goals, classroom observations, meetings where we co-reflected on the
observations, then developed and implemented a coaching plan, involving co-teaching in
their classroom. My coaching style always placed teachers’ expertise at the centre of any
coaching cycle, with the aim of giving them ownership over practices to be developed. While
all stages of the coaching cycles were important, working alongside teachers in their
classroom was most powerful as the teacher and I co-designed new opportunities within the
authentic context of their classroom.

After an initial period engaging with teachers to reflect on their reading pedagogies, I
observed a gap in the attention given to early writing in both practice and research. This gap
led to a shift in my focus from coaching in early reading practices to early writing practices.
When I began this work, my focus was on developing writing pedagogies in Kindergarten,
drawing on socio-constructivist paradigms (Vygotsky, 1978) through the development of
writers’ workshops (guided by the work of Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Kissel & Millar,
2015; and seminal work by Graves, 1994), and feedback through teacher and learner
conferencing (guided by the work of Routman, 2004). To understand children’s transitions in
writing development from Preschool to Kindergarten, I worked with Preschool and
Kindergarten teachers to analyse children’s progressions. A heavy emphasis was placed on
supporting a more natural transition where children engage in experiences with oral language,
play, drawing and print-alphabetic writing in a developmental progression across the two
settings.

To support my work, I engaged heavily in reading literacy research and attending literacy
conferences, such as the Australian Literacy Educators’ Association (ALEA) conferences. I
identified an increasing emphasis on the importance of digital literacy education to support
children to function in an increasingly digital world. However, most of the research reported
focused on older children, including upper primary and secondary contexts. Reflections with
colleagues in my ALEA network led me to ask, “If digital literacies are so important, why are
we beginning the discussion by focusing on older children? Shouldn’t we be developing these
practices and exposing children to an authentic view of text from the start; from the early
stages of literacy development? And what does quality look like in early digital writing
practices, particularly with the range of multimodal resources available to children?”
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These questions led me to seek out academic networks at the University of Wollongong
(UOW), as I was aware of research being conducted in the digital literacies space. I was
supervised by Lisa Kervin and Jessica Mantei to complete a minor research project for my
Masters degree focusing on evaluating digital resources for text production. When the time
came to design my doctoral project, I wanted to merge my new interest in early digital text
production with my long-standing interest in teacher pedagogies and working with teachers
in their classrooms to develop practices. When developing my project with my supervisors, I
became aware of the existing ‘Learning to Write’ project (Woods, Comber and Kervin, ARC
Discovery DP150101240), and had the opportunity to view some of the early methodological
work and outcomes. I was keen to explore what would happen when the research design was
applied to my context as it allowed me to merge my two research interests. I also had the
benefit of supervision from one of the investigators to guide the methodology.

During my candidature, I have had the opportunity to work with colleagues and mentors in
the Play, Pedagogy and Curriculum (PPC) research group at UOW which has significantly
supported my research. The PPC group is made up of academics and higher degree research
students and has inquired into questions about young children’s interactions with digital
technology. As a member of the group, I have had access to mentorship from local and
visiting academics who specialise in children’s interactions with digital technologies, digital
literacies and theory such as socio-materiality, New Literacies and socio-cultural theory. For
my doctoral inquiry, engagement in the PPC group has been essential in shaping my
theoretical understanding and my understanding of the research problem under investigation.

(Im)materiality as a theoretical framework
In this inquiry, (im)materiality theory frames the research. Derived from a range of
orientations such as socio-cultural theory, post-humanism, affect, new literacies theory and
socio-material theory, (im)materiality was established by Burnett et al. (2014) to
conceptualise the relationship between the material and immaterial worlds, resources and
experiences for meaning making. In an inquiry of digital text production practices, an
understanding of the interconnecting relationship between the material and immaterial is
beneficial for furthering our understanding of how learning ecologies work. Within
(im)materiality theory, the scholars theorise four propositions that underpin data analysis:
spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment. These overlapping propositions have
13
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been used as the theoretical frame through which data have been analysed in this inquiry. A
detailed explanation of analytical applications of the theory will be explained in the
methodology chapter of this thesis.
While (im)materiality theory has typically been applied to studies of children’s engagement
in online and offline environments, in this thesis the theory is applied to teacher pedagogies,
children’s text production practices and broader classroom environments. In doing so, the
theory is advanced in ways that demonstrate its power and flexibility.

Significance of the inquiry
Research about digital text production by young children in early years settings is an
identified gap in research and practice. This inquiry contributes to addressing this gap by
considering established findings in digital literacies and applying them to the specific
examination of five early years classrooms. This inquiry moves the field of early literacy
education forward by identifying existing teacher practices and using them as a basis for
exploring new digital text production practices using resources, environments and pedagogies
that support young learners.

For classroom teachers, the convergence of standardised testing and back-to-basics
commentary has led to confusion about contemporary literacy practices (Burnett & Merchant,
2018; Dyson, 2008; Jewitt, 2005), particularly when teachers value digital literacy practices.
This inquiry investigates teachers’ perspectives and supports them to explore digital text
production practices and their position within the full range of literacy experiences they are
required to facilitate.

The theoretical framework for this inquiry, (im)materiality theory is a relatively new
theoretical perspective, that is typically applied to the study of children’s literate practices
between onscreen and offscreen environments. This inquiry progresses the theory through its
application to whole classroom contexts and the multiple material and immaterial interactions
that occur within them. The use of the four propositions - spatialisation, materiality,
mediation and embodiment - in connection to the methodology allows for an examination of
the design and use of classroom spaces, the immaterial and material resources, teacher
pedagogies and children’s production of digital texts.
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This inquiry utilised a multi-case ethnographic design used in the ‘Learning to Write’ project
(Woods, Comber and Kervin, ARC Discovery DP150101240), with modifications to meet
the specific digital focus of this inquiry and to align with the contexts of the research sites.
The significance of this methodology is the close investigation of classroom case studies in
order to understand contemporary literacy practices. For example, specific to this inquiry was
the application of (im)materiality theory to inform modifications to data collection and
analysis. An instance of this is seen in the movement maps that were devised to understand
classroom spatialisation.

As well as using ethnographic methods, this inquiry also empowered teachers through
opportunities to develop and implement design-based experiments, teacher designed
innovations for their classroom (Cobb et al., 2003). The use of design-based experiments as a
research method empowered teachers to reflect on their existing practices and then work with
the researcher and peers to design digital text production practices that were new and
innovative to their practices.

Definition of terms
Key terms are defined here in order of importance to the inquiry. As digital text production is
a relatively new phenomenon in terms of classroom applications, language used to describe
literacy events is shifting. Terminology will be problematised in light of existing research and
theory in the field.

Writing, text production and digital text production
In the current literacy education climate, the term ‘writing’ is highly contested, and literature
argues for the conceptualisation of new ways to define children’s productive modes
(Brownell, 2021; Kuby, Rucker & Kirchhoffer, 2015; Souto-Manning & Yoon, 2018; Zapata,
Kuby & Thiel, 2018). The increased affordances of digital technology for multimodal
communication, as well as our increased understanding about the diversity of text forms
(Kress, 2010; Merchant, 2011), render the label ‘writing’ inadequate to encapsulate the
resources and processes people use to mediate texts. The work in producing many texts today
requires more than the assembly of words on a page or screen. As such, the term ‘text
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production’ is used in this thesis to acknowledge the diversity of print-based, digital, visual
and live text forms that children engage with.
The term ‘text production’ encapsulates the diversity of text forms people, and in this case
children, use for meaning making. The term ‘text’ includes print-based texts, digital
multimodal texts (e.g., digital animations, eBooks, images and sound recordings to name a
few), visual texts (e.g., visual artwork including drawings, collages and paintings), and live
texts (e.g., oral storytelling and drama) (Kuby et al., 2015; Lenters & Winters, 2013). Each
form can stand alone or overlap in multimodal ensembles (Kress, 2010). For example, the use
of drama and talk within a digital video utilises both live and digital forms of text. The term
‘production’ then, refers to the production or assemblage of meaning using available
resources (Burnett et al., 2014), or the use of existing artefacts to produce new textual
artefacts (Pahl & Rowsell, 2010). Production, or to produce, is associated with processes or
assemblages to come to a particular product, so the term ‘text production’ in this thesis
defines the processes and resources, or the materialities and immaterialities children use to
assemble texts in their diversity of forms (Burnett et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the term ‘digital text production’ will be used in this thesis to specifically refer
to text production practices using digital technologies. As digital texts are the focus for this
inquiry, the specific term is needed for differentiation from other forms of texts.

Children and learners
In this thesis, the terms ‘children’ and ‘learners’ are used interchangeably. The term
‘children’ promotes an image of childhood and identity, where actors are seen as agential
beings competent to engage in learning and educational research (Danby & Farrell, 2004;
Souto-manning & Yoon, 2015). The term ‘learners’ then, focuses on the actions of the child
during the processes of learning, and positions children with autonomy, where children have
a role in their own learning alongside the role of the teacher (Kampmann, 2014). Viewing
children as learners positions them with developing dispositions for learning such as
resilience, confidence in their abilities, as well as participation, enjoyment and action in
learning process (Anning & Edwards, 2010). Anning and Edwards (2010) claim that these
dispositions are connected to children’s identity, and their developing sense of who they are,
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and their perspectives on their own capabilities. With these understandings in mind, argued in
this thesis is the empowerment of learners in education, rather than the teaching of students.
Furthermore, the term ‘learners’ acknowledges that learning takes place in both institutional,
formal education settings (e.g., schools), and non-institutional, informal settings (e.g., using
digital technology, or interacting with family and peers) (Kampmann, 2014). In
contemporary education, where children take an active role in their learning processes across
a range of contexts both in and outside of school, the term ‘learners’ appears to be most
appropriate.

Text production session and text production episodes
The text production session, traditionally referred to as the writing session or writing block
(ACT Government, 2010), is defined as the period of time in the school day timetabled by
teachers for the teaching of text production. This time is different from, for example, science
time, which might involve an element of text production to complete a task but has a different
focus. In contrast, text production episodes refer to smaller units of time within the text
production session. Episodes might refer to the teacher-led episode at the beginning of the
lesson or an episode of child-centred text production where children work with resources to
produce their texts.

Classrooms and learning spaces
Another pair of related terms used in this thesis to align with the theoretical framework is
references to classrooms and learning spaces. From a materiality perspective, the classroom
refers to the resources, materials, fixtures and furniture within the four walls designated to the
teacher and their class within a defined location in the school building (Burnett, 2014;
Leander & Sheehy, 2003). Classrooms have primarily been referred to in this thesis, however
some episodes captured in data occur beyond the four walls of the classroom, such as outdoor
spaces and a computer lab. These environments are referred to as learning spaces.
Furthermore, when referring generally to all environments utilised by teachers and children,
the term ‘learning spaces’ has been used.
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Teaching episodes: modelled, guided and independent text production
Teachers utilise long standing teaching practices within the modelled, guided and
independent instructional model for literacy episodes (as shown in the ACT EDU teacher
resource, ACT Government, 2010). Reflecting a socio-cultural paradigm (Vygotsky, 1978) in
learning from more knowledgeable others, and a Gradual Release of Responsibility Model
(Pearson & Gallagher, 1983), modelled, guided and independent episodes take learners from
being highly dependent on the teacher, to the independent production of texts. These terms
for teachers’ approaches have been used frequently in this thesis to describe teachers’
practices.

Modelled text production involves the teacher modelling a particular skill or concept for
children, often as a whole class group (ACT Government, 2010). Modelled text production
involves the practice of ‘thinking aloud’ or verbalising their thoughts, actions and processes
(Englert, Mariage & Dunsmore, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978). When using this approach, often
teachers will model the production of their own text for children to observe. Variations exist
to modelled text production, such as shared approaches, which involves children’s ideas for
the modelled text; and interactive text production which involves children physically
contributing to the text being produced for the class (Roth & Guinee, 2011).

Guided text production involves scaffolded teaching of a small, teacher-led group of learners
producing their own texts (Gibson, 2008), while the remainder of the children engage in
independent text production. Frey and Fisher (2010) claim that guided episodes are more than
the teacher with a small group, and involves pedagogical moves such as questioning,
prompting, focusing the learners’ attention, and providing direct explanation and modelling.
A teacher might work with one small group in a session, or multiple groups in a session
depending on time and their preferred approach.

The independent text production experience that the rest of the class engages in is then
completed independently from the teacher, but often not in isolation (Englert et al., 2006;
Jaeger, 2019). Sometimes children will engage in an experience alone and at other times they
will collaborate with peers.
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Overview of acronyms

To support the reader, the following frequently used acronyms are outlined:

AC:E: Australian Curriculum: English
AC:T: Australian Curriculum: Technologies
ACT: Australian Capital Territory
ACT EDU: ACT Education Directorate
DBE: Design-based experiment
EYLF: Early Years Learning Framework
ICSEA: Index of Community Socio-Educational Advantage
ICT: Information communication technologies
IWB: Interactive whiteboard
NAPLAN: National Assessment Program for Literacy and Numeracy
PIPS: Performance Indicators in Primary Schools

Thesis overview
Chapter 1: Introduction

The first chapter introduced the purpose for this inquiry. The chapter provided a rationale for
investigating digital text production practices in early years classrooms by considering the
significant change to literacy practices requiring skills in digital multimodal communication.
Background to the inquiry was provided through an examination of the inquiry context and
relevant curriculum and policy documents. (Im)materiality theory as the theoretical
framework for this inquiry was introduced, with further details about the application of the
theory provided in the methodology chapter. Key terms were also defined and problematised
to begin to explore evolving terminology associated with contemporary literacy practice, the
most significant being the conceptualisation of writing and text production.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

The literature review will extend on the introduction by providing the existing research
landscape for digital text production, revealing gaps in the body of knowledge. The chapter
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begins by globally examining literature detailing changes to literacy practices in society,
before examining how these changes impact on learners in classrooms. The tensions that
arise for teachers in realising these new practices in their classrooms will also be explored.
The literature review then turns to the resources, environments, knowledge and processes for
digital text production. Then finally, the literature review concludes with an examination of
literature focused on teachers’ pedagogies and practices. The literature review identifies gaps
in research including need for greater focus on teacher pedagogies, as well as the tools and
processes for digital text production.

Chapter 3: Methodology

The methodology chapter provides a detailed account of the multi-case, classroom-based
ethnography design of the research, including the methodological underpinnings and data
collection methods. Embedded in the ethnographic design was teacher planning and
implementation of design-based experiments where they explored digital text production
practices that were new and innovative to their existing practices. The application of designbased experiments will be explored further as an innovative approach to this research that
places the teacher participants at the centre.

The methodology chapter will provide further explanation of (im)materiality theory as the
theoretical framework for this inquiry to expand on the introduction to the theory in chapter
1. Each proposition of (im)materiality theory will be elaborated on using literature. Then the
application of the propositions to data analysis individually and in synthesis will be explained
using examples. This explanation will assist in framing the analysis reported in the findings
chapter.

Chapter 4: Findings

The findings chapter reports on data analysis from five classroom case studies across four
school sites. Data analysis is used to introduce each school site, then the teacher participant
from each case. Then analysis of data from the classroom audit is reported, followed by
reporting on the design-based experiment for each case. A table is provided at the beginning
of the classroom audit and design-based experiment sections providing an overview of the
teaching focus, teacher pedagogies and opportunities for text production in each week of the
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inquiry. The information in the table is then elaborated on through an examination of the
classroom space, and illustrations of both teachers’ practices and children’s production of
texts.

Chapter 5: Discussion and conclusion

The final chapter discusses each research question for this inquiry in relation to the findings,
by synthesising the data analysis from the five cases. An examination of the spaces and
opportunities for digital text production in these cases leads the discussion, followed by an
exploration of the pedagogical decisions that teachers made when facilitating these digital
text production opportunities. Then interactions between human and non-human actors
during digital text production experiences are conceptualised, before exploring the influence
of particular actors on these interactions. As part of the discussion, a pedagogical model for
digital text production that emerged from the inquiry will be proposed and explicated.
Finally, the implications of this research on practice, policy, theory and research will be
provided before concluding the thesis with a final critical summary of the research.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Chapter introduction
This inquiry investigates digital text production practices in early years classrooms. As such,
the literature review chapter positions the inquiry within the research body predominantly
focused on digital text production both in society and literacy education settings. The
literature review also focuses on wider teacher pedagogies for literacy learning to set the
scene for the design-based experiments reported in the findings.

The review begins with a broad focus on changes in technologies and literate practices in
society, including children’s home literacy practices. Next, the review includes examination
of school literacy practices, including the home and school literacy divide and changes to
what counts as school literacies. This part of the review will also explore literature that
reports on the enablers and inhibitors of digital text production. The focus is then narrowed to
children’s production of digital texts, and the resources, environments, knowledge and
processes they use. The material turn in literacy studies is used to frame this part of the
literature review. Finally, the focus shifts to teachers’ pedagogies and practices for
facilitating and supporting children’s digital text production. By examining, synthesising and
presenting the findings from literature, the review argues for the importance of the current
inquiry and its position within the literacy research landscape. Figure 2.1 presents an
overview of the structure of this literature review.
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Figure 2.1 - Literature review overview

Literacies in contemporary society
A key rationale for literacy education is to respond to children’s literacy needs both now and
into the future. To do this, we first need to determine the literacies they encounter as
members of a society. This first section of the review examines literature about the changing
literacy needs of society, particularly involving communication with digital technologies.
Pertinent to this examination is Brandt’s (2015) claims that productive modes of
communication have become the dominant mass literacy in society, arguing that this shift has
significant economic, social and cultural implications as we adjust to new ways of
communicating. Her work prompts further research to understand the new literacy demands
today, particularly in response to advances in technology.
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Literacy demands for work and leisure
Communication is in a constant state of evolution, and the rate of evolution has increased
with the rapid transformation and up-take of digital technologies. Thus, to be literate today is
different from the past, and to be literate in the future will be different from today (Leu et al.,
2017). Literature focused on New Literacies provides the grounding for examining changes
to literacy practices that emerge from the use of digital technologies. Conceded in this
literature is the point that literacy practices of the past are perceived as quite linear, whereas
the literacy practices of today consist of complex socio-cultural landscapes of different
platforms and resources prominently used in homes, workplaces and the broader community
(Labbo & Ryan, 2010; Lankshear & Knobel, 2011; Leu et al., 2017)

New Literacies scholars acknowledge that to be literate involves an ever-increasing variety of
social practices associated with technology, media, institutions and the economy (Lankshear
& Knobel, 2011). Each of these areas inform the uptake of literacies in everyday work and
leisure; in homes, education settings and communities. For example, considerable time is
spent on computers in workplaces, but beyond that, family time often involves screens for
leisure activities and consuming information required for daily life. Therefore, these changes
need to be seen as significant to the ways people engage in literate practices. Although in
examining these changes, Kress (2003) encourages deeper thinking about whether the digital
technology caused the change, or whether the importance society placed on digital
technology caused the change. He argues that the digital technologies merely made the shift
in communication practices possible.

New opportunities enabling communication mean that the literacies used to produce digital
texts are different from those used to produce more traditional paper-based texts (Merchant,
2007). New literacy practices such as blogging, film making, social media, website design,
visual design and use of collaborative platforms such as Google Docs have become important
practices in a digital society (Hashemi, 2007; Leu et al., 2017; Merchant, 2007). Brandt
(2015) claims that these new platforms are creating the writing/publishing citizen, where
everyday people can become published authors in online environments. Lankshear and
Knobel (2011) agree, explaining that new social practices in society involve new ways of
producing, distributing, exchanging and receiving texts through digital technology. These
changes both empower people, but also have the potential to cause harm when used
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carelessly, particularly given that what is interpreted and further shared by a reader can be
diverse and misleading. Therefore, the new practices of mass production using digital
technologies demand a new set of capabilities, understandings, knowledge and dispositions.

Communication is multimodal, and produced using a selection of linguistic, visual, audio,
gestural and spatial modes of representation (Kalantsiz, Cope, Chan & Dalley-Trim, 2016;
Kress, 2010). Increased access to digital technologies provides people with more advanced
use of modes associated with media resources. Kress (2003) acknowledges though that no
one mode can carry the whole load; each mode carries a specific load and is used in
connection with others. As such, screen-based texts are seen as complex multimodal
ensembles of image, sound, animated movement, as well as print-based writing (Jewitt, 2005;
Kress, 2010). People require an understanding of the purpose and effective use of semiotic
resources to communicate effectively. Furthermore, different forms of communication will
have different dominant modes depending on purpose (Jewitt, 2005). Bezemer and Kress
(2008) argue that for screen-based communication, still and moving image are becoming
more prominent modes for conveying meaning than long prose. For instance, in today’s
digital messaging practices, memes are becoming an efficient form of communications as
they carry significant meaning in a single image alongside a word or short phrase. However,
both the user and reader of the meme require significant semiotic understanding and
background knowledge of the content to interpret them in their specific context.

From a New Literacies perspective, increased use of multiple modes of communication
(linguistics, visual, audio, gesture and spatial) have pushed design to the forefront of text
production (Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Kress, 2010). As production occurs, semiotic resources
are selected and arranged to convey intended messages, often in ways that are aesthetic and
entice the consumer. In their consideration of processes for multimodal ensembles, Bezemer
and Kress (2008) put forward a sequence of selecting modes, arranging the modes on the
screen or page, and foregrounding dominant modes to suit the purpose of communication.
They further explain that an ability to assemble multiple modes in particular ways has social
consequences for how meaning is interpreted, placing importance on people becoming skilled
in the meaning conveyed through their use.

The argument about the rise of digital and multimodal forms of communication is not to say
that these forms should exist with disregard to traditional forms of communication such as
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writing. Instead, newer communication practices need to coexist with older ones (Burnett,
Merchant & Neumann, 2020; Jewitt, 2005). Part of understanding the coexistence between
new and old communication practices is determining the ways new text forms are presented.
New text forms
In order to grasp the new affordances of texts, we first need to understand traditional and new
text forms. Traditional text forms are characterised by alphabetic script in words, sentences
and paragraphs, and are produced in linear processes. In contrast, digital texts are
characterised by the use of semiotic resources on screen produced in a non-linear process
(Bogard & McMackin, 2012; Lenter & Winters, 2013; Merchant, 2007). While digital
technology increases capacity to produce multimodal texts, multimodality has existed long
before the availability of digital technologies and also applies to spoken, paper-based and live
texts (Pahl & Rowsell, 2012). Therefore, while digital text production requires skills in
multimodality, it is used for a much wider range of texts including paper-based texts.

A synthesis of literature brings the core elements of new text forms to light. Texts are nonlinear multimodal ensembles that serve a rapidly increasing range of local and global
purposes (Kress, 2010; Kuby et al., 2015; Lankshear & Knobel, 2011; Merchant, 2007;
Walsh, 2011). Merchant (2007) argues that texts are socio-culturally constructed, break the
boundaries of genre to form new genres or hybrid genres. Further, he asserts that texts can be
collaborative and multi-voiced. Engaging with texts in this way means that traditional genres
are changing and are no longer at the forefront of production. Instead, elements of design are
positioned at the forefront. Further, texts have shifted from fixed to fluid and include a
combination of page, screen and live forms (Kuby et al., 2015; Lenters & Winters, 2013).
New texts, particularly those on screen, are easily revised, updated, added to and appended
(Husbye & Zander, 2015; Merchant, 2007), expanding the affordances for people’s
engagement with meaning making processes.

In applying these understandings as a lens to the everyday texts encountered in society, we
can begin to make assumptions about how they are produced, accessed and consumed. For
example, broadened understanding of text breaks the traditional, linear boundaries of
meaning making to acknowledge that texts are more diverse, multilayered and complex than
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ever before. Of course, as society grapples with these changes, a shift has occurred in the
home literacy practices of children and requires examination.
Children’s home literacy practices
As society’s literacy practices have evolved, researchers have examined young children’s
home literacies and reported significant engagement with digital technology to produce and
consume information (Davidson, 2009; Davidson, 2011; Honan, 2012). According to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (2017), 97% of households with children under 15
years of age have access to the internet. These statistics mean that children in these
households potentially have access to digital technology in some form, making children’s
experiences with digital technology a significant area of study. These statistics include the
focus age group of this inquiry - children in their early years of school - and inform a view of
their potential to readily access digital technologies in their home.

Children are immersed in a range of communicative practices with digital technology at
home, both in interaction with family members and independently (Kumpulainen, Sairanen,
& Norström, 2020; Marsh, Hannon, Lewis & Richie, 2017; Wohlwend, 2010). Marsh et al.
(2017) claim that the sociocultural development in digital technology use alongside print
literacies has changed the focus from family literacy to also include family digital literacy.
Family members found to be involved in digital interactions with young children at home
include parents, siblings, cousins, grandparents and family friends (Plowman, McPake &
Stevens, 2008). Findings from Marsh (2006) assert that relationships between children and
these family members can be enriched and extended through shared use of digital
technologies. The emergence of mobile technologies also blurs the boundaries of home and
community literacies as children interact with family members around mobile devices when
outside the home (for example, when on public transport) (Marsh, 2006). As such, these
interactions between children, family members and digital technology have become an
important new form of home and community literacy.

Families provide opportunities for digital learning and interactions to take place in the home.
Although family members often believe children intuitively learn to use digital technology on
their own (Plowman et al., 2008), findings indicate that parents provide children with
scaffolding in digital technology use and digital literacies (Marsh et al., 2017; Wohlwend,
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2010). Marsh et al., (2017) further assert that at times, scaffolding occurs through children’s
observations of family members’ everyday technology use (e.g., parents’ and siblings’ use of
social media), and at other times interactions are more didactic. Wohlwend (2010) found that
didactic interactions between parents and children with technology often consisted of
demonstrations where parents would talk through actions on screen. Other studies support
these findings by reporting positive benefits of children socialising and interacting with their
family when using digital technologies, as they gained stronger understanding of information
consumption and production (Davidson, 2009; Davidson, 2011; Neumann, 2015).
Literature reports themes about the types of children’s digital technology use in their homes.
In Neumann’s (2015) study of children’s technology use at home, parents reported mostly
using mobile devices rather than fixed computers. Parents also reported a preference for
touch screen devices for younger children as they felt computers were less intuitive than the
user-friendly interface of tablets. This finding reflects the changes in device use by children
over the last two decades from devices such as desktop computers and DVD players (Marsh,
2006; Plowman, 2008) to more mobile, touch screen devices such as tablets (Kumpulainen et
al., 2020; Marsh, 2018). This change further affords a shift from technology use only in the
home to mobile locations in the community. Furthermore, Gronn, Scott and Edwards’ (2014)
study found that younger children were more likely to use offline technologies such as apps
and software, than older children. Wohlwend and Buchholtz (2014) also found that unlike
some adults, children do not think in a print/digital binary at home. They consider the
literacies they need to meet their purpose regardless of mode and platform. This finding is
significant to children’s potential perceptions of texts as they transition into school settings.
Wohlwend and Buchholtz (2014) argue that teachers need to take the children’s lead and
acknowledge their entrance into school richly resourced in literacies. Incorporating these
literacies into classroom contexts can support children to see the connection between
education and broader societal practices. Home and community literacies are deeply
embedded with social and cultural practices (Pahl & Burnett, 2013), practices that can also
become embedded in schools. Further review of literature about the transitions for children as
they move between home and school will be provided in the next section about digital text
production in schools.
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Digital text production in schools
In light of new text forms that have emerged in society that require increased use of semiotic
resources and children’s home literacies, what counts as text production in early literacy
education settings needs to shift. Paper and pencil alphabetic writing is essential, but not
enough to provide children with a strong understanding of texts and the skills to produce
them. Children require opportunities to use digital technology for text production to develop
skills in communicating across new text forms. Curriculum reforms have created modest
spaces for digital literacies in schools, however the uptake of these opportunities is varied.
The tensions that arise for teachers as they negotiate these curriculum spaces influences their
uptake of digital literacies (Wohlwend, 2010), a theme further reviewed in the literature.
The ‘digital-disconnect’ between home and school
Gronn et al. (2014) propose the concept of a ‘digital-disconnect’ between home and school,
asserting that children who frequently use technologies at home struggle to connect with the
literacies and ways technologies are used at school. While their focus group reported similar
access to technology across home and school, the length of time spent engaging with digital
resources differed, with school providing significantly less time for digital experiences.

Despite their best of intentions, teachers experience challenges in meaningfully connecting
home and school learning (Hutchison, Paatsh & Cloonan, 2020). In Honan’s (2012) study,
teachers reported only understanding some of the digital knowledge and practices children
bring with them to school and reported struggling to make the connections to school
literacies. This is not dissimilar to teachers’ understanding of non-digital practices (Brady,
2009), however, increased use of digital technology in the home brings importance to
teachers’ understanding of children’s digital knowledge. Honan (2012) and Hutchison et al.
(2020) argue that teachers need to reconceptualise their classroom literacy programs to better
incorporate what they know about children’s digital needs and encourage children’s out-ofschool digital practices in classroom contexts.

At the same time as acknowledging the digital disconnect between home and school we also
need to acknowledge the digital divide that exists. The digital divide highlights the
educational advantages and disadvantages of children due to digital technology access in
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their home (Dolan, 2016; Rowsell et al., 2017). Children with access to digital technology
and quality interactions with adults are often advantaged among their peers. In contrast, those
children without access or adult support are often disadvantaged. Further, Gee (2012) argues
that a difference between “old” and “new” literacies is children’s ability to use specialist
language associated with digital platforms, or a meta-language for virtual environments.
Those children who possess digital language are advantaged, and those without,
disadvantaged, in similar ways to children’s experiences with the language of books. While
the ABS data reported earlier revealed that 97% of households with children aged 15 and
under have internet access, this still leaves 3%, most of which are the most socioeconomically disadvantaged families, without access and experience with digital skills.

Inequities also exist across schools and systems, with some schools having access to a range
of digital technology and reliable internet access and others with limitations in resourcing and
internet access. Considering the digital divide makes a stronger case for digital literacies in
school as it not only acknowledges the digital practices that many children engage with in
homes, but it also supports other children by building the skills needed to be empowered
among their peers both in school and broader society.

In transitioning to a review of literature about the specific nature of digital text production in
schools, it is important to consider Gronn et al.’s (2014) finding that technology use at home
was more child-directed, but at school, technology use was teacher-directed and constrained.
As children transition from one context to the other, the differences in autonomy with digital
technologies can be perceived as challenging to navigate. In translating this finding to the
classroom, teachers need to consider greater use of child-directed approaches when providing
digital experiences, where children have greater choice and autonomy to bridge children’s
home and school literacies. Teachers also have a role in interacting with children who have
limited experiences with digital technology at home to support their technology use and
bridge the digital divide.

School text production practices
Emerging from the seminal work of the New London Group (1996) is an argument for
literacy programs that are accountable to the diversity of text forms associated with multiple
modes and media technologies. Across the last two decades, researchers have studied
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classrooms and theorised using the work of the New London Group to expand the notion of
what counts in classroom text production (Hashemi, 2017; Kuby et al., 2015; Leu et al.,
2017; Mills, 2009) studies have theorised about the evolving nature of classroom texts and
broadened perspectives to include the range of materials, modes, platforms and purposes for
text production. Kuby et al. (2015) propose a new definition of writing, or text production in
line with these theoretical understandings. They state that text production involves using a
range of modes and materials to author ideas through a production process. This expanded
definition of text production opens up possibilities for the range of text forms that count in
classroom literacy experiences.

Studies illustrate what happens when teachers expand their definitions of text and facilitate
text production opportunities in their classrooms. For example, Husbye, Buchholz, Coggin,
Wessel-Powell and Wohlwend (2012) outline the production skills involved in filmmaking.
The complex multimodal meaning children conveyed through filmmaking demonstrates
children’s capabilities in learning with digital resources. A further example of children’s
production of non-traditional texts is Dezuanni’s (2018) study of the digital worlds that
children created through the Minecraft platform. He concluded that these types of media texts
belong in classroom text production. Further, Wargo (2017) challenges us to consider the
affordances of sound on meaning making, a mode of communication often dismissed or
considered inferior in children’s writing and meaning making. Each of these studies provide
important perspectives on classroom texts and as Zapata et al. (2018) argue, the way teachers
position different types of texts influences the ways children see themselves as writers. For
example, if the teacher only allows drawing after children have completed their print writing,
children who privilege drawing take on a view that their approach to meaning making is
inferior. These studies justify the need for teachers to move towards an expanded definition
of classroom texts.

As views about what counts as text production shift, so too does the argument about what
skills are privileged in classroom literacy. Traditionally, dominant classroom discourses
associated with print-alphabetic writing contributed to positions of power in classrooms
(Burnett, Merchant & Neumann, 2019; Husbye & Zander, 2015). Those children with strong
print-based writing skills were in a position of privilege in classrooms as they could represent
their thinking on the page. However, those children who were less confident with print
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writing were disadvantaged and discouraged from engaging in higher order learning
opportunities as they struggled to access the written component of the experience.

Recent studies challenge the print-centric nature of classrooms by demonstrating the rich
literacy opportunities that are opened up when children use digital technologies. For example,
in a study of children’s video production, Toohey and Dagenais (2015) found that children
were empowered and identified in their classroom as knowledgeable, creative and a
legitimate member of their peer group when working on group tasks. Similarly, Vasudevan,
Schultz and Bateman (2012) found that expanding composition beyond print modalities
shifted classroom power dynamics in significant ways. Consequently, children who were
normally disengaged and disempowered by print writing, yet had rich thinking and oral skills,
expressed themselves in ways that reflected their knowledge and literacy capabilities. Based
on similar findings, Pandya and Pagdilao (2015) argue that digital text production allows
children to become experts as they explore their subject matter using the strengths in their
literacies. This is not to say that print-based writing is not vitally important. Children require
opportunities to develop print-based writing skills, however they also require opportunities to
express themselves using the digital modes of communication that are part of everyday
literacies.

Enablers and inhibitors of digital text production in classrooms
Several factors enable or inhibit the implementation of digital text production experiences in
classrooms. Media commentary, curriculum, policy and teachers’ beliefs and values have
generated tension between the current needs of a literate society and perceptions of ‘school
experiences’ for children.
Recent media commentary about children’s screen time, that is, time spent on a digital
device, influences teachers as they consider digital text production practices in their
classrooms. Findings from research highlight the importance of digital technology use, but
also promote children’s physical activity, social interaction, language development and
positive sleep patterns (Australian Government, 2019). While we know that we live in a
world of digital communication and we need to teach children to engage in that digital world
with skill and understanding, it would be remiss of any study of children’s digital technology
use not to take concerns about screen time into consideration. The Australian 24-Hour
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Movement Guidelines (Australian Government, 2019) recommends limiting sedentary screen
time to no more than 2 hours per day for children and young people 5-17 years old, and no
more than 1 hour per day for children 2-5 years old. Therefore, if children are limited to 2
hours of screen time per day, teachers must ensure time with technology in schools promotes
quality digital activity. The Guidelines further suggest that when using screens children
should engage in social interactions. This connects to Davidson (2009) and Neumann’s
(2014) studies that promote social interactions when using digital technology as essential for
children’s production and understanding of content. For the classroom, this supports the
inclusion of interaction and collaboration as core components of digital text production.

The Early Childhood Australia Statement on Young Children and Digital Technologies
(ECA, 2018) offers further advice on children’s digital technology use based on consultation
with academics and stakeholders. The document also promotes children’s use of technology
in social interaction with family and peers, as well as stating that sedentary behaviour on
screens should be limited. The document goes further to state that children have a right to
digital access, safety and privacy, and children should be involved in digital play and
pedagogies to promote exploration, collaboration, meaning making and problem solving.
Neumann (2014) supports the notion of active technology use and argues that screen time
guidelines cannot have a one-size-fits-all approach to time spent on screen and should instead
acknowledge the difference in quality of technology use. Sweetser, Johnson, Ozdowska and
Wyeth (2012) agree by arguing that using classifications of active and passive screen time
might be a more accurate lens for considering the benefits and concerns for children’s
technology use.

A recurring theme emerging from literature reporting on digital text production is the
tensions that exist between traditional pedagogies and new technologies in curriculum, policy
and practice. While the Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2018) provides some space for
digital text production in the early years, other tensions such as system and school policy can
avert teachers’ attention to areas of the curriculum that promote print-based literacies.
Outlined so far is the essential nature of digital communication in today’s society and why it
is necessary for digital text production opportunities to be available in classrooms. Yet school
and system policy, and new literacy practices are reported to be at odds, with print-alphabetic
writing continuing to dominate (Burnett & Merchant, 2018; Dowdall, 2020; Jewitt, 2005;
Lynch & Redpath, 2014). Policy and education reform that often regard literacy as a fixed set
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of skills fail to connect children with the complexity of digital literacies that are fluid in
nature (Daniels, Bower, Burnett, Escott, Hatton, Ehiyazaryan-White & Monkhouse, 2020;
Jewitt, 2005).

In Australia and internationally, governments and education systems have increasingly placed
emphasis on high-stakes testing that privilege traditional print-based classroom writing (e.g.,
NAPLAN in the Australian context). Pressure on children to perform on these tests
significantly influences text production opportunities in classrooms as teachers are motivated
to focus their attention on skills that they perceive will achieve higher scores. High-stakes
testing is misaligned with current everyday literacy practices, particularly those in digital text
production (Burnett & Merchant, 2018; Jewitt, 2005). For example, NAPLAN tests printbased writing skills within narrowly constrained text structures. Daniels et al. (2020) argue
that these narrow conceptions of literacy in testing and policy make it difficult for teachers to
justify time spent on digital text production. As such, teachers report dissatisfaction with the
ways digital technology is implemented in classrooms as it often replicated alphabetic skillfocused practices (Lynch & Redpath, 2014).

In a bid to improve test results, accountability measures are placed on teachers including
monitoring assessment data, as well as implementation of commercial programs and socalled evidence-based approaches. These accountability measures have been found to
influence text production practices and the opportunities that teachers provide for children’s
learning (Kervin, Comber & Woods, 2020; Pandya & Pagdilao, 2015). Further, children have
reported doing “what is expected” in classroom literacies, rather than producing texts that
reflect their real-world practices (Dyson, 2008; Dyson, 2020). Burnett and Merchant (2018),
and Dyson (2008), claim that these accountability measures are often in response to back-tobasics reforms that aim for educational institutions to return to traditional skill-based literacy
education. Burnett and Merchant (2018) predict that as long as high-stakes testing and backto-basics reforms are in play, teachers’ uptake of digital literacies will be limited. As such,
Dyson (2008) calls for reconsideration of what ‘the basics’ means for contemporary literacy
practice and argues for the inclusion of the range of text forms - paper, screen and live - that
are part of the new basics. Redefining the basics will afford teachers the opportunity to
embrace more digital forms of text production.
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As teachers negotiate the curriculum spaces for digital text production, their digital
knowledge enters the discussion of tensions as their knowledge can act as either an enabler or
inhibitor. Daniels et al. (2020), and Hashemi and Cederlund (2017) found that the use of
digital technologies in the classroom was dependant on the knowledge, values and attitudes
of the teacher. For example, if teachers hold limited knowledge or a lack of pedagogical
understanding for implementing new technologies in the classroom, they can experience
discomfort in their teaching. In comparison, teachers’ confidence in their digital knowledge
and positive attitudes towards digital technology have the potential to open up opportunities
for digital text production. Daniels et al. (2020) also claim that even if teachers are skilled in
using digital technology, they can feel a lack of confidence in their pedagogical application.

To assist in addressing these tensions, researchers are beginning to offer examples of digital
text production practices working within systems of accountability. Pahl and Rowsell (2012),
and Wohlwend and Buchholz (2014) argue that teachers can incorporate multimodal and
digital practices in classrooms while meeting curriculum expectations. Dowdall’s (2020)
study presents an example of digital text production meeting curriculum expectations. In the
study, teachers implemented an experience where children engaged in reader response
through the production of a film using images and language from a shared picture book. The
experience was used to assess curriculum content in print-based reading while also expanding
the children’s composition skills. Implementing opportunities that combine traditional and
contemporary production modes in this way provides children multiple entry points into
literacy and communication (Lenters & Winters, 2013), providing new forms of teaching and
assessment.

Literature reviewed so far prompts a shift in pedagogical focus that reflects an understanding
of how children produce digital texts. In the next section, contemporary resources,
environments, knowledge and processes for digital text production in existing literature will
be explored.

Digital text production resources, environments, knowledge and processes
Current understandings of children’s digital text production can be categorised according to
resources, environments, knowledge and processes. First, this section will be framed through
a review of literature that explains the material turn in literacy studies. This part of the review
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will include current literature about post-humanism, affect and embodiment, which provides
the backdrop to (im)materiality as a lens on literacy practices. Following this theoretical
framing, the tools and resources for text production explored in literature will be discussed,
including teachers’ approaches to selecting resources. Next, understandings about online and
offline environments when digital text production is in play will be examined. Then
knowledge required for digital text production will be explored, and finally new processes for
digital text production will be discussed, including the ways agency and identity become part
of these processes.

Material turn in literacy studies

The work of the New London Group (1996) and the New Literacies Studies that emerged
from their work supported a contemporary understanding of what it means to be literate in
Western societies, particularly with the use of digital technologies. The focus of this work
was on the role of humans in the literate practices, and the texts or artefacts that were
produced. A key premise of this work was the notions of multimodality and design, with a
focus on the products of literacy activity. More recently, literacy studies have been advanced
beyond a focus on products and design, to an understanding of what is happening both on and
off screen with bodies and materials (Ehret & Hollet, 2014; Ehret, Hollet & Jocius, 2016;
Leander & Boldt, 2013). This focus on bodies and materials moves research about children’s
digital text production away from solely looking at products to the resources, environments,
knowledge and processes used for production. Lenz Taguchi (2010, as cited in Kuby &
Crawford, 2018) positioned these changes as the ‘material turn’ in literacy studies, which
encapsulates progressed understandings about embodiment, emotion and affect.

A key milestone in the material turn is the socio-material and post-humanist stance in literacy
studies, and particularly the work of Candace Kuby and her colleagues. Kuby and Rowsell
(2017) argue that much of the socio-cultural and New Literacy Studies research draws on
human centric and language centric ideas, with a focus on human interaction with each other
and their enactment on materials. Post-humanism sees the boundaries between the human and
non-human as broken as they intertwine and form entanglements (Kuby & Crawford, 2018;
Kuby, Rucker & Darolia, 2017). These entanglements then hold agency which is enacted in
the space between them. The focus here is not on what one does to the other, but how they
enact through their togetherness (Kuby & Crawford, 2018). This togetherness is described as
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‘intra-action’. In studies of classroom practice, post-humanism takes the focus away from
what humans do and say, to the way material elements intra-act in ways that influence
learning events.

As research looks at the entanglement of the human and non-human, the emergent ways texts
are produced come to light. Linked to post-humanist thinking, both Leander and Boldt
(2013), and Kuby et al. (2017) discuss the practice of in the moment, emergent production
that can come about from intra-actions with materials and space. Kuby et al. (2015) argue
that while there are times that production is about an end goal or audience, this is not always
the case. Sometimes production is about the emergent ways children experience materials and
space in the moment. This reflects contemporary notions of text production which move
beyond the control of predetermined social purposes to processes of meaning making that
cross boundaries and genre (Ehret & Rowsell, 2021). As children engage with these new
meaning making processes, their feelings, movements, and embodiment become more
important to our understanding of text production.

An understanding of intra-action between bodies, resources and spaces is further supported
by the view of text production as embodies practice and theories of affect in literacy studies.
Ehret and Hollett’s (2014) developing theory of new media making explores understandings
of the ways bodies intra-act in embodied ways with and around screens, and the ways
emotions influence these actions. Affect supports this position as it is about the intensities of
feelings that enable and constrain bodies’ capacities to act (Ehret & Rowsell, 2021). Research
has traditionally separated emotion and affect from the mind and cognitive processes,
however, affect explores the ways emotion mediates action and its contributions to the
production of texts (Ehret & Hollett, 2014; Lewis & Doctor-Tierney, 2013). Lewis and
Doctor-Tierney (2013) assert that emotion and cognition are inseparable in learning and
argue for the examination of both in episodes of classroom literacy learning.

These understandings about the material turn highlight the necessity of (im)materiality as a
theory for examining classroom practice. The space in-between the material and immaterial,
as well as the propositions of spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment support
an examination of intra-action with resources, environments, knowledge and processes.
These dimensions of digital text production will be explored in the following sections.
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Resources used for digital text production
The study of materiality brings a renewed focus to the tools and resources in classrooms
(Kervin, Comber & Woods, 2017; Pahl & Rowsell, 2012; Wargo, 2018). Material resources
include the digital resources (devices, apps, online platforms and software), as well as
semiotic resources. A focus on materiality moves pedagogy beyond the instructional
approaches of the teacher to consider the material and immaterial elements in classrooms that
contribute to children’s production of texts. While researchers have made some accounts for
the implementation of digital resources such as desktop computers, laptops and tablet
devices, the rapidly changing nature of digital technologies justifies the need for additional
research into the resources that are chosen by teachers, and the ways they are used by
children in classrooms (Kucirkova, Rowe, Oliver & Piestrzynski, 2019).

Teachers make important decisions about the digital resources such as devices, apps, online
platforms and software that they implement in their classrooms for text production. We know
that digital resources have significant potential for digital text production. However, with the
wide selection of resources marketed to early literacy learning, teachers can become
overwhelmed with which ones are appropriate for text production and which limit children’s
opportunities for meaning making. Quinn and Bliss’ (2021) analysis of digital text production
apps uncovered that most apps claiming to support children’s writing development focus on
discrete skills, such as letter tracing, that represent and reinforce a narrow conceptualisation
of early writing education. Further, Wohlwend (2015) cautions that apps often position
children as readers and viewers (often in sedentary ways), rather than authors and producers.
This brings importance to the careful selection of apps that offer productive elements.

When selecting digital resources, Rowsell and Wohlwend (2016) challenge teachers to
consider the active learning needs of children when using technology through participatory
literacies, or the interpreting, making and sharing of digital multimedia. Further, Wohlwend
(2015) argues for the use of open-ended apps for children’s creative production that provide
them with a range of semiotic resources to express themselves on screen. These apps position
children as producers of their own content. The use of open-ended apps is in direct opposition
to closed, behaviourist orientated apps mentioned earlier that aim to provide practice in
discrete literacy skills (Lynch & Redpath, 2014; Oakley, Wildy & Berman, 2020, Quinn &
Bliss, 2021).
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When selecting digital resources, teachers need to acknowledge that their interactions with
learners as they engage with digital resource are essential for scaffolding digital literacy
development (Danby, Kervin & Mantei, 2019). This argument supports Lynch and Redpath’s
(2014) opposition to a literacy centre model where a small group of children are left to play
skill-based games while the teacher works with a guided group. Instead, these findings
suggest that teachers need to engage children in guided text production matched with the
pedagogical intent of the teacher.

Resources for digital text production go beyond the device and platform to also include the
use of semiotic resources within and around that platform. The semiotic nature of
contemporary communication was discussed earlier, but this section delves deeper into
children’s use of resources. Dezuanni (2015) likens multimodal resources as the digital
building blocks of children’s media work, allowing them to produce representations of their
meaning on devices. Children assemble modes and meaning to fit with their intentions or
their emergent exploration, so need opportunities to work with platforms that avail multiple
modes to develop their expressive abilities in ways that move away from traditional notions
of alphabetic literacies (Kuby & Vaughn, 2015; McKee & Heydon, 2014). However, Kervin
and Mantei (2016) argue that producing digital texts is not about creating individual
multimodal components, placing importance on the relationship between the components and
the building up of resources. As such, children require extensive opportunities to use a range
of semiotic resources when assembling digital texts.

While children require opportunities to develop their ability to use a range of modes, they
will often have modal preferences they rely on. For example, image might be a modal
preference in digital texts for one child whereas sound might be a modal preference for
another child. At times, children’s preferences will be influenced by adults and peers, and
will often be aligned with the affordances and constraints of the text production resources
available to them (Hashemi, 2017; Pahl & Rowsell, 2012). The affordances and constraints of
digital resources mean that children see particular resources as much more regulated than
others for experimentation (Burnett, 2015b). For example, apps on tablet devices often guide
children in the elements they can use and how they are positioned on screen. Often children’s
preferred mode will sit outside alphabetic writing, which can pose a challenge for teachers
and parents who often have a predisposition to alphabetic writing, stemming from
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engagement in traditional literacies at school (Hashemi, 2017). Again, this justifies the shift
in teacher thinking required to teach digital text production.
Onscreen and offscreen environments
Research about resources for digital text production has been explored, but we also know that
these resources are situated within learning environments. Further, with the use of digital
technologies, an understanding of children’s learning environments now extends beyond the
physical, to the onscreen environments with which children engage. Recent interest in
spatialisation in education draws on seminal studies (such as Lefebvre, 1991) to increase
understandings about the connections between literacy practices, learning and environments
(Burnett, 2014; Leander & Sheehy, 2003; Kervin, Comber & Baroutsis, 2020; Mills &
Comber, 2015).
Mills and Comber (2015) assert that classrooms are sites of digital text production and what’s
more, classroom sites are socially produced by teachers, children and educational discourses.
Classrooms are set up for specific purposes that reflect teachers’ and students’ needs and
values. Teachers, and often their learners, make decisions about what is to be included and
excluded from the classroom space. In conceptualising social uses of space further, Leander
and Sheehy (2003) argue that space is not static and is ever changing in response to power.
Power is exerted by humans as they move within space, modify the boundaries of space and
change the objects within space. The exertion of power means actions produce space, what it
does, what it’s used for, and how people interact with it (Leander & Rowe, 2006).

Lefebvre (1991) theorises the representation or perception of space, and how these
perceptions influence the production of space and the ways spaces are used. It is feasible then
to suggest that school spaces are designed to meet the perceptions of those within them. For
example, traditional notions of schooling related to the need for uniformity can affect the type
of furniture and arrangement of furniture in a classroom space. That is, a teacher’s need for
uniformity might lead to the organisation of desks and chairs in rows, a version of classrooms
often upheld in the media and popular culture. In comparison, a contemporary perception of
learning that accounts for children’s multimodal and multisensory experiences, may produce
a different classroom design with choices of learning spaces within the classroom and
diversity of furniture and placement. To explain further, Baroutsis (2020), and Leander and
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Sheehy (2003) contend that the placement of furniture, presentation of wall displays, and the
inclusion and position of resources are all influenced by teachers and children and have the
potential to open up or constrain practices. Burnett (2015b) also found that the mere presence
of digital resources in the classroom and how they were placed, influenced the actions of
children. For example, the positioning of desktop computers in a classroom will yield
different reactions from children compared to the presence of mobile tablet devices.
Teacher and children’s use of classroom spaces has implications for the ways they engage
with the production of texts. Burnett (2015b) explains that producing texts digitally is more
public and communal than producing texts on paper as children can see each other's screens.
This in turn influences relationships between children during text production episodes. The
influence of digital resources on classroom spaces is further supported by Kervin et al. (2017)
whose use of optical flow analysis showing the movement of children in the classroom found
that there was greater movement for social interaction when children worked with digital
technology. Both Burnett (2015b) and Kervin et al.’s (2017) work promotes a shift from
classroom environments where children write in isolation, to dynamic and collaborative
environments for digital text production. Regardless of these changes, Burnett (2011) found
that the physical organisation of classroom environments can continue to reflect traditional
literacy education, with digital resources positioned within a print-based environment.
However, the physical environment for learning does not have to be the institutionalised
classroom space with four walls. For example, Wargo (2018) illustrates an experience where
digital text production broke the boundaries of the classroom environment to the production
of texts in the wider community.

Digital technologies provide opportunities for children to engage in onscreen environments,
or worlds where they interact with and produce texts (Burnett, 2014). Further, onscreen or
virtual environments can either be online where children can communicate globally, or
offline and situated on a specific device. Dezuanni’s (2015, 2018) studies of children’s use of
Minecraft in their digital media production provides an example of how children can create
their own onscreen worlds. Wohlwend (2015) provides another example of an onscreen
environment where children used digital puppets against different digital backdrops or
settings to play out a story. However, the concept of onscreen and offscreen environments is
not binary. Burnett (2014) argues that children use parts of their physical world in their
onscreen world, and parts of their onscreen world in the physical world. The theory of a
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‘third space’ or space in-between (Soja, 1996) assists in moving away from seeing the
physical and virtual as binary. Moje, Ciechanowski, Kramer, Ellis, Carrillo and Collazo
(2004) further apply the theory to literacy education to understand the coming together of two
concepts into a created ‘third space’. By considering physical and virtual spaces in this way,
we begin to understand the social production and use of the spaces as hybrid and informing
each other, rather than seeing them as separate and unrelated (Burnett, 2014).

Another perspective on space is the understanding of relational encounters where space is a
product of bodies, resources and the physical place (Wargo, 2018). Leander and Rowe (2006)
support a relational way of viewing space by describing literacies in space as a relationship
between speech, print-text, images, bodies and objects to enact and produce meaning. Ehret
and Hollett (2014) and Wargo (2018) take this idea further by explaining that children use
their bodies in space with technology to produce digital texts. These understandings about
children’s bodies and texts in space add to knowledge of embodied interactions between
human and non-human actors.

Digital text production knowledge
Knowledge comes into play during digital text production experiences as children and their
teachers use what they know about technology and production to produce texts on screen.
Everyday literacies draw on knowledge of semiotic systems in children’s repertoire, meaning
that both acknowledging and expanding on children’s linguistic, social and cultural
knowledge of digital literacies becomes an imperative part of learning to produce digital texts
(Burnett & Merchant, 2018). Further, multimodal communication necessitates children’s
need to develop knowledge and flexibility to work across modes, and to negotiate and
improvise meaning as they produce their texts (Burnett, 2015b; Mills, 2011). To do this, Pahl
and Rowsell (2012) observe the way we draw on knowledge from texts we experience and
consume to produce our own texts, meaning children’s digital and semiotic knowledge can be
bound to the extent of their experiences with different text forms. Marsh et al. (2017) argue
that children require knowledge in both multimodal communication practices associated with
digital technology, as well as knowledge of how to operate the technology in order to
function efficiently on digital platforms.
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Additional to digital literacy and semiotic knowledge, children also require knowledge of
their subject. Pandya and Pagdilao (2015) and Toohey and Dagenais (2015) illustrate the
meaning making potential of children’s text when they have deep knowledge of their text
subject. When producing texts, children draw on a range of sources such as their personal,
social, intellectual experiences and knowledge to create their content (Burnett & Merchant,
2021). The knowledge children bring to text production experiences then enters the text
production process alongside available resources and spaces.

Digital text production processes
Leander and Boldt’s (2013) critique of the New London Group’s frames an understanding of
digital text production processes through the study of children’s improvised and embodied
intra-actions with materials. This focus on process and action is echoed in studies exploring
children’s text production with materials and media (Dezuanni, 2018; Kuby & Vaughn,
2015). Children’s engagement in digital text production is a relatively new field of study and
as such, knowledge about how children use new technologies and apply processes for
producing text is developing. Bogard and McMackin (2012) discuss the importance of
merging new and traditional processes when children engage with digital resources. While it
is important to consider past practices, Lipscombe, Kervin and Mantei (2015) argue for the
need to examine shifting text production processes and the demands they place on both
producers and consumers.

Findings about digital text production processes have emerged from research examining
children as they produce digital texts. While processes are different for different authors,
general models for text production processes can be conceptualised. One such model is
described by Kervin and Mantei (2015), explicated from their close look at a child as he
produced digital texts. They pose a text production process involving the planning, producing
and sharing of digital texts. The planning stage involves the careful selection of digital
resources to suit the author’s purpose, as well as thinking about the topic, messages to
convey, and how the message will be conveyed using their chosen digital resources. The
choice of resource is an important part of the text production process as the choice can
positively or negatively impact on the quality of the author’s message (Walsh, 2011;
Lipscombe, et al., 2015). However, as explained earlier, resources for text production can
involve a combination of digital and non-digital resources and platforms.
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When producing texts, children can use different apps in combination to convey their
meaning to produce multimodal elements (Kervin & Mantei, 2016). For example, children
can create an image in one app, which can then be used as part of a digital animation in
another app. Winters and Vratulis (2012) argue that authorship of digital texts is rarely linear
as it involves the layering, remixing and embedding of semiotic resources as they are
assembled. The different processes children use to assemble resources shows the multiple
pathways children can take to produce texts.

Walsh (2011) asserts that text production processes are framed by the integration of social
context, or where the text is being produced, and where the text will be consumed. Pandya
and Low (2020) supports this by arguing that children producing digital texts for an audience
encourages them to make deliberate decisions about text inclusions that they perceive will be
interpreted by the reader in particular ways. An understanding of these socio-cultural
underpinnings of text production processes assists teachers in making decisions about the
experiences they facilitate for children.

Furthermore, Lipscombe et al. (2015) found that text production processes can incorporate
both paper-based and digital forms at different times and in combinations. Davidson’s (2009)
examination of children’s home digital literacy practices supports this by suggesting that outof-school, children do not necessarily see the distinction between old and new forms of
literacy. The boundaries are blurred as children use the resources at hand to move seamlessly
across platforms without considering which practices are new or old. Lenters and Winters
(2013) also acknowledge the external resources that contribute to text production processes.
For example, to create a live film, children often need to record dramatic performances, and
to create a digital book, children will often incorporate visual arts products. This means that
children use a range of material resources in orchestration with digital devices and apps to
produce their texts. Consensus among researchers is that teachers need to provide
opportunities for children to work with the provision of a range of materials and digital media
that is relevant to their communication and agency (Burnett & Merchant, 2018; Kuby et al.,
2015). Walsh (2011) also argues that consumption and production often aren’t separated in
practice, as children read, view, understand, record and interact simultaneously and
interchangeably when engaging with digital technologies.
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In her examination of digital writing practices, Edwards-Groves (2011) proposes the
‘Multimodal Writing Process’, which involves a non-linear, recursive process of ‘designing’,
‘producing’ and ‘sharing’. Findings from examining children’s use of the multimodal writing
process show that it took them beyond considering the author’s representation of ideas and
knowledge to considering audience interpretation of elements. Edwards-Groves (2011)
concluded that digital texts must be multimodal, visually effective, planned and designed
carefully and interesting for the audience. She also found that interactivity with resources and
collaboration were also essential elements of children’s text production processes. Finally,
Edwards-Groves (2011) argues that to be relevant in contemporary times, the multimodal
writing process needs to sit beside the ‘planning’, ‘drafting’, ‘editing’, ‘redrafting’, and
‘proof-reading’ stages of traditional print-based writing processes which are often more
linear.

When facilitating text production opportunities, teachers provide children with varying
degrees of agency over the texts they produce and as mentioned above, the text production
processes they use. Further, when agency is afforded to children and this agency is asserted,
children’s identities become entangled in their texts (Souto-Manning & Yoon, 2018). Their
identities inform the ways they produce their texts, the resources, environments and processes
chosen; and consequently, their texts on the paper or screen reflect back their identities.
Agency is defined from a post-humanist perspective as an entanglement of humans with
materials, where they make decisions about what and how production happens, and how
assemblages occur (Kuby & Crawford, 2018). When children are provided with a range of
materials, both paper-based and digital, curriculum spaces are opened up to multimodal
production (Kuby & Vaughn, 2015). Children then use these open-curriculum spaces when
intra-acting with materials. When these agencies are enacted with materials, sophisticated
ideas and literacy skills are demonstrated outside of expected ways of engaging in traditional
classroom literacies. However, Kuby and Crawford (2018) argue that for children to work
agentively with a range of materials, a paradigmatic shift is required where teachers
acknowledge the power of children’s productions in multiple forms.

So far, literature about the role of digital text production in society and education settings has
been explored, as well as an understanding of the resources, spaces, knowledge and processes
children engage with when producing digital texts. In the next section, attention is turned to
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the pedagogies and practices teachers use in classrooms to facilitate children’s digital text
production.

Teacher pedagogies and practices for digital text production
This section of the literature review will begin by defining and positioning teacher
pedagogies, before exploring established literacy pedagogies relevant to the inquiry. Then,
literature reporting on emerging pedagogies specific to digital text production will be
reviewed to understand the practices implemented by teachers in the current inquiry.

Positioning teacher pedagogies for digital text production
Pedagogy is viewed in this thesis from a socio-cultural perspective where learning is socially
and culturally constructed between the teacher and children (Leach & Moon, 2008;
Vygotsky, 1978). Perceiving pedagogies in this way advances thinking beyond techniques
and strategies of teachers, to the way their values, beliefs, knowledge are translated to
educational experiences facilitated for children (Comber, 2006; Leach & Moon, 2008).
Further, Leach and Moon (2008) view pedagogy as the place where the planned, enacted and
experienced come together. This perspective on pedagogy positions the current inquiry as the
findings will present teachers’ planning, implementation of practices and the response of the
learners to these practices.

Pedagogical models support an understanding of how teachers plan for and implement digital
text production experiences in their classrooms. Merchant (2008) argues that teachers operate
within one of three modes. These modes act like a continuum of practice that can be used to
define a teacher’s approach to digital literacies:
1) Print-based writing first, then digital text production (or the sequential introduction of
digital text production)
2) Digital text production as a strand running separately or parallel to print-based writing
3) An integrated model (infusing curriculum with digital technology).
Merchant (2008) states that these pedagogical models shift from routine digital resourcing in
the first model to heavy digital investment in the third. He also views the models working
from existing pedagogies in the first model to new and innovative pedagogies in the third.
This model is relevant when examining the work of teachers, as their practices will present at
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particular points on the continuum to reflect their values, beliefs and knowledge (Comber,
2006; Leach & Moon, 2008). As such, understanding the continuum will help to determine
where teachers in the current inquiry are positioned in their pedagogies.
Edwards-Groves (2012), and Hashemi and Cederlund (2017) reflect parts of Merchant’s
(2008) model as they found that classroom technology could either reinforce traditional
literacies and limit the use of technology to a typewriter, or technology could be used to
broaden literacy development. In considering what we now know about the affordances of
digital texts, using digital technology for experiences such as typing is important, however,
typing is one of many opportunities for children to engage in digital text production. Daniels
et al. (2020) suggest that the reason teachers fall back on traditional print-based pedagogies
when implementing digital text production is that they know that digital technology is
important, however sometimes their personal knowledge and skills with technology can
hinder their confidence in designing and facilitating digital experiences. Warschaurer and
Ware (2008) provide another perspective by stating that teachers’ use of digital technology to
mirror print-based practices is in response to accountability from external testing. Of course,
there would be variance from teacher to teacher, but it is important to acknowledge that
digital resourcing is not enough. Teacher pedagogy is an essential element of children’s
learning (Leu et al., 2017).

Teachers as inquirers of pedagogy
Teachers’ knowledge of digital literacies pedagogies and knowledge of digital technologies
has been found to enable or inhibit opportunities for digital learning (Daniels et al., 2020;
Hashemi & Cederlund, 2017). This knowledge includes both personal skills with new digital
technologies and confidence in the pedagogical applications of these technologies. However,
Leach and Moon (2008) argue that teachers can be “intellectually curious about pedagogy”
(p.4), and continually investigate new practices aligned to their values and beliefs about
education. Survey research by Hutchison (2012) revealed that most teachers involved in the
study sought further knowledge and experiences with digital technology for their literacy
teaching. These positions on teacher practice support the pedagogical work that teachers will
engage with as part of the current inquiry.
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Teacher knowledge and professional learning is an essential influence on the quality of
pedagogies (Ciampa, 2016; Cremin, Myhill, Eyres, Nash, Wilson & Oliver, 2020; Hashemi
& Cederlund, 2017; Hutchison, 2012). Cremin et al. (2020) found that when a group of
teachers built their content knowledge and engaged in the skills that they teach their students,
in this case engagement with their own writing, they enhanced their writer identities in ways
that contributed to pedagogical change. Ciampa (2016) supports this finding by promoting
time for teachers to explore and critically evaluate practices and digital resources, as well as
time to collaborate with other teachers about classroom implementation.

Established literacy pedagogies
Literature has demonstrated how teachers apply established and long-standing pedagogies
when facilitating digital text production experiences. A key element in these established
pedagogies is teachers’ ability to connect theory with practice and to have a theoretical
justification when making pedagogical decisions (Comber, 2006). Theoretical, pedagogical
and practical knowledge and understanding allows teachers to make decisions about when to
intervene, how to help, when to model, when to reteach a concept, and so on. Essentially, this
process encapsulates responsive and reflective teaching, or the response to children’s
identities in relation to teachers’ own identity (Ulmer, Kuby & Christ, 2020).

Teachers make complex decisions about the organisation of their practices and the models of
learning to apply. For example, a teacher’s movement, position, decisions about which
children or groups of children to work with, and time spent with each can be considered
everyday complex pedagogical decisions (Baroutsis, 2020). Teachers also apply a
combination of whole group, small group and independent text production opportunities
(similar to modelled, shared, guided and independent writing), within a combination of childcentred and teacher-centred episodes (Baroutisis, 2019; Mantei, Lipscombe, Cronin &
Kervin, 2019). Shifts in these models can occur at multiple places across a single episode,
and some episodes will be more teacher-led or child-led depending on teachers’ pedagogical
intent.

Play and discovery learning are predominantly child-led literacy pedagogies supported by
literature (Kervin, 2016; Wohlwend, 2015; Wohlwend, 2009). Through play, children
experiment with their multimodal understanding to experiment, and intuitively mesh and
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overlap semiotic resources available to them (Winters & Vratulis, 2012). For example,
Wohlwend’s (2015) study of children engaging in digital text production with a touch screen
device shows the collaborative literacy play that children engage with, including the
coordination of storylines, experimentation with multimodal elements, and negotiation of
resources with their peers. Through play, children explore and create features of cultural
importance to their community, including familiar literacy forms, tools (including digital),
and practices experienced in their everyday family life (Wohlwend, 2009). As such, play and
child-led discovery has become a central pedagogy for the teaching of text production.

Teacher-led pedagogies have also been demonstrated in literature. Teachers intuitively select
their teaching strategies to suit learners’ needs and the focus of their content (Comber, 2006;
Mantei et al., 2019;) Teacher-led episodes allow teachers to outline text production processes
and draw children’s attention to existing texts. While many of these pedagogies are
foundational in teachers’ repertoires, they are now reconsidered and innovative in their
application to digital production modes. For example, text deconstruction emerged from the
literature as a common print-based pedagogy that is now applied to the use of digital
platforms (Bogard & McMackin, 2012; Lipscombe et al., 2015; Mantei et al., 2019). This
approach sees teachers and children working together to analyse an existing exemplar text for
the elements used to convey the author’s message. Dowdall (2020) also identifies modelling
and demonstration of text production as another print-based pedagogy that can be applied to
the use of digital modes When using modelled approaches, teachers use digital tools to
demonstrate skills and elements for producing texts with the aim of children applying these
skills to their own texts. Regardless of the form of teaching approach, Comber (2006) and
Flynn (2007) argue that the success of teacher-led sessions is teachers’ careful pacing and
sequencing to ensure learners understand the concepts being taught. Comber (2006) further
asserts that teachers need to ensure that their teacher-led instruction leaves adequate time for
children to engage in their own thinking and action.

Pedagogy is centred on interactions, including the decisions teachers make about their
interactions with children, resources and spaces. Comber (2006) describes this as teachers’
interpretive work, as they assess children’s needs and respond by facilitating the conditions
necessary to enhance their learning, including the provision of choices in their learning. This
can be likened to ‘just-in-time’ teaching which is based on teachers’ moment-to-moment
observations of children’s actions to inform their interactions with children and feedback
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offered (Mantei et al., 2019). Flynn (2007) found that teachers’ interactions with their
learners in ways that combine content knowledge and knowledge of their learners was a key
element of successful teaching. These pedagogies included the use of high-quality questions
tailored to the learner in an effort to scaffold their knowledge and skills. Walsh (2011) also
found that teachers responded to children’s learning needs through these interactions by
providing in-the-moment feedback as they engaged in text production. Teacher pedagogies
also involve making decisions about when not to interact, or to stand back and allow children
to enact their agency (Cremin, Burnard & Craft, 2006; Kuby & Crawford, 2018). This time
for standing back can enable teachers to observe children and consider future resources or
interactions required to advance the learning. Burnett et al. (2020) liken this pedagogical
stance to a noticing and responding to the literacies that are involved in a particular task,
particularly when children engage with digital technologies.

Emerging digital text production pedagogies
As teachers acknowledge new technologies that are available to the classroom for digital text
production, they seek to understand and explore new pedagogies that are specific to
supporting children’s digital literacy needs. Digital literacy pedagogies require an
“instructional flexibility” (Husbye & Zander, 2015, p. 109). Instructional flexibility involves
providing students with greater choice, time for talk, collaboration and play with technology
and production (Edwards-Groves, 2012).

Several new and evolving pedagogies have been explicated from research data. These new
pedagogies place importance on the role of the teacher in empowering all learners, not just
those with educational advantages (Leu et al., 2017). For example, collaborative pedagogies,
while not necessarily new, are enhanced when digital resources are in play (Burnett, 2015b;
Kervin et al., 2017; Walsh, 2011). Collaborative learning experiences support children’s
digital literacy and language development as they are exposed to models from peers (Walsh,
2011). Edwards-Groves (2012) found that teachers can create the conditions in their
classroom for collaboration, interactivity and creativity when producing texts. Brosseuk,
Exley and Neumann (2020) support this by also stating that working digitally and
multimodally prompts a discovery approach to learning. The teacher has a role in allowing
for this discovery and providing children with the space to collaborate and innovate using the
resources available.
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Further to the discussion of collaborative and discovery-based approaches, Wohlwend (2015)
argues that collaborative play with text production technology looks messy in contrast to
orderly independent alphabet-based apps, but the practice allows children to produce
complex texts with embodied actions. Children also develop negotiation skills as they
navigate multiple bodies and ideas for the one text. Kervin, Verenikina and Rivera (2015)
also argue that play can lead to children’s co-production across onscreen and offscreen
environments, meaning that play can be hybrid rather than being positioned either as digital
or physical. However, Wohlwend (2015) asserts that teachers sometimes need to shift their
ideologies and traditional constructs of teacher control over learning in order to realise the
potential of play for children’s development in digital text production.

Active learning supports the notion of productive pedagogies, where students engage in
multiliteracy, artistic and/or practical design challenges through the making of digital
artefacts for a real audience (Toohey & Dagenais, 2015). Productive pedagogies have
significant implications on digital learning as children can learn through application of skills
and knowledge to the use of a real digital device. For some teachers, productive pedagogies
will involve a shift to the incorporation of technology into learning experiences. For other
teachers, productive pedagogies extend their understanding of the difference between
technology skills and digital literacy skills, and how to teach both.

Further to the discussion of emerging pedagogies, is the new teacher role of collaborator.
Walsh (2011) found that the teachers’ role has changed from imparting their expertise, to
exploring and discovering alongside children. Cremin and Baker (2014) take this further
through their examination of a teacher composing alongside learners. They found that the
teacher embodied the role of a writer with the intent to model behaviours for learners. While
Cremin and Baker (2014), and Walsh (2011) support the role of teacher as collaborator, the
pedagogy is one in a repertoire of pedagogies teachers draw from, which might include the
previously mentioned collaborative, productive and discovery-based approaches.

While collaborative, productive and discovery-based pedagogies are important, teachers
implement explicit explanation, demonstration and modelling during digital text production
lessons (Dowdall, 2020; Edward-Groves, 2012; Walsh, 2011). Edwards-Groves (2012)
specifically states that explicit lessons focus on the linguistics of multimodality (for example,
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design elements and the language of multimodality) and the use of devices and software (for
example, inserting a photograph into a text). These pedagogies build children’s repertoire of
skills and resources to apply to the production of their own digital texts. Merchant (2008)
also argues that teachers need to provide children with teaching about new text forms and
genre that have emerged with digital technologies. As such, children require teaching about
the multimodal assemblages used for texts such as blogs, websites and digital animations.

Importantly, Warshcauer and Ware (2008) assert that transformative pedagogy is visible in
schools where teachers are provided with professional space and resources to engage children
in highly interactive, digital multimodal learning. Again, in connecting back to the tensions
teachers experience between curriculum, policy and responsive practice, teachers require
flexible pedagogical space to respond to the needs of their learners. Through innovations on
practice, researcher and teachers have developed new models for digital text production (for
example, the iPed model developed by Mills and Levido (2011)), demonstrating an outcome
of empowering teachers to make decisions about their pedagogical approaches.

Chapter conclusion
The literature reviewed in this chapter acknowledges the changing nature of digital
communication practices in many societies (Lankshear & Knobel, 2011; Leu et al., 2017),
particularly as productive modes of literacy become dominant (Brandt, 2015). As such, a
developing body of scholarship argues for a shift in what counts as classroom literacies and
text production. This thesis joins the growing scholarship by providing evidence of digital
text production practices in early years classrooms. The literature review reveals a renewed
focus on the resources, environments, knowledge and processes for digital text production,
and the current inquiry brings these themes together by using (im)materiality theory as a
framework. This review of literature focused on teacher pedagogies and practices shows that
specific research focused on digital text production in the early years is sparse. The current
inquiry, with its focus on teacher pedagogies and practices seeks to address this gap, by
drawing on knowledge from literature about teachers’ literacy pedagogies more broadly.
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Chapter introduction
In this chapter, the methodology used for this inquiry is outlined and discussed in connection
with the inquiry purpose, which was to investigate digital text production practices in early
years classrooms. The chapter begins by reiterating the research questions within the context
of the qualitative paradigm. Justifications will be provided for the qualitative paradigm used,
followed by a detailed explanation of the methodologies, research design, and data collection
methods. Approaches to data analysis are described by discussing (im)materiality as the
theoretical framework, and then detailing how each of the four propositions – spatialisation,
materiality, mediation and embodiment – were used to analyse data individually and
collectively. Finally, considerations for ethics and the reliability of the inquiry will be
outlined.

Research questions
The following questions guided the research:
1. Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in early years
classrooms?
2. What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text production
experiences?
3. How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text production
experiences?

Research design
A qualitative paradigm
Qualitative research seeks to examine social phenomena (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Freebody,
2012; Liamputtong, 2020). That is, the meaning derived from what people say and do, and
what exists and occurs in everyday events and settings. Traditionally applied to anthropology
and sociology, qualitative research has been used to describe and understand social practices
through interpretive data (Liamputtong, 2020). In educational research, Freebody (2012)
asserts that qualitative researchers aim to address practical problems in educational practices
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in a variety of cultural sites including schools, homes and community. He further comments
that the study of phenomena occurs as researchers reflect what they find by filtering collected
data – mostly observation and interview - through a set of theoretical or analytical
dispositions. This reflects the importance of theory in guiding interpretations to ensure
rigorous analysis.

Creswell and Poth (2018) also identify characteristics of qualitative research including the
examination of phenomena in natural settings, collecting data and perspectives on the
phenomena from multiple sources, researchers’ extended engagement within the setting, and
application of theory to examine the phenomena. These principles will be explored further.

Examination of phenomena in natural settings
Understanding the examination of phenomena in natural settings, requires phenomena, and
natural settings. A phenomenon is a key concept, idea or process studied in qualitative
research (Creswell, 2014). More specifically, the study of social phenomena in qualitative
research includes the interpretation of human experience in a particular event, or series of
events (Liamputtong, 2020). The study of a natural setting then involves the researcher
attending the site where participants experience the phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Creswell (2018) claims that engaging with participants in their natural settings allows
researchers to talk directly to participants and observe their behaviour in their specific
context. Studying phenomena in the natural setting develops understandings about how
settings contribute to the experience of participants and how the participants contribute to the
functioning of the setting.

Collecting data and perspectives on the phenomena from multiple sources
Qualitative researchers collect data through word and image sources to capture the reality of
an event and perspectives of participants (Creswell, 2014). Data sources such as observations,
interviews and documents allow the researcher to learn from participants and their context.
Researchers triangulate multiple data sources to build a holistic picture of phenomena and to
ensure reliability of their interpretations.
Researchers’ extended engagement within the setting
In their role as participant-observer, researchers are engaged extensively within the setting
when collecting data, to become involved in the activity that occurs in that setting (Creswell,
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2014). They develop relationships with sites and participants in order to build trust and
rapport to afford open-communication and reliable collection of perspectives (Creswell &
Poth, 2018; Liamputtong, 2020).

Application of theory to examine the phenomena
Qualitative research allows for the application of theory to examine phenomena. Creswell
(2018) states that qualitative research begins with assumptions from interpretive/theoretical
frameworks that inform the study of research problems. This means, researchers use existing
theory when conducting qualitative research to guide their position on a research problem, as
well as their methodological work. From a practical perspective, theory provides a lens for
the data to be collected and how the data is analysed and interpreted (Freebody, 2012).

The problem under examination in this inquiry was well aligned with the principles of a
qualitative paradigm. A qualitative approach allowed for the close study of classrooms,
which are identified as naturally occurring settings (Creswell, 2013). Multiple sources of data
were used to examine practices within classrooms in an effort to generate thick description
and understanding. Qualitative methodologies allowed the researcher to build a detailed
picture of the teaching of text production as a social phenomenon, where human behaviour
and experience could be explored within their specific context (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007;
Creswell, 2014). At a deeper level, qualitative research was most appropriate for this inquiry
as it allowed for the interrogation of subtle nuances that existed in data within and between
cases and settings, making it highly contextual.

The research design is presented in Figure 3.1 and explained in the following sections.
Represented in the methodology diagram is the use of (im)materiality (Burnett et al., 2014) as
a theoretical framework that informed the research design and analysis. (Im)materiality was
suited to the study of resources, environments and pedagogies within each case, as well as the
human and non-human interactions that existed. The use of classroom-based ethnography
then allowed for practices and perspectives in each of these areas to emerge. The theoretical
frame is articulated further when discussing methods for data analysis later in this chapter.
Classroom-based ethnography was applied as the core research method across the five
classroom cases, initially to conduct an audit of existing practices. These classroom audits
then informed individual design-based experiments (DBE) for each case and classroom-based
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ethnographic methods were again applied to collect data from the implementation of the
DBEs.

Figure 3.1 - Methodological and theoretical design of the inquiry

Classroom-based ethnography
Classroom-based ethnography was the core methodology used in this inquiry. Classroom-based
ethnography is underpinned by principles of ethnography in that it allows for the study of naturally
occurring settings (Brewer, 2000). However, it differs in that it specifically acknowledges the
classroom as a naturally occurring setting that is influenced by the teachers and children within them
(Kervin, Mantei & Lipscombe, 2016). Principles of ethnography applied to classroom-based
ethnography include the careful study of phenomenon within cultural groups, the holistic view of the
subject, systematic and context specific data collection and analysis, and recognition of multiple
insider perspectives (Fetterman, 1998; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995).

In relation to the current inquiry, these ethnographic principles were applied in the following ways:

•

Establishing early years classrooms as cultural groups for the study of digital text production
practices as a phenomenon for examination

•

Positioning the classroom environment, resources and interactions to be studied holistically to
gain an understanding of how each intricate aspect of the classroom influences digital text
production practices

•

Systematically collecting data that allowed for multiple participant perspectives from within
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the context of the classrooms.

Case study
This inquiry used a multiple case study design to examine the unique text production practices within
the specific contexts of five early years (K-2) classrooms. Case studies are commonly used to study
human affairs and understand complex social phenomena within holistic and meaningful contexts
(Yin, 2009). A case study approach tells the story of each case (Simons, 2009) by building up data
sources systematically to uncover the underlying structures and meanings found within a specific
context. In this inquiry, each case is a Kindergarten, Year 1 or Year 2 teacher and their class (or a
combination of year levels in a multi-age class). The use of case studies connects well to classroombased ethnography, as the methods used allow for the interrogation of the context specific data
collected within a classroom case. In relation to the current inquiry, the use of case studies allowed for
deep examination of the complex practices, pedagogies and human and non-human interactions that
occurred within the five classroom sites.

The cases in this inquiry represent what Yin (2003) refers to as embedded case studies, where smaller
units of analysis exist within the broader case. In this inquiry, the embedded case or smaller unit
consists of the teacher’s role in facilitating digital text production opportunities, including the design
of the classroom spaces, the resources made available and the experiences for children to engage with.
The teachers’ role was understood by studying the teacher themselves, including their planning,
resource selection, actions and interactions with children, but these findings were also supported
through study of the classroom environment, children and school.

Replication in the core design of the research occurred across the five cases to ensure consistency and
reliability of the data collection methods (Yin, 2003). In saying this, variability existed in the direction
of the educational experiences in each case, and the planning and implementation of new and
innovative practices in the design-based experiments outlined in the next section.

The individual cases were bounded by time (Liamputtong, 2020; Simons, 2009), a ten-week period
where the researcher was invited into classrooms by teachers. Data were collected during text
production sessions, planned episodes specifically for the teaching of text production. Data did not
capture moments outside the text production session where children engaged in the production of
texts unless the text production sessions were informed by these experiences. These data were
captured through teacher accounts (in interviews and informal conversations). For example, in one
case the science lessons were referred to by the teacher as these lessons informed the content of texts
produced during text production time.
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Design-based experiments
Cobb et al. (2003) define design-based experiments as the “engineering” of “particular forms of
learning and systematically studying those forms of learning within the context defined by the means
of supporting them” (p.9). This definition connects design-based experiments with the systematic
study of specific contexts afforded by both classroom-based ethnography and case studies. Designbased experiments, however, add an element of context specific intervention to the research design.
In this inquiry, the participating teachers “engineered” classroom learning experiences that were new
and innovative to their existing practices. The practices were then implemented and studied using
classroom-based ethnographic data collection methods. Cobb et al. (2003) also assert that designbased experiments support our understanding of learning ecology - or the system of interacting
elements in educational settings - by designing its elements and studying their functions. This
intention is supported by the aims of the inquiry which seeks to understand teachers’ pedagogical
decisions and the interaction between human and non-human actors in the classroom.

In line with the Cobb et al.’s (2003) definition, the process outlined in Figure 3.2 was followed by
each teacher, after an audit of existing practices. Teachers first reflected on their existing practices
from collected data. From there, teachers “engineered” or planned interventions, or practices and
experiences. They negotiated a series of elements including resources, processes and pedagogies, all
underpinned with systems of their own development. Teachers’ design-based experiments were then
implemented, and data collected as per the schedule. During the implementation of the design-based
experiments, teachers reflected on their planning, teaching and children’s work samples, and
modifications were made to their original plans when required.

Figure 3.2. Design-based experiment process applied to the inquiry

Design-based experiments occurred within each of the five cases. Classroom-based
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ethnography was applied as the broader methodology, with ethnographic data collection
methods used to study the modifications to teachers’ digital text production practices. Each
design-based experiment was different as they were responsive to the context of each case.
For example, the practices observed in one teacher’s data were different to another teacher’s
data. During the 5-week implementation period, the teacher participants and researcher
reflected on the progress of the planned practices and modified the plans accordingly using a
live planning document. Researcher suggestions were appropriate for the design-based
experiments when supporting teachers to plan their interventions. Suggestions made to
teachers have been noted in the findings to avoid misleading information about teachers’
decision-making.

Locus of the inquiry
The inquiry involved the collection of data across five early years (Kindergarten to Year 2)
classes across four school sites. Two classrooms were studied in one school in a first
iteration, and three classrooms were studied across three different schools in a second
iteration. The phases and iterations are explained later in the chapter. The following sections
provide background to the school sites, outline procedures for recruitment and provide a
break-down of the demographics of teacher participants.

School sites
The participating schools in this inquiry were Australian government schools situated in
Canberra, Australian Capital Territory (ACT). The location of the schools was significant to
the inquiry as the ACT education system has key features that make it a unique ‘bounded
system’ for data collection with its own cultures and operation (Simons, 2009, p.29). The
ACT EDU has a strong priority and culture for innovation and professional learning in line
with the Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2018). The system-developed Early Years Literacy
Project outlined in chapter 1 saw teachers engage in regular professional learning set by
system leaders, meaning that all teachers across the system were receiving similar messages
about literacy pedagogy. Due to the small geographical area of Canberra (travelling from the
northernmost point to the southernmost point takes approximately 30 minutes by car),
teachers regularly come together from different schools to learn from external consultants
and to plan collaboratively.
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ACT government schools were chosen for the inquiry as the researcher worked within the
system and had built a professional relationship with principals and teachers. Schools were
invited to be part of the research as they were research engaged, meaning they regularly
expressed interest in participating in research project. Schools were also chosen because their
literacy priorities focused on text production, either print-based or digital, meaning the
inquiry was seen to support the school’s achievement of their priority. When initially
contacting schools, letters were sent to principals outlining the aim of the inquiry and data
collection methods (see appendix B). Principals took responsibility for recruitment in their
schools and communicated information about the inquiry in different ways. Two principals
nominated teachers and sought their interest. One principal communicated information about
the inquiry to teachers and asked them to self-nominate for the inquiry. The fourth principal
asked the researcher to present a proposal to teachers who then self-nominated for the inquiry
and were selected by the principal.

Participants
Participants for this inquiry comprised the teachers and children in five Kindergarten to Year
2 classrooms (5-8 years old). Purposive sampling was used by communicating inclusion
criteria to principals to ensure participants could provide suitable data for the inquiry into
digital text production practices (Yin, 2003). Five cases were selected as an optimal number
for an ethnographic inquiry to allow for attention and resources for the collection of a high
volume of data. Cases were selected based on being part of a culture sharing community
(Creswell, 2014). That is, they each shared similar traits in terms of children’s ages,
curriculum being implemented and geographical location. Once the inquiry was underway,
key children in each case were chosen for the collection of different sources of data. These
key children changed depending on data source and who were perceived to represent the
practices that occurred in the classroom most effectively. For example, teachers chose key
children for semi-structured interviews as they were perceived to be most articulate or
confident in sharing their insights. Another example is that teachers chose work samples from
key children based on the artefacts they perceived to showcase their practices and the
children’s learning.

The following criteria were used for recruitment to ensure teachers met the aims of the
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inquiry:
● Teachers of a Kindergarten, Year 1 or Year 2 class (or multi-aged class containing
these year levels) within ACT government schools
● Teachers with experience in using digital resources in their classroom for text
production or those with a desire to explore digital resources
● Teachers who were available for data collection between term 2 week 6 and term 3
week 5, or term 3 week 6 and term 4 week 5 in the year of the inquiry.

Table 3.1 outlines the demographic of teacher participants including their years of experience
in teaching, the year level taught and how they were recruited for the inquiry. All teachers
were in their first 8 years of teaching, one of whom was in her first year of teaching outside
of university practicums. All teachers were female between 25-35 years of age, with English
as their first spoken language. The five cases provided a spread of year levels across
Kindergarten, Year 1 and Year 2, providing sufficient scope to the early years context of the
research.

Table 3.1. Overview of the teacher participants
Teacher
(pseudonyms)

Teaching
experience at
the time of the
inquiry

Year level
taught at the
time of the
inquiry

Data collection
period

Recruitment

Ellen

3 years

Kindergarten
(children 5-6
years)

Term 3 week 6
- Term 4 week
5

Self-nominated,
then selected by
school
leadership
following
principal
correspondence
about the project

Bethany

3 years

Kindergarten
(children 5-6
years)

Term 2 week 6
- Term 3 week
5

Nominated by
school
leadership

Anna

8 years

Year 2 (children
7-8 years)

Term 2 week 6
- Term 3 week
5

Nominated by
school
leadership

Taryn

6 months

Year 1/2 multiage (children 68 years)

Term 3 week 6
- Term 4 week
5

Nominated by
school
leadership
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Hannah

8 years

Year 1 (children
6-7 years)

Term 3 week 6
- Term 4 week
5

Self-nominated,
then selected by
school
leadership
following a
presentation by
the researcher

Phases of the research
The inquiry was conducted in two phases across two iterations. The research was initially
conducted with Bethany and Anna in one school, and then repeated in a second iteration with
Ellen, Hannah and Taryn in three separate schools. The phases are summarised in Figure 3.3.
Collecting data across two iterations allowed for the management of multiple site visits and
large volumes of data, in turn allowing for effective implementation of the research design
and support for participants.

Figure 3.3 - Overview of the phases of the inquiry

The findings in this thesis will report on each case separately, rather than on each iteration.
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Phase one: Classroom audits
The purpose of phase one was to conduct an audit of the existing text production practices in
the five classrooms. Data collection in the audit phase occurred across a five-week period
using classroom-based ethnographic methods including observations, semi-structured
interviews, written teacher reflections, work samples, documents and classroom maps.

The researcher attended each site on one day per week where he moved around the room,
recorded field notes, took close up videos and photographs using a hand-held camera and
interacted with participants when appropriate. A video camera on a tripod was set up in each
classroom in an optimal vantage point, being careful to ensure it was minimally obtrusive.
When on site, the researcher operated the camera, while the teacher decided when to capture
video data on the other days. On these days, teachers made decisions about the practices and
episodes they wanted to showcase for the inquiry. Some teachers recorded one or two text
production episodes per week, whereas other teachers chose to record all episodes.
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted during the audit phase to gain teachers’ and
children’s perspectives on existing text production practices. Teachers also provided written
reflection based on researcher questions to provide clarification on practices observed.

During site visits, the researcher drew maps of the physical classroom environment to support
the identification of non-human actors, while still photos were taken of the classroom
environment to provide visualisation of areas identified on the classroom maps. A new map
was recorded if the layout of the classroom changed during the ten-week data collection
period. Some learner work samples were also collected to determine the text production
experiences learners were engaging with, and to analyse their responses to teachers’
decisions.

Planning the design-based experiments
The design-based experiments occurred following the classroom audits in each case. Between
the audit phase and design-based experiment phase for each iteration, the teachers worked to
plan the practices that they would implement in their classrooms.
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While the actual experiments were implemented independently by each teacher in her
classroom, they planned them together in a half-day meeting. The purpose of this meeting
was to work within a community of professionals (in this case, the researcher and other
teacher participants) to reflect on current text production practices that would then inform
planning for the digital text production practices for their design-based experiments. Teachers
worked together on these tasks to enable them to ask each other questions and share their
ideas and resources. To begin, the researcher presented data from the classroom audit phase
for teacher reflection by editing snippets of observational video together selected to show
commonly observed practices in the teachers’ classrooms. The videos extended between 10
minutes and 41 seconds (recorded here on in a mm:ss format) and 13:00 minutes, and
contained episodes of teacher-led time and children’s independent text production. Teachers
viewed their videos individually and following the viewing, they co-reflected with the
researcher and other teachers, and considered the digital text production practices they
wanted to explore. The reflection led to the development of questions of practice aligned with
curriculum and the purpose of the inquiry, to investigate digital text production practices. The
inquiry questions identified by each teacher are outlined in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Questions of practice for the design-based experiments by case
Case

Question of practice

Ellen

How can a digital resource be used to expand on the multimodal elements that
children use in their texts?

Bethany

How can pedagogies be used to build children’s independence for text
production?

Anna

How can digital technology be utilised to inform children’s planning of
written texts?

Taryn

How can a digital resource be introduced for children to expand on their
creation of narrative texts?

Hannah

How can a digital resource be introduced so that children can produce a text
demonstrating their learning from the class science unit?

Teachers then developed a skeleton plan for the 5-week implementation period that included
the questions of practice, a summary of practices to be implemented, a breakdown of the
weeks and the data to be collected to showcase the practices. Appendix C shows an example
of one teacher’s planning for her design-based experiment. When necessary for supporting
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the direction of the planning, the researcher referred teachers to relevant research literature.
For example, one teacher wanted to introduce a digital resource to her program but did not
know which was appropriate for her purpose, so the researcher referred her to an article
focused on children producing digital texts about familiar environments (Kervin & Mantei,
2017) as an example. Design-based experiment plans acted as live documents and were
reviewed and modified as the teacher and researcher reflected together during the
implementation period.

Phase two: design-based experiments
The teachers implemented their design-based experiments across a second 5-week period.
Newly designed practices were captured by collecting data using similar classroom-based
ethnographic methods utilised in the audit phase. These methods included observations
focused on the implementation of the new practices, follow up interviews at the end of the
inquiry to gain teachers’ and children’s perspectives on the new practices, written teacher
reflections to address clarifying questions from the researcher, children’s work samples, and
classroom maps if there were changes to the environment.

Methods of data collection
Data were collected in each phase of the inquiry across both iterations as summarised and
justified in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Summary of data collection methods
Phase

Data Sources

Justification

1

Observations:

To capture:

-

video

• Text production practices that exist in the classroom

-

field notes

• Teachers’ decisions driving text production sessions

-

photographs

• The physical environment and resources (non-human).
• Interactions between human and non-human actors

Semi-structured
interviews

• Teacher and child perspectives about the existing text
production practices.
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Teachers’ written

Triangulation:

reflections

• Clarification about the researcher’s observations in field
notes.

Classroom maps

• Show the classroom layout
• Tool for mapping the movement of human actors.

School and teacher

Triangulation. To understand:

documents

• Teachers’ pedagogical intent
• Ways mandated curriculum is interpreted and
implemented.

Work samples

• Products produced by children and influenced by teachers’
existing practices.

2

Observations:
-

video

-

field notes

-

photographs

Semi-structured
interviews

• Observe the implementation of the new practices
implemented during the design-based experiment phase.

• Teacher and child perspectives about the implementation
of the design-based experiments.

Teachers’ written

Triangulation:

reflections

• Clarification about the researcher’s observations in field
notes.

Classroom maps
(only if the
classroom layout
changed)
Teacher documents

• Show changes to the classroom layout during the designbased experiment phase
• Use as a tool for mapping the movement of human actors
during design-based experiment episodes.
Triangulation:
• Understand teachers’ pedagogical intent.

Work samples

• Products produced by children following the
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implementation of the design-based experiment.

Observations (video, field notes and photographs)
Researcher and teacher captured observations were a core source of data in each inquiry
phase as they allowed for the capture of text production practices in action. In qualitative
research, observations provide opportunities for actions and behaviours to be recorded as they
happen in the setting (Creswell, 2014). Observations provide perspectives on the setting that
cannot be gained solely through participant accounts (Simons, 2009).

Yin (2009) observes the importance of establishing protocols for data collection prior to the
inquiry to ensure consistency and clarity. In this inquiry, the teachers and researcher
negotiated protocols for observation prior to data collection, and they were committed to
writing for clarity (see example in appendix D). Protocols included the focus of video
observations, and when the researcher and teachers were required to operate the equipment.
As part of the protocols, there was an agreement that the researcher would download and
organise footage after each site visit to minimise inconvenience to teachers. At the end of the
inquiry, a copy of all video data was provided to the teachers as owners of the data.
Observations occurred mostly in the teachers’ classrooms as they taught their students about
text production processes. Other settings included computer labs and outdoor spaces. The
participating teachers each identified in their teaching timetable suitable times for
observations to occur.

Observations were gathered by both the researcher and teacher throughout the period of data
collection. The researcher conducted observations during one text production session per
week over 10 weeks using a video camera on a tripod, a hand-held camera for close up and
motion video, and a laptop computer to record field notes. The remaining observations were
captured by the participating teachers using the tripod camera, which they switched on at
times they believed would capture instances of digital text production in their classroom. In
total, ten researcher-captured observations were conducted for each case, and between 12 and
18 teacher captured video observations were taken depending on teachers’ choice of episodes
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to be recorded. The sessions recorded by teachers provide valuable data about what the
teachers considered to be important in their teaching of text production.

Field notes were recorded using a common template across all observations. The template
included the time an observation occurred, objective description of what was said and done,
initial interpretations and clarifying questions as shown in the example in Figure 3.4. Field
notes specifically focused on the text production experiences children were engaged in and
the role of the teacher within these experiences.

Figure 3.4 - Example of field notes recorded during the researcher’s site visit

Still photographs were captured using a hand-held camera to support triangulation of data
from videos, field notes and classroom maps. Photographs were used to capture moments in
time (Stake, 1995), including the classroom layout, displays, provocations and the availability
of resources at different times across the ten-week data collection period. For example, in one
case, photographs supported an analysis of the changes in classroom layout across the ten
weeks. Photographs were also analysed in triangulation with interview data to provide
concrete visual representations of subject matter. In this way, photographs allowed the
researcher to understand nuances in interview responses that could otherwise be overlooked
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007), such as the position of resources or appearance of classroom
displays.
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Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews were implemented with participating teachers and key children at
the beginning of the audit phase and at the end of the design-based experiment phase.
Interviewing affords researchers a first-hand account of the experiences, motives and
opinions of those engaged in the focus phenomenon (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Interviews are
used to gather the perspectives of participants, revealing how they interpret their experiences
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007).

In this inquiry, semi-structured interviews were used to gain multiple perspectives on text
production practices in the five classroom settings from ‘key actors’ (teachers and children).
Fetterman (1998) describes key actors as people who are more articulate and sensitive to the
classroom culture than others, thus interviews were undertaken with a range of participants in
each setting, teachers and children. Protocols were developed and discussed with participants
before commencing interviews such as informing participants of confidentiality measures and
gaining verbal permission to audio record the conversation. These protocols were recorded at
the top of each interview question sheet (see appendix E & F). Considerations were made
with teachers to ensure semi-structured interviews occurred at a time convenient for the
teachers and children. Teachers were interviewed individually, while children were
interviewed in pairs or groups of three for comfort and to enable them to build on each
other’s responses. Building rapport with participants before engaging in the interviews was
important as it nurtured open and honest reflection on their perspectives and experiences
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). As such, interviews occurred after an initial site visit to familiarise
teachers and children with the researcher.

Teacher participants were interviewed at the beginning of the audit phase and at the end of
the design-based experiment phase. Teacher interviews lasted between 7:20 minutes and
09:50 minutes depending on the length of responses and the number of follow-on questions
posed by the researcher. While comprehensive, the interviews were kept short to show value
in the teachers’ time, and as such, core questions were open-ended to provide opportunity for
teachers to discuss aspects of the inquiry they perceived to be important (Bogdan & Biklen,
2007).

Each participating teacher was asked to identify key children who could participate in semi-
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structured interviews. That is, children who would be confident about responding to
questions from the researcher, and who could offer insights into their learning. Children’s
interviews were much shorter than teacher interviews. Also, fewer questions were asked in
consideration of their developing attention span and to ensure limited time was taken from
their school day.

Interview questions were designed to address the research questions and were structured with
main questions, probes to keep the conversation focused and follow up questions to elicit
more depth and clarification about what had been said (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Research
questions were reframed into more specific questions that targeted participants’ experiences
and actions in the classroom. For teachers in the audit phase, main questions (see appendix E)
began with their personal perception and experiences of text production in the classroom,
then their specific role in planning and implementing practices, and finally the operation of
the wider classroom during text production sessions. In the follow up interviews, questions
for teachers focused on changes in perception following the implementation of the designbased experiments.

For children, main questions (see appendix F) were also open-ended in a similar way to the
teacher questions to allow them to shape the content of their interview (Bogdan & Biklen,
2007). The researcher’s questions gave children the opportunity to talk about aspects of their
classroom, text production experiences and the teacher’s role that were valuable to them.
Additionally, children were asked to walk around their classroom and discuss spaces and
resources used for text production. An audio recording was taken as the children took the
researcher on the tour.

Teachers’ written reflections
Teachers wrote reflections in response to researcher questions in order to expand on their
practices and consider their next directions. Collection of the written reflections as data
provided insight into teachers’ thinking. As field notes were recorded, the researcher wrote
questions for later clarification. The researcher then collated the questions and emailed them
to participants for a written response. For example, one teacher was asked, ‘how do you
decide on the topics learners will write about each day?’ Appendix M provides an example of
a written teacher reflection. Written reflections were provided by the teachers up to three
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times across the inquiry depending on the amount of clarification required for researcher
observations. Teacher reflections acted as a way of member checking (Creswell & Poth,
2018, Liamputtong, 2020), by clarifying interpretations made from collected data. Collecting
reflections in a written format provided participants with another mode (other than oral
interviews) to express their thoughts. The method also gave teachers time to think about and
revise their responses over a longer period of time.

Classroom maps
Classroom maps in this inquiry were birds eye view diagrams of teaching spaces, first
recorded by hand, and then converted to a digital form using Microsoft Word. Classroom
maps were a useful tool during data analysis as they allowed the researcher to better describe
the use of space for text production and to map the movement of humans and their
interactions with non-human actors. The researcher recorded the maps at the beginning of the
audit phase and then again only if the layout of the classroom changed in the time of the
inquiry. Classroom maps had two purposes. First, classroom maps depicted the layout of
classrooms with the physical space, furniture, position of resources and wall displays
recorded (Kervin et al., 2017). Second, video observations were used to record the
movement of human actors to enable the use of the space to be analysed, for example,
patterns in the teachers’ movements during independent text production time.

School and teacher documents
School documents included school plans outlining priorities for literacy and technology
teaching, information for the community from school websites and curriculum guides for
teachers. School documents provided insight into the culture and context of school sites and
supported interpretation of teachers’ practices observed (Simons, 2009). They allowed the
researcher to analyse the values and views of the system and school leadership, which helped
the researcher understand intentions behind teachers’ practices. Teacher documents included
teachers’ programs and planning (both individual and from their teaching teams). Teachers’
planning documents also demonstrated how school and system priorities were interpreted for
classrooms, and provided insight into teachers’ pedagogical intent.

When reviewing and analysing documents in this inquiry, it was important to identify
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important and relevant messages inferred between the lines and then corroborate this
information with other sources of evidence (Yin, 2003). For example, in one school’s
strategic plan, the priority for the year was to “deliver innovative education”, and an action
was to procure additional digital devices. Inferred then, is that digital practices were part of
the school leaders’ vision for delivering innovative education. Part of inferencing between the
lines was to recognise bias from the authors of documents (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007),
particularly in school plans where the vision of the leadership team might not have reflected
the reality in classrooms. As such, critical analysis was applied to the viewing of documents
to ascertain who wrote them? What biases could be identified? What perspectives on text
production were provided? And what audiences and purposes they were written for? Where
there were contradictions between documents and practice, further inquiry was made through
questions for written reflections and informal conversations between the researcher and
teacher.

Work samples
Children’s work samples were collected across the ten-week data collection period to show
children’s responses to teachers’ pedagogical decisions and experiences provided for text
production. Work samples included paper-based and digital texts, as well as in some cases,
children’s responses to tasks, such as character descriptions. Work samples indicated some of
the types of texts that were valued by the teachers and if there was a shift between the
classroom audit and design-based experiment. Work samples also revealed the affordances of
resources, both physical and semiotic, on the production of children’s texts.

Teachers chose the work samples to present to the researcher based on their perception of
pieces that would showcase experiences. Having teachers choose the work samples to be
included in the inquiry had affordances in that their perspectives about what they believed to
be ‘good’ texts were gained, but also limitations in that a broader selection of texts was not
captured in the data. Photographs of work samples were taken by teachers or when the
researcher was on site so that the original artefacts remained in the setting with children. The
researcher and teacher asked children for permission before capturing their work sample.
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Methods of analysis
Data were analysed and interpreted in a way that enabled the story of the cases (Simons,
2009) and the explanation of phenomena (Yin, 2009). An inductive approach to data analysis
(Creswell, 2014) was conducted in order to maximise the potential to theorise using
(im)materiality to address the research questions. This approach meant building up thinking
and understanding through the culmination of the smaller parts of data. To achieve this
theoretical approach to analysis, a process of familiarisation, categorisation, and synthesis
was applied. The following sections outline each of these stages and their application to the
data collected.

Familiarisation
As data were collected, the researcher familiarised himself with the information through
multiple viewing, listening to and reading of the evidence. As data were engaged with, initial
interpretations were made by making notes, and data providing different perspectives on
similar subjects were matched. For example, evidence about resources used for text
production from both teachers’ and children’s interviews for a case were grouped. As the
process of familiarisation occurred, the vast body of data was reduced by determining which
data were essential for addressing the research questions, and which could be discarded. By
becoming familiar with and reducing the data, Bogdan and Biklen (2007) liken qualitative
data collection and analysis to a funnel, where data are first collected and analysed widely
then narrowed as the scope of the inquiry becomes clearer. Where there were video
recordings of multiple lessons with similar objectives, content and structures, a smaller
sample of these videos were selected for analysis that adequately illustrated the practices
being investigated. This process narrowed down the body of evidence to a core set of data for
the next stage of analysis.

Next, transcription and representation of the core data set occurred to enable detailed nuances
in the data to be analysed. Interview recordings were listened to multiple times and
transcribed word-for-word, including the researcher’s questions and participants’ responses
(see examples in appendix K & L). Transcription of observation data occurred in one of two
ways depending on the data to be explicated: 1) through description of participants’ actions;
and 2) through verbatim transcript of participants’ speech. The first approach was mostly
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used, as for this inquiry, meaning was interpreted through multiple modes beyond linguistics.
Writing descriptions allowed for actions, and outcomes of those actions to be captured. Some
verbatim transcripts of participants’ speech were beneficial at times to capture participants’
language use, particularly when analysing verbal exchanges between participants. Where
transcripts of speech were completed, information about participants’ actions between their
speech were recorded within square brackets.

Movement maps were developed as another way to represent observation data to enable
analysis of spaces. Human actors’ physical movements from one position to another across a
period of time were recorded on classroom maps using observation data from text production
episodes. Figure 3.5 presents an example of one such movement map.

Figure 3.5 - Example of a movement map used for analysis of human movement

There were several steps in creating each movement map. Firstly, the focus of the map, and
what and who would be recorded was determined based on observation of video data. In most
movement maps, the movement of the teacher was recorded using a red line with arrows to
indicate direction. In other movement maps the movement of key children was recorded, with
a different coloured line assigned to each child. At times, key children were selected as they
represented a diversity of movement in the space, and at other times they were chosen as they
were engaged in a diversity of text production experiences. For example, in Figure 3.6, the
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key indicates that Megan (green line) and Vashti (blue line) engaged in text production using
arts-based materials, Ben (yellow line) produced his text using a Chromebook, and George
(purple line) produced his text with pencils and paper. Key children often changed from
movement map to movement map to optimally represent movement during text production
experiences in each phase.
In some movement maps the focus was on the teachers’ movements among children as they
worked, so only the position of children’s workspaces was recorded with a dot rather than
their movement. At times, when the focus for the map was movement for verbal and
embodied interaction with other human actors, moments of verbal and embodied exchange
were recorded on the map using a red circle. To record the maps, video was viewed frameby-frame multiple times as the lines were drawn, with one human actor as the focus at any
one time. Time stamps were recorded on some maps to indicate the time an actor spent in one
position. Movement maps were not bound to the classroom. If other spaces in the school were
used to engage in text production (for example, a computer lab), movement maps were also
recorded for these spaces and provided useful data to compare to the activity in the classroom
space. Completed movement maps were then used to analyse the interactions between human
and non-human actors, and particularly how human actors’ roles, different resources and
different text production experiences influenced the use of classroom spaces.

Categorisation
Following familiarisation and transcription, data from each case were categorised and
analysed deductively using the theoretical frame of (im)materiality (Burnett et al., 2014). For
each case, data were divided into audit phase and design-based experiment phase data. Data
were then deductively analysed according to the propositions derived from (im)materiality
theory: spatialisation, mediation, materiality, and embodiment (Burnett et al., 2014). In what
follows, (im)materiality is further explored, followed by an explanation of each proposition
of (im)materiality (spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment). Each proposition
is explained by first considering academic literature, then by outlining their application to
analysis of data.
(Im)materiality as an analytical framework
(Im)materiality in educational research was proposed by Burnett et al. (2014) to theorise the
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relationships that exist between the material and immaterial. According to Burnett (2015a),
materialities ‘relate to the stuff which is physically present as we make meanings’ (p.520). In
educational settings, the “stuff” includes the people, resources, environments, artefacts and
texts. Immaterialities then relate to ‘those things that are materially absent or intangible but
central to meaning-making’ (Burnett, 2015a, p.520). In educational settings the immaterial
includes such phenomena as relationships, ideas, feelings, experiences and imaginings.
(Im)materiality offers a useful analytical framework for examining the ecologies that exist in
each case, and in turn, provides understandings of how these ecologies are situated for digital
text production. By considering classrooms and practices as ecologies, (im)materiality shares
a connection with actor-network theory. Actor-network theory specifically examines the
network of all human and non-human actors that make up practice or phenomena (Fenwick &
Edwards, 2012). (Im)materiality takes ecologies further by using four propositions –
spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment - that are applied to the analysis of
material and immaterial elements. The use of the four propositions allow data to be viewed
from multiple and complex perspectives. Next, each proposition is explained further.

Spatialisation
Spatialisation was used to understand the layout and use of the classroom space, and also, to
understand the interactions between actors, both human and non-human. Spatialisation
provides opportunities to examine how spaces are constituted to enable or inhibit learning,
and open or restrict possibilities for new practices (Fenwick, Edwards & Sawchuk, 2011). As
Lefebvre (1991) acknowledges, space is socially produced, meaning that people influence
what is seen and done in a space; how it is set up and used (as cited in Burnett, 2014). With
notions of the physical and social landscape of spaces in mind, to begin analysis, classroom
maps were examined alongside photographs to provide thick descriptions of the layout of the
space, including the position of furniture, resources and displays. Then movement maps,
observation data, interviews and written teacher reflections were used to determine the use of
spaces. Movement maps were particularly useful in providing tangible evidence of the
physical movement of human actors and initial insight into spatial interactions between
humans and with non-human actors.
Hackett, Holmes, MacRae and Proctor (2018) theorise children’s learning through the
coming together of materials, bodies, movement and place, which informs the analysis of
spatialisation in the current inquiry. In her study of children’s movement and meaning
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making in a museum, Hackett (2016) describes movement as not just the route from one
destination to another, but as embodied exploration and production of meaning. Similar to the
post-human stance put forward by Candace Kuby, the emphasis here is not solely on human
action, but on the intra-action between human bodies, space and materials (Hackett, 2016;
Hackett & Rautio, 2019). Spatialisation in the current inquiry builds on the understandings
that Hackett and colleagues report about the informal learning spaces of museums by
examining embodiment and space in the formal institution of school. Capturing movement
maps manually using a stylus on an iPad provided opportunity for the formality of
classrooms to unravel. This approach captured second-by-second movement exposing the
intricacies of children’s embodied exploration and production of meaning within classrooms.

Spatialisation analysed in movement maps primarily accounted for the physical and
embodied movement around spaces during episodes of digital text production. However,
other areas of spatialisation were also applied to the analysis of observation data, following
Leander and Rowe’s (2006) understanding that configurations or assemblages of human and
non-human actors are spatially produced. By focusing on specific instances of children’s
interactions with resources, a deeper understanding was gained about the interactions
between human actors, resources, environments and embodied movements, including the
spaces and movements between the virtual and physical. For example, how a child spatialised
their text on screen using a particular series of movements.

Materiality
Analysis of data using materiality allowed for an understanding of how the immaterial - the
experiences, thoughts, feelings, perceptions of humans in the classroom - was materialised in
the “stuff” or “things” of the classroom (Burnett et al., 2014). In this inquiry, the “stuff”
refers to the actors (human and non-human), practices and produced texts. Using a lens of
materiality, observation data, interviews and teacher reflections were used to determine who
the actors in the space were, including the specific humans, resources and environments that
contributed to digital text production. Interview data in particular, indicated the actors that
were most valued by teachers and children. For example, in one case all participants
discussed the word wall in interviews. These perspectives were then triangulated with
observations of the teacher and children using the word walls in videos and field notes.
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The ways teachers’ immaterial beliefs and values were materialised in the classroom were
also analysed, providing insight into teacher decision-making. For example, in an initial
interview in one case, the teacher reported her value in teaching children about the text
production process. Further analysis of the classroom space and teacher practices saw how
this value was materialised in the classroom, through the teacher’s strategies, interactions
with children, and resources and experiences that were included and excluded.
Children’s produced texts were analysed as material artefacts to determine the evidence they
provided about classroom text production practices, including the mediums, resources and
processes used for production. For example, in one case, texts were produced using semiotic
resources across page and screen. Perceptions of children’s immaterial thoughts and ideas
were also analysed through their texts. By analysing the combination of elements on the
screen and the presentation of children’s texts, assumptions could be made about some of
their internal processes. For example, one child chose to produce her text about science with
scientific words and images related to science, so an inference could be made that her science
knowledge might have supported her to select her text elements. This analysis supported the
analysis and understanding of children’s text production processes in observation data,
linking materiality with mediation.
While an inquiry focused on the “things” in classroom spaces is important, Fenwick et al.
(2011) challenge us to consider the limitations of materiality alone by explaining that
materiality fails to acknowledge learning through processes of mediation and participation.
These limitations provide justification for the overlap of analysis into mediation, or the
examinations of intra-actions between human and non-human actors.

Mediation
The process of mediation represents the interface between the material and immaterial worlds
(Burnett et al., 2014). The ways that “things” enact upon each other exude force (Fenwick et
al., 2011), therefore when resources and practices are used to elicit a particular response or
outcome, mediation occurs. As such, mediation was used in two ways to respond to the
research questions. Firstly, to analyse the ways teachers mediated opportunities and
pedagogies for text production; and secondly, to examine how children mediated their texts
in response both through their actions with resources and their interactions with peers.
Instances of teachers’ practices in mediating text production were chosen from observation
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data as they exemplified the typical approach found in the data. Instances were then analysed
to determine how the teacher mediated their strategies to children, including both teacher-led,
whole group episodes, and one-on-one interactions with children. Interview data and
teachers’ written reflections were used to interpret perceptions of the mediation practices
examined in observations.

Instances of children producing texts were also selected from observation data. Those
reported in the findings were selected firstly, because they matched the work samples
provided by the teachers and analysed using materiality, and secondly, because they provided
adequate representation of the wider data set (e.g., the resources, mediums and processes
used in that classroom). Analysis of the children’s mediation processes was conducted using
video data, including detailed frame-by-frame description of children’s actions and
interactions with resources, spaces, peers and adults. The description was then used to
analyse children’s actions and outcomes of those actions on page or screen. Finally,
inferences were made about the relationship between the teachers’ pedagogical decisions and
children’s actions.

Embodiment
Embodiment constitutes felt and experienced literacies (Burnett et al., 2014). In terms of text
production, embodiment involves the relationship between action and movement, and the
subjective or felt experience of the producer, and in this way aligns itself with more of an
immaterial perspective. Embodiment was analysed in the ways the teachers and children
engaged with text production, or their embodied action, as well as the ways they represented
their felt experiences in their texts.

The unfolding of meaning through the entanglement of bodies, objects, ideas and spaces in
everyday events is viewed as embodied action (Wohlwend, 2015; Thiel, 2015). Embodied
action includes the immaterial phenomena such as relationships with humans (such as peers)
and non-humans (such as digital devices), imaginings, memory, feeling, experience and how
these were represented in action and through texts. Viewing embodiment in this way
connects this proposition with the other propositions as data were analysed for teachers’ and
children’s engagement with resources and spaces in their everyday literacy events. As all
literacies are conceived of meaning, embodiment occurred and was analysed in all literacy
events reflected in the data. As such, human actions were examined in observation data to
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determine their entanglement with objects and spaces. Movement maps supported an
understanding of embodied action by showing the entanglement between humans, physical
spaces and resources.

Rowsell (2013) challenges us to consider the ways semiotic resources call up feelings,
emotions and felt connections that follow through to the ways that readers interpret and
embody text upon consumption (as cited in Burnett et al., 2014). To illustrate children’s
embodiment in text production, texts were analysed for affordances of semiotic resources on
meaning making, and the emotions and understandings they conveyed. Further, Mills,
Comber and Kelly (2013) challenge teachers to inform children about the ways that senses,
feelings and experiences are made tangible through their selection of semiotic resources. As
such, episodes were analysed to determine how teachers taught their learners to represent
ideas through semiotic resources. For example, in one case, the teacher provided an example
of a visual text to the class and explained the author’s use of colours and images to elicit
emotions in the audience.
Synthesis
Figure 3.6 presents a worked example of analysis using the four propositions. One piece of
descriptive observation data from a researcher-captured video has been used to illustrate.
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Figure 3.6 - Example of analysis using the four propositions of (im)materiality

As seen in Figure 3.6, using the propositions of (im)materiality allowed for multiple
perspectives to be drawn from a single piece of data. Once data were analysed using the
propositions, they were brought together into individual case descriptions and intersections in
the theory were explored (Burnett et al., 2014). The individual case descriptions constitute
the findings chapter in this thesis. A combination of linear-analytic and chronological
structures were applied to the case descriptions (Yin, 2003). This approach allowed the reader
to understand the narrative of the case and what happened in the project, while also going
beyond the sequential narrative to understand the thinking that emerged through the
combining of data and theory. Each case description began with the context for the case, then
was split into the audit phase and design-based experiment phase. Each phase began with an
overview of the phase and teachers’ planning, followed by analysis of the classroom space
and resources, illustrations of teacher pedagogies and practices, and finally, illustrations of
children’s text production.

The final stage of data analysis was to synthesise, or inductively analyse the information
across cases by examining emerging themes. Cross case analysis helped to determine the
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similarities and differences between cases according to the theory and research questions
(Yin, 2003). In engaging with this process, critical questions were asked about why cases
were similar, or why not. If differences did become apparent, evidence was found to provide
explanations. The themes that emerged through cross case analysis informed the discussion
chapter of this thesis.

Reliability of the research
While all researchers come from different backgrounds and have different values and
perspectives, measures are designed and implemented in qualitative studies to ensure data
collection and analysis is systematic, and theoretical orientations are clearly identified
(Creswell, 2014; Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). As such, the following measures were put in place
for this inquiry:
● Strong research protocols to ensure consistency of the research design across the
cases (Yin, 2003). While there was variation in the direction of the cases, the
methodology and data collection methods were replicated. Teachers were informed of
the data collection schedule and a weekly email established organisation for the week,
reminding them of data to be collected and negotiating researcher visits to the site.
Teachers were also provided with written protocols about the operation and collection
of data using the video camera.
● An audit trail was recorded throughout the inquiry to ensure the careful and
considered collection of the vast body of data (Kervin et al., 2016) (see appendix N)
● Triangulation of data ensured multiple perspectives and converging lines of inquiry
(Yin, 2003) were formed to make interpretations and conclusions. When data were
contradictory, further evidence was sought to explain discrepancies. The use of
triangulation to ensure the reliability of interpretations addressed potential researcher
bias.
● Member checking was conducted by asking clarifying questions of teacher
participants through their written reflections to ensure interpretations of events and
approaches were accurate
● During transcription, data were repeatedly viewed and listened to in order to ensure
accuracy of information
● Reflexivity (Creswell, 2014) was considered, particularly in terms of researcher bias
from his own experiences as a teacher, school leader and researcher in schools, as
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well as pre-existing relationships with schools and participants. While these
experiences supported the researcher to guide teachers’ reflections on their designbased experiments, he needed to suspend judgements as much as possible when
making interpretations of data.
● Terms used in this inquiry were clearly defined for the researcher and participants to
maintain consistency of data collection and interpretation. For example,
understanding the types of text production experiences to be captured in the data.
● Researchers being present in the classroom space during site visits immediately
impacts on the classroom environment being observed (Brogdan & Biklen, 2007).
This was minimised by considering unobtrusive ways to move through the classroom
and when possible, consulting with participants outside of the text production session,
particularly for interviews.

Limitations
As a small scale, ethnographic inquiry, generalisability is the main limitation of this inquiry.
The small sample size means that findings cannot be applied to other classroom settings to
gain the same outcomes. While this is true of generalisability to other cases, the data analysed
in this inquiry is generalisable to theoretical positions (O’Reilly, 2009), as well as the
opening up of further studies and thinking in the area (Yin, 2003). This inquiry also
contributes to the generalisability of knowledge when positioned within the wider body of
research about contemporary approaches to text production (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007).

The amount of time a researcher visits a site will often affect the realities captured (Bogdan
& Biklen, 2007). The inquiry reports on ten weeks of each teacher’s text production program
out of a possible 40 weeks in the school year, providing a smaller snapshot of the classroom
reality in its entirety. As such, the inquiry cannot be generalised to a representation of text
production experiences for a particular year level. Further, the position of the ten weeks
within the school calendar has significant influence on the findings. For example, text
production programs captured in term one of Kindergarten will be different to the text
production programs captured in term four due to the experience of the children. As such, the
placement of the ten-week data collection period in the school year was clearly articulated
earlier in this chapter and in the findings.
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Ethical considerations
As the research includes the study of human participants within a school setting, the social
responsibility of the research needed to be considered. Ethical considerations involved the
following actions:
● Approval gained from the Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of
Wollongong (see appendix G)
● Approval gained from the ACT Education Directorate to conduct research in schools
within that system (see appendix H)
● Informed consent gained from participating teachers and families of participating
children (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007) (see appendix I & J for examples)
● The purpose, methods and intended possibilities of the research communicated to the
schools, teachers and families (Silverman, 2013) (see appendix B, I & J for examples)
● Data stored in a secure location, only accessible by the researcher and participating
teachers.

As a researcher visiting the classroom to observe the naturally occurring phenomenon (i.e.,
text production time), the researcher needed to work within the teachers’ schedule. When
collecting data, the researcher negotiated times that worked within teachers’ timetables, the
children’s learning, and their times for text production. The teacher also collected data at a
time that was convenient and appropriate for them. The video camera was positioned in an
unobtrusive location and protocols discussed with children at the beginning of the inquiry.

Some of the teacher participants were known to the researcher in a professional context.
These teacher participants knew the researcher through professional networks and/or
previously working in the same school when the researcher was a classroom teacher. The
professional relationship with these teachers meant that rapport had already been established,
meaning less orientation time was required at the beginning of the inquiry. For other teachers
who were unfamiliar with the researcher, rapport was established in initial site visits. The
researcher’s status as a deputy principal in the ACT Education Directorate and his
professional relationships with schools was considered from an ethical stance. As such,
school principals were responsible for recruiting teachers rather than the researcher. Once
teachers were recruited, clear distinction between the deputy principal and researcher roles
were outlined in initial meetings. Teachers were informed that data were collected and
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analysed for the purpose of the inquiry only.
Consideration was also given to children’s understanding of the research. The researcher
introduced himself to the children in an initial visit and explained the research using childfriendly language. For example, “I am interested to hear from you about what you learn in
your classroom.” Interviews were scheduled at times viewed as appropriate within the class
timetable by teachers and kept short to reduce the time children were away from classroom
experiences.

Informed consent
Informed consent (see information sheets and consent forms in appendix I & J) was sought
from teacher participants and families of the children in the five classes involved in this
inquiry. All teachers and families were informed of the aims of the research, methodology,
processes for data collection and information about withdrawal. While they are minors, in
this inquiry, children are considered capable, confident and articulate communicators who are
able to make decisions about their privacy and needs. As such, the project was also explained
to the children as data were collected, and the researcher asked for their verbal assent before
collecting any close-up videos, photos, work samples or audio recordings of interviews. This
process acknowledged their capacity to agree or disagree to their information being collected.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality was maintained throughout the inquiry. Data collected digitally (video, audio,
field notes, photographs and written reflections) was stored on the researcher and
participating teachers’ secure computers. In reporting the findings, pseudonyms were used for
all participants and only necessary contextual information was reported to de-identify school
sites. All faces in photographs were blurred, and any site identifying information such as
school logos on uniforms or signage was also blurred.

Reciprocity
Collective ownership of data was respected in this inquiry (Creswell, 2013). The school and
participants were consulted to determine how the collected data would be used. Teacher
participants were provided with copies of all data and were asked how they would like it used
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for their own professional development. To date, all five participants chose to present their
perspectives on the project with the researcher at a research seminar in Canberra in 2019.
Two participants went on to present their insights with the researcher at the Australian
Literacy Educators’ Association (ALEA) National Conference 2019 in Melbourne. One
teacher participant co-wrote an article with the researcher for a professional journal about the
practices developed through their design-based experiment. One teacher also presented her
design-based experiment to teachers at her school as part of her annual action research
project.

Equity
As the experiences planned by the teachers were part of the regular classroom program and
aligned with the Australian Curriculum, all children engaged in the experiences regardless of
consent. Families were informed that all children would engage in the text production
experiences planned by the teacher and that consent only applied to the collection of data on
their child during these times.

Safety
To ensure the safety and comfort of children, group interviews were established to ensure
children felt confident to talk with the researcher. All children nominated by the teacher for
interviews were asked if they would like to be involved. The researcher asked children if he
could have a conversation with them before asking questions or interacting with children
during text production sessions. Teachers, children and families were informed that they
could withdraw their consent to data collection at any time during the inquiry.

Chapter conclusion
This chapter detailed the design of the qualitative inquiry. The design of this inquiry allowed
for examination of the five classroom cases thorough the collection of multiple data across a
classroom audit phase and a planned design-based experiment. Data were collected through
observations, semi-structured interviews, teachers’ written reflections, classroom maps,
documents and children’s work samples in order to understand the practices and participant
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perspectives in each classroom. In the following chapter, an analysis of data using
(im)materiality will be reported.
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Chapter introduction
This chapter presents the findings from the inquiry, which involves the examination of five
classroom cases. Each case has been named after the teacher participant, beginning with
Ellen, then Bethany, Anna, Taryn, and concluding with Hannah.

The chapter begins with a discussion of each school site to provide a context for the cases.
Then findings from individual cases within those schools are reported beginning with an
introduction to the case, followed by a discussion of the teacher participant, including their
practices, values and beliefs about text production. A description of the physical classroom
space will follow, as well as an outline of general structures for text production sessions
observed across the time of the inquiry. The case descriptions then report on data analysis
from the classroom audit, followed by the design-based experiment. Findings for each case
begin with a broad look at the structures and practices for text production, and then narrow
down to specific illustrations of teachers’ practice and children’s production of texts.

(Im)materiality was used alongside the research questions to guide which data were included
when reporting the findings. Individual data were analysed according to the propositions of
(im)materiality - spatialisation, materiality, mediation and embodiment - then, data were
synthesised into the case descriptions. The findings chapter does not report on every moment
of text production for every case across the ten weeks of the inquiry. Rather, the findings
capture themes in the analysis and illustrations of specific instances of practice. To indicate
where the data sits within the broader corpus, codes from the audit trail have been used
throughout the chapter to refer to analysed data (for example, 1-RVO-B refers to the second
researcher-captured video observation for Case 1).

Data analysed and reported in these findings comprised observation data (field notes,
researcher- and teacher-collected video, and photographs), movement maps recorded using
observations and classroom maps, initial and final teacher and children’s interviews to
determine perspectives on writing practices, school and teacher documents, written teacher
reflections to address the researcher’s clarifying questions, and children’s work samples.
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Participants and school sites
As indicated in the methodology chapter, five teachers and their classes participated in the
inquiry across four schools - two teachers from one school in the first iteration, and three
teachers from three separate schools in the second iteration. The four schools outlined in
Table 4.1 were government schools located in Canberra, Australia. Revealed in school
documents were commonalities between the schools that reflected system cultures and
priorities. Each school utilised the Early Years Learning Framework (EYLF) (DEEWR,
2009) to frame learning in Preschool, and the Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2018) as the
curriculum framework for Kindergarten and above. The leadership team from each school
developed measures for school improvement in school strategic plans based on the Australian
Curriculum implementation and system goals for improving NAPLAN, PIPS and School
Satisfaction scores. These priorities were handed down from school leaders to teachers to
incorporate into their teaching. Table 4.1 provides an outline of each school context, the
teacher participant(s) at each school, and the dates for data collection.

Table 4.1. Outline of the school sites and teacher participants reported in the findings
School name
(pseudonym)

Year levels at
the school

Enrolments
(according
to ACARA,
2018)

Teacher
participant(s)

Data collection period

Wilson Heights
Primary School

Preschool-Year
6 (including
Introductory
English Centres
and Learning
Support Units

303

Ellen

Audit Phase:
Term 3 weeks 6-10
(August/September)
DBE Phase:
Term 4 weeks 1-5
(October/November)

Marsden School Preschool-Year
10 (including
Learning
Support Units
and Koori
Preschool)

827

Bethany
Anna

Audit Phase:
Term 2 weeks 6-10
(June/July)
DBE Phase:
Term 3 weeks 1-5
(October/November)

Rooney
Primary School

364

Taryn

Audit Phase:
Term 3 weeks 5-9
(August/September)
DBE Phase:
Term 4 weeks 1-5
(October/November)

Preschool-Year
6
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McCann
Primary School

Preschool-Year
6

367

Hannah

Audit Phase:
Term 3 weeks 6-10
(August/September)
DBE Phase:
Term 4 weeks 1-5
(October/November)

Each school will now be introduced, followed by the findings for the case(s) at that school.

WILSON HEIGHTS PRIMARY SCHOOL
Wilson Heights Primary School (pseudonym) is a Preschool to Year 6 school located in an
outer suburb of Canberra. The suburb was previously identified as a community with
significant socio-economic disadvantage, but in recent years the demographic had changed to
attract young professional families due to housing affordability. Regardless, families from
disadvantaged backgrounds remain in parts of the suburb and are represented in the school’s
population. The changing demographics were reflected in the school’s Index of Community
Socio-educational Advantage (ICSEA) which was at the national average, but with a
significant group of the population (28%) sitting in the bottom quartile (ACARA, 2018). The
classroom teacher participant at Wilson Heights, Ellen shared that due to this disadvantage,
some families did not have access to digital technology at home (5-ITI).

Wilson Heights Primary School was site to a Language Support Unit with the purpose of
providing support to English language learners new to Australia. The school also had a
Learning Support Unit with the purpose of providing support to children with additional
needs, adding to the diversity of the school population. Children from both settings often
transitioned into mainstream classes at the school following their time in the programs. To
address the needs of the diverse school population, the priority outlined in the school strategic
plan for literacy in the year of the inquiry was to embed a culture of data analysis and to
increase teacher expertise in teaching literacy (5-D-A). In the years prior to the inquiry, the
leadership team and teachers had reviewed and reformed literacy teaching in the school and
the goal for that year extended on the insights and expertise gained from this experience. The
focus on literacy reform in the previous years led to the establishment of a community
literacy program that ran each morning and saw teachers refer learners for one-on-one
literacy intervention with members of the community that were trained by teachers. Some
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participating children for this school attended the program during the data collection period.
The leadership team reported significant gains in learners’ outcomes as an impact of their
approaches to improving literacy outcomes (5-D-B). With these gains in mind and the new
focus on data analysis and teacher expertise, teachers at Wilson Heights were preparing to
participate in the Directorate’s Early Years Literacy Project.

ELLEN’S CASE
Ellen taught a class of 15 Kindergarten children (aged 5-6 years) at Wilson Heights Primary
School. Kindergarten was the first year of formal schooling for these children following oneyear of 15-hours per week government funded Preschool at the same school site.

This case begins by introducing Ellen, her classroom space and text production session. The
text production session was part of the broader literacy session and dedicated to the teaching
of text production. Then analysis of data from the audit phase will be reported including the
use of spaces and resources for text production, and illustrations of Ellen’s practice and
children’s production of texts. The case then shifts to report data collected during the designbased experiment phase where Ellen planned for children to produce digital texts using a
range of semiotic resources.

Introducing Ellen
At the time of the inquiry, Ellen was in her fifth year of teaching following university studies.
All of her teaching experience was in Kindergarten and Wilson Heights Primary School was
the second school she had taught at with a similar combination of economic advantage and
disadvantage.

Ellen was a self-nominated participant who responded to an email from the principal
requesting expressions of interest. Ellen’s motivation for expressing interest stemmed from
her desire to expand her recent implementation of digital technology as a platform for
children’s creativity in producing texts (5-ITI). She reported recently engaging learners in the
use of Chromebooks, devices purpose built for use with Google platforms (5-ITI). She shared
that Year 5/6 had taught the Kindergarten children how to log on. Ellen also shared that her
desire to learn more about digital technology in the classroom emerged from her reflections
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on the school’s demographics. She indicated that some families did not have digital
technology at home and their access was limited to school (5-ITI). This need motivated her to
ensure that digital experiences at school gave them the literacy capabilities they required (5TR-A).

Ellen explained that the Kindergarten teaching team planned general literacy focuses for the
term, and then she planned more specific learning intentions and experiences based on her
learners’ needs (5-ITI). Emerging from data analysis was Ellen’s knowledge of and focus on
the writing process to inform her planning of text production experiences. Data revealed
several instances of the writing process being used. The writing process was reflected in her
initial interview (5-ITI) where she described the way children engage in text production and
said, ‘It varies. Some children might be going to plan their writing, some children might be
going to do a rough draft or editing their writing.’ Further, in an observation of one teacherled episode, Ellen demonstrated editing skills when modelling the production process (5RVO-A).

Ellen taught text production through two core teaching strategies, 1) teacher-led
demonstrations; and 2) one-on-one and small group interactions termed by Ellen as ‘writing
conferences’ (5-ITI). Analysis of observation data across the audit phase revealed that
demonstrations took different forms depending on Ellen’s focus. At times she would use a
modelled approach, by writing a text on the whiteboard and thinking aloud about her process.
At other times, Ellen would engage learners in a shared approach where she asked for
children’s ideas for the text she wrote on the board. Then there were times when Ellen
utilised an interactive approach where children had opportunities to approach the whiteboard
and physically contribute to the text.

In episodes where children were observed producing texts independently, Ellen engaged
individuals and groups of learners in writing conferences. Observation data revealed a
consistent structure to writing conferences, where Ellen would ask learners to discuss their
texts, then she provided feedback on what they had achieved (identified by Ellen as a ‘glow’)
and finished by negotiating their next goal (identified by Ellen as a ‘grow’). She recorded
feedback in children’s writing books using a system of symbols correlating with writing
processes and skills. An illustration of Ellen’s approach to writing conferences will be
examined as part of the classroom audit findings.
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Introducing Ellen’s classroom
Ellen taught in a single classroom space, built with a carpeted area, wet area with a sink and
three entrances, one to the corridor and two to the outdoor space. Figure 4.2 presents a
classroom map (5-CM-A) showing Ellen’s design of the classroom layout.

Figure 4.1 - Map of Ellen’s classroom recorded during the classroom audit (5-CM-A)

Ellen designed the space in zones, with a group time area, table area and the wet area utilised
as an art zone (Figure 4.2 presents photographs of the space from two angles). The group
time area was bordered by the mobile whiteboard, teacher’s chair, interactive whiteboard
(IWB) and a table for Ellen’s resources. The group time area was observed being used for
teacher-led episodes and group discussions.

Ellen explained that she provided opportunities for children to choose spaces to produce texts
that they felt were most comfortable (5-ITI). Most children produced texts at two large
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groups of tables, however some chose to write on the floor or on cushions. The low table in
the centre of the classroom was a space Ellen used to teach small, guided groups and was
another workspace that children utilised during independent text production. Due to the low
height of the table, Ellen and the children would sit on the floor around the edge.

Figure 4.2 - Photographs of Ellen’s classroom space captured from two positions (5-PHA; 5-PH-F)

The wet area was a permanent space in the classroom with a sink and linoleum floors. Figure
4.3 shows how Ellen utilised the wet area as an art studio with a large table covered in plastic
for artistic work, and a shelf for arts-based materials. In one researcher captured video (5RVO-O), children were observed engaging with arts-based materials to produce their texts,
however they positioned themselves at the low table rather than in the wet area, perhaps
suggesting that they preferred to produce their texts closer to their peers at the other tables.

Figure 4.3 - Photograph of the classroom wet area (5-PH-A)
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Play-based learning experiences were offered throughout the classroom. To the left of the
door from the corridor was a block area and tepee. Close by, there was a shelf with playbased materials for children to use. On the other side of the room there was a doll house and
opposite that, a table with provocations linked to the class inquiry unit about the human body.
A life-sized skeleton model was included next to the provocations table. These play-based
experiences were used during times for inquiry-based learning, and some of them acted as
stimulus for children’s text production topics.

The IWB in the group time area was connected to a PC laptop and was observed being used
to display enlarged exemplar texts. Ellen also had access to two Chromebooks that she
brought into the classroom and positioned next to her teachers’ chair each day. She would
provide learners with access to the devices as required.

Figure 4.4 presents photographs of the three display boards used for literacy learning in
Ellen’s classroom (5-PH-E; 5-PH-G; 5-PH-L). A word noticing display was presented on a
large whiteboard. Ellen and the children were not observed interacting with the word noticing
board, however the presence of their writing on the board suggests that this was a resource
used prior to data collection. Another display was used for displaying learners’ writing goals.
This display was used after Ellen engaged children in conferences. She was observed
providing learners with feedback on their texts and then directing them to move their name to
the corresponding goal. Lastly, the writing process was displayed on a board and was used as
a prompt for children as they produced their texts. Each child had a peg labelled with their
name, and children were observed moving their peg to the stage of the process they were
working on. The display revealed that the writing process was materialised beyond Ellen’s
practice to a physical resource for learners. In an interview, two children described their use
of the display and movement of their pegs as an action associated with their text production
(5-ISI-A).
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Figure 4.4 - Photographs of three classroom text production displays (5-PH-E; 5-PH-G;
5-PH-L)

Unique to this case was the use of both indoor and outdoor spaces for text production. During
chosen sessions, Ellen took the class outside to an adjacent courtyard to work. The courtyard
was a large, open space bordered by the external classroom wall on one side and fences on
the others. A large rainwater tank was positioned to one side and synthetic grass covered the
ground. Children’s engagement in text production in the courtyard space will be examined
when reporting data analysis from the audit phase later.

Introducing Ellen’s text production session
Emerging from analysis of observation and interview data was the established routines for
text production in Ellen’s classroom guided by her use of the writing process. Ellen gave
children agency to determine their topic, genre and form of texts, and provided time and
space for sustained text production. In her initial interview (5-ITI), Ellen shared, ‘I want
children to have a lot of choice in their writing and to make their writing authentic rather
than sitting them down and using paper and pencil all the time.’ This intention was observed
in practice as children often used their choice of paper and pencils, digital resources and artsbased resources.

Observation data revealed that text production episodes began with Ellen explaining the
learning focus, followed by whole group teacher-led demonstration to teach that focus. She
then discussed with learners which stage of the writing process they were individually
working on and possible topics and types of texts they could produce. For some children,
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they would continue previously commenced texts, whereas for others, they began a new text.
Ellen incorporated the language of the writing process in her directions. In one observation
(5-RVO-A), Ellen suggested that some children would be editing their texts, then working on
the Chromebooks to publish. In another observation (5-RVO-F), Ellen talked with children
who were beginning a new text about how they could find ideas from the images and objects
in the classroom or in books. In a third instance, Ellen suggested that some children continue
to work on their rough draft (5-RVO-O).

Task discussions were then followed by a period of independent production, during which
time Ellen would interact with individuals or small groups of children for writing
conferences. Finally, children would come back together to share their texts with the rest of
the class.

In connection with the broader findings already outlined for this case, specific analysis of
data from the audit phase will now be discussed.

AN AUDIT OF ELLEN’S CLASSROOM AND TEXT PRODUCTION PRACTICES
Table 4.2 presents a summary of text production practices in the 5-week audit phase. The
table is divided into weeks and outlines the teaching focus, teaching practices and use of
space, children’s text production opportunities and resources for text production. The
summary draws on analysis of observation data and Ellen’s teaching plans.
Table 4.2. Summary of text production practices during Ellen’s classroom audit
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Editing skills, particularly focusing on capital letters
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group modelled and interactive writing in the group time area
• One-on-one conferences at the children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Chromebooks
Children’s text production opportunities:
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Following the teacher-led episode, children continued producing their texts at their individual
stages of the writing process. During this time, Ellen gave children ideas for new texts and
guided their progression through the writing process.
2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Planning text ideas through talk
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task discussions in the group time area
• One-on-one conferences at the children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Chromebooks
• Arts-based materials.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Ellen provided time during the whole group teacher-led episodes for children to ‘turn and talk’
about their ideas. During this time, she prompted children’s ideas based on known interests.
During independent text production time, children continued to produce their texts at their
individual stages of the writing process.

3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Using a writer’s notebook (a small notebook of ideas) to record ideas for text
production
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group demonstration of her own writer’s notebook in the group time area
• One-on-one conferencing at the children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• Writer’s notebooks and artefacts
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children used their writer’s notebooks to record their ideas for text production before
choosing an idea for their texts. Children were instructed to collect ideas by drawing a picture,
talking to a friend, looking in a picture book, or looking at objects around the classroom such
as the play spaces.

4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Writing more than one sentence
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group shared and interactive writing in the group time area, and in the
courtyard during one lesson
• One-on-one conferencing at the children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
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•
•
•

Writer’s notebooks and artefacts
Pencils and writing books
Chromebooks.

Children’s text production opportunities:
Ellen used shared and interactive writing to teach the text production focus. Ellen invited
children to continue producing texts at their stage of the writing process.
5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Continuation of week 4’s focus on writing more than one sentence
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group shared and interactive writing in the group time area, and in the
courtyard during one lesson
• One-on-one conferencing at the children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• Writer’s notebooks and artefacts
• Pencils and writing books
• Chromebooks
• Arts-based materials.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Following shared and interactive writing at the beginning of lessons, children continued to
work at their stage of the writing process. Some children were ready to publish their texts on
the Chromebooks, and when finished, had their texts printed so they could illustrate.

Use of resources and physical spaces for text production
Analysis of the physical design of the classroom has already been reported for this case. In
this section, analysis of Ellen and the children’s use of spaces and resources for text
production will be reported.
Analysis of teacher and children’s interviews, observations and photographs indicated the
resources used for text production in Ellen’s classroom. In her initial interview, Ellen
identified Chromebooks, the word noticing board, pencils and textas, mini-chalk boards and a
class-made post box for letters as resources used in the classroom (5-ITI). In children’s
interviews, they referred to pencils and writing books as resources for text production, as well
as computers to publish their texts (5-ISI-A; 5-ISI-B; 5-ISI-C). Observation data revealed
other resources including arts-based materials to produce visual texts, alphabet charts and
writer’s notebooks, where children collect ideas for their texts through drawings and
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photographs. Ellen also used the mobile whiteboard for text production demonstrations inside
and an easel with paper for demonstrations outside, and she used a container of small, printed
symbols to provide feedback on children’s texts.

Data revealed that Ellen had an interest in engaging children in learning in different contexts,
both inside and outside the classroom. In her written reflection, Ellen justified her use of both
spaces by explaining that the children were more engaged in text production outside and they
collaborated more (5-TR-A). In most sessions videoed in the audit phase (seven sessions
observed in the data), text production occurred inside the classroom, however in two
sessions, text production occurred in the courtyard just outside the back door to the
classroom.

Two movement maps are used here to illustrate the influences of the different physical spaces
on participants’ movements during text production experiences. The first movement map in
Figure 4.5 captures the movement of participants during an independent text production
episode occurring inside (5-RVO-C), while the second movement map in Figure 4.6 presents
their movements during an outdoor episode (5-RVO-K). The movements of Ellen and the
children are represented by coloured lines and arrows to show direction. The movements of
key children are included in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. These children were selected because they
represented the diversity of activity occurring at the time. That is, they used different
resources for text production, or displayed different movement patterns due to the ways they
interacted with other human actors.

The independent text production episode captured in Figure 4.5 extended for approximately
25 minutes. The children were provided choice to either engage in print-based writing in their
writing books, publishing on Chromebooks or illustrating their texts using arts-based
materials. Megan (green) had published her text on a Chromebooks, had it printed and was
adding arts-based materials for illustrations. Whereas Vashti (blue) used arts-based materials
on a blank piece of paper to create a visual text. Ben (yellow) had previously been observed
disengaging with text production and expressed interest in transcribing his written text on
Google Docs (Google, n.d.). Finally, George (purple) drafted a new written text using lead
pencil on a piece of paper.
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Figure 4.5 - Movement map recorded from an observation of an indoor text production
episode (5-RVO-C) (Duration = 25.32)

Revealed in the movement map in Figure 4.5 is the range of text production experiences
occurring simultaneously and Ellen’s role in facilitating those experiences. Ellen justified
these experiences by explaining that her class is creative and so she attempted to provide a
choice of creative resources for their text production (5-TR-A). In this episode, the children
working with the arts-based materials (Megan and Vashti) made the most movement as they
maneuverer around and between tables to collect their desired materials before returning to
their chosen workspaces. Whereas both Ben (purple) and George (yellow) collected their
resources, chose a workspace, and remained sedentary for the duration of the episode. Ellen’s
(red) trajectory alongside observation data from this episode shows that she moved around
the room monitoring children’s texts and their use of resources, consequently moving to the
wet area and her office to collect more arts-based materials. Between resource collection, she
had conversations with George (purple) and Ben (yellow) to provide feedback and direction
on their texts.

Attention is now directed to the movement map in Figure 4.6, which was captured during an
outdoor text production episode that extended for approximately 22 minutes. Key children
were chosen for this map as they represented a diversity of movement with some remaining
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sedentary once they chose their workspace and some moving to engage in writing
conferences with Ellen. The map reveals the difference in movement from the indoor episode
mapped in Figure 4.5. In this episode, children engaged in print-based writing either in their
writing books or writer’s notebooks.

Figure 4.6 - Movement map recorded from an observation of an outdoor text
production episode (5-RVO-K) (Duration = 21:55)

Emerging from this map is the reduction in movement compared to the map in Figure 4.5.
Most children collected their resources, found a workspace, and remained sedentary for the
duration of the episode. For these children, their movements mimic Ben and George’s
movements in Figure 4.5, suggesting that perhaps the resources for text production influence
the movement for this class rather than the space. Ben (yellow) initially chose to work
alongside two other children. However, observation data shows that he became distracted and
regulated his own learning situation by moving himself to another position on his own. Lexie
(purple) chose a workspace and only moved to ask Ellen a question. Izzie (blue) chose her
space for text production but then Ellen called her over to work with her in a writing
conference. Following her conference, she chose to remain next to Ellen.
Ellen’s (red) movements decreased significantly in comparison to her movements in Figure
4.5. She moved from her chair to provide direction to a small group of children and then
returned to a position in front of the easel for one-on-one writing conferences by calling
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children over. This practice was different to the writing conferences observed in the
classroom where Ellen would move to the children’s workspaces. The stability of Ellen’s
movements in this episode might be due to the children monitoring their own paper and
pencil resources, reducing her need to move around monitoring and providing resources. In a
written reflection, Ellen reported the lack of resources, such as the arts-based resources, as a
limitation of text production outside as children had less choice of text production experience
(5-TR-A), however, the data in the movement maps suggest that reduction in resourcing
allowed more time to conference with learners.

Illustrations of Ellen’s pedagogies and practices
What follows is a micro-analysis of data to illustrate Ellen’s practices for teaching text
production. The analysis begins with an observation of an interactive writing episode,
followed by an observation of a writing conference between Ellen and a child.

In the first illustration, taken from observations of a researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-A),
Ellen and the children were positioned in the group time area ready for interactive writing.
Ellen sat on a chair next to the mobile whiteboard and the children sat in a group on the floor
facing her. The following researcher observation shows how she modelled editing skills.

Ellen and the children discussed ideas for their shared text and decided to write the sentence,
‘There was a unicorn who was eating a donut.’ Ellen began writing the sentence on the
board and deliberately wrote capital letters in the incorrect place. When she reached the
word ‘donut’, she discussed the sounds in the word and recorded the letters. She read back
through the sentence aloud and asked the children if they could identify any mistakes. Ellen
shared the marker with select children and each came to the board to change capital letters
to lower case letters. As the children edited the text, Ellen explained why letters needed to be
changes from lower case to upper case, or upper case to lower case as children contributed.
This observation shows Ellen’s value and knowledge of the writing process and how the
writing process was materialised in her practice. She used a think-aloud strategy to
demonstrate the editing process. She also asked questions to enable children to apply their
thinking to the process. Ellen’s inclusion of the children during interactive writing brought
them into the mediation process. Presenting the editing process on the whiteboard in this way
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materialised this part of the writing process for children from concept to physical
representation. Finally, Ellen’s use of the group time area and mobile whiteboard had spatial
implications for her teacher-led interactions with children. The mobile whiteboard enabled
the use of enlarged print for all to see, and Ellen’s position on a chair next to the whiteboard
allowed all learners to clearly see her actions and hear her verbal exchange.
The next illustration of Ellen’s practice is taken from another researcher-recorded video (5RVO-H). The observation illustrates an instance of conferencing with one child, Jake, about a
text produced in his writing book.
Ellen sat down next to Jake and asked him to read his text. Next, Ellen glued a ‘glow’ symbol
and a ‘grow’ symbol at the bottom of his page. She asked Jake to look at his text and tell her
what he had done well. He looked at his text and said, “spaces”. Ellen acknowledged other
places he used spaces between words. She said that she would write that as his glow and she
wrote, ‘I can use spaces between words’ next to the ‘glow’ symbol. Ellen then asked Jake to
look at his text and decide on what he needs to improve. After a period of time looking at his
text, Ellen suggested that he needed to use capital letters at the beginning of his sentences
and asked him if he could write a capital ‘H’ over the top of the lower-case ‘h’ at the
beginning of his first sentence. She wrote his goal next to the ‘grow’ symbol while she asked
him to repeat the goal. She found a symbol for capital letters from her container of symbols
and glued it at the beginning of his next page to remind him of his goal for the next text
production session. Finally, Ellen asked Jake to go to the writing goals display and move his
name to the capital letter goal.

This interaction between Ellen and Jake demonstrates her use of explicit feedback and
pedagogic moves that ensured the feedback was understood. Ellen positioned herself next to
Jake, suggesting a mutual exchange about his text rather than a teacher dominated
experience. Ellen’s mediation of feedback began by asking Jake to consider his own
evaluation of his text. She then acknowledged his evaluation and offered her own insights by
suggesting he work on using capital letters in the correct place. Ellen’s use of symbols and
written prompts materialised the feedback in Jake’s writing book. The symbols assisted in
communicating the feedback in a visual way to support him. Ellen re-enforced the feedback
by asking Jake to move his name to the capital letter goal on the writing goal display, adding
a physical component to the interaction.
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Illustrations of children’s production of texts
Analysis of work sample data and observations of the processes that children engaged with
were used to understand children’s production of texts and the ways they responded to
Ellen’s teaching. The following are two text production illustrations from two children, one
working on paper in his writing book, and the other using Google Docs on a Chromebook.
The first observation is from a teacher-recorded video (5-TVO-B), and highlights the text
production practices one child, Jake, implemented as he wrote his text about Batman on a
page in his writing book. Jake was chosen as he was Ellen’s focus for writing conferences
and work sample collection during the audit phase. He was observed as an independent
producer of written texts who used the writing process display to guide his actions.

Jake took his writing book to the low table and sat on a cushion. He selected a black texta
from the container in the middle of the table and started to write, beginning in the top, lefthand corner of the page. He paused regularly to talk to his two peers about his ideas and the
writing on his page. At one point, he walked over to the writing resources shelf and collected
an alphabet chart to take back to his table. He looked through the alphabet chart and then
continued to write. When he finished, he went to show Ellen who asked him to read his text
while she scribed the sentence on a sticky note.

In this observation, Jake made choices about the use of space and how he mediated text on
the page. He made a spatial choice when he chose to sit on a cushion at the low table. He also
made decisions about his use of space on his page, beginning in the top left corner, moving
across and down the page, in a conventional manner. He chose to use texta for his text, and
when he came to a letter of the alphabet that he was unsure about recording, he knew where
to find the alphabet chart resource.

Ellen captured the text presented in Figure 4.7 (5-WS-C) which corresponds with the
observation of Jake’s text production (5-TVO-B).
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Figure 4.7 - Jake’s text about Batman (5-WS-C)
Evident in Figure 4.7 is Jake’s use of a blank page in his writing book to produce his text. He
developed a message about fictional characters from popular culture he may know from
home. He has written one long sentence outlining the characters and plot. Jake wrote known
words such as ‘the’ and ‘to’, and he attempted the spelling of other words using dominant
sounds and his knowledge of matching letters. Towards the end of the sentence, he edited,
demonstrating his response to Ellen’s teaching. He first wrote ‘whole city’ as ‘hseit’ and then
added letters to produce ‘holsit.’ Finally, he appeared to decide that two words were needed
and wrote, ‘hop sit’. Ellen transcribed Jake’s text on the sticky note. This was a consistent
practice seen across children’s samples when they have used invented spelling, enabling her
to read their texts when she analysed samples.

A second child, Izzie used a Chromebook to publish a handwritten draft using Google Docs.
Izzie was one of a few children who chose to publish her text using digital technology. She
was often observed rushing her drafts so she could publish on the Chromebook. The
following observation from a researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-C) shows Izzie’s text
production process.

Izzie sat at a table with her Chromebook next to a peer also using a Chromebook. She read
from a laminated card displaying her username and password to log in. Ellen approached
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the Chromebook and opened a Google Doc displaying Izzie’s previously started text about
emojis. Izzie opened her writing book to a page with her corresponding writing. Ellen read
through her text on screen. She asked Izzie to keep typing. Izzie looked back and forward
between her writing book and the keyboard as she typed each letter using the pointer finger
of her right hand.

Izzie engaged in a process of transcription, as she transferred her text from written to typed
form. The process involved her looking between page and screen and reproducing letters
using the keyboard. Figure 4.8 captures Izzie’s corresponding text about emojis (5-WS-B).

The emoji went to
the shops to get a
PJ Mask toy and a
[indecipherable]
and a toy
[indecipherable]
and toy car and…

Figure 4.8 - Izzie’s text about emojis (5-WS-B)
Similar to Jake’s text in Figure 4.7, Izzie has also composed on a blank page, but on screen
rather than paper. She developed the plot about a character from popular culture and she has
written a long compound sentence explaining the emoji’s journey to the shops. She wrote
some words she knows how to spell and made attempts at spelling other words using the
dominant sounds. What’s striking here is that the two texts in Figure 4.7 and 4.8, from two
children, across different print and digital platforms are a similar product. Both are produced
on a blank page or screen. Both use one long sentence to explore their media. Both used
known words (mostly the same ones) and invented spelling for the other words using
knowledge of dominant sounds and their corresponding letters. The similarities between the
texts highlights the use of print-based practices on two platforms, one on a page and one on a
screen. The texts also reflected Ellen’s confidence in teaching using the print mode and the
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experiences she facilitated for children to transfer their print-based practices to a digital
device.

Data across the audit phase highlights the routines that were established for children to
produce texts. Ellen’s introduction to digital technology was also revealed, however the
purpose and function of the digital technology was to replicate print-based practices. As
Ellen moved into the design-based experiment phase she began considering ways to expand
on the use of digital technology to include more multimodal forms of expression.

PLANNING FOR THE DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT

Between the classroom audit and design-based experiment, the teachers came together for a
half-day planning session. During this planning session for the design-based experiments,
Ellen reflected on researcher-selected snippets of video from across the previous five weeks.
She reflected on children’s use of the Chromebooks to transcribe words into a word processor
rather than expressing meaning in ways that digital technology afforded for multimodality.
Through professional networks, Ellen contacted Bethany, another participant in iteration 1
and was motivated by her use of Book Creator on iPad (Tools for Schools Limited, 2018).
Subsequently, she identified the app as a platform to explore in her classroom. She felt that
Book Creator would allow children to expand on their use of multimodal resources. She also
identified Book Creator as a resource she could link to the class sustainability unit, involving
children working towards building sculptures from recycled materials. As such, for the
design-based experiment, Ellen planned to build children’s knowledge of the tools in Book
Creator before producing final digital texts documenting the process taken to construct their
sculptures in the sustainability unit. That is, she would use Book Creator for children to
produce digital books using images, videos, audio recordings and written text to describe the
construction of their sculptures. She planned to focus on a tool in Book Creator each week to
build up children’s repertoire of meaning making resources. Ellen worked with a different
small, guided group of children each day with the iPads. She kept a planning document
outlining each text production focus and the children she would work with each day.
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ELLEN’S DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT: IMPLEMENTING DIGITAL
MULTIMODAL TEXT PRODUCTION EXPERIENCES

Table 4.3 presents a summary of text production practices during the implementation of the
design-based experiment using analysis of observation data and Ellen’s planning documents.
Table 4.3. Summary of text production practices during Ellen’s design-based experiment
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Introduction to the Book Creator app for text production and use of the typing and
drawing tools

Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group demonstration in the group time area using an iPad projected on the
•
•

IWB
Deconstructing a teacher-made exemplar text using an iPad projected on the IWB
Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) in the group time area.

Resources for text production:
• Book Creator App on iPads
• Pencils and writing books
• Writer’s notebooks.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to produce texts at their individual stages of the writing process
using the same routines from the audit phase. A small, guided group of children
worked with Ellen each day to produce their texts about a chosen topic using Book
Creator.
2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Taking, re-sizing and positioning photographs using Book Creator
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group demonstration in the group time area using an iPad projected on the
•
•

IWB
Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) at the low table
One-on-one conferences at children’s workspaces.

Resources for text production:
• Book Creator App on iPads
• Pencils and writing books
• Writer’s notebooks
• Recycled materials as subjects for their texts.
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Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to produce their texts at their individual stages of the writing
process. A small, guided group used Book Creator to take and position photos in their
texts and then using the typing function to label each photo.
3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Taking and inserting an audio recording using Book Creator
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole class demonstration in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) at the low table
• One-on-one conferences at children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• Book Creator App on iPads
• Pencils and writing books
• Writer’s notebooks.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to produce texts at their stages of the writing process. The guided
group opened their texts with photos of recycled materials from the previous week.
They were instructed to take and insert audio recordings describing each of the
materials in the photos.

4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Structuring and producing their final text about the children’s sculpture construction
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task discussion in the group time area
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) at the low table.
Resources for text production:
• Book Creator App on iPads
• Pencils and writing books
• Writer’s notebooks.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to produce texts at their individual stages of the writing process.
The guided group began producing their final texts using Book Creator to outline the
process taken to construct their sculptures. Children used images, alphabetic text,
audio recordings and changed their backgrounds.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Children finalising the production of digital texts about their constructed sculptures
Ellen’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
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•
•

Task directions in the group time area
Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) at the low table.

Resources for text production:
• Book Creator App on iPads
• Pencils and writing books
• Writer’s notebooks
• Children’s recycled materials sculptures as subjects for their texts.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children engaged in independent text production continued to produce texts at their
individual stages of the writing process. The guided group finished their texts about
their sculptures using Book Creator.
An immediately evident shift in Ellen’s teaching was from a focus on print-based writing
during teacher-led episodes to a sole focus on digital text production during these episodes in
the design-based experiment phase. During independent episodes, however, children
continued to produce a combination of print-based and digital texts. Ellen worked with
children in a guided group on their digital texts, but her individual conferences focused on
print-based writing.
Changes to resources and physical spaces
While there were minor changes to the layout of resources, the core layout of the classroom
remained consistent between the classroom audit and DBE phase. The classroom map in
Figure 4.9 (5-CM-B), recorded at the beginning of the design-based experiment presents
changes to the resources using red outline.
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Figure 4.9 - Map of Ellen’s classroom recorded during the design-based experiment
phase (5-CM-B)

Highlighted in the classroom map is the repurposing of the play-based materials shelf to
display the recycled materials in baskets (see Figure 4.11). The block shelf had been
relocated next to the recycled materials shelf, just in front of the glass sliding door so
additional recycled materials could be displayed (see Figure 4.11). These materials were used
as subjects for some of the children’s texts. The inquiry provocations table also changed from
focusing on the human body to focusing on sustainability. The model skeleton was removed
and sustainability themed resources such as books, recycled materials and records of class
discussions on paper were displayed on the table and board behind. The other display boards
remained consistent across the duration of the inquiry, and children were observed moving
their peg on the writing process display, or names on the writing goals display when required.
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Figure 4.10 - Photograph of the recycled materials shelf and
repurposed block shelf (5-PH-I)

Additional resources identified in the design-based experiment phase were iPads and the
recycled materials. iPads and the Book Creator app were introduced as resources and
replaced the use of Chromebooks. The class had access to a container of five iPads and Ellen
brought them into the classroom each session and positioned the container under the IWB. In
her final interview, Ellen shared that she made the change as the iPads were much easier for
children in this age group to operate compared to the Chromebooks (5-FTI). The class had
access to six iPads and observation data and Ellen’s planning document (5-D-C) shows that
she established a new routine that saw a group of six children working with her on the iPads
each day. Ellen managed the resources through a schedule in her planning document for
which children would use the iPads on which days.

Movement maps provided evidence of the use of space during the design-based experiment.
An example is shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 which present movement maps for Ellen and
three key children recorded from one researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-T). Two separate
maps have been used to ensure the trajectories can be followed and the main workspace of
children is recorded on Ellen’s map to understand her movements. The independent text
production episode extended for 32.5 minutes. In this episode, children were asked to
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produce texts about the recycled materials available for their sculptures, with baskets of
materials from the shelf moved to the floor space for children to access. Key children were
chosen for the map in Figure 4.12 as they represented text production with the variety of
platforms available. Megan (green) used an iPad to produce her text. Izzie (blue) produced
her text on paper in her writing book and mostly positioned herself at a table. Lexie (yellow)
produced her text in her writing book but positioned herself on the floor close to the recycled
materials. In this episode, Ellen was teaching the iPad group to use typing, drawing and
photos to record their texts while the other children recorded their texts by drawing and
labelling in their writing books.

Figure 4.11 – Movement map showing Ellen’s movements using observation data from a
text production episode (5-RVO-T) (Duration = 32:30)
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Figure 4.12 – Movement map showing the movement of key children using observation
data from a text production episode (5-RVO-T) (Duration = 32:30)
Ellen’s movement map in Figure 4.11 and the corresponding video data (5-RVO-T) shows
that she began by arranging the materials, similar to her focus on materials in the audit phase.
However, after she arranged the recycled materials, she collected the iPads and based herself
at the low table for the rest of the lesson with the guided group.

Observing both maps together shows that children approached Ellen at the low table for
assistance. These interactions show greater balance between resourcing and teaching
compared to the earlier map in Figure 4.5, possibly because there were no arts-based
materials for text production.
The movement map also shows children’s movement around their workspaces and the
location of the materials. Even though Megan (green) worked on an iPad and Izzie (blue)
worked in her writing book, they can be seen making similar movements between their
workspace, the material baskets and Ellen. At one point, observation data shows that Megan
approached Ellen after taking her photos and Ellen directs her to reduce the size of the
photos. While looking at the iPad screen she moved a few steps away and sat on the floor to
complete the action rather than returning to her workspace. She appeared to be so engrossed
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in the screen and the action she was completing that she did not have time to move back to
her workspace. In contrast, Lexie (yellow) used the space around the recycled materials to
complete her text. She began by exploring the materials on the shelf and then in the baskets.
When she decided which materials she would use, she collected a pencil from a table and
then positioned herself on the floor between the baskets to complete the drawings. Towards
the end of the session, she changed locations to a basket of materials she had yet to explore.

Ellen still taught across the indoor and outdoor spaces in the design-based experiment phase.
In an observation from a teacher-recorded video (5-TVO-C), Ellen indicated when talking
with the children that the class had taken the iPads outside for text production. While this
session was not recorded in the data, the comment suggests that outdoor text production
sessions were still occurring.
Modifications to Ellen’s pedagogies and practices
In this section, analysis of Ellen’s pedagogies and practices for introducing the Book Creator
app will be shared, followed by an illustration of the practices she implemented with the
small, guided iPad group.

The introduction of iPads worked within existing routines for text production (i.e., teacherled episodes, one-on-one conferences, and independent text production using the writing
process display to guide children’s production). The routines provided the conditions
necessary for the introduction of the iPads and Book Creator, as children’s independence
with their print-based writing provided opportunities for Ellen to focus her attention on the
iPad group. Ellen had a plan for which skills to teach each week (5-D-C) reflecting her
growing skills and confidence with digital text production. Ellen demonstrated each skill by
mirroring an iPad screen on the interactive whiteboard. She also remained open to
incorporating incidental skills in her teaching that came from children’s prior knowledge of
technology and their experimentation (5-FTI). For example, in one episode, children showed
Ellen how to change the background of texts.

The following observation was taken from a researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-R) of the
first session with the iPads and Book Creator app. Illustrated is the way Ellen introduced the
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iPads to children and the way she demonstrated the use of typing and drawing functions on
the app.

Ellen positioned the children in the group time area in front of the IWB while she sat on a
chair to the side of the IWB facing the children. She began by explaining the text production
project by saying they would use the iPads to “type up” the process used to construct their
sculptures. She then mirrored an iPad on the IWB screen and opened Book Creator to an
example text she made prior to the lesson (screenshots from the IWB provided in Figure
4.13). She described each part of her text, then navigated to the menu and showed children
how to open a new book. She described the different shapes children could use for their
books and selected the portrait book. The cover page appeared on the screen. Ellen
explained the menu options by pressing the ‘plus’ symbol. She asked the children what they
could see in the menu and some children described the symbols and read the words. Ellen
expanded on each of the children’s descriptions of the options. For example, one child
suggested, “the pen”, and Ellen explained that they can write or draw with their finger on
screen as she made actions in the air with her finger. Ellen explained that they would start by
focusing on typing words and drawing pictures. She demonstrated the use of the onscreen
keyboard to type written text. She then asked for a volunteer to draw a picture. Children
volunteered by raising their hands and Ellen selected a child to come out to the iPad. The
child chose to draw a person with her finger.
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Pages 3 & 4

Page 5

Figure 4.13 - Ellen’s example text

Ellen made several decisions in implementing this demonstration. Firstly, she made the
spatial decision to position the children in the group time area and project the smaller iPad
screen on the IWB so children could see clearly. As she mediated her movements on the iPad
screen, the same command responses were reflected on the large screen. Ellen began her
teaching by indicating the goal and product for children’s text production. She used the term,
‘type up’ to describe the task, reflecting terminology associated with children’s texts on the
Chromebooks in the audit phase. Her use of the exemplar model to showcase what their texts
might look like, moved her teaching from abstract description to material representation.
Ellen used a think-aloud strategy, similar to her modelled writing practice, to talk through the
processes involved in using the app. She also asked the children questions to enable them to
predict the outcome of particular commands on screen. As she demonstrated each function,
she explained the way each action mediated a response on the screen. Ellen also added an
interactive component to the demonstration by asking a child to draw on screen. Thinking
aloud, questioning and providing opportunity for children to interact with the resource reflect
similar pedagogies to the ones used for her print-based writing demonstration in the
classroom audit.

Observation data across the design-based experiment phase revealed that as children moved
into independent text production, a small group of children worked at the low table with
Ellen to produce digital texts. This was a shift in Ellen’s practice from mainly engaging in
one-on-one conferences to the prominent use of guided teaching. The following observation
from a researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-X) illustrates Ellen’s approach.
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Ellen sat at the low table with three children. Each had their iPad, and they opened their
previously started drafts about their sculptures. She asked the children to find the command
they might use to record their voice. Ellen asked them to record themselves talking about
their sculpture. She said that they could have a play with the voice recorder first and then
complete a recording to insert into their text. As she implemented her teaching, she
constantly looked up to observe the other children in the classroom. She suggested to the
guided group that they could read one of their sentences they typed. She provided an example
by saying, “This is a plastic bottle.” She left the table to check on the other children working
on their print-based texts while the guided group began their audio recording, then returned
to the guided group (30 seconds in duration). Megan informed Ellen that she made a mistake
in the recording. Ellen pointed to the ‘undo’ button and suggested she take away the last
element she inserted. The children recorded their voices as Ellen monitored them. When
children finished, she instructed them to listen to and review their recordings. When
children’s recordings did not fit their intentions, Ellen assisted them to delete the recording
and record another.
Demonstrated in this illustration is Ellen’s approach to guided teaching and her interactions
with a small group of learners. Ellen used a combination of verbal instructions and
demonstration to guide children’s production of their voice recordings. She also gave
children the space to attempt the voice recording on their own while responding to their
requests for assistance as needed. In her final interview, Ellen acknowledged her role by
explaining that she gave children the freedom to produce their text in their way but acted as a
support for them when they needed assistance with the operation of the app (5-FTI). Again,
in this observation, Ellen’s focus on the writing process was reflected in the way she
explained to learners how to delete and retake recordings as part of the drafting and editing.
Her decision to position the children around the low table while she sat on the far side
enabled her to both work with the guided group and monitor the rest of the class. As
attention now shifts to analysis of children’s text production, the influence of Ellen’s
pedagogies outlined in this section become apparent.
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Illustrations of children’s production of texts
In the final section for this case, the processes and product of one child, Megan will be used
to illustrate the digital texts produced during the design-based experiment. Megan was chosen
as her text illuminated the range of semiotic resources taught by Ellen in the DBE and she
was observed transferring her knowledge of the writing process to her digital work.

In the final week of the project, children in the iPad group used their learnt skills to construct
their published texts, expressing themselves through image, sound and written text. The
following observation from a researcher-recorded video (5-RVO-Z) shows part of the process
Megan used to produce her text about her sculpture.

Megan sat at the low table with the iPad and her robot sculpture made from recycled
materials. She sat with Ellen and three other children. Ellen asked if she would like to add a
background to her text. She said, “yes”, and independently looked through the background
options in the menu. She tried a few backgrounds on her pages and discussed them with the
peer sitting next to her before settling on one. When Ellen questioned her choice, Megan
stated, “because it has all of my favourite colours.” Ellen then asked what colour she needed
to change her writing to. When Megan suggested red, Ellen instructed her to try red and see
if it works with the background. Megan settled on the red background and then selected the
typing function to type the title of her text, ‘The robot.’ She asked the peer next to her if she
spelt her title correctly. Her peer said “yes”.

Later in the episode, Megan inserted photographs of the parts of her robot sculpture on a
double page spread. She selected her background for the pages, then Ellen helped her to
move her robot to the carpet. She selected the camera function and took a photo of one of the
bottle arms. She inserted the photo and reduced the size. She repeated this process with the
other parts of her robot sculpture. She moved around the sculpture and positioned the iPad
to capture the photographs from above. When she was finished, she told Ellen that she
wanted a picture of the whole sculpture. Ellen verbally instructed her to hold the camera
high and stand back, while she also made the actions of taking the photo in the air as a
demonstration. She captured the photograph, inserted it on the page, reduced its size and
moved it to the desired position.
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Megan moved to a quiet position in the classroom with her iPad. She selected the audio
recording function and pressed the ‘record’ button and recorded herself saying, “I made the
sculpture by collecting the materials, sticking the head together with the tissue box. And then
I put two bottles for the arms, sticking them on with sticky tape. And I put the legs on with the
same bottles with sticky tape.” Returning to the table, she inserted the recording above the
photograph of her robot sculpture. She used two fingers to drag the corners of the audio
symbol out to make it bigger on the page. Megan pressed the arrow on the left-hand side of
the screen two times until she returned to her cover. She selected the typing function and
typed the sentence, “I put the box on the tishow box”. She inserted the sentence on her page
and moved it under the title.

In these observations, Megan demonstrated her growing independence in mediating her text
on screen. While there were times when Ellen prompted her actions, she completed the
majority of the text, suggesting that Ellen’s scaffolding provided in the previous weeks had
contributed to her development in digital text production. Evidence of Megan’s growing
knowledge and independence was also demonstrated in her final interview where she
confidently articulated the different functions and processes for using the Book Creator app
(5-FSI-A).

Megan engaged in spatial work as she produced and positioned the components of her text.
Evidence of this spatial work and the associated embodiment was seen in the positioning of
her sculpture, her body and the iPad in the space for optimal image size and camera angles,
and also in the size and position of the elements she produced on the pages of her text.
Megan’s peer was also part of her text production process, as she asked for her opinion about
design features and asked her peer to check the spelling of ‘robot’. Ellen shared that she
supported these types of peer interactions as children were able to learn from each other (5FTI). Her use of her favourite colour, purple for the background shows that she made
decisions based on aesthetic preference.

When Megan shared her text with the class following this episode, Ellen attempted to expand
on her decision of semiotic resources by prompting her to consider her text colour based on
design effect for the reader. Again, Ellen’s focus on the writing process was reflected in this
observation in the way Megan made modifications to her text. Megan engaged in a non-linear
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process by moving back and forth between pages to add and modify elements until she came
to her finished product.
Figure 4.14 presents Megan’s final text at the end of the process outlined in the previous
observation (5-WS-N). Her text documented the process she took to construct her robot
sculpture from recycled materials.
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Figure 4.14 - Megan’s final text about the construction of her sculpture (5-WS-N)
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In her text, Megan used photographs of her robot sculpture, a voice recording and typed
writing. When producing her text, she was observed to consider the size and location of
elements on the screen for readability and aesthetics. The large purple text on the front cover
stands out against the pastel colours used in the background and the sentence in black is
positioned against the blue allowing it to be easily read. Her choice of colour for the written
text is in response to Ellen’s prompting about design choices that support the reader. Each of
the photos of the robot parts were taken from a top-down angle and the text has been
structured with a double page of materials used to construct the sculpture and a final page
with an image of the full sculpture and audio recording of her process. In her audio recording,
Megan explained the materials used and the adhesive techniques used to bond each object to
the next. Her voice recording allowed her to express a large amount of dialogue inaccessible
in print form at her stage of writing development. The print text was only used on the front
cover, primarily for the title and her name. Perhaps the use of Book Creator to produce a
digital book prompted her to design the front cover like the cover of a printed book.
The illustrations of Ellen’s practice and Megan’s text production demonstrate the shift that
occurred in this case. Ellen transformed digital text production from replicating alphabetic
writing practices on paper to using technology for a range of semiotic resources such as
image and voice recording. Further, her interactions with learners through teacher
demonstrations and guided group teaching provided the scaffolds for children to become
proficient technology users.

MARSDEN SCHOOL
Marsden School is located in an outer suburb of Canberra catering to children from Preschool
to Year 10 (4-16 years old). The school is situated within a community with reported pockets
of both socio-economic advantage and disadvantage. It is similar to Wilson Heights Primary
School, as the ICSEA sat at the national average of 1000 at the time of the inquiry, but a
significant portion of the community (29%) sat in the bottom quartile, providing evidence of
this pocket of disadvantage. The school is also site to an integrated Learning Support Unit
(LSU), meaning children with additional education needs are provided additional financial
resourcing to learn in mainstream classrooms. The school’s diverse demographic means some
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children enter school with limited experience with literacy, and limited access to digital
technologies.

Due to the needs identified above, a priority in the strategic plan for teachers at Marsden
School was to implement evidence-based literacy pedagogies that support a range of needs,
with a focus on writing (1-D-A). As such, teachers were involved in the initial phase of the
system-developed Early Years Literacy Project. Engagement in the project saw teachers
working with an external consultant in professional learning sessions and through in class
coaching, focused on practices for teaching print-based writing. However, digital text
production was yet to be a priority for the school’s participation. There were two teacher
participants at Marden School, Bethany and Anna. They reported that the school was digitally
resourced and children’s engagement with digital technology was encouraged. The school
had a separate computer lab with desktop computers, as well as iPads for use in PreschoolYear 1 classrooms, and class sets of Chromebooks for children from Year 2 and up (1-ITI; 2ITI). Bethany’s case is the first of the two cases reported from Marsden School.

BETHANY’S CASE
Similar to Ellen’s situation in the first case, Bethany also taught a Kindergarten class
consisting of 18 children (aged 5-8 years). Kindergarten was also the first year of formal
schooling for these children following one year of government-funded Preschool at the same
school site.

This case begins by introducing Bethany, her classroom space and text production sessions.
Then analysis of specific data from the classroom audit will be reported beginning with the
use of space and resources, illustrations of Bethany’s practices and illustrations of children’s
production of text. The case then shifts to report on data collected during an additional fiveweek design-based experiment phase where Bethany used her interactive writing approach to
inform her digital text production practices.

Introducing Bethany
At the time of data collection, Bethany was in her third year of teaching following her
university studies on the central coast of NSW. All three years were spent at Marsden School
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and within the early years. Bethany had been nominated for the inquiry by school leaders as
she was seen to be a leader in literacy pedagogy, including text production, and was known to
use digital technology in her classroom.

Bethany saw her role in the teaching of text production as building on what children know
and can do, by scaffolding them to what they are capable of producing and saying in their
texts (1-ITI). She recognised the wide range of backgrounds that constituted her classroom
and had a desire to find ways to engage all learners in text production and support them to
express themselves. She shared that her goal was for all her learners to see themselves as text
producers who could express themselves through different modes (1-ITI), a view that filtered
through to the range of paper-based, live and digital text production opportunities observed in
Bethany’s classroom from the beginning of the classroom audit. Bethany indicated in her
interview that she had been using digital technology for text production in her classroom to
engage children who were disengaged with print-based writing (1-ITI). Analysis of her
interview data indicated that she valued digital text production but was still questioning its
position in her broader literacy program.

Observation data revealed that whole group interactive writing was a core practice for
Bethany and was used to teach children to produce written texts. She explained that the
practice allowed her to explicitly teach writing skills and strategies (1-TR-A). Interactive
writing involved Bethany displaying a strip of cardboard on the mobile whiteboard and coproducing a text with the children. To begin, she would discuss possible topics, then ask a
child to suggest a sentence to write. She would then select children to approach the board and
write a word in the sentence while she explained the writing strategy being used. She shared
that she would choose children to contribute in order to highlight that child’s strategies as a
model for the rest of the class (1-TR-A). For example, in one instance she discussed a child’s
successful use of punctuation with the rest of the class. Occasionally, all children had a miniwhiteboard so they could practise their own writing as the interactive text was produced. The
final step of interactive writing involved Bethany reading the sentence with the children. She
would then discuss the tasks for the session, with the task often relating to the sentence
produced in interactive writing. Bethany shared that her approach to interactive writing
stemmed from influences from professional learning and engagement with the external
literacy consultant who worked at the school (1-ITI).
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In her initial interview, Bethany described the process she used to plan for text production.
She explained that she mapped backwards from what she wanted the children to learn in both
literacy and the inquiry unit, by planning experiences to support them to achieve her goals for
their learning. Planning documents and observations indicated that the stimulus and
experiences she planned for were often linked to inquiry units. For example, during initial
site visits, text production experiences were linked to the class inquiry unit about living
things, and specifically zoo animals. During one episode (1-TVO-F), the stimulus involved
viewing a video about red pandas to inform children’s content knowledge to use for their
texts.

Introducing Bethany’s classroom
Bethany taught in a single classroom space within a unit of five classrooms. An entrance was
positioned between her classroom and the next, and another entrance led to a shared, central
space between the five classrooms. The layout of Bethany’s classroom is presented in Figure
4.15 as a classroom map (1-CM-A).

Figure 4.15 - Map of Bethany’s classroom recorded during the classroom audit (1-CMA)
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Bethany designed her classroom space with a range of areas and with a range of furniture
(also shown in the photographs of the classroom layout in Figure 4.16). A group time area
bordered by an IWB, teacher’s desk, mobile whiteboard and teacher’s chair, was used for
whole class, teacher-led episodes as well as the teaching of guided groups. The class had
access to six iPads that needed to be booked in for each session. Bethany would bring the
iPads into the classroom each day and position them on her teacher’s desk. The interactive
whiteboard was connected to Bethany’s PC laptop and was used to display stimulus for
children’s texts including videos and images.

Figure 4.16 – Photograph of Bethany’s classroom space (1-PH-E)

Tables were positioned throughout the classroom with enough seats for each child to sit
during independent episodes. Children could choose where to sit. Most chose to sit at tables,
but some sat on the floor or in the reading corner. Observation data indicates that some
children chose to sit with different peers each day, while others chose more regular
groupings. A writing implement shelf positioned in the middle of the room provided children
access to resources such as lead and coloured pencils. A horseshoe shaped table located in a
corner of the classroom was observed being used for guided reading before text production
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sessions but was not used during text production sessions. The books in the reading corner
were sometimes used as subjects for texts and children would occasionally produce their texts
in this location.

One of the experiences available to children for text production was the provocations table.
To begin with, a post office was set up at the provocations table with a letter box, cash
register and paper resources such as letter templates and envelopes (see the first photo in
Figure 4.17) (1-PH-G). The table changed in the second week of the inquiry to reflect the
class inquiry unit about zoo animals (see the second photo in Figure 4.17) (1-PH-H). Bethany
explained that the provocations table was an important space in her classroom as she valued
dramatic play as a form of text production (1-ITI). In one interview with children, they also
referred to the provocations table as a space for text production with environmental print and
objects that help them with their ideas (1-ISI-A).

Figure 4.17 - Photographs of the post office and zoo animals provocations (1-PH-G; 1PH-H)

Displays were presented on each wall of the classroom, with one display dedicated to literacy
learning as shown in Figure 4.18 (1-PH-K). The display consisted of a word wall, anchor
charts, interactive writing samples, children’s exemplary work and a class produced alphabet
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book. The word wall was organised using printed and laminated letters and words.
Observation data across the audit phase revealed that the word wall was used by Bethany
during interactive writing and then as required by children when producing their texts.
Children would approach the word wall, physically remove the word and take it to their
workspace to copy it, and then return the word when finished.

Figure 4.18 - Photograph of Bethany’s classroom literacy display (1-PH-K)

Introducing Bethany’s text production session
Analysis of observation and interview data revealed that text production sessions typically
began with a whole class teacher-led episode in the group time area consisting of engagement
with a writing stimulus such as children’s literature, an image or video, then interactive
writing and task discussions. Following the teacher-led episode children moved into
independent text production. Bethany organised independent episodes in three groups. One
group of children worked with pencils and writing books in a workspace of their choice. A
second group worked with the resources at the provocations table. A third group remained in
the group time area and worked in a guided group with Bethany to produce digital texts using
iPads. Following independent text production, Bethany brought the children together in the
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group time area again and chose children to either read or talk about their texts with the rest
of the class.
Using these findings about Bethany’s practice and classroom space, data analysis specific to
the classroom audit will now be discussed.

AN AUDIT OF BETHANY’S CLASSROOM AND TEXT PRODUCTION
PRACTICES
During the classroom audit, Bethany consistently implemented her routines and structures for
text production sessions, with a different focus each week. Table 4.4 summarises the text
production practices in Bethany’s case during the classroom audit. The text production focus,
Bethany’s practices and use of space, resources and children’s opportunities for text
production are outlined from analysis of observations and Bethany’s planning documents.
Table 4.4. Summary of text production practices during Bethany’s classroom audit
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing texts about a stimulus picture book
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Interactive writing in the group time area using the mobile whiteboard
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) working on the floor in the
group time area.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Provocations table including letter writing templates, envelopes, post box and cash
register
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Mini-whiteboards used during interactive writing
Children’s text production opportunities:
All children engaged in a read aloud to be used as their text subject followed by whole group
interactive writing. Children were then broken into their three groups. Children engaging in
independent text production were invited to produce a text about the class read aloud. Another
group of children were invited to engage with the materials at the post office table. The guided
group worked with Bethany to produce a text about the class read aloud using Book Creator.

2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing informative texts about zoo animals linked to the class inquiry unit
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Building background knowledge of zoo animals through read alouds of non-fiction
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•
•

books and short documentaries projected on the IWB
Interactive writing in the group time area using the mobile whiteboard
Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) working on the floor in the
group time area.

Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Provocations table including animal figurines, clip boards and non-fiction books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children engaged in either a read aloud or viewing of a documentary about animals each day.
They were then divided into their three groups. Children engaging in independent text
production were invited to write a text about a chosen animal. Another group of children were
invited to engage with the materials at the provocations table. The guided group worked with
Bethany to produce a text about a chosen animal using Book Creator.

3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing informative texts about zoo animals linked to the class inquiry unit
(continued from the previous week)
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Building background knowledge of zoo animals through read alouds of non-fiction
books and short documentaries projected on the IWB
• Interactive writing in the group time area using the mobile whiteboard
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) working on the floor in the
group time area.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Provocations table
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued the experiences from the previous week based on new stimulus such as
documentaries or non-fiction read alouds.

4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing imaginative texts about a chosen topic
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Interactive writing in the group time area using the mobile whiteboard
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) working on the floor in the
group time area.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing template with three boxes to organise their texts
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Provocations table
Children’s text production opportunities:
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Each text production session, Bethany gave children a zoo animal prompt for imaginative
texts. For example, in one session she provided the prompt, ‘what would happen if the
monkeys escaped from the zoo?’ The guided group produced their texts digitally, while the
other children independently produced their texts using print-based writing and drawing.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing texts about the class excursion to the zoo
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Interactive writing in the group time area using the mobile whiteboard
• Guided text production group (4-5 children each session) working on the floor in the
group time area.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children in the guided group produced their recounts of the excursion digitally using the
iPads. Other children produced their texts about the excursion independently using print-based
writing.

Across the classroom audit, Bethany’s focus for text production centred on a stimulus rather
than a skill or strategy. She incorporated a range of focuses into teaching episodes based on
her knowledge of her learners’ needs. Her implementation of these focuses is demonstrated in
an illustration of her interactive writing practice later. Bethany incorporated digital text
production into her literacy teaching through a guided group each day. Her teaching plan
included a schedule for which children would work in the guided group each day (1-D-B).

Use of resources and physical spaces for text production
Analysis of interview and teacher reflection data revealed the resources that were identified
by Bethany and the children. Bethany identified iPads (and the Book Creator app), pencils
and paper, dramatic play materials, stimuli such as children’s literature, photographs or
videos, and the word wall as resources for text production (1-ITI; 1-TR-A). In their
interviews, children initially identified pencils, writing books and iPads as resources they
utilise for text production (1-ISI-A; 1-ISI-B), suggesting they already viewed digital modes
as a way to produce texts. Observation data revealed additional resources for text production
beyond those identified in interviews including mini-whiteboards and markers, and strips of
card used for interactive writing, as well as laminated high frequency word charts referred to
by Bethany as ‘butterfly charts’.
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Movement maps were used to analyse the use of the classroom space and resources during
text production episodes. The movement map in Figure 4.19 provides an illustration of
movement in one researcher-recorded video (1-RVO-A) of independent text production
extending for approximately 18 minutes. The map shows the movement of Bethany and four
key children. The key children were chosen as they represented the diversity of experiences
engaged with simultaneously. Celeste (green) was directed to work at the post office
provocation. Amelia (yellow) and Omar (purple) both wrote using pencils in their writing
books. While Bailey (blue) produced a digital text with Bethany. Time stamps have been
provided to show extended interactions between Bethany and the children in a given location.

Figure 4.19 - Movement map recorded using observation data from a text production
episode (1-RVO-A) (Duration = 18:22)

The length of time Bethany spent interacting with particular children is evident in this
movement map. The time spent with the digital text production group on the floor was
recorded at 10:55 out of the total 18:22 session, more than half of the time for the whole
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episode. The other time was spent handing out resources, interacting with individual children
at tables and reading children’s texts. While observation data indicated some time spent
walking around and monitoring children's work at the tables, the majority of her movements
centred in one particular area of the room, the group time area where she supported the
children producing digital texts.

The movement of children engaging in different forms of text production is also evident in
the map. Celeste’s (green) movements indicate that she moved around the post office table to
explore the resources before positioning herself at a table with the other children. At the end
of the episode, she returned to the post office and corresponding observation data shows her
placing her text in an envelope before putting the envelope in her tub.
Amelia (yellow) and Omar’s (purple) movements show that they both approached the writing
implements shelf before selecting a workspace. Amelia remained in her workspace for the
duration of the episode while Omar moved to approach the word wall. Observation data
across the audit phase revealed that Omar would often choose a workspace next to the word
wall as he would regularly use the word wall as a resource for text production.
Bailey’s (blue) path shows limited movement. He remained in the group time area following
the interactive writing episode and only required the iPad as his text production resource.
These findings reveal that different movement patterns depend on the task children were
asked to engage with and the resources they required.

Illustrations of Bethany’s pedagogies and practices
In this section, findings are presented from a micro-analysis of data, narrowing the focus of
Bethany’s case to specific illustrations of practice. First, an illustration of Bethany’s
interactive writing practice is presented, followed by an illustration of her interactions with a
group of children producing digital texts.

The following observation from a researcher-recorded video (1-RVO-A), illustrates one part
of one episode of interactive writing. The children were seated in the group time area facing
the mobile whiteboard, each with a mini-whiteboard. Before this segment of the observation,
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Bethany introduced a stimulus text, ‘Hairy Maclary from Donaldson’s Dairy’ (Dodd, 1983).
She then discussed with the children a possible sentence they could write, and suggested,
“Hairy Maclary went to the park.” They had written the first two words on the board and
were moving onto the next word.

Bethany asked the children to identify the next word in the sentence. Some children called
out, “went.” Bethany asked a child where he can find the word ‘went’ in the classroom. The
child pointed to the word wall and Bethany asked him to take the word card from the wall.
The child walked over to the word wall, took the word ‘went’ off the wall and brought it to
the teacher. Bethany selected another child to come to the whiteboard and write the word
‘went’ on the board. The teacher reminded the child to put a space between ‘Maclary’ and
‘went’. The child put his finger between the last word and where he would write the word
‘went’. He wrote the word with the marker by looking between the word card and the space
he was writing.

Next, Bethany handed out whiteboard markers to the rest of the children and asked them to
write the word ‘went’ on their mini-whiteboards. Bethany modelled the word ‘went’ on the
large whiteboard and talked about the sounds in the word and the way the letters are formed.

Evident in this observation of interactive writing is the way Bethany demonstrates written
text mediation step-by-step by bringing together material and immaterial resources. She
directed children to use the whiteboards and markers, and the word wall as external
resources, then also directed them to apply her teaching on their mini-whiteboards. Children
had an active role in mediating print through their contributions to the sentence on the board,
and their attempts at writing on their mini-whiteboards. By providing these resources,
Bethany sequenced her approach from teacher mediation through to children’s mediation.
Analysing Bethany’s interactions with the children in the digital text production group
provided insight into her influence on children’s text production. To illustrate, the following
transcript was taken from a snippet of researcher-recorded video (1-RVO-B) where Bethany
worked with a group of five children on the iPads to produce their texts about the Hairy
Maclary stimulus text. This part of the video shows Bethany’s interaction with one child,
Josh as she supports him to produce an audio recording.
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Bethany:

What’s your sentence Josh?

Josh:

Hairy Maclary went to get a bone.

Bethany:

Okay, so you are ready to go. You can press on ‘plus’ [Bethany pressed the
‘plus’ symbol on the child’s iPad], go into here [Bethany pressed on the
‘audio recording’ symbol]. Okay, can you press the red button [Bethany
pointed to the red button]?

[Josh pressed next to the record button and the button disappeared from the screen]
Bethany:

Stop. [Bethany pressed the ‘plus’ button and ‘sound’ button] There you go.
[She pressed the ‘record’ button and began the recording]

Josh:

Hairy Maclary went to get a bone.

[Bethany pressed the ‘record’ button to stop the recording]
Evident in this transcript is Bethany’s attempt to scaffold Josh’s text production by providing
verbal instructions and demonstrating on his screen. At first Bethany talked through the
buttons to tap as she demonstrated on the screen. Then she provided verbal direction to Josh
so he could control the screen. When Josh appeared unable to complete the task, Bethany
chose to transition back to demonstrating on the screen. The interaction captured in this video
observation was typical of the way Bethany interacted with learners in the guided group
when producing digital texts. Furthermore, analysis of observation data showed children’s
confidence in using the drawing tool in Book Creator, but they were still gaining confidence
in using other tools. Bethany reported feeling the need to be with the iPad group all the time
to provide direction and support children with the operation of the app (1-TR-A), a reflection
that was later drawn on for planning her design-based experiment.
Illustrations of children’s production of texts
What follows are two illustrations of children’s text production, one child producing a visual
and written text on paper, and the other producing a visual text using Book Creator.
Comparing the two texts will provide findings for how semiotic resources were used by
children on screen and paper.

In the first illustration of text production, from one teacher-recorded video (1-TVO-I), one
child, Omar was observed producing his imaginative text on a page using drawing and printbased writing. Omar’s process and text were chosen for this illustration as he demonstrated
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his use of multimodality on the page. In this experience, Bethany had provided a template
displaying three boxes to scaffold the sequence of children’s stories and prompted them to
write a story about monkeys escaping from the zoo. Omar was observed starting the process
by telling his story to a peer before moving to a table next to the word wall (the same position
chosen in the episode mapped in Figure 4.18) to record his story on the template. First, he
drew the sequence of his story in each of the boxes using coloured pencils. Then he began to
write his story along the bottom with a lead pencil. When he reached the edge of the page, he
moved to the top, right-hand corner of the page to finish. At the end of the episode, Omar
shared his story to a peer sitting next to him by reading his printed text and referring to the
images. The work sample in Figure 4.20 shows Omar’s completed text (1-WS-A).

Figure 4.20 – Omar’s text about monkeys (1-WS-A)
Presented in Omar’s text is his sequencing of a visual story alongside a sentence that says,
‘The monkey is in prison. Then he was free.’ He recorded the narrative in two sentences
using conventional spelling and writing conventions. Omar’s use of space is evident in his
text production. He has used the scaffold in the template to organise his text. He also made a
spatial decision when he ran out of room for his written text and continued by returning to the
top left-hand corner. The opportunity to use both drawing and print-based writing suggests
that these forms of text are valued by Bethany, particularly in ways that support each other.

Attention now turns to an example of digital text production. In an observation from a
researcher-recorded video (1-RVO-L) one child, Nate produced his text on screen. Nate was
chosen as a key child in this illustration as well as the one reported in the DBE because he
had an interest in producing with digital technology but had limited skills. Reporting on his
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text production across the classroom audit and DBE showed his development and the
influence of Bethany’s pedagogies.

In the episode for this illustration, the children had been asked to draw then write a
description by using typing. Nate took the iPad and typed in the password. When the app
opened, another child’s previously started text appeared on screen. Nate showed Bethany and
she took the iPad, opened a new book and selected the pen tool so he could draw. Nate
completed his drawing using his finger on the screen. At the end of the session, Nate was
selected to share his text. He explained that his drawing was of his school and his friends and
that he wanted to write, ‘I like school’, however he ran out of time. Figure 4.21 presents a
photograph of Nate’s text captured by Bethany (1-WS-E).

Figure 4.21 – Nate’s text about school (1-WS-E)
In Nate’s text, he used drawing as a medium that he appeared to be comfortable in using to
convey meaning. Bethany supported Nate to begin his text by operating the technology for
him. After she set him up with the drawing tool, he remained using the black pen for the
remainder of the session. When comparing Nate’s digital text with Omar’s paper-based text,
both have engaged multiple modes. Omar has used space, images in a series using colour and
shape, and written text to convey his story. Nate has used shape, line and space for his text.
Perhaps with additional time Nate may have added more modes to his text. Further, Omar
may be comfortable in working with more modes in the familiar medium of drawing on
paper, whereas using semiotic resources on screen is relatively new for Nate. Hence, these
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two texts suggest that while digital resources increase opportunities to utilise multiple modes,
working with a digital resource does not automatically mean that the text produced is richly
multimodal. The multimodality of the text depends on its mediation.
Emerging from data analysis reported thus far are Bethany’s practices for incorporating printbased, digital and live opportunities for text production. Analysis reveals that Bethany’s
decisions about resources and her interactions with children influence their mediation of text
and their use of space. In moving into the design-based experiment phase, Bethany’s focus
was to build children’s independence with both print-based and digital text production
experiences.

PLANNING FOR THE DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT

During the planning session for the design-based experiments, Bethany reflected on her video
data and noted the role she played in supporting children’s digital text production. She
recognised children’s reliance on her for operating the iPads and functions in the Book
Creator app, coming to the realisation that her well-intentioned supports limited opportunities
for children to produce their texts confidently. As such, for her design-based experiment, she
sought to build children’s independence in digital text production. To develop children’s
skills in working digitally, Bethany reflected on her practices for developing their
independence in print-based writing through her interactive writing approach and considered
ways to transfer her pedagogies to digital platforms. She perceived her teacher-led approach
to be central to increasing children’s proficiency with the technology. Bethany proceeded to
design an innovation to interactive writing that would see the iPad projected on the IWB
screen so she and the children could co-produce texts, as Bethany taught children to use the
tools in Book Creator. She named the approach ‘digital interactive writing.’ Bethany decided
to continue using Book Creator to maintain consistency and familiarity of the resources for
children. Bethany’s planning (1-D-D) revealed her intention to introduce a different tool in
Book Creator each week for the five weeks of the design-based experiment.
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BETHANY’S DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT: IMPLEMENTING TEACHING
STRATEGIES TO DEVELOP CHILDREN’S INDEPENDENT DIGITAL TEXT
PRODUCTION
Table 4.5 provides a summary of Bethany’s planning for the design-based experiment with a
focus on digital text production.
Table 4.5. Summary of text production practices during Bethany’s design-based experiment
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for digital text production:
• Typing and on-screen drawing to produce digital texts
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Digital interactive writing in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
(2 sessions in the week)
• One-on-one conferencing at children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to produce texts about a topic of choice. Children had the opportunity to
use print-based writing and drawing to produce their texts.

2

Teaching focus for digital text production:
• Taking and inserting voice recordings in digital texts
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Digital interactive writing in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
(2 sessions in the week)
• One-on-one conferencing at children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to produce texts about what they want to be when they grow up. During
this week, children had the opportunity to use print-based writing and drawing to produce
their texts, and children using iPads had the opportunity to produce a voice recording to add to
their typing and drawing.

3

Teaching focus for digital text production:
• Capturing, resizing and positioning photographs in digital texts
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
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•
•

Digital interactive writing in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
(2 sessions in the week)
One-on-one conferencing at children’s workspaces.

Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
During this week, Bethany linked text production to her reading focus on text-to-self
connections. Children produced texts about their text-to-self connections with a class readaloud. Children used print-based writing and drawing to produce their texts, or children using
the iPads also added photographs, mostly of images from the shared text.
4

Teaching focus for digital text production:
• Recording and embedding videos in digital texts
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Building background knowledge by presenting documentary videos to the children
and providing opportunity for them to talk about the content
• Digital interactive writing in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
(2 sessions in the week)
• One-on-one conferencing at children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
During this week, Bethany showed children a series of documentaries about animals to build
their knowledge to produce information texts. Children were asked to either produce an
information text about the video content, or about another chosen topic. Children engaging in
print-based writing used written text and drawing to produce their texts. Children using the
iPads used voice recordings and images, and they videoed themselves talking about the topic.

5

Teaching focus for digital text production:
• Using a combination of typing, drawing, photographs, videos and voice recordings to
produce digital texts
Bethany’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Digital interactive writing in the group time area using an iPad projected on the IWB
• One-on-one conferencing at children’s workspaces.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Book Creator app
• Pencils and writing books
• Picture books for the subject of texts
Children’s text production opportunities:
During interactive text production, Bethany reviewed all the tools in Book Creator she had
taught and worked with children to produce texts that utilised all the tools together. Children
were then invited to produce book reviews about picture books of their choice. Children used
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print-based writing and drawing to produce their texts, and children using the iPads also voice
recordings, images, or they videoed themselves talking about the topic.

While each week was assigned a focus skill, the skills were cumulative with Bethany
observed reviewing previous resources and demonstrating their use collectively. She also had
a schedule for which children would use the iPads each day to manage the resources.
Continued progress in print-based writing was important to Bethany and reflected the school
priorities (1-IC-A; 1-D-A), leading to the planned implementation of print-based interactive
writing at the beginning of three text production sessions, and digital interactive writing at the
beginning of two sessions each week. Bethany’s focus for digital interactive writing was to
support children to independently increase the use of semiotic resource in their digital texts
by learning to use more of the functionality of Book Creator.

Changes to resources and physical spaces
Bethany made some modifications to the classroom layout at the beginning of the designbased experiment. Figure 4.22 presents a classroom map (1-CM-B) with the changes outlined
in red.

Figure 4.22 - Map of Bethany’s classroom recorded during the design-based experiment
phase (1-CM-B)
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The map shows that the two shelves in the middle of the room were shifted to produce an Lshape. Bethany indicated that her intention for the shift was to produce an additional nook in
the classroom around the circular table as she had an interest in establishing diversity in
learners’ workspaces (1-IC-C). The provocations table was removed in this phase, with the
divider moved across the opening between Bethany’s classroom and the next, and the table
used as an additional workspace. Bethany explained that the play space was repurposed
because she felt there was no longer the need for play with the inquiry topic for that term (1TR-D). Implications of this spatial change were seen in the structure of text production
sessions as children now worked in two groups - children working with print resources and
children working with digital resources - rather than the three groups observed in the
classroom audit.

The use of the group time area also changed during text production sessions in this phase.
The IWB was used to mirror the iPad for digital interactive writing, so the orientation of the
space shifted so that learners faced the IWB during teacher-led episodes. Projecting the iPad
on the IWB also had spatial implications. The practice of enlarging the iPad screen on the
IWB enabled all children to see texts from where they sat, and enabled children to interact
with the iPad screen while mirroring their actions on the IWB for the rest of the class to
observe.
With Bethany’s intention for digital interactive writing centring on learners’ independence
with digital text production, the classroom maps were telling in the way the new practice
impacted on Bethany and the children’s use of space. Figure 4.23 presents one movement
map recorded using a researcher-recorded video of independent text production (1-RVO-O),
extending approximately 22 minutes. The map shows the movements of Bethany and four
key children (the same children displayed in the movement map in Figure 4.19 from the audit
phase). Three of the key children engaged in print-based writing using pencils and their
writing books, while one child engaged in digital text production using an iPad. Again, longer
periods of time spent interacting with children are indicated with a red time stamp.
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Figure 4.23 - Movement map recorded using observation data from a text production
episode (1-RVO-O) (Duration = 22:07)

In the movement map above, three tables are shown to be used by children for text
production. In comparison to the movement and time stamps from Figure 4.18 in the
classroom audit data, Bethany balanced her time more across the class shown through her
movements from table to table and back again. The time stamps indicate longer interactions
at the tables and with children engaging with print-based writing than in the classroom audit.

A significant shift from the audit phase to the design-based experiment phase was children
working on iPads no longer gathered in the group time area with Bethany. They were now
positioned amongst children writing with pencils and writing books, with print and digital
text production appearing to be integrated.

The observation data from this episode (1-RVO-O) showed that while Bailey (blue) waited
for Bethany to collect the iPads, he was tasked with handing out the word charts. Previously,
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the charts were available to children in a tub under the mobile whiteboard, however in this
lesson, Bethany decided to have the charts at tables. Evident in the movement map is Omar
sitting at a different table from his usual choice next to the word wall. This might have been
due to the provision of word charts at tables eliminating his need to sit close to the word wall.

Modifications to Bethany’s pedagogies and practices
In her design-based experiment, the structure of Bethany’s lessons, the types of texts
produced and the resources available remained similar. The change was in Bethany’s
pedagogical approach to designing and implementing digital interactive writing. In her final
interview, Bethany reflected on this insight by explaining that the design-based experiment
had not change her understanding of what she wanted children to produce, rather her new
practice helped her to align her practice to her vision for text production (1-FTI). This section
will explore Bethany’s pedagogical innovation further.
Observed in Bethany’s digital interactive writing practice was the decisions she made about
the tools she would teach and how children were to interact with the screen. Similar to
interactive writing on the whiteboard, digital interactive writing involved children physically
coming out to a shared iPad that was mirrored on the IWB to mediate semiotic resources on
screen. Bethany talked through each child’s process as each element was produced. Children
were observed to be fascinated that their actions on one screen (iPad), produced an identical
action on another screen (IWB) (1-RVO-P). The following observation from a researcherrecorded video (1-RVO-T) provides an illustration of a segment of digital interactive writing.
In this episode, children were directed to produce texts about what they might like to be when
they grow up. Bethany and the class had already added typed text and a drawing and were
now learning to add a voice recording.
Bethany said “I want you to see if you can add a voice recording to your text that adds a bit
more detail. Where do I go to add a voice recording? Jett, you’re an expert at that.” Bethany
held out the iPad to Jett. He pressed the ‘plus’ button, then the ‘add sound’ button as the rest
of the class watched on the IWB. Bethany repeated this action and provided verbal
annotation.
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Bethany pressed the ‘record’ button and said, “I want to be a firefighter because I want to
save lives.” She pressed the ‘record’ button again to stop the recording. She then pressed the
‘play’ button and the class listened to the recording. She then demonstrated how to drag the
speaker icon to a desired position. She said to the class, “Today, you can add text, add a
drawing or add a voice recording. If you get stuck, Jett is an expert.”

The process Bethany used is similar to her interactive writing on the whiteboard as she asked
a child to demonstrate a skill for the rest of the class based on her knowledge of his strengths.
Evident in this observation is the mediation of text elements on the screen as Bethany
explained and demonstrated the focus tool. Jett demonstrated how to mediate the screen by
selecting the required commands. Bethany also mediated the text by recording her voice and
then showing the children how to move the speaker icon on screen. As the mediation
occurred, Bethany verbally annotated each step so the children observing on the IWB screen
understood each action.

The IWB was repurposed for digital interactive writing as an active resource for text
production, rather than a passive resource used to show stimuli such as images and videos.
Children were now able to see their co-constructed texts materialised on the large screen. The
texts that were co-produced and materialised by Bethany and the children during interactive
writing changed as they moved from a print-based medium (Strip of card and marker) to a
digital medium (iPad and IWB). To further illustrate Bethany’s practices, Figure 4.24
provides an example of a text produced during digital interactive writing (1-PH-P), where
Bethany linked the text production experience with information about bees that the class had
been learning as part of their inquiry unit.
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Figure 4.24 - Example of a text co-constructed during
digital interactive writing time (1-PH-P)
To save time and to focus on the targeted digital tool, Bethany pre-prepared the typed text
which said, ‘Bees live in hives with their colony,’ and the drawn image of the bee. This
lesson was focused on recording and inserting videos. Children took a video for the text by
spanning across images in an information book about bees and then recorded some facts
using a voice recording.
Illustrations of children’s text production
Bethany’s implementation of digital interactive writing influenced the children’s digital text
production and their independence in using the tools they had been taught. In the final section
for this case, we return to Nate and illustrate his new processes and text as influenced by
Bethany’s practice. The following observation from a researcher-recorded video (1-RVO-Y)
was captured in the fourth week of the design-based experiment following teaching about
drawing, inserting written text, taking and inserting photos and capturing a voice recording.
Children had been asked to produce a text about their favourite picture book.
Nate turned the pages of the book, ‘We’re going on a Bear Hunt’ (Rosen, 1989), and stopped
on the page depicting the characters ‘tiptoeing’ through the cave. He turned to the iPad and
tapped the ‘plus’ button, and then selected the camera from the menu. He held the iPad with
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both hands so that it hovered above the book. He positioned the camera so that the written
text filled the screen and captured the photo. He looked at the screen for a moment, then
tapped ‘cancel’ and the camera appeared again. He re-positioned the camera so that only
the illustration was on the screen and captured the photo again. He inserted the image and
reduced it to his intended size. He used his finger on the screen to drag the image to the top
left-hand corner of the page.

Nate flicked the book back to the front cover and turned the pages until he stopped on the
page with images of the characters running up the stairs. He selected the drawing function
and used black lines to copy the image, looking back and forward between the book and the
iPad screen. He first used a series of vertical and horizontal lines to draw the outline of the
house and the stairs. He then drew four human figures at different positions on the stairs
starting from the bottom.

Nate turned to the next page in the book. He selected the typing function and the keyboard
appeared on screen. He copied the text from the page – ‘We’re not going on a bear hunt
again,’ by looking back and forward between the book and the iPad. He inserted the sentence
in his text and used his finger to drag the written text so that it was positioned beneath the
photo.
Evident in this observation and Nate’s work sample in Figure 4.25 (1-WS-H), is his use of
image through drawing and a photograph, typed writing, and space and layout on the screen
to produce his digital text. His careful backward and forward process of mediation between
the picture book and screen allowed him to capture aspects of the picture book he viewed as
important to include. Nate made complex decisions about the semiotic resources he used. He
chose to use both drawing and photography to depict images from the book. He also copied
the last line of writing from the text as a representation of the story. His use of space was
evident in his actions. He resized the image and placed elements in his desired position. In his
drawing, he considered the size of the house and the position of the people to ensure there
was enough space between them to depict movement up the stairs. Most importantly, the
entire text was produced independently of Bethany by using each of the modal elements that
had been demonstrated during digital interactive writing episodes.
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Figure 4.25 - Nate’s digital text about the book ‘We’re going on a bear hunt’ (1-WS-H)

Analysis of the processes for digital text production between the audit phase and the designbased experiment phase such as the one demonstrated by Nate show that learners transitioned
from being dependent on Bethany for directions and semiotic decisions, to becoming
independent in making decisions about their message and the digital tools to convey that
message. Learners now had the responsibility for actively operating the technology and
navigating the app in a way that supported them to produce their texts.
Analysis of observation data showed children’s requests for support were less frequent as
children were more confident with the technology. When operational problems with
technology did occur, children were observed to either troubleshoot the problems themselves
or ask a peer for support. Bethany reflected on children’s newly gained independence in
digital text production by reporting the change from children requiring her constant
directions, to being able to step back from the digital writers and provide the occasional
prompt when required (1-FTI). She said that children’s independence gave her more space to
work with individual print and digital writers on their specific needs. Furthermore, in their
final interviews, children confidently described the tools and processes for producing their
digital texts (1-FSI-A; 1-FSI-B)
The findings will now turn to reporting Anna’s case, another case at Marsden School.
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ANNA’S CASE
Anna taught a Year 2 class of 21 children (7-8 years old) at Marsden School, the same school
as Bethany. For the children, this was their third year of formal schooling following their
Preschool year at the site.

This case begins by introducing Anna, her classroom and the structure of her text production
sessions. Then data analysis specific to the audit phase will be reported including the use of
physical spaces and resources, illustrations of Anna’s practice, and illustrations of children’s
production of texts. Then the case transitions into an analysis of data from the design-based
experiment phase focused on using digital technology to plan ideas for text production.

Introducing Anna
At the time of data collection, Anna had been teaching for eight years and during this time,
had worked in three schools in the same geographical area. She completed her degree in early
childhood and primary education at a nearby university and had experience teaching across
Preschool and Kindergarten - Year 2 classes.
Anna viewed her role in children’s text production as a scaffold and facilitator who acted as a
resource for children to draw on (2-ITI). Analysis across observation data showed Anna’s
role in supporting children's text production, as she implemented experiences, then moved
around the classroom prompting children and answering their questions. She also viewed her
role as building on children’s knowledge by identifying their existing capabilities for text
production and then planning for the skills and knowledge she wanted them to learn next (2ITI). Insights from the children during interviews confirmed Anna’s self-perception as they
explained that she prompted ideas for their texts and assisted children with writing their ideas
on the page (2-ISI-A; 2-ISI-B).

Anna implemented two core teaching practices for text production: 1) Teacher-led text
production demonstrations and, 2) ‘Teaching on the run’, which involved moving around the
classroom, prompting and questioning to expand on children’s use of technology and
production of their ideas. On occasions she would also gather a small group of learners for
guided text production while the rest of the children worked independently. Text production
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demonstrations occurred using a modelled approach on the whiteboard, or by projecting a
device on the IWB to show children the digital tools they could use to produce their texts. To
assist in digital text production demonstrations, she would sometimes project her preproduced texts on the IWB to demonstrate tools for modifying the design. As children
produced their own texts, Anna would move around the classroom evaluating children’s
progress and supporting children when needed. These supports sometimes involved children
approaching her to ask for help, and at other times, Anna would approach children to prompt
or ask questions.
Anna’s planned teaching approaches and text production experiences for children focused on
both skills and processes. She explained that planning began with her Year 2 teaching team
by considering the focus text genre to be taught in blocks of time (usually about five weeks)
(2-ITI; 2-IC-B). During the classroom audit, the team’s focus was on informative texts, and
during the time of the design-based experiment phase, the team focused on poetry writing.
Anna’s planning documents showed her vision for children’s texts. She considered the type
of text she wanted her learners to produce and planned backwards from that product,
considering the skills, processes and resources they would require (2-D-B). Her articulated
goal for learning was to engage learners in processes for text production where they could
develop texts over time (2-TR-A). She would plan in blocks of time (usually across several
weeks) where children would plan, draft, edit and revise on paper, then utilise digital
technology to publish their texts using word processing.

Anna agreed to participate in the inquiry after being nominated by her school leadership
team. She explained her desire to explore ways to implement digital and print-based literacies
simultaneously in her classroom. Anna shared that she had previously worked with a
colleague on the same year level, and they both took an interest in designing multimedia texts
with children (2-ITI). She continued to express tension between her view that children
should practise print-based writing every day, and her desire to incorporate multimodal ways
of producing texts (2-ITI). Her views about print-based writing were informed by the
school’s focus and exposure to traditional discourses in her teaching team. Her understanding
and desire for exploring multimodal text production stemmed from professional learning and
engagement with research.
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Introducing Anna’s classroom and the school computer lab
Unique to this case was the use of two spaces for text production – Anna’s classroom and the
school computer lab. Analysis in this section will begin with description and examination of
the classroom space, then the computer lab.
Anna’s classroom
Figure 4.26 presents the layout of Anna’s classroom space as a map from a top-down view
(2-CM-A).

Figure 4.26 - Map of Anna’s classroom recorded during the classroom audit (2-CM-A)

Anna taught in a single classroom space with an entry point to a shared central area between
the five classrooms in the unit (one of which was Bethany’s classroom). Anna designed the
space with two group time areas - one at the back of the room in front of a mobile
whiteboard, and the other in the corner in front of the IWB with a PC laptop connected.
Analysis of observation data across the audit phase determined the use of the two group time
areas. The one in front of the IWB was used for viewing digital stimulus and demonstration
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of digital skills, and the space in front of the mobile whiteboard was used for demonstration
of print-based writing skills. The two spaces were observed being used for both whole class
teacher-led episodes, and when Anna gathered small, guided groups.

In addition to the IWB, Anna had access to a class set of Chromebooks that could be booked
in for selected sessions. The devices were housed in a charging trolley that could be wheeled
between classrooms. When Anna taught with the Chromebooks, she positioned the trolly just
outside the entrance to the classrooms, and children would collect a device as they
transitioned to their independent work time.

The photograph in Figure 4.27 supports the classroom map in showing the layout of furniture
(2-PH-F). Shelves with books and other resources were positioned throughout the classroom
separating different areas. For example, a tall shelf separated one of the group time areas
from the tables. Tables of different shapes and sizes were spread throughout the room with
enough for every child to sit at desks at the one time. During children’s text production time,
they were observed using the tables when producing texts independently and only on the
floor when working with Anna. Children could choose where they sat for independent text
production each session. Observations showed some children sitting with different peers from
session to session, and some choosing to sit next to the same peer.

Figure 4.27 – Photograph of Anna’s classroom space (2-PH-F)
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The photographs in Figure 4.28 show the environmental print displayed across one of the
classroom walls (2-PH-D; 2-PH-K; 2-PH-L). Anna’s preference for a print-rich environment
was shared in her initial interview (2-ITI) and reflected in the classroom space.

Figure 4.28 – Photographs of environmental print (2-PH-D; 2-PH-K; 2-PH-L)
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Depicted in these images are anchor charts displayed as references for grammatical
knowledge, topic ideas for children’s texts and plastic bags with each child’s spelling words.
Next to this space was a word wall that included lists of words under the headings ‘common
nouns’ and ‘proper nouns’, lists of words under letter references, spelling resources such as
the class-produced word noticing folder, spelling strategy references and alphabet charts.
Anna shared that she valued children’s contributions to the word wall, meaning she would
make decisions with children about which words to display and how they were categorised
(2-ITI). While Anna and the children referred to environmental print in their interviews (2ITI; 2-ISI-A), observation data revealed that these resources were not utilised for text
production during the data collection period. Instead, Anna and the children indicated that the
resources were mainly used in a separate spelling time (2-ITI; 2-ISI-A; 2-ISI-B).

Marsden School computer lab
The computer lab was located in a room within the school library building. The space was
specifically designed for whole class digital technology teaching. A map of the school
computer lab (2-CM-B) is presented in Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.29 – Map of Marsden School’s computer lab (2-CM-B)
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The space was designed by school leaders with desks lining three walls and a desktop
computer positioned at each station. The desktop computers were less than five years old and
had a Windows operating system. A mobile whiteboard was positioned at the front of the
space. Anna’s whole group teaching occurred from this position and she was observed using
the whiteboard to write task directions and her criteria for text inclusions. A large display
screen was positioned in the corner of the space for the purpose of teacher demonstration;
however, Anna was not observed using this resource. A large table was positioned in the
middle of the space. On occasion, children were observed producing texts in their writing
books at this table if they needed to work on the planning, drafting and revising stages of the
text production process.

Introducing Anna’s text production sessions
Anna planned for text production to occur in the classroom from Monday to Thursday each
week, and in the computer lab each Friday, initially making Friday children’s “publishing
day”. Her sessions in the classroom would begin with a whole group, teacher-led episode in
one of the group time areas where Anna would either provide a demonstration, give task
directions or discuss her criteria for the children’s texts. Following the teacher-led episode,
children would transition to an extended period of independent text production while Anna
engaged in ‘teaching on the run’. At the end of the session in the classroom, she would bring
the class back together to either share their texts or reflect on what they had learnt.

On Fridays, in the computer lab, Anna would begin by standing next to the mobile
whiteboard to provide task directions while the children sat in chairs at their computers
facing her. This was followed by extended time where children independently producing
texts on the desktop computers while Anna moved around the lab and supported individuals.
Text production sessions in the computer lab finished at the end of independent text
production rather than with sharing or reflection. Anna would direct the children to log off
their computers and gather at the door ready to transition back to the classroom.
AN AUDIT OF ANNA’S CLASSROOM AND TEXT PRODUCTION PRACTICES
During the audit phase, Anna engaged children in learning about information texts in line
with the Year 2 teaching team’s plan. Across the five weeks, Anna designed and
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implemented practices to build children’s skills and processes for producing what she called
an information page. The information page was a page on Google Docs (Google, n.d.) that
included images and facts about a chosen topic. To achieve this, she facilitated a process of
choosing a topic, planning the texts, researching and drafting facts, and editing the printbased texts ready to transfer to their Google Doc. Publishing occurred alongside the other
stages as children experimented with images and layouts on Google Docs as they planned
and drafted on paper, ready to transfer their written facts from their writing books to typed
text on screen. Initially, this simultaneous drafting and publishing process occurred because
the class accessed the computer lab one day per week. However, after the second week,
Chromebooks were introduced to the classroom to enable children to work across print-based
and digital platforms.

Table 4.6 summarises the text production practices in the audit phase. Initially, the
experiences are reported separately for the classroom and computer lab because the
differences between planned experiences were stark. However, after week 2, when
Chromebooks were introduced, the experiences between the two spaces become fluid.
Therefore, the table is altered after week 2 to show the integration of print-based and digital
experiences across the two spaces.
Table 4.6. Summary of text production practices during Anna’s classroom audit
Week

Summary of text production practices in
the classroom

Summary of text production practices in
the computer lab

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Planning for the production of
information texts

Teaching focus for text production:
• Designing digital information texts

Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical
Anna’s teaching practices and use of
space:
physical space:
• Task directions while standing out the
• Communicating and writing her
front of the computer lab. Task steps
criteria for the children’s tasks on
were written on the mobile
the mobile whiteboard in the group
whiteboard
time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
• Whole group demonstration in the
children’s progress and providing in
group time space using the IWB
the moment questioning and
prompting.
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
Resources for text production:
the moment questioning and
prompting.
• Google Docs on desktop computers
Resources for text production:

Children’s text production opportunities:
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•

Children were asked to open a new Google
Doc and begin to design their information text.
They added the headings they would use and
Children’s text production opportunities:
began sourcing and inserting images from
Children were asked to choose a topic for
their information texts and to begin planning Google images (Google, n.d.).
the layout of their page, including headings,
information they would need to gain and the
placement of images. Anna also
demonstrated the use of Google Docs ready
for their visit to the computer lab.
2

Pencils and writing books

Teaching focus for text production:
• Researching topics and producing a
draft information text

Teaching focus for text production:
• Designing a digital information text
and researching topics

Anna’s teaching practices and use of
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical
physical space:
space:
• Task directions in the group time
• Task directions while standing out the
area in front of the mobile
front of the computer lab. Task steps
whiteboard
were written on the mobile
whiteboard
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
the moment questioning and
children’s progress and providing in
prompting.
the moment questioning and
prompting.
Resources for text production:
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Google on desktop computers for
• Non-fiction texts about chosen
research and images
topics.
• Google Docs on desktop computers
Children’s text production opportunities:
for their information pages.
Children had borrowed non-fiction books
about their chosen topics during their library Children’s text production opportunities:
session. During this week, children recorded Children continued to design their information
at least three facts from their research and
pages. They also used Google to research
drafted their information texts.
more information about their topics and
recorded facts in their writing books.
3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Editing and publishing information texts
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Task directions in the group time area in front of the mobile whiteboard
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Google Docs on Chromebooks (Monday – Thursday)
• Google Docs on desktop computers (Friday)
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
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Children were instructed to finish their drafts, edit their drafts and then begin publishing them
using their set up information page on Google Docs
4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Modifying the design features in digital texts
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Modelled text production and demonstration
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Google Docs on Chromebooks (Monday – Thursday)
• Google Docs on desktop computers (Friday)
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to publish their information texts using Google Docs. Once published,
children used the elements of design modelled by Anna to revise the design of their
information pages

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Publishing digital texts
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting
Resources for text production:
• Google Docs on Chromebooks (Monday – Thursday)
• Google Docs on desktop computers (Friday).
Children’s text production opportunities:
During this week, children were provided with time to finish their information texts. When
finished, Anna printed the children’s texts to display in the classroom.

Anna shared that the skills and digital tools she taught children to use for their texts during
this project were informed by her developing knowledge of the Google Docs platform (2FTI). She also shared that Google Docs had further functionality that she was still learning
about (2-IC-B). Anna chose to implement Google Docs as the platform for digital text
production as it aligned with resource allocations in the school, with the provisions of class
sets of Chromebooks for each year level above Year 2 (2-IC-A). Evident in later analysis is
the influence of Anna’s resourcing decisions on children’s production of texts.
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Use of resources and physical spaces in Anna’s classroom
Anna and the children engaged with different resources depending on their learning space.
During her interview, Anna identified digital resources (specifically Google Docs), miniwhiteboards and environmental print as resources for text production (2-ITI). She also
referred to mentor texts as a core resource as she expressed that she would often begin
teacher-led episodes by analysing authentic models for texts to be produced (2-ITI). She said,
“when kids are looking at writing, they need to see published pieces of work to see what the
standard is and also what elements are part of that published piece of work.” Deconstructing
mentor texts emerged as an important practice that will be explored in more detail in the
illustrations of Anna’s practice.
Evident in children’s interviews was their understanding of the range of digital and printbased materials used for text production without privileging one mode over another. In
children’s interviews, they referred to Chromebooks, writing books, dictionaries, miniwhiteboards, Google and spelling words as resources for their texts (2-ISI-A; 2-ISI-B).
Analysis of observation data revealed additional resources used for text production including
pencils, the IWB and desktop computers. Print-based writing implements such as lead and
coloured pencils, scissors, glue and erasers were housed on a trolley at the back of the space.
Anna’s decision to arrange the implements on a trolley had spatial implications as children
could look across the resources when making decisions about which ones to use.

To begin with, resources and tasks for text production looked strikingly different between the
classroom and computer lab, however over time, became more fluid with the introduction of
Chromebooks to the classroom space. When Chromebooks were introduced, several
interactions between children and resources occurred simultaneously in each moment. For
example, in one video observation of independent text production (2-RVO-E), children were
seen working independently across stages of their text production process. Some children
were observed producing their digital texts on Google Docs, at the same time as others read
web pages or viewed YouTube videos to gain information about their topics, while some
wrote facts about their topic in their writing book. These simultaneous text production and
consumption experiences were reflected in Anna’s initial interview where she shared her
value for the reading and writing relationship (2-ITI). As such, she facilitated experiences
where children engaged with existing texts to source content for the texts they produced.
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Movement maps were used to examine the difference in movement patterns between the
classroom and computer lab. Figure 4.30 presents a movement map recorded using a
researcher video observation in Anna’s classroom (3-RVO-G). The episode extended for
approximately 31 minutes and the map presents the movements of Anna and three key
children. In this episode, most children used Chromebooks for text production, shown in the
movements of two key children, Ella (green) and Max (blue), who were both digitally
publishing their texts. The third child, James (yellow) began the episode by editing text in his
writing book, then transitioned to using a Chromebook for publishing.

Figure 4.30 - Movement map recorded using observation data from a classroom text
production episode (2-RVO-G) (Duration = 31:20 minutes)

Analysis of this map triangulated with observation data (3-RVO-G) showed that Anna began
by moving around the space to ensure children had their resources and understood their task.
She then returned to the group time space and gathered groups of children who were
experiencing difficulty with the digital resources. Ella (green) and Max (blue) were two
children that joined her for guided text production.

Max (blue) made several movements to interact with Anna and the other children. When
working independently, Max (blue) moved from table-to-table interacting with his peers,
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often carrying his Chromebook to that peer. Observation data from this episode showed him
talking to peers about functions on Google Docs and asking peers for assistance. The
mobility of the Chromebook afforded Max’s multiple interactions as he accessed peers in
different locations. In her initial interview, Anna shared her value in children’s interactions
and encouraged them to engage in this type of on-task talk (2-ITI).

James (yellow) chose to begin the episode by collecting a pencil and editing the facts he had
written in his writing book, so that he was ready to publish. He then transitioned to digital
text production by collecting a Chromebook from the trolley. Anna’s decision to introduce
the Chromebook trolley appeared to provide the freedom for children to make decisions
about the resources they used. In this instance, it enabled James to transition between printbased and digital resources based on his purpose and process. As will be seen in the next
section, the use of resources and the movement patterns in the computer lab were different.

Use of resources and physical spaces in the computer lab
The movement map in Figure 4.31 presents the movements of Anna and all children during
one researcher-recorded video of text production in the computer lab (2-RVO-A). The
episode extended for approximately 34 minutes and correlates with the time that followed
Anna’s task directions when children independently produced their texts. In this episode,
Anna asked children to find images for their topic and begin to design the layout of their
information page.
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Figure 4.31 – Movement map recorded using observation data from a computer lab
production episode (2-RVO-A) (Duration = 34:06)
In comparison with the classroom movement map in Figure 4.30, Anna’s movements were
more sequential. In the classroom, Anna appeared to move toward children requiring
prompting before gathering a guided group. In the computer lab, Anna was seen to move
along the row of desktop computers prompting and helping each child in turn. Max (blue),
Jessica (purple), Violet (yellow) and Harbi (green) move around the computer lab to interact
with peers. Harbi (green) also moves to ask Anna for support. Responding, Anna changes her
sequential movements to assist Harbi at his computer. In comparing Max’s (blue) movements
between the classroom (Figure 4.30) and computer lab (Figure 4.31), his preference for
movement and interaction is equally evident in this map. However, his movements are less
frequent in the computer lab, perhaps limited by the immobility of the desktop computer. All
other children (represented with grey dots) remained sedentary at their desktop computers for
the duration of the episode. Overall, the sedentary use of text production resources is in stark
contrast to the active movement observed for all children in the classroom, both when using
technology and not. The analysis of these data suggests the influence of different spaces and
resources on embodied action during text production experiences.
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Illustrations of Anna’s pedagogies and practices
In this section, an analysis of data is presented to illustrate Anna’s teaching of text
production. The first illustration presents an observation of a digital text production
demonstration, and the following illustrations present examples of Anna’s interactions with
children as she engaged in ‘teaching on the run’.

The following observation from a teacher-recorded video (2-TVO-E) illustrates one teacherled episode where Anna demonstrated the design elements that she expected children to use
for their information texts. She used a pre-produced draft digital text that she edited and
enhanced during this episode with children. Anna’s decision to implement this practice was
based on her observations of children’s challenges with the functionality of Google Docs and
her desire for children to enhance the design and layout of their texts (2-IC-A). Figure 4.32
shows the text at the beginning and end of the episode.

The children sat as a group in front of the IWB facing Anna and the screen. Anna sat at her
computer connected to the IWB. On the screen was her pre-produced text about mountain
gorillas. She explained that they would be looking at her text to see how they could improve
the words and layout. She asked children what she could change in her text and a child
suggested she could change the size of the heading and underline the words. Anna asked the
child to step her through the process. The child instructed Anna to click at the end of the
heading and drag the mouse to the left. She then instructed her to click on the drop-down
menu at the top of the page and select the size she wanted. The children gasped as the
heading changed size. The child went on to instruct Anna to click on the button with the
underlined ‘U’ at the top to underline the heading. Anna then suggested centring the heading
and showed the children the button to click. She explained that this is called, ‘alignment.’
Next, a child suggested that Anna could change the size of the image. He instructed her
through the process of clicking on the image and using the dots in the corner to drag the
image out. Anna explained to the group that when they change the size of an element, they
need to check that the rest of their layout is on the page. Anna then demonstrated two ways to
insert a dot point, one through the button at the top of the page and the other by holding
‘shift’ and ‘8’ on the keyboard. Finally, Anna changed the size of the text at each dot point.
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Figure 4.32 – Anna’s example information text
The observation above highlights Anna’s practices for teaching children to mediate digital
texts and the skills she believed children required to operate the technology. Similar to Ellen
and Bethany’s cases, Anna made the spatial decision to mirror her device on the larger IWB
screen so all children could observe her actions. Her decision to pre-produce a text enabled
her to show the children how to improve and refine a draft text, while at the same time,
teaching the digital technology skills. Anna carefully considered the language and commands
to be taught and designed practices to teach these elements. The observation revealed a metalanguage associated with technology and design for children to be familiar with, evident for
example in her explanation of the term, ‘alignment’. The changes to the text layout she
demonstrated by no means encapsulated the full range of semiotic resources available but did
demonstrate the level of scaffolding required for children to mediate with digital resources.
Evident in Anna’s explanations was the specific nature of digital commands required for
mediating Google Docs including manipulation of the mouse or trackpad, keyboard
commands and interpretation of symbols on the screen. Anna’s demonstration of inserting dot
points showed that one outcome can be achieved through a choice of different commands,
adding to the complexity of text mediation. While Anna placed importance on design and
process, she also shared that for children to be proficient producers of their own digital texts,
they required explicit explanation and demonstration focused on technology operation (2-TRA).
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The following transcript from a snippet of video (2-RVO-A) details an interaction between
Anna and a child, Ella as she inserts images into her text using a desktop computer in the
computer lab. This interaction occurred in the same episode used to record the movement
map in Figure 4.30 and provides an example of Anna’s approach to ‘teaching on the run’.
[Ella had her information page open on the screen with the title, ‘Astronomy’ and an image
of the solar system]
Ella:

Anna, I want to change my picture back to my other picture. I right clicked but
couldn’t do it.

Anna:

This little arrow is undo [Anna pointed to the undo button in the Google Doc
ribbon. Ella clicked on the undo button and the image changed size].
Keep clicking undo [Ella kept clicking undo until the image changed back to a
previous image of the moon].
Now click here so the next image goes after that one [Anna pointed to the
space under the image. Ella clicked in the space and the cursor appeared].
Now go back to Google Images [Ella looked around the screen, then clicked
on the Google Images tab and her search for astronomy images appeared on
screen].
Select the next picture you want [Ella clicked on another image of the solar
system].
Copy and paste it [Ella right clicked on the image and selected ‘copy’ from
the menu. She then clicked on the Google Doc tab and her information page
appeared on screen].
Now click here [Anna pointed below the existing image] and paste it in.

Ella:

You can just press there as well [Ella pointed to the paste button in the Google
Docs ribbon].

Anna:

That’s right, I forgot you can do that in Google Docs.

[Ella clicked on the paste button and her image appeared on screen]
Similar to the illustration of Anna’s text production demonstration, her interaction with Ella
is focused on the operation of the technology, further exemplifying Anna’s perception that
children need to learn to use the technology first. Anna talked Ella through the steps required
to insert her image and allowed her to control the technology and mediate her actions on
screen. She used language for her instructions that she knew Ella could follow. For example,
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she asked Ella to “copy and paste [the image]”, and Ella knew she needed to right click on
the image, select ‘copy’ from the menu and navigate back to her information page.
Observations of Anna’s interactions with other children during the same episode showed her
providing more specific instructions, demonstrating her ability to modify her language based
on her knowledge of her learners.

Illustration of children’s production of texts
Observations of children as they mediated their texts provided insight into the influences of
Anna’s pedagogy and practice. Her teaching of operational skills and design were reflected in
children’s processes and products. The following observation from a teacher-recorded video
(2-TVO-G) focuses on the process of one child, Jamal as he produces his information text
about Beyblades using a Chromebook. In the sessions leading up to this episode, Jamal had
used YouTube videos and websites to record facts about his topic. He then drafted his text in
his writing book and in this episode, he was publishing. Observations of Jamal show his
developing proficiency in navigating the internet for his research and using Google Docs to
produce text. The observation and corresponding text were chosen for this illustration as they
clearly reflect Anna’s teaching.
Jamal’s text about Beyblades was open on the Chromebook screen. The text had a heading,
image and three lines of typed text. He highlighted the text using the trackpad to guide the
mouse cursor and changed the size of the font by selecting the desired number from the dropdown menu. He looked at the writing in his writing book and back at the screen. He clicked
the mouse above the first sentence and typed another sentence by looking back and forth
between his writing book and the screen to transcribe the written text. He then clicked the
mouse cursor under the last sentence and typed a fourth sentence. Finally, he enlarged his
image by using the dots in the corner to drag the image out.
Evident in this observation is Jamal’s independent use of the design features demonstrated by
Anna in the earlier teacher-led episode. He considered the size of his font and image, the
layout of his page and the order of his sentences. Anna’s demonstrations focused on the nonlinearity of digital texts and also influenced children’s text production processes which is
evident in Jamal’s process. He realised that he missed information in his typed text and re-
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designed the order of sentences. He then proceeded with his written text at the bottom of the
page. The affordances of technology on redesign were captured by another child in his
interview where he says that on the Chromebooks you can delete or change elements,
whereas in his writing book he has to get a rubber and it’s harder (2-ISI-A).
Figure 4.33 presents two iterations of Jamal’s texts produced following the observation of
text production above. The text on the left is a printed version of his text that he chose to edit
further, and the text on the right is his final text.

A Beyblade is a toy.
Fact 1: The Beyblades have three bits – the performance tip, the forge disc, and
the energy layer.
Fact 2: The Beyblades are the only launched things in the world.
Fact 3: A Beyblade is a thing that spins, battles and is weak or strong.
Figure 4.33 - Jamal’s text about Beyblades

By printing and editing his digital text, Jamal added a step to his text production process by
re-publishing. Anna responded to Jamal’s decision by providing the time for him to complete
these steps. Analysis of these work samples reveals that his use of “Beyblades” as a topic, a
home popular culture resource he has incorporated into his text production. His first text is
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set out in lines, beginning with the title, ‘Beyblades’ which he underlined and enlarged,
reflecting Anna’s demonstration. Underneath the image of a Beyblade sourced from Google
Images, he wrote four facts from his internet research in response to Anna’s criteria for
children’s text. In his final text, Jamal adjusted the design elements. He removed the image
and arranged the text so that the heading and opinion statement were in a block of maroon
colour positioned at the top of the page, demonstrating his understanding of text organisation
using design elements. The rest of the text sits within a block of yellow colour below and he
made changes to his print-based text in response to his editing of the previous version.
Jamal’s final information text achieves the criteria set out by Anna, the processes she put in
place and the models she showcased in her demonstrations with her own texts, skills that
Anna believed to be important for the production of texts (2-TR-A). Interestingly, Jamal
decided to remove his image from the final text, which was opposed to Anna’s text inclusion
criteria. Perhaps he felt the blocks of colour were enough visual design for the page.
At the end of the classroom audit, Anna acknowledged that opening up the children’s work to
a wider variety of modes and resources may have supported them to work in more complex
multimodal ways (2-IC-B). Anna reflected further by suggesting that if children had worked
on iPads as she had in her previous teaching, they would have been able to achieve more in
terms of multimodality (2-IC-B). As Anna was restricted to using Google Docs as the
allocated digital resource for Year 2 and above, she decided to reduce the number of semiotic
resources taught so that skills and knowledge could be developed and embedded into the
process of producing text (2-TR-A). As Anna moved into planning for her design-based
experiment, she used these reflections to expand on the opportunities that children had to use
digital text production as part of their processes.

PLANNING FOR THE DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT

During the planning session for the design-based experiments, Anna watched and reflected
on snippets of her video data showing her the text production resources children utilised at
different stages of the writing process. She expressed the power of print-based writing and
digital text production working alongside each other, and she was interested in the increased
interactions between children that had evolved in her classroom. She also reflected on her
positioning of digital technology in the publishing stage of the text production process and
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considered other positions to use technology. Anna shared that she had been considering an
idea for children to create digital collages to reflect real-world social media practices. Her
idea stemmed from her personal use of Pinterest (Pinterest Inc, 2018) to collect ideas and
inspiration.
Anna designed a project connecting her idea with her teaching team’s plan for poetry writing,
where she include digital technology for generating ideas and planning at the beginning of
the text production process. Across the five-week design-based experiment phase, Anna
planned for children to produce what she termed, “mood boards” using a digital collage of
images and words on Google Docs. Then she planned for children to use their mood boards
to draft, edit and revise, and publish poems on paper. For Anna, mood boards were a
collection of images and words, both literal and representational, that would provide
impressions and ideas for children’ poetry writing. She planned for the mood boards to be
built up across the five weeks and for children to use them as a resource for writing multiple
poems.

ANNA’S DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT: IMPLEMENTING PRACTICES FOR
USING DIGITAL TEXT PRODUCTION TO ORGANISE IDEAS
Table 4.7 summarises Anna’s planning, practices and text production opportunities facilitated
during the design-based experiment using planning documents and observation data. As in
the audit phase, text production was taught in the classroom from Monday to Thursday, and
in the school’s computer lab on Fridays. Anna chose to teach different skills and processes in
the computer lab and classroom at the beginning of the design-based experiment as she
wanted children to produce their mood boards while learning about the structure and
language of poetry.
Table 4.7. Summary of text production practices during Anna’s design-based experiment
Week

Summary of text production practices in
the classroom

Summary of text production practices in the
computer lab

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Introduction to the structure and
language of poems

Teaching focus for text production:
• Collecting and organising ideas for
text production

Anna’s teaching practices and use of

Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical
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physical space:
• Deconstruction of exemplar texts in
the group time areas
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and
prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children used the structure and language of
exemplar texts to write their own poems
about a topic of choice.

2

space:

•
•

Deconstructing exemplar texts in the
classroom using the IWB before
moving to the computer lab
‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and
prompting.

Resources for text production:
• Google Docs and Google Images on
desktop computers
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were asked to choose a topic for their
poetry writing. They were then instructed to
produce a digital mood board on a Google Doc
using images sourced from Google images.

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examination and use of haiku
structure and language

Teaching focus for text production:
• Collecting and organising ideas for
text production

Anna’s teaching practices and use of
physical space:
• Deconstruction of exemplar texts in
the group time areas
• Shared writing in the group time
areas
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and
prompting.

Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical
space:
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and prompting

Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books

Resources for text production:
• Google Docs and Google Images on
desktop computers
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued producing their Mood
Boards in preparation of their final poems to be
written in the next week.

Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were asked to write haiku poems
using the structure and language of the
exemplar texts.
3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing haiku poems
Anna’s teaching practices and use of
physical space:
• Task directions in the group time
areas
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and

Teaching focus for text production:
• Collecting and organising ideas for
text production
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical
space:
• Task directions at the front of the
computer lab. Task steps were
recorded on the mobile whiteboard for
children’s reference
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prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Chromebooks displaying children’s
mood boards
• Pencils and writing books
• Lined paper for publishing.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children used their mood boards as
inspiration to write, edit and publish a final
haiku poem.

4

•

‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring
children’s progress and providing in
the moment questioning and
prompting.

Resources for text production:
• Google Docs and Google Images on
desktop computers
• Pencils and writing books
• Lined paper for publishing.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to work at their stage of
the writing process. They could either review
their mood boards, or continue to draft, edit
and publish their poems.

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing haiku poems
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Task directions in the group time area. Task steps were recorded on the mobile
whiteboard for children’s reference.
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Google Docs on Chromebooks (Monday – Thursday)
• Google Docs on desktop computers (Friday)
• Led pencils, writing books and lined paper
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to work towards finishing their mood boards and published haiku
poems. Children worked at their stage in the writing process throughout the week.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining and producing visual texts
Anna’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Deconstruction of exemplar texts in the group time area using the IWB with a focus on
multimodality
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Arts-based materials including coloured paper, magazines, sequins and coloured mesh
• Scissors and glue
• Children’s printed mood boards.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were provided with arts-based materials and their printed mood boards to produce a
visual text to present with their published poems. At the end of the week, Anna used the
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published poems and visual texts to display in the classroom.

Initially, Anna had planned for children to use a combination of pencil and paper, and Google
Docs on desktop computers and Chromebooks. However, towards the end of the project,
children expressed desire to use arts-based materials to enhance their mood boards. The
mood boards were then used as a visual element for their published texts. This modification
to Anna’s teaching plan will be explained later in the findings.

Changes to resources and physical spaces
In the design-based experiment phase, the layout and use of the computer lab remained the
same. However, the classroom layout changed as depicted in Figure 4.34 (2-CM-C), with
changes outlined in red.

Figure 4.34 - Map of Anna’s classroom recorded during the design-based experiment
phase (2-CM-B)

Changes to the classroom layout included the repositioning of shelves to the outer edge of the
classroom, then the repositioning of tables to a central area. Anna’s reflections about
children’s interactions encouraged her to think about how she could foster further interactions
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(2-ITI). She moved the furniture to open up the space, enabling children to sit closer together
as a class unit. She shared that she wanted to give the children freedom to move around the
space without constraints from the environment (2-ITI). Anna then kept the resources in
similar positions to ensure some predictability for the children (2-ITI).
Movement maps were used to analyse the influences of the change in layout on children’s
movements and interactions. Figure 4.35 presents a movement map from a researcherrecorded video (2-RVO-L) showing the movements of Anna and three key children, Shane
(yellow), Damon (blue) and Ella (green), during an independent text production episode,
extending approximately 18 minutes. Key children were chosen as they illustrated the
interactions that occurred between the tables in their new central position. In this episode, all
children were continuing to add elements to their mood board on Chromebooks, which had
already been positioned at the tables ready to begin text production. Locations of children’s
verbal and embodied interaction are circled in red, with the number of interactions in a
position indicated next to the circle. When reading this map, note that interactions sometimes
occurred with children not presented as key children.

Figure 4.35 – Map showing the movements and interactions of Anna and key children
(2-RVO-L) (Duration = 18:21 minutes)
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The movement map shows that in this episode, Anna’s intention to change the classroom
layout to enable unconstrained interactions between children was achieved. Multiple
interactions occurred between children both at their tables and as they moved between their
tables in the centralised area. Observation data from this episode (2-RVO-L) also revealed
that moving the tables to a central location allowed children to turn in their seats to talk to
peers at adjacent tables.
Anna’s movements occurred as she worked with a small, guided group in the group time
area. She moved around in a circle formation, engaging with each child as they produced
their text. As Anna worked with her guided group the whole time, the children at tables
worked mostly independently from her and utilised their interactions with each other as
resources when they required support. The only exception was Shane (yellow) who in one
moment approached Anna to ask her a question.
Modifications to Anna’s pedagogies and practices
Anna’s planned teaching shifted to focus on text embodiment and semiotic choices to convey
meaning, feelings and experiences. Analysis revealed that engaging with poetry and mood
boards naturally aligned with literacy embodiment, where sensorial experience was applied to
meaning representation. Likewise, Anna’s use of the term ‘mood board’ for this type of text
showed her value of embodiment in children’s text production. What follows are two
observations of Anna’s teaching focused on semiotic resources, presented and analysed as
illustrations of practice. One observation shows Anna deconstructing a sourced exemplar text
(2-RVO-P), while the other shows Anna deconstructing her own exemplar mood board that
she pre-produced (2-RVO-M).

In the first observation, Anna shared an exemplar text she sourced on Pinterest. She discussed
the images, textures and colours used by the author, and the layering that had occurred for
aesthetic design (2-RVO-P). The following transcript from the video observation presents a
segment of discussion that occurred between Anna and the children as they examined the
text.

Anna:

Now what do you think this inspiration board might be about?

[Children put their hands up and Anna selected a child]
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Child:

It might be about the colour green.

Anna:

It might be about the colour green. Ahmed [referring to a child].

Ahmed:

Memories

Anna:

And what makes you think that?

Ahmed:

Because of the picture over there [pointed]

Anna:

This one with the rainforest [pointed]. And she has some rainforesty colours.
She’s also included an inspirational quote here that says, “I’m not what
happened to me. I am what I choose to become.” Hmmm. I wonder what that
means.

Child:

Maybe it’s a clue.

Anna:

It might be some type of clue about how she’s feeling.

Child:

Who’s that? [Pointed to an image of Marilyn Monroe]

Anna:

That’s Marilyn Monroe, a very famous actress from like the 1950s and ‘60s.
So that might be someone who is an inspiration to her just like Charlie is
doing his mood board about his mum. Danika asked me if she could write
some words. Yes, you can, but I don’t want you to write your poem, just some
words that make you think of your topic.

Evident in this transcript is Anna’s emphasis on the author’s representation of emotions and
experiences. Anna’s engagement in this discussion provides further evidence of her shift in
pedagogical focus from operational skills to embodiment and elements of design in texts. The
child’s comment, “maybe it’s a clue” indicates his growing understanding of representational
meaning conveyed through the modes presented in texts. Anna reinforces his insight by
teaching children that the author is presenting ‘clues’ to the reader by connecting the semiotic
resources with the author’s intent. Embodied understanding was carried through to the final
interview of one group of children (2-FSI-B), where a child explained that the mood boards
gave them ideas for words to use in their poems about feelings and colours. This embodied
understanding seemed to develop in these children across the design-based experiment phase.
In the next illustration, an observation of Anna’s whole group deconstruction of her own preproduced exemplar text is presented. Figure 4.36 shows Anna’s example mood board about
her mother. When describing her text, she explained her inclusions which included a picture
of a chicken because her mum likes chickens. She inserted an image of a pink pattern because
to represent her mum’s favourite colour, and she used the image of the kitchen because it
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reminds her of her mum’s cooking. Each image was presented to the children as having
connection to Anna’s senses about the topic of her mother.

Figure 4.36 - Anna’s example mood board text

Similar to the observation in the previous illustration, Anna made connections for children
between the semiotic resources and their representational meaning, with the intent of children
using their developing understanding to produce their own texts. She assisted children to
understand that meaning does not have to be literal as shown in the image of the chicken and
the image of someone cooking. Her text also demonstrated to children how meaning can also
be conveyed through colours and words that provoke feelings and thoughts. Later in the
findings when a child’s text is analysed, the influence of Anna’s teaching focused on
embodiment and elements of design will be explicated.

Alongside sessions focusing on producing the digital mood boards, Anna also taught children
about poetry writing. She implemented similar practices to her teaching of digital text
production in that she deconstructed exemplar poetry and encouraged children to use the
examined language and structures to write their poems. For example, in one episode (2-TVOI), Anna read a chosen poem called ‘Stunt Man’ (Rosen, 2008) to children. She then
discussed the language and structure that was used by the author while writing each element
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on the board as a scaffold for children’s writing. Children were then asked to write their own
version of the poem by using the structure but modifying the content. These experiences then
informed the poems they wrote using their mood boards, and through to their published
piece.
Introduction of arts-based materials for text production
Anna’s decision to include arts-based materials for text production towards the end of the
design-based experiment led to several implications. The following account of the decision to
introduce arts-based materials is summarised from Anna’s written reflection (2-TR-B).
The decision to introduce the arts-based materials was in response to children’s reflections on
their perceived limitations of Google Docs in manipulating the layout and design elements to
meet their purpose and vision for aesthetics. Children explained to Anna that Google Docs
did not allow them to place the images and words where they wanted because of the
functionality of the platform. Anna had made a similar reflection in the classroom audit (2IC-B), however the provision of digital resources in the school meant that Anna felt bound to
use Google Docs as the digital platform. Following examination of exemplar mood boards,
children expressed desire to print their images and use arts-based materials to redesign their
texts. Anna agreed and sourced a range of materials, depicted in the photograph in Figure
4.37. She reported in her final interview that she had not previously considered the use of
arts-based materials for literacy and engagement in the task had expanded her understanding
of texts (2-ITI).

Figure 4.37 – Photograph of the arts-based materials (2-PH-W)
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During the sessions when children published their visual texts, arts-based materials were
positioned at a table in the middle of the room. New resources were introduced in the
classroom as observed in Figure 4.37 (2-PH-W), including magazines, coloured paper (matt
and gloss), metallic mesh, metallic tiles, shape cutters for making holes in paper, coloured
pencils, scissors and glue. Anna justified her choices by explaining that these materials were
available in the school and she felt they would support the enhancement of children’s texts
(2-IC-C). Children’s mood boards were printed as a resource so they could cut out images to
use alongside the arts-based materials. Analysis of observation data from one video (2-RVOP) revealed that children had agency over the resources they used from the collection, how
they used them and their embodiment in the physical space around the arts-based material
table.
Children’s use of materials reflected their experimentation with resources, their intent for
their visual texts and the representation of their poems. Arts-based materials also enhanced
children’s opportunities for embodiment, as Anna was observed interacting with children
about the way they were using materials to convey meaning to the reader (2-RVO-P).
Revealed from analysis of this experience was the place of digital technology in the text
production project. Anna sourced arts-based materials as an additional text production
resource alongside digital and print-based resources to increase the meaning-making potential
of children’ texts.
The movement map in Figure 4.38 reveals the spatial influences of Anna’s decision to
provide arts-based materials for text production. The map was recorded from a researcher
video observation (2-RVO-P) extending approximately 10 minutes. During this session,
Anna brought the class together in the group time area at regular intervals to discuss their
progress and further uses for the materials. The episode in this movement map occurred
between the teacher-led time at the beginning of the lesson and the whole class check in.
Movement was recorded for Anna and three key children who were observed interacting with
the arts-based materials table most frequently.
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Figure 4.38 - Map showing the movement of key actors during an episode involving
arts-based materials (Duration = 10.19 minutes)

The movement map in Figure 4.38 shows the arts-based materials table as a hub of activity
with children moving around the table to access resources, as well as moving between this
table and other tables as they worked. Children also interacted with each other, evidenced
through their movement between tables, further supporting Anna’s goal for increased
interaction between children. Observation data (2-RVO-P) shows children exploring
materials, picking them up, showing peers and discussing their qualities, before finally
making their selections to take to their workspace. Spatially, this experience increased
children’s movement when producing texts as well as their engagement with material
artefacts.
Illustration of children’s text production
The text production processes and concepts taught by Anna were reflected in the children’s
mediation of their texts. To illustrate, the process and products of one child, Ella will be
examined. She emerged as an illustration from the data through her interactions with Anna
and the processes she followed in each stage of the project. Analysis of observation data and
work samples revealed that Ella worked through the text production process in three stages -
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1) digital production of her mood board, 2) print writing her cinquain poem, and 3) enhancing
her visual text with the arts-based materials.

In the following researcher observation, Ella was working on producing her mood board (2TVO-L), she worked at a table in a group of three children, each with their own Chromebook.

The group of children searched for images related to their theme and evaluated them as
potential inclusions. As part of her process, Ella turned the Chromebook to the other children
for their input. At times she clicked on images to enlarge them for closer assessment. When a
selection was made, Ella right clicked on the trackpad, selected the ‘copy’ function, and then
changed tabs to her Google Doc to insert the image.

This observation shows the important decisions Ella made about inclusions for her text. In
this particular example, interactions with peers were vital to her decision making as an
evaluative tool to increase Ella’s confidence in her selections. In the next observation (2RVO-N), Ella worked on editing and publishing a cinquain poem about scientists.

Ella was seen referring to the anchor chart constructed by Anna during a previous episode of
text deconstruction. She counted syllables on each line, then used a thesaurus to look for a
replacement word (perhaps one of the lines had an incorrect number of syllables). She erased
the original word and then wrote the replacement word in pencil. She then asked Anna for
assistance. Anna asked if she was ready to publish and checked over her work before
providing Ella with a piece of paper for her “Good copy… Her best work.” Ella used a
pencil to transcribe her poem from her writing book onto her piece of paper.

This observation shows the anchor chart as an important resource to guide the structure of
Ella’s text. Her use of the thesaurus and writing implements shows mediation of these tools
to meet her intent for her poem. Evident in her process is Ella’s understanding of the purpose
of her draft for editing and revising, and how this artefact could be used to produce her “good
copy” as her published and final piece.
Finally, Anna printed Ella’s mood board so she could use arts-based materials to create her
new visual text. The observation below from a researcher-recorded video (2-RVO-P)
demonstrates Ella’s interactions with the materials and a peer when producing her text.
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Ella collected her printed mood board from Anna, then explored the arts-based materials on
the table, picking them up and showing them to peers. She selected a green piece of paper
and took it to a nearby table. She used scissors to cut out her images and placed them on the
page. Anna observed what Ella was doing and asked her about her process. Anna announced
to the class, “Ella said, “I’m planning it first.” So she’s cutting out her pictures. She’s not
gluing anything down yet because she’s going to place her pictures to see how it looks.” Ella
continued to cut out all her images and after placing them and modifying their position,
glued them down. She then moved to the materials table and looked through magazines.
When she found an image she wanted, she returned to her table to add the image to her text.
She continued this process of moving between the materials table and the table she was
working at until she decided she had enough images from magazines. During this time, she
discussed the pictures in the magazines with peers at her table. At one point, she looked over
to a magazine her peer was using and said she needed one of the pictures. Her peer cut it out
and Ella glued it on her page. To finish, Ella found blue and purple tiles and small squares of
paper to glue in the clear spaces between her images.

Evident in the observation is the attention Ella gives to the design of her text and mediation
of resources. To begin with, her process involved evaluating the available resources in an
embodied way by picking them up and discussing their properties with peers before making
her selection. Her process then involved placing and modifying the position of her images
before gluing them down and committing them to paper. When she described this process by
saying, “I’m planning it first,” she applied language associated with print-based writing
processes, revealing her integrated view of different forms of text production. The interaction
between Ella and her peer involving the magazine image demonstrated the children’s
awareness of each other's resources and the design of each other’s texts as they negotiated the
use of materials. These types of actions and interactions reveal the embodiment children
display when producing their texts in social situations.
Culminating from Ella’s text production experiences, Figure 4.39 presents Ella’s final text
about her chosen topic of science (2-WS-F). In her cinquain poem, she used a range of
descriptive and action words associated with science in response to Anna’s text
deconstruction episodes. Her visual text included a range of photographs, diagrams and
cartoons sourced from magazines and online, depicting science related scenes such as the
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solar system and a double helix. Perhaps Ella’s knowledge of science assisted her to make
selections. Ella included images from her printed mood board. She also added coloured paper
and tiles in between her images either for aesthetic effect or as colours to represent science,
and she wrote some labels for her visual elements (indecipherable from the photo).

Figure 4.39 - Ella’s visual text and poem about science

The resources utilised in this case and the types of texts produced reveal the value Anna has
for using multiple resources and multiple modes to convey meaning. In this classroom, printbased, digital and art-based forms are considered important modes of expression, revealed in
the text production experiences facilitated and in Anna and the children’s interview data. This
shift in understanding about text production was particularly examined in an interview with a
group of children when they used the term ‘producing our texts’ rather than ‘writing’ to
describe what they do during text production time (2-FSI-A). This shift in language has
implications on evolving understandings of producing text with semiotic and digital
resources.
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Immaterially, Anna’s evolving thinking about text production processes was materialised
through the experiences she provided for learners. Similar to Anna’s project for the
information pages, she perceived the design-based experiment project to be a multifaceted
process where children worked at different stages of their text production process at different
times (2-FTI). Observed then in practice at times, was digital and print-based resources
functioning alongside each other, and some children working across print and digital
platforms simultaneously (for example, 2-TVO-L). Anna shared that the design-based
experiment gave children more freedom to be self-led and choose the resources they required
(2-FTI). According to Anna, one factor for this shift was children becoming more confident
in using Google Docs (2-FTI). She also indicated that their ability to use Google Docs more
independently led to her being able to focus more on the processes for text production rather
than the operation of the technology. Analysed then in observation data, was a shift in Anna’s
pedagogical intent from operational skills to children’s representation of meaning using
semiotic resources.
This chapter now moves to a new school, Rooney Primary School, and findings from Taryn’s
case.

ROONEY PRIMARY SCHOOL
Similar to Marsden School, Rooney Primary School was situated in a community of both
socio-economic advantage and disadvantage but located in an inner suburban area of
Canberra. At the time of the inquiry, the school’s ICSEA was 1065, but like Marsden School,
had a proportion of families in the bottom two quartiles and significant needs due to an
integrated Learning Support Unit model. An entirely new leadership team had recently been
appointed to the school consisting of a new principal, deputy principal and executive
teachers, meaning the school culture, approaches and priorities were in transition. According
to school planning documents (4-D-A; 4-D-B), previous school leaders had worked with
teachers and the community across several years to embed an inquiry approach to learning. In
previous years, the media had taken an interest in the school’s inquiry projects, and in
particular, the links the school made with the community through these projects. The inquiry
approach extended to teachers' work, as they were asked by school leaders to engage in an
annual action research project (4-D-A). Teachers’ choice of topic for their action research
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was aligned with the priorities in the School Strategic Plan and culminated in a school-based
conference at the end of the year where teachers presented their research.

A priority handed down to teachers in the year of this inquiry was to deliver innovative
education through an inquiry approach, and an outcome for that priority was for ‘students to
competently select and apply literacies for authentic purposes’ (4-D-A). Within the actions
for this priority was the procurement of an additional 25 iPads for children in Preschool-Year
2, suggesting that digital literacies were part of the school’s vision.

TARYN’S CASE
Taryn taught a Year 1/2 multi-age class of 18 children (6-8 years old) at Rooney Primary
School. For children in Year 1, this was their second year of formal schooling following
Preschool at the same school site and for children in Year 2, this was their third year.

This case begins by introducing Taryn, then her classroom and text production session
structure. Specific analysis of data from the audit phase is then reported beginning with the
use of the classroom space and resources, and then illustrations of Taryn’s practice and
children’s completion of text production tasks. The case then shifts to report on an analysis of
data from the design-based experiment phase where Taryn focused on the production of
imaginative animation texts.

Introducing Taryn
At the time of data collection, Taryn was in her first year of teaching after graduating from
her university studies at a nearby university. Taryn held an early childhood and primary
teaching qualification and worked in early childhood education and care settings during her
studies. As such, Taryn shared that she had experience in play-based learning, supporting
children’s language development and providing opportunities for children to express
themselves, all experiences she applied to her Year 1/2 class (4-IC-A).

In an initial conversation, Taryn explained that she planned with her Year 1/2 teaching team
in the first instance and her team had an influence on her approaches in the classroom (4-ICB). She also reported that when planning, she considered the needs of her learners and her
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incidental observations of their work (4-ITI). Then Taryn explained that she taught through
authentic contexts by integrating text production experiences with school events (4-ITI).

The modes of text Taryn valued, influenced text production experiences for learners. Modes
of text were chosen with the intention of expanding on children’s expressive capabilities (4ITI). In her initial interview, Taryn acknowledged print-based writing, but also discussed the
value of other modes of storytelling in line with her experience in early childhood care and
education settings, specifically dramatic play and storytelling (4-ITI). Her value in drama was
observed in practice during one lesson (4-RVO-F) where Taryn asked children to act out a
chosen imaginary character. During this episode, she shared her intention to develop the
children’s perspectives about character features so they could draw and write about them.
Drawing was also privileged in Taryn’s classroom and most tasks included a drawing
component. Taryn supported children’s use of drawing as a way to illustrate their writing, but
also as a method of planning for their texts (4-TR-A).
Analysis of observation, interview and teacher reflection data revealed Taryn’s use of teacher
demonstration, discussions about stimulus texts and ‘teaching on the run’ as core practices
for her teaching of text production. As will be seen in the classroom audit, Taryn’s practices
were mostly applied to the production of oral and print-based texts while digital technology
was used by children mostly in reading sessions (4-ITI; 4-ISI-A; 4-ISI-B; 4-ISI-C).

Taryn responded to an email from the leadership team asking for expressions of interest for
the inquiry. She described her engagement in research and the school’s action research
program as motivation for being involved (4-IC-A). Participation in the inquiry became
Taryn’s action research project for that year and she presented her findings at the schoolbased conference at the end of the year. She also used her involvement in the inquiry as
evidence in her application for full teacher accreditation.
Introducing Taryn’s classroom
Taryn taught in a large, double-sized classroom space. In previous years, two classes
occupied this space, however in the year of the inquiry, Taryn had the whole space for her
Year 1/2 class. Figure 4.40 presents the layout of Taryn’s classroom (4-CM-A).
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Figure 4.40 - Map of Taryn’s classroom recorded during the classroom audit (4-CM-A)
Taryn’s classroom had two entry points to a corridor and glass bi-fold doors leading into the
next classroom. She designed the space with three group time areas, each with their own
purpose. One group time area in the left corner faced a mobile whiteboard, and an IWB
mounted on the adjacent wall connected to Taryn’s PC laptop. This group time area was
observed being used for teacher-led episodes at the beginning of lessons, particularly
involving the viewing of stimulus on the IWB or teacher demonstrations on the mobile
whiteboard. The group time area at the back of the classroom was defined by a large mat and
a teacher’s chair positioned to the side. This group time area was observed being used as a
whole class sharing and reflection space at the end of sessions. The third group time space
was positioned in front of a large display board displaying literacy resources. This group time
area, known to Taryn and the children as the ‘narrative space’, was observed being used for
the class to gather when discussing the resources on display. Taryn reported that she made
these three spaces available to define different parts of her teaching (4-TR-A). For example,
children knew that sharing and reflection always occurred in the same location.

Figure 4.41 presents photographs (4-PH-B; 4-PH-C) of the display board in the narrative
space.
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Figure 4.41 - Photographs of Taryn’s classroom literacy display (4-PH-B; 4-PH-C)

Along the top of the display were laminated alphabet cards. One child referred to these letters
in his interview by saying they use the alphabet wall during writing time (4-ISI-A). Other
resources on the display included a list of narrative titles, character and setting prompts and
sentence starters. In one video observation (4-RVO-F), Taryn positioned the class in the
narrative space with individual plastic pouches containing a whiteboard and marker. Taryn
read a book and asked children to use the words on the display to write a description of the
main character.

Figure 4.42 - Photographs of Taryn’s classroom space captured from two positions (4PH-F; 4-PH-G)

Figure 4.42 presents photographs of the classroom space. Taryn reported that she designed
the classroom to be used flexibly, where children could use workspaces in a way that worked
for their learning (4-TR-A). She also reported, “kids are encouraged to wander around and
be where they need to be” (4-ITI). Analysis across video observations showed that children
chose their preferred workspaces each session either on their own or with peers. Dramatic
play spaces were also present, including a barbeque play space and a tent in the audit phase.
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A large wooden box was used as a stage for dramatic play, and this area was also chosen by
children as a space to sit on and around when engaging in text production. A basket of iPads
was permanently positioned on a shelf under the IWB. The shelf was next to a power point
and two chargers so children could plug them in when required.

Introducing Taryn’s text production session
Taryn often began lessons with a stimulus or mentor text either in picture book form, or as a
digital animation on the IWB. During teacher-led discussions, Taryn was observed drawing
on children’s knowledge and ideas to build a shared understanding of the text features. In her
initial interview, Taryn described her use of stimulus texts as important for providing
children with ideas for their independent work (4-ITI). Taryn moved from the stimulus to a
demonstration of the text production task for that lesson, focusing on the use of teacherproduced paper templates to scaffold tasks. Taryn then instructed children to complete the
task by either using the template or using their own choice of design in their writing books.
Children collected their chosen resources and chose a workspace for an extended period of
independent work time. Sometimes children worked on their own texts, and at other times
they worked collaboratively in what the class called, ‘interactive writing’ (4-ITI; 4-ISI-A). At
the conclusion of session, Taryn gathered the class in the group time area at the back of the
classroom. She selected children to share their texts and provided feedback.

AN AUDIT OF TARYN’S CLASSROOM AND TEXT PRODUCTION PRACTICES
During the classroom audit, Taryn engaged children in learning about narrative texts in line
with the Year 1/2 teaching team’s planning. Taryn shared that her teaching team had a
preference for teaching text types in blocks of time spanning several weeks (4-TR-A). Across
the five weeks of the classroom audit, she designed and implemented practices to build
children’s knowledge of different components of narrative texts including characters,
settings, character perspectives and narration. While Taryn’s initial intention was for children
to write narratives at the end of the 5 weeks, she felt there was more for children to learn and
expanded the unit of work into the following term as part of her design-based experiment.
This meant the final narrative text was produced at the end of the ten-week inquiry.
Therefore, the audit phase for this case takes a slightly different structure to other cases, by
focusing on the components and tasks being taught rather than the texts the children
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produced. Analysis of Taryn’s planned focuses, practices and children’s text production
opportunities are summarised in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8. Summary of text production practices during Taryn’s classroom audit
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining characters’ voice and perspectives
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Text discussion examining characters’ perspectives using picture books and
animations on the IWB
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were asked to write retells of exemplar narrative texts from the perspective of a
particular character identified by Taryn.

2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining and producing narrative plots
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Text discussions examining plots using picture books in the narrative space
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Literacy display
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to work independently or in small groups to write lists of plot ideas for
narratives. Children could use ideas from the literacy display for inspiration.

3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining the physical appearance of characters in narrative texts
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Text discussions examining character appearance using picture books and animations
on the IWB
• Shared writing using an enlarged character profile template in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
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•
•

Character profile template
Picture books

Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to produce character descriptions using characters from chosen picture
books. Children could choose to either use a character profile template, or to produce their
character description creatively in their writing books.
4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining the personality traits of characters in narrative texts
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Text discussions examining character traits using picture books and animations on the
IWB
• Shared writing using an enlarged character profile template in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing books
• Character profile template
• Picture books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were asked to produce character descriptions using characters from chosen picture
books. Children could choose to either use a character profile template, or to produce their
character description creatively in their writing books.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Developing characters for narrative texts
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Modelled writing in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and writing book
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to draw and describe their own developed characters.

Analysis of data revealed the ways Taryn’s understanding of narrative writing was
materialised in her practices, including tasks centred on discrete components of narrative
structure and language. For example, in one lesson she focused on who was telling the story
(narrator or character) (4-RVO-A), and in another lesson, she focused on writing character
descriptions (4-RVO-D). Taryn shared her view of writing as expressing creatively (4-ITI),
and a focus on narrative allowed her to explore creative writing with her learners. During
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interviews, key children shared that narrative writing is what they do during writing time (4ISI-A), and two pairs explained that Taryn begins the lesson by telling them what type of
writing to do (4-ISI-B; 4-ISI-C). The comments showed that text types influenced children’s
perceptions of classroom text production experiences.

Use of resources and physical spaces for text production
Taryn made decisions about the material resources available to children for text production.
From observation data, children were observed using their writing books or paper for text
production and accessing pencil tubs for writing implements which were positioned on the
tables. The tubs had four compartments and contained coloured pencils, scissors, glue,
erasers and sharpeners. Taryn also used self-produced paper templates for each writing task.
Children saw these templates as core resources for writing (4-ISI-C) and Taryn saw the
templates as a scaffolding tool for children’s work (4-ITI). Mini-whiteboards and markers
were another resource observed being used during a teacher-led episode (4-RVO-F). Taryn
kept each child’s whiteboard and marker in an A4 plastic pouch for ease of access.

The class had access to an IWB and six iPads. Analysis of video observation data shows that
the IWB was used as a resource to show stimuli for text production (e.g., an image in one
episode, 4-RVO-A) or a mentor text (for example, 4-RVO-B). Children explained in their
interviews that iPads were sometimes used to support children who had difficulty with
writing (4-ISI-A; 4-ISI-C). They explained further that these children would play spelling and
word games when they used the iPads. One child described the following game, “There’s a
game they play that’s writing and they say a word and the person who says the word they
have to click the thing that they say” (4-ISI-C). This comment is revealing as the child
described a word game on an iPad as a writing experience, providing insight into how they
positioned digital technology for text production.

In her interview (4-ITI), Taryn further discussed the decisions she made about the use of
digital technology in her classroom. She shared that she did not plan based on the use of
technology, rather she planned the literacy experience first and brought digital technology
into the experience if required to enhance learning. These digital experiences were mostly
facilitated during reading sessions. She continued to describe a digital word wall that she
produced for the iPads as a resource designed for children to use when engaging in print
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writing. She said, “It has a picture of the word and then there is a little clip and if they click
the picture, it has my voice saying the word.” Taryn was motivated to explore digital
resources for writing as she shared that she understood the usefulness of digital technology
but didn’t know enough about the apps and practices that were available to use (4-ITI).

Movement maps were used to show the use of the classroom space during text production
episodes. The two movement maps in Figures 4.43 and 4.44 were recorded using the same
researcher-recorded video (4-RVO-C), with one map showing Taryn’s movements and the
other showing the movement of three key children in the same moment in time. The three key
children, Jackson (blue), Zola (green) and Aniel (yellow), were chosen as diverse examples
of how the space and resources were utilised. Jackson (blue) worked in a small group, Zola
(green) worked in the narrative space to utilise the display, and Aniel (yellow) worked on his
own. The episode, extending approximately 28 minutes, began with children watching an
animated text on the IWB. Then Taryn moved the group to narrative space so she could use
resources from the display for further teaching. Finally, children were instructed to work in
small groups to brainstorm and write down ideas for stories. Interactions between the key
children and Taryn during the children’s work time are recorded in Figure 4.44 using red
circles. The main workspaces of children are recorded with green dots in Figure 4.43 in order
to understand Taryn’s movements.

Figure 4.43 - Map showing Taryn’s movement around the classroom during a text
production episode (4-RVO-C) (Duration = 28:17)
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Figure 4.44 – Movement map showing the movement of three key children during a text
production episode (4-RVO-C) (Duration = 28:17)

Evident in these movement maps is the use of two out of the three group time areas for
teacher-led episodes, each used for their own purpose. Taryn considered the resources
required for her teaching (i.e., the IWB and resources on the literacy display) and moved the
children to the location of those resources.

The maps reveal that teacher-led demonstration using the literacy display led to some
children using these resources when working on their tasks. The use of the literacy display is
evident in Zola’s (green) position alongside observation data showing her looking up and
pointing at resources, as well as Aniel’s (yellow) movements when he approached the
display.
Taryn’s movement map shows her moving around the room as she engaged in her practice of
‘teaching on the run’. In the interaction between Taryn and Zola (green) next to the literacy
display, Taryn was able to refer to the display as she offered guidance. The trajectories reveal
that there were times when Taryn would approach children and times when children
approached her. Overall, there appears to be dynamic movement and interaction in the
classroom space as Taryn and the children made choices about where to position themselves
as teachers and learners, the resources required and the interactions necessary in particular
moments.
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Illustrations of Taryn’s pedagogies and practices
What follows is an illustration of Taryn’s teacher-led demonstration, followed by illustrations
of her interactions with learners as she engaged in ‘teaching on the run’. The first observation
was taken from a segment of researcher-recorded video (4-RVO-D) and field notes (4-FN-C)
showing Taryn’s teacher demonstration following a text discussion. Leading into this
episode, children had viewed and discussed a read-aloud video of the Rainbow Fish
(Storytime Online, 2012) on the IWB.

Taryn positioned the class to face the mobile whiteboard with an enlarged (A3) version of a
‘character profile’ template on display (see Figure 4.43). She asked a child to come to the
template and draw a picture of the Rainbow Fish in a space under the subheading,
‘appearance’. She then asked the group, “What does appearance mean?” and children
suggested “drawing” and “what the rainbow fish looks like.” After the child drew the
Rainbow Fish, Taryn asked another child to write the character’s name in the space
provided. As he wrote, Taryn pointed to a box that said, ‘Personality’ and asked children for
their suggestions. She wrote children’s ideas on the template. Taryn said, “The other things I
have at the bottom are feelings [She pointed to the box]. What sorts of things is Rainbow Fish
feeling? And actions [She pointed to the next box]. What sorts of things is Rainbow Fish
doing?” Children made their suggestions and Taryn wrote them on the template. Finally,
Taryn provided task directions. She explained that the children were to find a character in a
book to describe and then write a character description, either using the template or on a
blank page in their writing books. She further explained that they could be creative and might
choose to draw the character in the middle with labels around the outside.
This observation presents several spatial and mediation implications for children’s text
production. Taryn’s use of the enlarged template was a paper-based version of Ellen, Bethany
and Anna’s practice of projecting their digital device on the IWB during their teacher
demonstrations. Providing the enlarged version meant that all children could view the
demonstration from their chosen position in the group. Providing boxes on the template for
each element of the character description had spatial influence as it determined how children
were to organise the layout of their shared page. Taryn’s use of the template as a resource and
her step-by-step demonstration was designed as a scaffold for the details that children could
include in their texts. Through her prompts, she offered children the type of content she
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wanted to see produced on the page. Taryn’s task directions provided children with choice to
either use the template or design their own profile in their writing books. This provision may
have been to provide children opportunity to expand on their text design if they wish. In an
illustration of children’s text production, Taryn’s demonstration will be observed to have an
influence on children’s completion of the independent task, whether using the template or
their writing books.

The next illustration shows snippets of observation from across a teacher-recorded video (4TVO-H), demonstrating Taryn’s approach to ‘teaching on the run’. In this episode, Taryn
directed children to continue working independently on developing their character
descriptions.
In one part of the episode, Taryn walked around the classroom monitoring children’s book
choices. She approached one child and informed him that he had a non-fiction book. She took
the child to the bookshelf to select a new book. He continued to pick up non-fiction books, so
Taryn selected two fiction books from the shelf for him to choose from.

In another part of this episode, Taryn approached a child, Kai who was writing about the
character ‘Frog’ from a story book. The following interaction occurred.

Taryn:

So what do you know about Frog?

Kai:

She eats flies.

Taryn:

She eats flies. Good. If you don’t know how to spell ‘flies’, draw a line and I
can help you later.

In the final example of ‘teaching on the run’ from this episode, Taryn approached a child,
Tommy who was using a book about Pokémon for his writing and engaged in the following
conversation about his work.

Taryn:

I can’t see a single sentence. Perhaps you could start by writing ‘Pikachu’.
[Pause] What character are you doing?

Tommy:

Ash.

Taryn:

So why have you written this, ‘Charizard’? What does that have to do with
Ash?
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Tommy:

Charizard is one of Ash’s Pokémon.

Taryn:

You could write that. [Pause]. Is Ash a boy or a girl?

Tommy:

Boy.

Taryn:

Do you want to write ‘boy’? You know the first letter.

Tommy:

‘b’ [he wrote the letter ‘b’ on his page]. Then ‘o’.

Taryn:

‘o’, yep [he wrote the letter ‘o’ next to the letter ‘b’]. Then what comes last –
b-oy [she elongated the /y/ sound at the end].

Tommy:

That would be a ‘y’ [he wrote the letter ‘y’ at the end of the word].

In each of these three examples, Taryn demonstrated the in-the-moment decisions she made
as she moved around the classroom monitoring children’s text production. In the first
example, she supported the child with his resources, ensuring his text was suitable for the
task. When he had difficulty selecting a new text, Taryn reviewed her decision and made
another decision to guide his selection by providing him with two options. In the second and
third examples, Taryn initially prompted children for ideas to include in their text, followed
by support in transcribing the words. In the example with Kai, she encouraged him to draw a
line for words he needed help with to spell. This operational decision allowed her to work
with other children before coming back to Kai following the opportunity to write
independently.
Illustrations of children’s text production
In the first illustration of children’s text production, an observation of two children’s
responses to Taryn’s text demonstration will be analysed. Then an examination of an
observation of two children as they engage in the class named ‘interactive writing’ will be
provided.
To illustrate children’s responses to Taryn’s demonstration of the character profile template,
an observation of two children, Sarah and Olivia as they completed the character description
task will be used. The observation below from a researcher-recorded video (4-RVO-E)
directly followed the earlier observation (4-RVO-D). In response to the options Taryn
provided for completing the task, Olivia chose to use the Character Profile Template to
produce her character description and Sarah chose to design her description on a blank page
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in her writing book. What becomes apparent from this observation is the similarities in the
layout of the two texts regardless of the platform the children chose to complete the task.

Sarah and Olivia sat next to each other at a table towards the back of the classroom, with a
pencil tub, their writing books and chosen texts. Sarah chose to produce her description
about the platypus from the picture book ‘Wombat Stew’ (Vaughan, 1984), and Olivia chose
to write her description about Snow White from the picture book ‘Snow While and the Very
Angry Dwarf’ (Smallman, 2016). Sarah opened her book to a blank page and drew the
platypus with a lead pencil. Her pencil had a rubber on the end, and she engaged in a
process of drawing part of her character, erasing part, and modifying her drawing. Sarah
tapped on Olivia’s page to prompt her to begin her writing. Olivia then walked over to Taryn
to collect a character profile template. Meanwhile, Sarah finished her drawing and wrote the
title, ‘Wombat Stew’, at the top of her page. Olivia returned to the table with the character
profile template and drew Snow White in the space provided. Sarah looked across to Olivia’s
template and copied one of the subheadings from the page, ‘Personality’, and wrote in the
space underneath. She continued to look at Olivia’s template and copied the subheadings
before writing underneath each one. When Olivia finished her drawing of Snow White, she
wrote about her character in each of the spaces on the template under the subheadings.
Evident in this observation is the influence of Taryn’s demonstration on children’s mediation
of their texts. While Taryn expressed her intention in the task directions for children to
choose whether they use the character profile template or produce their description creatively
in their writing book, evident from this observation is that regardless of the platform chosen,
both children produced their texts using a similar design. Figure 4.45 further illustrates the
similarities of the texts by presenting a screenshot from the observation showing Sarah and
Olivia sitting side-by-side with consistent layouts on each of their pages. The two
observations and the screenshot reveal tension between Taryn’s intention and the outcome
and suggest that providing templates as a core resource to scaffold children’s learning can be
limiting on children’s text production.
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Figure 4.45 - Screenshot from the video observation (4-RVO-E) of Sarah and Olivia as
they produced their texts, alongside an image of the character profile template

While in most observations children worked on their own task such as in the character
description task, in some episodes, Taryn provided opportunities for children to work
collaboratively. Analysis of observation data showed the ways children worked
collaboratively, which were different to their actions and processes for individual work.
Taryn acknowledged that the children enjoyed writing together and, in their classroom, they
described the practice as, ‘interactive writing’ (4-ITI). In a video observation from one
episode (4-RVO-C), children worked in pairs to brainstorm ideas for story plots. One pair,
Luke and Elijah talked to the groups around them about their ideas. The following transcript
provides some of their conversation.

Luke:

Our character gets struck by lightning.

Elijah:

There is a device that sticks to his hand and electrocutes him. [They
each wrote the idea in their writing books]

Luke:

But he is so strong that it doesn’t hurt him.

Elijah:

And then someone throws a machete at him. Did you know my dad has a real
machete?
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[Both children wrote the idea in their writing books]

From this transcript, the excitement and embodiment in the task was evident as the two
children shared their ideas or bounced them back and forth between them. Each child
encouraged the other to extend on the ideas further. In an initial interview, children shared
their value for collaborative tasks and the ideas they gained from their peers (4-ISI-B).
Further to collaborative writing, analysis of children’s initial interviews revealed their
awareness of their peers as text producers. Children identified peers that were good at text
production, and peers that struggled with text production and required additional support
from Taryn (4-ISI-A; 4-ISI-B; 4-ISI-C). They also outlined the types of tasks that different
children engaged with, emphasising that literacy games on iPads were reserved for children
that required support with reading and writing (4-ISI-A; 4-ISI-C). While the collaborative
text production experiences in the audit phase were specific to print-based texts, they
informed the experiences that Taryn planned for her design-based experiment.

PLANNING FOR THE DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT

During the planning session for her design-based experiment, Taryn reflected on video
snippets of her teaching from across the audit phase and some interview data from the
children. In particular, she noted children’s comments about using iPads for skill-based
games. She reflected on her desire to learn more about the text production apps that were
available for iPad, further reflecting her goal expressed in her initial interview (4-ITI).
Taryn’s planned intention for her DBE was for children to continue learning about
components of narrative texts and work toward producing a final digital animation. These
texts would reflect the animation mentor texts children had engaged with in the audit phase.
She modified her original teaching plan which saw children working towards producing
written narratives to a project whereby children worked collaboratively to produce digital
animations. The researcher suggested the app Puppet Pals (Polished Play LLC, 2017) as a
useful app for young children to produce digital animations. The paid Puppet Pals Directors
Pass version was used to afford children the ability to upload their own photos to use as
characters and backdrops, increasing the meaning making potential of the experience.
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Taryn designed the structure of the learning experiences so children could collaborate in what
she called ‘story groups.’ Working in story groups was a highlight for children as they
detailed their story group experiences in their final interviews (4-FTI-A; 4-FTI-B). In their
story groups, children planned their texts, designed the components such as the characters
and backdrops to upload to the app, and wrote storyboards and scripts ready to record their
final text.

TARYN’S DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT: IMPLEMENTING PRACTICES FOR
PRODUCING IMAGINATIVE DIGITAL ANIMATIONS
Table 4.9 outlines Taryn’s planning for the design-design based experiment based on her
DBE plan (4-D-D) including her focus each week, her pedagogical approaches and the text
production experiences she facilitated.
Table 4.9. Summary of text production practices during Taryn’s design-based experiment
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Introduction to Puppet Pals on iPads
• Examining settings in narrative texts.
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Examining exemplar texts for settings using picture books and animations on the IWB
• Small, guided group demonstration of the Puppet Pals app in the group time area (6
children each day).
Resources for text production:
• iPads and Puppet Pals app
• Pencils and writing books
• Setting description template.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were asked to independently produce setting descriptions from picture books of their
choice. In the guided groups, Taryn demonstrated the functionality of the Puppet Pals app and
provided opportunities for children to play with the app in pairs.

2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Narrative planning
Tarryn’s pedagogies and use of space:
• Modelled text production to demonstrate the use of the story map template in the
group time area
• Facilitating collaborative story groups
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•

‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.

Resources for text production:
• Story map template (one per group)
• Lead and coloured pencils.
Children’s text production opportunities:
This week was the first opportunity to work in their story groups. Children worked
collaboratively to produce a story map for their digital animation texts.
3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Character and setting development
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group demonstration in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Coloured pencils and writing books
• iPads and Puppet Pals app.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children worked collaboratively in their story groups to draw their characters and settings.
They then used the iPads to take photographs of their drawings to upload to Puppet Pals as
characters and backdrops.

4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Script writing for digital animation texts
Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group modelled writing to demonstrate the production of a storyboard and
script using templates
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting
• Taryn used reader’s theatre during reading sessions to provide additional exposure to
scripts.
Resources for text production:
• Pencils and storyboard template
• Script template
• iPads and Puppet Pals app.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children continued to work in their story groups to complete their story maps and to upload
their characters and settings to Puppet Pals. Children then produced a storyboard showing
each scene in their animation texts, and then they wrote scripts, including characters’ speech
and movements on screen.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing final animation texts
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Taryn’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Task directions in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Script template
• iPads and Puppet Pals app.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children recorded their final animation texts on the iPads and presented them to the class.

Changes to resources and physical spaces
The classroom map in Figure 4.46 was recorded towards the end of the design-based
experiment (4-CM-B) and indicates that Taryn’s classroom layout remained mostly
consistent across the whole ten weeks of data collection. Most furniture remained in the same
position with observation data revealing that the three group time areas continued to be used
for the same purposes.

Figure 4.46 - Map of Taryn’s classroom recorded during the design-based experiment
phase (4-CM-B)

Two elements in the physical environment that did change were the play-based experiences
and literacy display. The classroom map (4-CM-B) indicates that the barbeque dramatic play
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experience was replaced with a vet dramatic play experience and the tent that was positioned
between the couch and bookshelf was removed. The stage was moved along the wall to take a
more central position, allowing children more space to sit around the edge. The literacy
display was added to, however data from the design-based experiment phase including
movement maps and observations, revealed the display was rarely used. These data might
suggest that children now felt confident enough with the information on the display that they
did not need these resources as references for their work.

Taryn reported changes to the use of the classroom space, particularly as children worked in
their story groups (4-FTI). Figure 4.47 presents a movement map from one text production
episode showing Taryn’s movements and the positions of children in their story groups. The
map was recorded using researcher-recorded video from two cameras in two different
positions (4-RVO-Y; 4-RVO-Z), both recorded at the same time. The use of two cameras
allowed for the large classroom space to be captured, providing an accurate account of
movement across the whole space. The episode extended approximately 35 minutes and time
stamps are provided in red to indicate the length of Taryn’s interactions with groups.

Figure 4.47 – Movement map recorded using observation data from a text production
episode (4-RVO-Y; 4-RVO-Z) (Duration = 35:36)

The movement map indicates that in this episode children positioned themselves mostly at
tables, with one pair of children choosing to work on the stage. Children positioned
themselves in their groups either next to, opposite or adjacent to each other. Taryn suggested
that the position of children in their groups had changed from the way she had seen them
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working in groups in the past, where they sat in a line or in positions that did not allow all
group members to communicate or share resources (4-FTI). She further suggested that
children were intentional about where they sat due to their engagement in the experiences and
the need to access shared resources amongst the group members.
The movement map also reveals Taryn’s movement from group to group as she navigated the
group work and provided prompting, with the time stamps showing she spent longer with
some groups than others. For example, a large portion of her time was spent supporting the
pair sitting next to the literacy display (duration = 13:45 of the 35:36 work time), and she
returned three times. This interaction will be explored further when discussing Taryn’s
practices in the next section. Taryn’s movements were also seen to her chair and desk as she
coordinated resources including iPads and the template. Taryn appears to be moving around
in a circle between the stage and the low table. Observation data shows that she was
providing support to both groups interchangeably as she moved slightly towards each group,
observing their progress and offering feedback and direction, revealing that at times she
worked with one group at a time, and at other times she was able to coordinate her
interactions between more than one group.

The resources in the classroom remained consistent across the ten-week inquiry, but some
were used differently, such as the increased use of iPads as a resource alongside writing
implements and paper resources. Observation data were used to analyse the ways children
worked together in their story groups and utilised resources. What emerged was simultaneous
action as each group used different resources depending on the stage of the project they
worked on. For example, in the same observation used for the movement map in Figure 4.47
(4-RVO-Y; 4-RVO-Z), some groups completed their drawings to upload to the iPad, while
other groups rehearsed their story on the iPad, and other groups completed their storyboard or
scripts.
Modifications to Taryn’s pedagogies and practices
Attention now turns to the pedagogies and practices Taryn implemented to teach children to
produce their digital animation texts. In this section, Taryn’s perspectives on new text
production practices will be reported, followed by her introduction to the Puppet Pals app.
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This section will finish with a close look at an interaction between Taryn and two children as
they prepare for production of their final text.

Taryn continued to design learning experiences focused on narrative texts across the DBE
phase as planned. She acknowledged that her text production pedagogies remained consistent
but the platform for teaching text production had changed (4-FTI). In her final interview,
Taryn shared that her shift in practices broadened the way she viewed text and her
understanding of the possibilities for teaching children to express themselves (4-FTI). She
also shared that children were still engaging in pencil and paper writing, however the
different digital and print modes were used to meet a particular purpose for this project (4FTI). Through her observations, Taryn saw the benefit of digital text production as she
reported that children were engaging more in text production overall because they were
utilising a variety of platforms and resources that excited them (4-FTI).

Taryn engaged children in small, teacher-led guided groups to introduce the Puppet Pals app,
while the rest of the class completed print-based tasks. A different group was formed each
day across the first week of the DBE. The following observation taken from a researcherrecorded video (4-RVO-K), shows Taryn working with one of these groups.

Taryn sat with a group of seven children and a basket of iPads. She began her demonstration
by holding up an iPad that presented the character menu on screen. After discussing each of
the menus and working with the children to select characters and backdrops, she moved to
the on-screen stage. She demonstrated the movement of characters on the screen and
changed the size with her finger movements. She made the squirrel character big, and the
dragon and crow characters small. A child pointed to the screen and said, “It looks like those
two are in the distance.” Taryn then showed the children how to double-tap on the
characters to change the direction they faced. A child asked if the characters could talk.
Taryn responded by saying they could press the record button and the iPad would record
them talking. She returned to the setting menu and selected an additional setting and
demonstrated how to change backdrops using the ropes at the top of the screen. Taryn
handed out the iPads to pairs of children and instructed them to play with the app. She
moved around the circle as the children played, and showed them how to take and insert their
own images to use for characters and backdrops.
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Examined in this observation is Taryn’s understanding that introducing a new digital resource
for text production required time for demonstration and time for children to play and explore.
She considered the elements she needed to teach and provided step-by-step verbal narration
alongside her physical demonstration. Revealed in this observation is the spatial
understanding required to produce a digital animation using visual elements, evidenced
through the foregrounding of characters, changing of character directions and resizing of
backdrops. The influence of the mediation practices and spatial elements taught by Taryn will
be observed in the illustration of children’s text production.
Analysis of Taryn’s teaching plan (4-D-C) and observation data showed that children worked
in their story groups from the second week of the design-based experiment phase through to
the completion of their digital animations. In the episode observed for the movement map in
Figure 4.46, groups worked on their stage of the project as Taryn moved from group to group
providing feedback and prompting. These observations captured the complexity of Taryn’s
role in adjusting to the stage of the project and resources used by children in each group.
The following transcript was taken from a snippet of video (4-RVO-Z) focusing on Taryn’s
interactions with two children, Lachlan and Ciara as they attempted to write their script and
upload an additional setting to Puppet Pals.

[Taryn, Lachlan and Ciara sat at the bench table with a script template and iPad positioned
between them. Taryn finished showing the two children how to upload their drawing of a
playground setting to Puppet Pals. She selected the characters and moved to the onscreen
stage to show Lachlan and Ciara]

Taryn:

Let’s have a look at that. That’s a bit better. Then you can make the
unicorn…you can make the unicorn really small like that [she reduced the size
of the unicorn by pinching the character on screen].

Lachlan:

Can you turn it around? [Taryn double tapped on the unicorn and it changes
orientation]. Yeah! Then it can walk up the stairs.

Taryn:

I’m just trying to make it a bit smaller [she reduced the size of the unicorn
further]. There we go. Now it’s small enough to walk up the stairs and jump
onto the monkey bars [she demonstrated the movement of the character as she
narrated].
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Lachlan:

Yeah!

Taryn:

Ciara, are you happy with that?

Ciara:

Yep. Or it could jump from there [Ciara pointed to the middle of the stairs]

Taryn:

[Taryn turned back to the script template]. What are the unicorn and the
enemy going to say to each other? I’ll write it. The unicorn is going to say,
“Go away.”

Lachlan:

“You’re not a good friend and I hate you.”

Taryn:

Alright [she wrote Lachlan’s idea on the template]. Okay I’m going to put a
little line under people’s names because we don’t have to say their names.
When you’re doing your story, you don’t need to say, “Unicorn: I’m surprised
to see you.” It’s just…who’s going to be the unicorn and who’s going to be the
enemy?

Lachlan:

I’m going to be the enemy.

Taryn:

Okay. Then Ciara, you’ll know that unicorn, this is her turn to talk [pointed to
part of the script] so what would you say?

Ciara:

“I am surprised to see you.”

Taryn:

And then Lachlan, what would you say?

Lachlan:

Ummm… “I don’t want to be your friend.”

Taryn:

Okay. Nice. Lachlan, could you please go to my chair and grab another piece
of paper because we’re going to do some more on that.

The interaction observed in this transcript shows the level of scaffolding Taryn provided for
Lachlan and Ciara to produce using their resources. When uploading the images, Taryn
collaborated with the two children on the screen and taught them to use the functions they
needed for their animation text. Similar to the observation of Taryn’s introduction to Puppet
Pals earlier, much of her teaching centred on the manipulation of elements such as sizing and
position. Following the discussion about digital text elements, Taryn supported the children
to access the script by explaining how it could be read. Revealed in this teaching process is
the access Taryn provided to both print-based literacies (the script) and digital literacies
(Puppet Pals) in complementary ways that influenced the children’s production of their
digital animation, illustrated in the next section.
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Illustration of children’s production of texts
Observation data and children’s work samples were used to analyse children’s production of
their digital animation texts. This analysis revealed the influences of Taryn’s practices on
children’s actions and texts. To illustrate, Lachlan and Ciara’s practices and product will be
examined. These two children were chosen as their practices could be analysed in connection
with their extensive interaction with Taryn in the earlier transcript. The following observation
from a researcher-recorded video (4-RVO-AB) outlines the sequence of actions the two
children made to produce their animation.

Ciara and Lachlan positioned themselves on chairs in the corridor with the script and iPad
sitting between them. The Puppet Pals app was open to the onscreen stage and their
characters (unicorn and enemy), and backdrops (drawings of the playground and forest)
were selected. Lachlan pointed to the first part of their script and read, “Unicorn on screen,
playground.” He used the rope icons at the top of the screen to change the backdrops until
the playground image appeared. Both children looked at the script and practised saying their
part. Ciara moved the unicorn character to position and reduced its size so that it fit on the
first step in the picture. They began to record their text. Ciara used her finger on the screen
to move the unicorn up and down along the stairs. She said, “I’m surprised to see you.”
Lachlan used his finger to move the enemy up and down and said, “I don’t want to be your
friend.”
This snippet of observation shows Lachlan and Ciara’s collaboration as they share the screen.
They demonstrated their awareness of physical space by sitting next to each other and
positioning the materials between them, enabling both to read the script and touch the iPad.
They also demonstrated skills in operating the app and making the selections needed to set up
their scene, reflecting the demonstration provided by Taryn. An example was when Ciara
reduced the size of the unicorn to fit on the steps in the backdrop, just as Taryn had in the
earlier interaction. The script was used as a resource to remind them of what to do and say.
Lachlan and Ciara’s script delivery, as well as sizing and movement of characters, are
embodied actions that reflect the discussion about semiotic resources the children had with
Taryn. The use of the script and iPad as resources shows the complimentary affordances of
page and screen for this text production project.
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Lachlan and Ciara’s final digital animation (4-WS-B) is transcribed in table 4.10. Detailed in
the table is a screen shot from each scene, the time that scene took place in the sequence, the
verbal script, backdrop used and movements of characters on the screen.
Table 4.10. Transcript of Lachlan and Ciara’s final digital animation text (4-WS-B).
Screenshot

Time

Verbal Script

Movement

00:0000:11

C: I’m surprised to
see you.

The unicorn moves
from the bottom of the
stairs to the top,
jumping from step to
step. When it gets to
the top it faces the
slime monster.

L: I don’t want to be
your friend.

00:1100:18

C: Go away!
L: I don’t want to be
your friend. I don’t
like you.

Each character moves
up and down slightly
as they talk.

00:1800:24

No audio

Both characters are
moved to the middle of
the screen and move
towards and away
from each other
repeatedly as if they
are fighting.

00:2400:42

L: Stooooop! Why are
we fighting? (Pause).
Let’s be friends and
do you want to go to
the shops?

The slime monster is
repeatedly moved up
and down as it talks.
The unicorn moves
towards the slime
monster as it talks.

C: Let’s go play!
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00:4200:57

L: Lalalalala! I’m
climbing the tree
(expressed through
singing)

The slime monster is
moved to the bottom
of the tree and then it
climbs up. The unicorn
then follows by
moving to the bottom
of the tree then moving
up the tree.

The text transcribed in Table 4.10 materialises the story Lachlan and Ciara developed as a
physical artefact. The children drew on a familiar theme of friendship as an immaterial
resource for their narrative. The text represents the culmination of the discrete narrative
elements taught across the previous weeks; in particular, knowledge about character and
setting development, plot and the use of digital tools. Lachlan and Ciara used drawings in
coloured pencils to produce their backdrops and unicorn character, and added a preloaded
character from Puppet Pals, again revealing the integration of paper-based and digital
resources. The children drew on their practices in using drama as a semiotic resource. The
children’s talk was used for character dialogue, and interestingly silence was used at one
point as dialogue was not necessary. Movement was also used as a semiotic resource and in
the instance of silence, movement was the dominant resource required to convey the fighting
scene. The children demonstrated their understanding of gestural and spatial meaning making
on screen through the interaction of the characters with each other and with the backdrop.
The change in backdrop also provided different digital environments for the reader.
Unique to this case was Taryn’s use of a digital animation rather than a written narrative as
the culmination of their narrative text unit. Writing was used as a tool to plan and to build
children’s text components, and then the digital animation has been used as their final
narrative text.

The findings chapter will now shift to the final school and final teacher case, Hannah, at
McCann Primary School.
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MCCANN PRIMARY SCHOOL
McCann Primary School is located in central Canberra and has children from Preschool to
Year 6 (4-12 years old). At the time of the inquiry, the school had a population of 367, and an
ICSEA of 1138, significantly higher than the national average (ACARA, 2018). Families in
the McCann Primary School community are high income earners, mostly working in the
public service and professional employment. For children, belonging to the McCann
community meant that they entered school having had rich literacy experiences and regular
access to digital technologies in their homes. The teacher participant at McCann Primary
School, Hannah, reported the children’s competence with digital technology from home
experiences as a reason she had not focused on digital texts in the classroom before
participating in this inquiry (3-ITI; 3-TR-A).
An advantage of the school’s central location was access to local institutions such as an arts
centre and government buildings, meaning children could use their experiences from out in
the community as stimuli for text production. For example, at the time of data collection,
Floriade (a flower festival) was occurring in Canberra nearby to the school. Teachers took the
opportunity to walk with children to Floriade for excursions, and children wrote about their
experiences when they returned to school.

A new principal and deputy principal had recently been appointed to McCann Primary
School, bringing about a change in priorities. Comparison between previous and current
school documents (3-D-B; 3-D-C; 3-D-F; 3-D-I) revealed that priorities had shifted from skill
development to expanded curriculum delivery through the introduction of inquiry learning.
This priority built on the play-based learning approach at the school from Preschool to Year 1
(3-D-E). Based on the Walker Learning Approach (Walker, 2011), the first two hours of each
day for these classes was termed ‘investigations’, a label used to refer to this scheduled time.

HANNAH’S CASE
Hannah taught 20 Year 1 children (6-7 years old) at McCann Primary School. The children
were in their second year of formal schooling following a year of government funded
Preschool at a nearby site that was governed by McCann Primary School. Hannah’s case also
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included a support educator who was sometimes present during text production sessions and
primarily worked with one child.

This case begins by introducing Hannah, her classroom space and text production session.
Then findings from the classroom audit will be reported beginning with the use of resources
and physical space, followed by illustrations of Hannah’s practice and children’s production
of texts. The case then transitions into an analysis of data from Hannah’s design-based
experiment focused on the production of digital documentary texts aligned with the class
science unit about mini-beasts.

Introducing Hannah
At the time of data collection, Hannah had been teaching for eight years, all at McCann
Primary School teaching K-2 classes. Hannah specialised in designing and implementing
play-based learning programs (investigations) for children in the early years, a strong
pedagogical disposition found to inform some of the text production experiences provided to
her learners. Hannah described investigations by sharing that provocations were set up based
on children’s interests, the curriculum or school/community events (3-TR-C). Provocations
targeted the following learning areas: dramatic play, writing table, collage, sensory,
construction, reading and tinkering (3-TR-C). She also shared that she facilitated text
production opportunities during investigations including the provision of writing and drawing
materials, and encouraging writing during dramatic play episodes, for example, writing
incident reports at the police station dramatic play space (3-TR-A). Hannah described her
role in investigations as facilitating the play, prompting idea development, and supported
collaboration between children as they engaged with play spaces and resources (3-TR-C). An
understanding of Hannah’s approach to investigations is significant to this inquiry as topics
for children’s texts often came from investigations experiences, and during the DBE, Hannah
drew on her play-based pedagogies to teach digital text production.
Hannah’s other core text production practice included communicating her success criteria at
the beginning of text production sessions, then using ‘teaching on the run’ while children
produced texts independently. She explained her role in her initial interview by saying she
was a support and guide to children, but she tried to balance this with the freedom to produce
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their texts in uninterrupted blocks of time (3-ITI). She saw this approach as enabling learners
to become immersed in the act of text production.
Observation of Hannah’s interactions with children from a researcher-recorded video (3RVO-A) showed her mediating thinking by prompting children to expand on their ideas. She
said to one child, “You’ve told me what you did on Father’s Day, now tell me what you got
your dad for Father’s Day.” Later in the same episode, she promoted children’s texts for
other children to learn from. In one moment, she stopped the group and asked one child to
read his text and announced, “I like that Chan used the word ‘arrived’ instead of saying, ‘he
just got there.’” Analysis of her interactions with children revealed that her prompts and
feedback would reflect the success criteria communicated to children at the beginning of
sessions.

In her initial interview, Hannah acknowledged her hesitation in using digital technology in
her classroom. She explained that she used the IWB as a digital resource for text production
by using the digital pen during modelled text production episodes, as well as viewing
stimulus texts such as videos and images (3-ITI). She further explained that her hesitation in
using other digital technology was due to the difficulty in sourcing digital devices and the
time it took for children to log in to Chromebooks (3-ITI). In her teacher reflection, Hannah
commented that the children were already engaged in learning, so engaging them with digital
resources was not necessary (3-TR-A). She also had not felt pressure to focus on digital
technologies from school leadership or families. These comments are telling as they suggest
influences external to the classroom guided Hannah’s thinking about digital technologies use.
These experiences with digital technology motivated her to self-nominate for the inquiry. She
expressed her desire to learn more about implementing digital technology as a resource for
text production.
Introducing Hannah’s classroom
The layout of Hannah’s classroom is presented as a classroom map from a top-down view in
Figure 4.48 (3-CM-A).
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Figure 4.48 - Map of Hannah’s classroom recorded during the classroom audit (3-CMA)

Hannah taught in a single classroom with an entrance from a corridor, and double sliding
doors leading into the next classroom. A group time space was positioned in front of the
mobile whiteboard and teacher’s chair, which were positioned in front of the IWB. Analysis
of observation data revealed that the group time space was used for whole group, teacher-led
episodes at the beginning of sessions, then again at the end of sessions when children shared
their texts. The IWB in the group time area was connected to Hannah’s PC laptop and was
the only digital technology in the classroom before the DBE.

Figure 4.49 – Photographs of Hannah’s classroom space (3-PH-C; 3-PH-D)
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The classroom layout is also presented in the photographs in Figure 4.49 (3-PH-C; 3-PH-D).
Desks were mostly configured in groups of three, allowing for six children to sit at each
group. There were enough desks and chairs in the classroom so that all children could be
seated at a table at the one time. Hannah provided children with agency to choose which desk
they sat at from session to session, and observation data indicated that some children chose to
sit next to the same peer each text production session, while other children chose to sit next to
a different peer. Text production resources were positioned on three sets of shelves as seen in
Figure 4.49. Children’s writing books were positioned on a shelf facing the group time area
(3-PH-D). Implements including lead and coloured pencils, erasers and sharpeners were
positioned on a shelf in front of the teacher’s desk (3-PH-C). Mini-whiteboards and markers
were positioned on a shelf in the cupboards at the front of the classroom (3-PH-D). A reading
area was also present in the classroom with a stand of books and an artificial palm tree for
decoration (3-PH-D). Observation data indicated that this space was not used during text
production time in the classroom audit, but was used in the design-based experiment when
children produced digital texts.
The layout of the classroom was designed for children’s text production time, but also the
spaces required for play-based investigations in the morning. A bamboo divider separated
one desk from the other two in each group. Dividers were in place to separate play-based
learning experiences in the morning and remained in place throughout the day. This
influenced children’s interactions as they were observed leaning around the divider from their
chairs to talk with peers. Hannah indicated that she encouraged a quiet classroom during
independent text production time to keep children focused and to provide an environment
where they could think without background noise (3-ITI), suggesting the dividers were not a
barrier for her. Some of the play-based experiences remained permanent fixtures throughout
the day such as the visual arts area and in the audit phase, the police station dramatic play
space and sand tray.
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Figure 4.50 – Photographs of Hannah’s classroom word wall (3-PH-A; 3-PH-B)

Hannah shared her value in environmental print as a core resource for text production (3-ITI).
Figure 4.50 presents photographs of the word wall displayed on the sliding doors leading to
the next classroom (3-PH-A; 3-PH-B). Frequently used words were presented on laminated
cards and categorised under the letters of the alphabet. Another section of the wall presented
words for shapes and the weather, as well as reference posters for spelling knowledge. The
daily schedule was displayed on the mobile whiteboard and observation data revealed that
this was also used as a reference when children wrote about school experiences. Hannah also
presented word cards and posters alongside play-based experiences for children to use in their
texts (3-PH-E). In her initial interview, she referred to the police station play experience and
drew attention to the words that were displayed on laminated cards (3-ITI). Children were
observed referring to these words when producing texts about play-based investigations (3FN-B). In an observation of a whole group, teacher-led episode (3-TVO-A), Hannah referred
to all the forms of environmental print children could use including the visual timetable, word
wall and words associated with play experiences, and children were then observed using
these words to produce their texts during independent work time.
Introducing Hannah’s text production session

Analysis of observation data revealed a consistent structure to text production sessions.
Sessions began with whole group teacher-led episodes, then children engaged in independent
text production time at desks. If time permitted, children had the opportunity to share their
texts with the whole group at the end of sessions.
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Hannah used text production as a method for children to record both school and out-of-school
experiences, often investigations and excursions. From observation data, topics for texts
included play-based investigations, school events (e.g., book week), school excursions (e.g.,
Floriade and the art gallery), recess and lunch, outside of school events (e.g., weekend and
Father’s Day), and retells of stories read in class. In her initial interview, Hannah explained
that she involved children in experiences at school so that they had topics for text production
(3-ITI). She further explained that without these experiences, children found it difficult to
think of topics. Observation data indicated that Hannah also provided opportunities for
children to turn and talk about their topic before gathering their resources and finding a
learning space for independent text production time.

Alongside discussions about topics, Hannah was often observed discussing her criteria for
children’s texts while writing each criterion on the board. Out of 14 sessions recorded in the
data, she began 7 with a discussion of her criteria. The criteria included capital letters, full
stops, interesting vocabulary, correctly structured letters, and spaces between words. In an
interview, Hannah described these skills as essential for children’s text production (3-ITI).
When children were asked what they do during text production time in their initial
interviews, their responses comprised of the points in the criteria (3-ISI-A: 3-ISI-B), showing
the internalisation of Hannah’s focus.

AN AUDIT OF HANNAH’S CLASSROOM AND TEXT PRODUCTION PRACTICES
Table 4.11 summarises an analysis of text production practices in Hannah’s classroom. The
table outlines Hannah’s teaching focus and practices, as well as children’s opportunities for
text production. Revealed in Table 4.11 is the consistent focus and routines for print-based
writing across the audit phase.
Table 4.11. Summary of text production practices during Hannah’s classroom audit
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Applying transcription skills to texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• Communicating criteria for children’s text production in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
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questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Lead pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to write texts about a chosen topic while considering the transcription
skills in Hannah’s criteria. Topics this week included play-based investigations experiences
and a school incursion.
2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Applying transcription skills to texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• Communicating criteria for children’s text production in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Lead pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to write texts about a topic of choice while considering the transcription
skills in Hannah’s criteria. Topics this week included play-based investigations experiences
and children were encouraged to write a procedure about a chosen skill such as playing a
sport.

3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Applying transcription skills to texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• Communicating criteria for children’s text production in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Lead pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to write texts about chosen topics while considering the transcription
skills in Hannah’s criteria. Topics this week included play-based investigations experiences
and school events such as lunchtime experiences.

4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Applying transcription skills to texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• Communicating criteria for children’s text production in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
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questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Lead pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to write texts about chosen topics while considering the transcription
skills in Hannah’s criteria. Topics this week included play-based investigations experiences
and class excursions to Floriade and the local art centre.
5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Applying transcription skills to texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• Communicating criteria for children’s text production in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• Lead pencils and writing books
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were invited to write texts about chosen topics while considering the transcription
skills in Hannah’s criteria. Topics this week included play-based investigations experiences
and predictions for the end of a read aloud text.

Use of resources and physical spaces for text production
Hannah made pedagogical decisions about the resources available to children for text
production. In her initial interview, Hannah identified the children’s writing books,
whiteboards and markers, and environmental print as resources for text production, as well as
the occasional use of the IWB (3-ITI). Children identified pencils and their writing books as
resources for text production in their initial interviews (3-ISI-A; 3-ISI-B), reflecting the focus
on print-based writing in the classroom at that time. Also identified in observation data was
Hannah’s use of the mobile whiteboard for whole group episodes and children’s use of
erasers to modify their texts. Further, in a group interview, when specifically asked about
digital technology for text production, one child said, “we use books to write, not screens
actually” (3-ISI-A).

Movement maps were used to analyse the use of the classroom space and resources. The
classroom map in Figure 4.51 shows the movement of three key children around the
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classroom space. As all children in this case engaged in the same writing task at the same
time, the three children were chosen as they represented subtle differences in their use of
resources and space. Observation from a teacher-recorded video of independent text
production time (3-RVO-A) was used to construct the map. The episode extended for 22
minutes

Figure 4.51 – Movement map showing the movement of three key children recorded
using observation data from a text production episode (3-RVO-A) (22min duration)
The movement map in Figure 4.51 reveals children’s use of space and resources. After
collecting their writing books and implements, children remained in their seats for the
duration of independent work time unless using environmental print or approaching Hannah
for assistance. The multiple movements to and from the word wall suggest that this was a
core resource for children’s texts. Bella (green) and Nicola (blue) took two trips to the word
wall for each word used. Observation data showed the two children moving to the word wall
to take the word down, moving back to their book to copy the word, then moving back to the
word wall to return the word. When using the print at the police station play experience,
Nicola (blue) displayed alternative trajectories. Observation data showed Nicola moving to
the wall, memorising the spelling of a word, then returning to her book to write it down.
Perhaps this was because the word required less cognitive effort to memorise, or perhaps the
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shorter trip allowed her to hold the spelling in her memory. Rani (yellow) moved to multiple
locations in the classroom to interact with Hannah, use the word wall and access a miniwhiteboard. Rani’s sequence will be explored in greater depth later as an illustration of
Hannah’s practice.

The next movement map in Figure 4.52 corresponds with Figure 4.51 above and shows
Hannah’s movements and interactions during the same episode of text production. While the
children’s movements are not recorded on this map, the positions where Hannah verbally
interacted with children and the support educator is indicated with red circles.

Figure 4.52 – Movement map showing Hannah’s movements and interactions recorded
using observation data from a text production episode (1-RVO-A) (22min duration)
Hannah’s movements illustrate her approach to ‘teaching on the run’, as she continually
moved around the classroom monitoring children’s texts and providing prompts. This aligned
with Hannah’s perception shared in her initial interview, where she saw her role as moving
around, assessing children’s texts and supporting them only when they needed (3-ITI).
Hannah engaged in several interactions with children during this episode, some where she
approached children at their desk and others where children approached her for assistance.
Hannah’s movements and interactions focused more on the bottom half of the map, perhaps
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due to the availability of the support educator to children at the top of the map. Observation
data revealed that the interaction Hannah engaged in at the top of the map was to provide the
support educator with direction (3-RVO-A).

Illustration of Hannah’s pedagogies and practices
The movement map in Figure 4.51 and 4.52 showed Hannah’s interactions with Rani
(yellow). In this section, observation data of this interaction (3-RVO-A) will be described in
detail to illustrate Hannah’s approach to ‘teaching on the run’. Rani approached Hannah for
assistance to spell the word, ‘dear’ for the letter she was writing. The following exchange
occurred:

Hannah:

What could you do to find out how to spell that word?

Rani:

Look at the word wall?

Hannah:

What else?

Rani:

Ask someone else?

Hannah:

What else?

Rani:

Get a whiteboard and whiteboard marker for you to write it?

Hannah:

Yes. Try looking on the word wall first.

[Rani looked at the word wall and was unable to find the word ‘dear.’ She collected a
whiteboard and marker from the shelf and took it to Hannah. Hannah wrote ‘dear’ on the
whiteboard and the child took it back to her desk and copied the word into her book.]
The exchange between Hannah and Rani, and Rani’s actions that followed show the approach
Hannah took when supporting children to mediate their texts and use resources. She
questioned Rani until she thought about the different sources that she could use to spell the
word. Rani then chose to use the word wall and whiteboard as preferred resources. Similar
interactions were observed with other children during the classroom audit, with modifications
based on Hannah’s knowledge of children’s needs. For example, another child in the same
video observation (3-RVO-A) was asked to attempt the spelling of the word on the miniwhiteboard before Hannah discussed the standard spelling with them.
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Illustration of children’s production of texts
The influence of Hannah’s established routines and criteria for text production were
examined in children’s mediation of their texts. Children were observed across the audit
phase spending blocks of independent text production time producing print-based texts about
school and community events, while focusing on the skills offered in Hannah’s text
production criteria. The following observation from a researcher-recorded video (3-RVO-E)
focuses on one child, Harper as she produces her text about a class excursion to Floriade, a
local flower festival. All children were proficient in using the text production criteria, and
Harper’s process and product were chosen for this illustration as the criteria is reflected in her
text.

Harper sat at a desk with her writing book and lead pencil. She tried to write the date but
turned to her peer next to her to ask how to write the short date. Her peer showed her, and
Harper copied the date into her book. She began her first sentence next to the date and wrote
each letter slowly and with control in her hand movements. During the process of producing
her text, she paused a few times. One time she paused for 59 seconds, beginning by hovering
her pencil over the page, then looking around the classroom. At one point, she collected an
eraser from a peer behind the divider next to her. She erased a word and wrote another word
in its place. She collected a whiteboard and marker from the shelf and took it to Hannah.
Harper asked her to write the word, ‘brother.’ Hannah wrote the word and Harper took the
whiteboard back to her desk and copied it into her book. She continued producing her text
and at one point, she looked over her peer’s shoulder and read her text. She then went back
to working on her own text and her peer looked over Harper’s shoulder to also read her text.
Harper continued to write until the end of the session and continued to take regular pauses.

Evident in this observation is the processes and resources Harper used to mediate her written
text. Her actions followed an alternating pattern of small bursts of action followed by pauses.
These pauses could have been used to regain energy for the next burst of action or to gather
her thoughts for the next section of text. Harper used material and immaterial resources for
her text production. She produced her text on paper using a lead pencil in response to
Hannah’s decision for this mode to be used. She also used an eraser as she modified her text,
demonstrating continual reviewing as the text was being produced. She used her peer at the
desk space next to her to discuss aspects of her text that challenged her and to use their text as
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a model for her own, showing her ability to access human and material resources available.
The careful and considered way she constructs each letter in each word reflects Hannah’s
focus on letter formation and the transcription skills in her text production criteria.
Figure 4.53 presents Harper’s completed text (3-WS-A) following the previous observation
of her text production.

18.9.18 Yesterday at Floriade we
first we watched a band then we
watched the string band. I sore
April playing the violin. It was
amazing playing. My brother Liam
Sang Twinkle Little Star and Old
Macdonald had a Farm. Next, we
had a walk around Floriade. We
saw really beautiful flowers. After
that, we went back and sang
Scarborough Fair.

Figure 4.53 - Harper’s text about the class excursion to Floriade (3-WS-A)

Harper wrote several sentences recounting the excursion, materialising her experiences at
Floriade on the page. The text connected her embodiment in the experience with written
words. The observations Harper recorded provide insight into her perception of the
experience and the details that were carried in her memory and into the text production
experience. Observed in her text are spaces between words, capital letters and full stops
mostly in the correct position, letters written legibly, and use of vocabulary specific to the
experience such as ‘beautiful flowers’ and ‘violin’. These aspects identified in Harper’s text
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bring Hannah’s focus on transcription skills from criteria discussed at the beginning of the
lesson through to Harper’s text on the page.

Evident from analysis of classroom audit data was the privileging of print-based writing, with
digital technology holding a limited role in Hannah’s classroom. As she planned for her
design-based experiment, Hannah reflected on the opportunities to introduce a digital
resource to expand the meaning-making potential of children’s texts.

PLANNING FOR THE DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT

During the planning session for the design-based experiments, Hannah reflected on her video
data and noted her strong routines for print-based writing. In connection with the focus of the
inquiry on digital text production practices, she expressed desire to introduce a digital
resource by exploring an app on iPads in depth across the five-weeks. As part of her
reflection, Hannah engaged in professional reading about the use of digital technology for
children to communicate knowledge and understanding (Kervin & Mantei, 2018), which she
reported resonated with her as something achievable in her own teaching. Her planned focus
was to provide opportunities for children to communicate scientific knowledge through the
production of a documentary text, linked to the class science unit about mini-beasts. This was
a modification from her initially planned task for the unit which involved drawing and
writing a description of a mini-beast on paper. Hannah chose Puppet Pals as the digital
platform for the project in response to her reading. Similar to Taryn, Hannah chose to use the
Puppet Pals Directors Pass version as it afforded children the ability to upload their own
photos to use as characters and backdrops, increasing the meaning making potential of the
experience.

HANNAH’S DESIGN-BASED EXPERIMENT: IMPLEMENTING PRACTICES FOR
PRODUCING DIGITAL DOCUMENTARIES

Table 4.12 provides a summary of the text production practices that occurred in the designbased experiment.
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Table 4.12. Summary of text production practices during Hannah’s design-based experiment
Week

Summary of text production practices

1

Teaching focus for text production:
• Introduction to the Puppet Pals app
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group demonstration of the app using an iPad projected on the IWB
• Provision of opportunities for play and discovery with the app
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and the Puppet Pals app
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Following Hannah’s demonstration of the Puppet Pals app, children had extended periods of
time in pairs to play with the app. In particular, Hannah wanted children to discover ways to
upload their own characters from photographs.

2

Teaching focus for text production:
• Continued play and experimentation with the Puppet Pals app
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and the Puppet Pals app
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children were split into two groups in each text production session this week. One group
produced written print-based texts and the other group worked in pairs and continued to play
with the Puppet Pals app.

3

Teaching focus for text production:
• Script writing and documentary production
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Modelled text production and task directions in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and the Puppet Pals app
• Insect figurines for characters
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
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Again, children were split into two groups. One group wrote scripts for their documentaries
using information learnt in science lessons. The other group worked in pairs to record draft
documentaries on the iPads.
4

Teaching focus for text production:
• Examining the language and other semiotic resources in documentary texts
• Taking photographs of habitats for the documentary texts.
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Examination of an exemplar David Attenborough documentary (Attenborough, 2009)
projected on the IWB with a focus on language and other semiotic resources used
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ in both the classroom and outdoor spaces to monitor and
support children’s text production.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and the Puppet Pals app
• David Attenborough documentary
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
During part of this week, Hannah worked with children to examine the language and other
semiotic resources used in a David Attenborough documentary. Children had the opportunity
to discuss the techniques the author uses to produce the documentary. During another part of
the week, Hannah took the children outside to take photographs of possible habitats to use for
their final documentary texts.

5

Teaching focus for text production:
• Producing final documentary texts
Hannah’s teaching practices and use of physical space:
• Whole group task directions in the group time area
• ‘Teaching on the run’ by monitoring children’s progress and providing in the moment
questioning and prompting.
Resources for text production:
• iPads and the Puppet Pals app
• Mini-beast models constructed from arts-based materials
• Pencils and writing books.
Children’s text production opportunities:
Children used the elements constructed across the preceding weeks, including a model minibeast made from arts-based materials during science lessons, to produce their final
documentary texts. Children worked in pairs but produced individual documentaries. Their
partner was present to support the production process.

Post
DBE

Following children’s production of their digital documentary texts, Hannah worked with the
children to invite families and members of the school community into the classroom for a
movie screening event. Each child wrote invitations for the event, and they organised popcorn
and drinks to produce a real cinema experience. On the morning, each child stood in front of
the audience, introduced and showcased their documentary.
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Hannah designed structures for the five iPads allocated to her class to be shared by teaching
the class in two groups, one working with the iPads and the other working on print-based
writing within the routines from the audit phase. This meant that half of the class could work
on the iPads in pairs at the one time. This approach demanded complex negotiation of the two
groups often involving two different teacher-led demonstrations, one digital and one printbased. At the end of the inquiry, Hannah shared her initial concerned about this structure but
found children to be capable of working across two mediums and remain focused even with
movement and activity occurring around them (3-FTI).

Changes to resources and physical spaces
The classroom layout in the design-based experiment phase is depicted in Figure 4.54 (3CM-B) with the changes outlined in red. Mostly, the layout remained consistent across the
ten-week data collection period. Changes that were made included the sand trough being
removed and replaced with the shelf housing the writing implements, which was previously
positioned in front of the teacher’s desk. The police station play experience was also replaced
with a puppet theatre to use during investigations time.

Figure 4.53 - Map of Hannah’s classroom recorded during the design-based
experiment phase (3-CM-B)
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A subtle change to the classroom layout that supported digital text production was shifting
the mobile whiteboard and teacher’s chair from in front of the IWB to either side of the IWB.
As Hannah was observed regularly projecting the iPad on the IWB for demonstrations and to
show children’s texts, the IWB became a central resource in the classroom. Shifting the
furniture to either side of the IWB allowed her teaching to move from primarily print-based
on the mobile whiteboard, to a combination of print-based and digital text production across
the mobile whiteboard and IWB. Use of the IWB was also observed to have spatial
implications, similar to other cases, when Hannah projected the smaller screen of an iPad to
the larger scale of the IWB screen. Projecting the iPad on the IWB provided Hannah with a
larger platform where she could focus learners’ attention to the text features she was
teaching.

The primary shift in material resources was the introduction of iPads and the Puppet Pals app.
The iPads were stored in a container that Hannah brought into the classroom for the text
production session and positioned next to her teacher’s chair. Hannah’s perceptions of
teaching with digital resources changed in the DBE. In her final interview, Hannah reflected
on the challenges she initially identified in sourcing and implementing the technology, and
found that her teaching addressed the challenges (3-FTI). She found that iPads were available
as user friendly devices for her young learners, and the leadership team were willing to
procure the apps required. Despite the significant place digital technology held in Hannah’s
project, children in their interviews only acknowledged the iPads as a resource for text
production when prompted (3-FSI-A; 3-FSI-B). This is contrary to Hannah’s view that
children had changed their perception of text production alongside her own shift (3-FTI).
When prompted, a group of children acknowledged that the iPads allowed them to
communicate information about their mini-beast in more ways than print-based writing (3FSI-B).

Other physical resources were required for children to produce their texts such as plastic
mini-beasts and mini-beast models that children constructed during science lessons (3-TR-B).
The constructed mini-beasts also reflected the children’s scientific knowledge and provided
them with a material resource to use in their documentary.
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Analysis of movement maps indicated changes to children’s use of the classroom space for
digital text production. Figure 4.55 presents an example of one movement map recorded
using video observation from an episode where children engaged in play and discovery with
Puppet Pals (3-RVO-H). The episode extended for the duration of the children’s play time
(approximately 22 minutes). The map includes the movement of Hannah and four key
children, Rani (pink), Zach (green), Jack (blue) and Lucy (yellow). The position of a small
group of four children is also presented in the map to show the change in children’s chosen
workspaces. Hannah’s verbal and embodied interactions with children are indicated with red
circles.

Figure 4.55 – Movement map recorded using observation data from a text production
episode (3-RVO-H) (Duration = 22.02mins)
Analysis of this movement map reveals three children moved from the group time area to
their workspace and mostly remained there for the duration of the play time. Observation data
showed Zach (green) moving from his workspace to ask his peer on the other side of the table
a question and to show Hannah the text he produced. During this episode, the iPads were the
only resources required for learners’ text production. Writing implements and environmental
print were not required for the task, hence children did not require movement around the
classroom for resources.
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Two pairs of children decided to play together and chose to play on the floor so they had
room to collaborate. Across the design-based experiment phase children were observed using
spaces other than tables to produce their texts, such as the floor and the reading area. This
was a shift from all children positioning themselves at tables in the audit phase. Hannah
indicated that she had not directed children to use these spaces, rather they found their space
based on the way they wanted to work with digital resources and peers (3-FTI).
Hannah’s (red) trajectory shows a consistent role between the classroom audit and the designbased experiment phase. She continued to move around the classroom space, interacting with
learners as required.

At times, text production experiences broke the boundaries of the classroom space and were
spatialised within the wider school environment. Field notes from one episode (3-FN-H)
documented an experience where Hannah took the children outside with their iPads to take
photographs of mini-beast habitats to use as backdrops for their documentaries. Hannah made
this decision as she wanted children to use natural and built environments that children would
typically see in documentaries, rather than relying on artificial environments produced in the
classroom (3-IC-C). During this experience children were observed moving around the
outdoor environment, positioning their bodies around natural and built structures and angling
the iPad camera to capture their photographs. One group of children discussed the images
taken outside as an important resource for their texts (3-FSI-A). Transferring these material
environments to digital artefact was made possible for the children by moving to the outdoor
environment. This ability to build in authentic habitats as backgrounds took the text
production experience beyond the boundaries and limitations of the classroom.
Modifications to Hannah’s pedagogies and practices
Hannah was required to make pedagogical decisions in response to the introduction of the
iPads. In this section, illustration of Hannah’s approach to introducing the iPads is provided
as well as an experience where children examined an exemplar David Attenborough
documentary.

To introduce iPads and the Puppet Pals app as a new text production resource, Hannah
designed and implemented opportunities for whole-group, teacher-led demonstrations, as
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well as child-led play across the first two weeks of the DBE. The following observation from
a researcher-recorded video (3-RVO-H) captured the first encounter between the children,
Hannah and the Puppet Pals app.

The children sat in front of the IWB where Hannah had mirrored the iPad screen. She asked
the children if they had used Puppet Pals and children said they had. Hannah opened the
Puppet Pals app and discussed the images and links. She referred to the preloaded
characters that the children could use and talked about the ‘add actor’ link for children to
insert their own photos. She suggests they explore the ‘add actor’ feature when they use the
app. She navigated to the onscreen stage and demonstrated the movement of characters,
options for changing their size and position, and how to record their texts. As the
demonstration occurred, individual children made comments such as, “that’s so fun,” and
“wow!”
This observation shows Hannah’s understanding of her learners’ need for demonstration of
the Puppet Pals app. Her acknowledgement of children’s prior use of Puppet Pals allowed her
to quickly assess children’s prior knowledge and connected their home and school practices.
She later explained that these insights informed her decisions about children’s pairings by
grouping children with experience with children who were new to the app (3-FTI). Hannah
supported her learners to interpret the large amount of onscreen stimulus by discussing the
images and text, and demonstrating the navigation of the app. The techniques demonstrated
on the onscreen stage illustrated the processes for mediation that children required and in
particular, the spatial understanding required such as positioning, foregrounding and moving
characters.

Following this segment of observation, children were sent to play with the app and apply the
skills and techniques that had been demonstrated (3-RVO-H). This decision to bring play and
discovery into her pedagogical approaches bridged her expertise in designing play-based
learning experiences with digital text production. Many groups of children responded to this
opportunity by producing stories emergently on screen as they discovered new semiotic
resources to use. During this time, Hannah moved around the classroom observing children’s
practices and prompting when needed.
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In the following weeks, children began to write scripts and constructed draft documentary
texts. Hannah shared an observation of children’s oral language use and found they were
using narrative style language rather than informative language (3-IC-B). She responded by
providing an opportunity for children to examine the informative language and semiotic
resources used in a David Attenborough documentary (Attenborough, 2009). The following
observation taken from a researcher-recorded video (3-RVO-R) illustrates Hannah’s practice
in examining the exemplar text with her learners.
Before playing the exemplar video on the IWB, Hannah talked about the title, ‘Red Back
Spider: Life in the Undergrowth.’ She asked the children about the meaning and why David
Attenborough chose the title. Some children discussed what ‘undergrowth’ might mean. After
playing the video, Hannah asked how David Attenborough shared the information. A child
suggested that he uses scientific words. Another child suggested that he talks seriously.
Hannah asked if he was putting on character voices for the spiders and children said, “no”.
Another child suggested that he was on the screen talking behind the spider and Hannah
suggested the technique might be an option for their texts. Another child suggested that
David Attenborough used a lot of details. Hannah suggested that David Attenborough
conducted research so that he knew the information he was presenting. A child suggested that
it was like he was reading an information book. Hannah responded by saying that if they look
in David Attenborough’s office, there would be written down facts. Hannah explained that he
was not repeating the same words over and over again, “he wasn’t just saying – red back
spiders have…red back spiders have…”. She asked if he would have practised his speaking
before recording. Children said, “yes”. Hannah reminded children that they have been
practising before recording as well.
In this observation, Hannah focused on children’s understanding of text mediation as they
examined the features in the exemplar text. Mostly, Hannah focused on the language used in
the text in response to her assessment of the language used in children’s drafts. In particular,
she discussed the oral structures and techniques used by the presenter including scientific
vocabulary and tone of voice in connection with the meaning that was conveyed. At one
point, there was a conversation about the foregrounding of subjects in front of the presenter,
drawing children’s attention to the spatial features of texts. Finally, Hannah drew children’s
attention to the author’s processes for researching and building his content knowledge. This
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process of preparing content for the documentary was similar to children’s processes across
science and text production sessions.
Illustration of children’s production of their documentary texts
In the final section for this case, the text production process of one child as he recorded his
final text will be examined, followed by an analysis of the transcript from his final
documentary text. This analysis will show the influence of Hannah’s pedagogies and
practices explored in the previous section.

In the final week of the design-based experiment phase, children were observed using their
photographs from the outdoor environments and constructed mini-beast models to produce
their final documentary texts. The following observation from a researcher-recorded video
(3-RVO-W) focuses on the process one child, Jack used to produce his final text about
redback spiders. Jack’s text was chosen as he demonstrated his connections to the David
Attenborough documentary.

Jack began his final text by taking a photo of his model redback spider with assistance from
his peer, Eva. She held the model while Jack positioned the iPad camera to capture the photo
from an optimal angle. He traced around the figure in order to remove the surrounding
background so that it could be uploaded to the app. Jack and Eva then selected elements
from the prop and backdrop menus, discussing their choices as they worked. When they
moved to the on-screen stage and realised that they had the wrong props and backdrops, they
move between the menus and on-screen stage until they decided all elements were correct.
Jack took control of the iPad and changed the size and position of the props. He pressed
record and began talking as he moved the props around the screen with his finger. He
changed the background, and position and size of the props as he talked. When he finished
talking, he stopped the recording. After saving his text, Jack and Eva watched the
documentary together.
Revealed in this observation is Jack’s use of resources external to the iPad for his text. He
imported images for the backdrop and characters transforming them from physical to virtual
form. Jack demonstrated confidence in using the Puppet Pals app as he uploaded his
photographs and organised text elements on screen. He then carefully planned and reviewed
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his text before he pressed the record button. As Jack recorded his text, he connected with his
learning from examining the David Attenborough documentary by using informative
language, meeting Hannah’s intention for the text deconstruction experience. He
foregrounded characters as he talked about them and moved them around the screen to
interact with the backdrop. His use of size and movement in these ways reflected Hannah’s
teaching about the use of space on screen.
The transcript in Table 4.13 presents a segment of Jack’s final text (3-WS-Q). This segment
was chosen to illustrate the range of semiotic resources that Jack utilised for his text. Detailed
in the table is a screen shot from each scene and corresponding duration of time, verbal script
and a description of the movement that occurred on screen.
Table 4.13. Transcript of Jack’s final documentary text about redback spiders (3-WS-Q).
Screenshot

Time

Verbal script

Movement

1.211.29

[It lives] In these
wood bits. Maybe in
there or up there.

Reduces the size
of the redback
spider and places
it on the crack,
then enlarges it
and places it at
the top of the
screen.

1.291.42

And they have eggs,
like right there. He
goes somewhere
close.

Reduces the size
of the redback
spider and places
it over the eggs
under the log
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1.422.23

Anyway, if we go
back to its other home.
There are lots and lots
of redback spiders. It’s
like a black widow
with a red line down
its back.

Moves the spider
around the bottom
of the bin in the
background
image.

2.232.46

Alright, if we go back
into this area. This is a
place where it might
live. It’s incredible
how they can exist and
not hurt people.

Jack’s head is
continually
enlarged and
reduced as he
talks.

The semiotic resources Jack used to produce his final text conveyed particular meanings for
the reader. He demonstrated an understanding of how his actions on the screen would be
interpreted when consumed. His movement of the characters around the screen showed their
position and reference to parts of the background image. Resizing and foregrounding
prominent characters provided emphasis to where he wanted the reader to look. Resizing also
allowed the characters to interact with the background. For example, in the scene where Jack
discussed the log as a habitat, he reduced the size of the spider so that it looked as if it were
inside the crack in the timber. This gave the reader a sense of the characters’ physical size
and its movements within its habitat. Changing the backdrops from scene-to-scene
transitioned the reader to several environments. In his text, Jack employed a deep, clear voice
as he communicated facts about the redback spider with the effect of conveying a sense of
authority on the subject. His use of technical language including ‘predator’ and ‘habitat’
further conveyed his authority on the subject. Jack included an image of his own face as a
character in the documentary. When asked about this choice, he explained that sometimes
David Attenborough talks on screen in his documentary (3-IC-D). This approach was directly
encouraged by Hannah in her discussion about the exemplar text.
Hannah’s decision to introduce digital text production practices in this case provided
affordances for children in terms of the semiotic resources that could be used to express their
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scientific knowledge. In her final interview, she acknowledged her shifting view about digital
technology for text production experiences and discussed the benefits of the project on her
learners (3-FTI). She explained that children had developed their communication skills on
and off screen, particularly as they collaborated and shared their knowledge with peers (3FTI).

Chapter conclusion
Findings were reported in this chapter using an analysis of a large corpus of data consisting
of observations, teachers’ and children’s semi-structured interviews, teacher reflections,
classroom maps and children’s work samples across the five classroom cases. These data
were triangulated to present a thick description of text production practices for each case
individually, using (im)materiality theory as a lens, allowing both practices and perceptions
of participants to be examined. Each case has explored the shifting pedagogies observed as
five teachers designed and implemented design-based experiments that involved the use of
digital technology within text production practices. Evident in all cases was a shift in
thinking, and the ways these teachers understood, planned and taught digital text production.
These findings will be used for the discussion in the next chapter by synthesising the cases to
address the research questions.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Chapter introduction
The previous chapters detailed an inquiry into digital text production practices in early years
classrooms. Classroom-based ethnography was used across five classroom cases to conduct
an audit of existing practices, which then informed the development, implementation and
examination of design-based experiments. The findings reported in the previous chapter will
inform the discussion chapter as I respond to the following research questions:

1. Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in early years
classrooms?
2. What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text
production experiences?
3. How do human and non-human actors interact during text production
experiences?

Presented in the discussion of the first research question is an examination of the tensions that
teachers experienced between traditional and contemporary classroom pedagogy.
Additionally, an argument for redefining writing and text production will be presented for the
first research question. Presented in the discussion for the second research question are the
decisions teachers made about resources, environments and pedagogies. Finally, in the
discussion of the third research question, interactions between human and non-human actors
in the inquiry are conceptualised, and then the influence of actors on digital text production
practices are examined. As part of the response to the third research question, a model of
digital text production is proposed. After discussing each research question, implications of
this inquiry for methodology, theory, practice and policy will be identified, and then the
thesis will be concluded.

Research question: Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production
in early years classrooms?
Research question 1 sought to understand the spaces and opportunities for digital text
production in contemporary early years classrooms, with a particular focus on the
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experiences that teachers facilitated. In responding to research question 1, the tensions that
arose for teachers when planning and implementing digital text production opportunities will
be explored along with the ways teachers addressed these tensions. Then the complexity of
text production opportunities is revealed through the examination of diverse forms of text,
prompting a redefinition of writing and text production. Furthermore, consideration is given
to the digital literacies required for children to engage in these new forms. Reference is made
to text forms other than digital texts such as print-based writing and visual texts in order to
position digital text production in the broader context of contemporary classroom literacy.
The discussion for research question 1 uncovers the ideological and curriculum spaces that
are opened up for digital text production as a core literacy alongside other forms of literacy.

Tensions for teachers
Findings from the inquiry highlighted the tensions that exist for teachers when planning for
and implementing digital text production experiences. Evidence revealed that while the
material and immaterial are put forward in literature as being complementary in nature
(Burnett et al., 2014), when applied to teacher pedagogies, they can be at odds. For example,
Anna shared her knowledge and value for multimedia productions, yet materialised in her
practice was the dominance of print-based practices across page and screen. Perhaps this
disconnect was due to resource availability or perhaps from other pressures that were driving
her practice. Across other cases these tensions were due to curriculum, system and school
demands, evolving school culture, and teachers’ own beliefs about the teaching of text
production. These same tensions have been reported by Burnett and Merchant (2018),
Daniels et al. (2020), and Dowdall (2020), while adding the contributions of accountability
measures, high-stakes testing, and ‘back-to-basics’ reforms to these tensions. While not
directly reported by teachers, the influence of these three factors is evident in examination of
curriculum, system and some school priorities, for example, performance indicators in the
ACT Education Directorate Strategic Plan focused on achieving NAPLAN scores (ACT
Government, 2018).

The inquiry revealed that sometimes tensions were formed from misalignments between the
curriculum and contemporary literacy needs of children. Teachers referred to the Australian
Curriculum: English as their primary curriculum document for teaching text production
(ACARA, 2018), a document that provides opportunity for digital text production, but
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heavily privileges print-based writing. While there is mention of digital skills throughout,
these references are sparse, particularly in the early years. Teachers in this inquiry reported
using the AC:E, alongside children’s assessment to guide their planning of text production,
suggesting that the AC:E influenced the spaces for digital text production in their classrooms,
and their initial focus on print-based writing. Merchant (2008) supports this finding by
claiming the privileging of print-based writing in early years curriculum contributes to the
misconception that children need to learn skills in print writing before moving on to digital
text production, which then in turn influences teachers’ practice.
Teachers’ interviews and written reflections indicated that tensions emerged from teachers’
own perceptions about the teaching of text production, as they moved to understand both
complementary and sometimes competing traditional and new pedagogies. Teachers clearly
indicated their value of text production in its many forms for children’s expression and
meaning making. They particularly expressed value in digital text production but also
reported being challenged by how to teach the modal affordances of digital technologies.
These findings are supported by Daniels and colleagues (2020) who also found that teachers
viewed digital technology as integral to children’s text production practices, and like the
teachers in this inquiry, teachers were still developing their knowledge, beliefs and
pedagogies for implementing digital production practices. Furthermore, some teachers in the
current inquiry acknowledged their value in the extensive digital experiences that children
brought with them from home and expressed a desire to incorporate them into classroom text
production. Other teachers shared their concerns about the digital divide and the limited
home digital experiences of their students. Either way, these two views justify children’s
early engagement in digital text production.

While studies of pedagogy and classroom practice have reported misalignments between the
handing down of print-centric priorities from school leadership and classroom digital
experiences (for example, Burnett & Merchant, 2018; Daniels et al., 2020; Lynch & Redpath,
2014), some cases in the current inquiry revealed a different finding. Literacy priorities in
some schools enabled teachers to work flexibly and specific actions for working digitally
were handed down from school leaders. However, what was observed in cases at these
schools was still heavily focused on print-based texts, suggesting that sometimes the tension
arises from teachers’ own internal conflicts. An example was seen in Taryn’s case, where the
school priority for literacy explicitly stated, “students to competently select and apply
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literacies for authentic purposes”, with a specific action related to iPads. However, the
practices observed in Taryn’s classroom were still primarily print-based. In her initial
interview, Taryn shared that as a beginning teacher, she was influenced by the other teachers
in her team who had planned the unit of work focused on print-based narrative writing. This
finding suggests that traditional classroom pedagogies dominant in schools can influence the
inclusion of digital text production practices. A further example of tensions stemming from
teachers’ own beliefs about traditional pedagogy was reported from Anna’s interview. She
specifically reported experiencing tension between her value in digital text production, and
her belief that children should have daily paper and pencil writing practice, and she had
difficulty conceiving how they could coexist. It appears that some school practices are firmly
ingrained in the ways teachers work. Findings from this inquiry show teachers wanted to
make shifts in practice but were sometimes challenged by how they could extend beyond
their existing identity.

The tensions discussed resulted in teachers experimenting with the spaces, resources and
pedagogical approaches for digital text production within their broader teaching of writing
during, and at times this experimentation occurred prior to the design-based experiments. For
example, teachers experimented with the place of digital text production in their timetable
and developed structures to enable children’s experiences in both paper-based and digital text
production across the week. Dowdall (2020) supports this finding by asserting that teachers
experiment with innovative ways to incorporate digital text production with existing
curriculum demands. Experimenting with pedagogical spaces for text production in the
current inquiry resulted in the continual movement between focuses on skills, processes,
semiotic resources and embodiment as teachers negotiated the tensions they experienced.
These findings justify studies such as this one that seek to clarify and stabilise teachers’
understanding of pedagogies for digital text production.
In this inquiry, teachers’ experience of tensions influenced their shift between their existing
practices and the goals and practices developed for their design-based experiments. Teachers’
participation in this inquiry alone gave them permission and support to enable change. For
some teachers, developing and implementing a design-based experiment focused on digital
text production was not a significant shift, as they already applied a broad definition of text
production to their literacy program that included the use of multiple modes. The shifts for
these teachers were often structural or pedagogical. For other teachers, the shift was stark as
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they introduced completely new resources, structures, pedagogies and uses of space as they
shifted from primarily using paper-based texts to screen-based texts. For these teachers,
modifications were often operational as they focused on completely new digital experiences
and teaching children how to use the technology. Often, teachers' confidence and ease in
making shifts in their practices were linked to instructional flexibility (Edwards-Groves,
2012; Husbye & Zander, 2015), as those making minor shifts already incorporated choice,
collaboration and play with text production practices. Viewing multimodality as a continuum
(Kress, 2010) also supports an understanding of the types of shifts teachers made in their
design-based experiment. Some teachers were already incorporating a high level of
multimodality in their teaching of text production, so a more pedagogical shift occurred in
their design-based experiment. Other teachers incorporated lower levels of multimodality into
their teaching of text production, so the shift incorporated significant broadening of teaching
about semiotic resources.

The proceeding discussion for research question 1 seeks to address some of these tensions
that arose for the five teachers. This will be done by considering a new definition of text
production, examining the time and space for digital text production, and determining the
digital literacies and semiotic resources required to engage in these practices.

Redefining writing and text production
Recently, research has called for expanded notions of literacy and text production,
particularly in connection to digital technologies (Brownell, 2021; Kuby et al., 2015; SoutoManning & Yoon, 2018; Zapata et al., 2018). In strengthening this argument, Zapata and
colleagues (2018) argue that rethinking writing and text production is a matter of ethics as we
uncover the range of meaning making experiences children engage with. This inquiry has
contributed to re-defining writing and text production as it found that current text production
opportunities in early years classrooms involve a diverse range of text forms, including
digital forms. Working towards re-defining writing and text production is an important
immaterial ideology that has the potential to influence the ways teachers materialise text
production experiences for children.

The literature and curriculum often present text production as a binary between printalphabetic writing and digital production. For example, Daniels et al. (2020), and Merchant’s
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(2007) work with a print and digital binary, and the Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2018)
also promotes a print-based and digital binary. Conversely, experiences examined in this
inquiry show that text production is diverse and much more complex than a page and screen
binary. The inquiry found that text production does include print-based and digital forms, but
also live and arts-based texts such as drama, talk, play, and visual artefacts. All cases
involved text production using paper and pencil, and digital resources, but then there were
differences between cases in other text forms. Text production in Anna and Ellen’s
classrooms also involved arts-based materials for visual texts. Taryn and Hannah’s cases
involved talk and drama, while text production in Bethany’s case also involved play with
provocations. Kuby et al. (2015), and Lenters and Winters (2013) further support the
identification of this range of text production resources by asserting that text production
involves the intra-action with a range of materials and bodies in digital, paper-based and live
forms. This diversity in text forms reported in this inquiry and the literature then becomes a
new definition of writing and text production in early years classrooms, where children
mediate with a range of digital, paper-based and live resources to convey meaning.
Redefining writing and text production is further explicated as the purposes, affordances and
constraints of resources and forms of texts are discussed.

In the inquiry, each form of text had a purpose, which became clearer in the design-based
experiments as teachers further developed their knowledge of digital resources and
pedagogies. For example, in Ellen’s classroom audit, children used paper and screen-based
resources for similar purposes, to engage in the transcription of print-alphabetic text. In her
design-based experiment, her teaching about the tools in Book Creator meant that the
purposes of paper and screen-based text evolved, with pencil and paper used for drawing and
alphabetic writing, and iPads for more complex multimodal production. Similarly, in Taryn’s
design-based experiment, paper and pencil resources were used for drawing and print writing,
whereas iPads were used to produce animation texts. These findings show that each resource
and each text form enabled a particular kind of text production, further arguing for these
diverse text production experiences for children so they gain capabilities in using each form.

Some of the affordances and constraints of digital technology have been reported in literature
(for example, Kervin & Mantei, 2016; Lynch & Redpath, 2014; Wohlwend, 2015), and
support our understanding of resource uses for text production. Examining the affordances
and constraints of resources and text forms in this inquiry further connects to this
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understanding. For example, in Hannah’s design-based experiment, the use of Puppet Pals on
iPads afforded children the ability to communicate science content through documentary
texts in ways that paper-based writing was unable to afford. Puppet Pals afforded children
assemblages of talk, sound, images, movement and space in order for children to convey
representations of their knowledge. However, digital platforms also had their constraints. For
example, in Anna’s design-based experiment, children found that Google Docs, the digital
resource chosen by Anna, was not the most effective way to produce their visual texts. In this
instance, children advocated for the use of arts-based materials to overcome their perceived
constraints of Google Docs. These findings suggest that digital technologies have particular
affordances for particular purposes, but also have their position in the broader forms of text
production.

Teachers facilitating opportunities to use multimodal digital tools moved children far beyond
the imitation of print-based writing on screen to the production of complex multimodal
ensembles (Kress, 2010). This finding is supported by both Hashemi and Cederlund (2017)
and Lynch and Redpath (2014) who found that digital technology could either reinforce
traditional literacies or promote new literacies, depending on the teachers’ focus, values and
knowledge. Children in the current inquiry engaged with the use of sound, often using voice
recording to record sound effects, image through photographs, videos and onscreen drawings,
movement through the mediation and spatialisation of elements on the screen, and linguistic
modes through recorded spoken texts and the use of typing. Digital resources allowed
children to create digital books, visual texts and animations. The affordances of digital
technology on multimodal expression have been well-documented (For example, Bezemer &
Kress, 2008; Hashemi, 2017; Jewitt, 2005; Kress, 2010) and support the inclusion of semiotic
resources in the discussion of digital forms of text production.

A further shift for teachers in this study was moving beyond technology as a publishing tool
by finding space for digital technology at all stages of the text production process. This shift
was particularly exemplified by Anna who planned her design-based experiment to flip
children’s technology use to the idea generation and planning stages at the beginning of the
process. Contrastingly, Ellen embedded technology across the text production process in her
design-based experiment as children drafted, revised and published their texts about their
sculptures digitally. These processes were in line with Edwards-Groves’ (2011) multimodal
writing process of designing, producing and sharing.
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The processes and semiotic resources afforded by digital technology examined in this inquiry
further support the need to reconsider definitions of writing and text production. As we learn
more about what it means to produce digitally, we begin to position digital text production at
the forefront of literacy practice, alongside other forms of texts.

Time and space for digital text production
Literature argues for time spent on both traditional print-based and new digital forms of text
production (Burnett & Merchant, 2018; Dowdall, 2020; Lenters & Winters, 2013; Walsh,
2010), and further argued in this thesis is text production opportunities across modes and
media to meet teachers’ purposes for literacy teaching. Teachers in this inquiry designed
opportunities for digital text production within their weekly timetable. For some teachers,
these opportunities included integrating digital technology with other resources, either
through learner choice or through a rotating schedule. For example, in Anna’s case, children
accessed the Chromebooks and their writing books as required depending on their stage in
the text production process. In contrast, Bethany and Ellen had a planned schedule for which
children used the iPads each day.

Some teachers also planned for digital text production experiences or teaching on particular
days of the week. This was the case for Bethany who implemented her digital interactive
writing approach in two text production sessions per week, and print-based interactive
writing on the other three to maintain a focus on both written and digital modes. For other
teachers, text production had a place within the wider text production project. For example, in
Taryn’s design-based experiment, digital technology was used at the beginning of the
narrative project when learning to use Puppet Pals, and then at the end to produce the digital
animations. Teachers made these decisions about when children would engage with digital
text production (or when digital text production was materialised in the classroom) based on
their learners’ needs and their beliefs about the position of digital text production within the
broader range of text production experiences (the immaterial elements that guide their
practices).

Teachers opened up pedagogical spaces for text production. In most cases in this inquiry,
children produced their texts over a series of episodes, expanding on them as they learnt how
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to use new tools. In doing so, they learnt skills in using processes of complex and intentional
actions. Processes facilitated by teachers and observed in children’s practice reflected the
non-linear and reciprocal processes put forward in literature (Edwards-Groves, 2011; Husbye
& Zander, 2015; Winters & Vratulis, 2012). As part of these processes, teachers often
influenced the content of texts, and provided space and time in the timetable to gain subject
knowledge drawing on a range of stimulus and mediums. From there, children began using
available resources and made decisions about the elements to include in their texts and how
each element would be captured. This was a backwards and forwards process of capturing,
reviewing, inserting, and at times deleting and recapturing elements until the text reflected
the child’s intent. In some instances, children published their digital texts, then re-edited and
published their texts again as digital technology afforded them that ability.

Teachers also acknowledged curriculum spaces for digital text production. A combined
analysis of the Australian Curriculum: English, Technologies and the General Capabilities
shows that while sparse, possibilities exist for the development of digital literacy skills and
communication (ACARA, 2018). When planning their design-based experiments, teachers
began to see these possibilities, and beyond that, began to see where other content areas could
be connected. For example, Ellen saw digital text production as a way for children to
document their learning from the geography curriculum and Hannah connected children’s
digital text production to the science curriculum. Each teacher realised that learning could be
documented in multiple ways across multiple media, including digital technology.

Teaching about digital literacies and semiotic resources
This inquiry demonstrated that when engaging in digital text production, pedagogies that
combine traditional and new literacy capabilities were required. Data analysis revealed that
teachers focused on teaching for a range of capabilities in using digital literacies, semiotic
resources, embodiment, and use of non-linear and recursive processes. These capabilities
contribute to our understanding of fundamental literacies involved in digital text production
and can be considered the new ‘basics’ of literacy education. Dyson (2008) and Walsh (2010)
support this argument by claiming that we need to be clear about the new ‘basics’ of reading
and writing with digital and multimodal texts. Digital text production can and should be
included as a new basic at all levels of schooling, right from the early years, in ways that
explore multimodality across media.
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While the use of semiotic resources is not necessarily a new literacy, it is continually
transformed as technology becomes more advanced. During the inquiry, teachers taught skills
in multimodality through the layering and building of text elements (Dezuanni, 2017). Across
cases, children were taught to capture still and moving images by positioning the camera to
capture subjects from optimal angles and vantage points. They were taught to capture and
record audio through talk and verbal sound effects. They were also taught to design the
layout, layer elements and to consider the sequencing of pages and frames on screen. For
example, the influence of Taryn’s teaching about semiotic resources and production were
evident in Lachlan and Ciara’s text production process for their digital animation. They
planned for, produced and arranged each image on the screen. They sequenced the story
verbally through talk, and visually through the movement of characters on the screen, and
continually consulted their script to ensure each part of their animation was as they planned.
These practices were influenced by the series of experiences implemented by Taryn leading
up to their final production, and their interaction with her in the session before. Bezemer and
Kress (2008) argue that digital design is a skill that has moved to the foreground of
contemporary writing practice and Taryn’s teaching about digital design is at play here.

At times, children produced components of their texts in unplanned and emergent ways using
a range of semiotic resources until they reached their desired meaning (Burnett & Merchant,
2018; Kuby et al., 2017; Leander & Boldt, 2013). Emergent production was seen at the
beginning of Hannah’s design-based experiment where children played and experimented
with each of the multimodal elements in Puppet Pals, producing short assemblages of
meaning. Hannah’s decision to implement play opportunities enabled this emergent
production.
In studies of children’s text production processes (Edwards-Groves, 2011; Kervin & Mantei,
2016; Lipscombe et al., 2015), digital resource selection was part of the process. In this
inquiry, all teachers pre-selected digital platforms for children as part of their planning, and
then children selected the semiotic resources within those platforms. The studies mentioned
above examined the processes of older children. Alongside the current inquiry, this might
suggest that resource selection becomes a more prominent part of the process as children
become more familiar with teacher-initiated digital experiences.
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Transcription skills, that is the encoding of alphabetic print, were still highly valued and
embedded by teachers alongside digital text production opportunities. When working
digitally, children were still provided with opportunities to develop in spelling, grammar and
use of punctuation, however, these skills were applied to the use of a keyboard (either
physical or onscreen) for typing rather than pencil and paper. For example, Bethany and
Ellen initially provided teacher-led demonstrations in their design-based experiment focused
on the use of the on-screen keyboard in the Book Creator app to write words and sentences.
Use of typing was also observed to some extent in Anna’s case, however, for older children,
their prior experiences and confidence with typing meant that teaching about the keyboard
was not required. Furthermore, when children used digital resources independently, teachers
were observed providing feedback and prompting on their spelling, punctuation and
grammar. These findings are supported by Burnett and Merchant (2018) who acknowledge
that children need to learn both alphabetic and digital literacies in order to function in
contemporary society. To support this finding further, Jewitt (2005) acknowledges that
writing is still a mode of digital and multimodal texts and can remain dominant in a text to
meet the purpose of the communication. It is important to acknowledge though that for some
texts, print-alphabetic writing was not used at all, as was the case in the final digital texts
produced in Taryn and Hannah’s design-based experiments.
The inquiry found that the use of digital literacy had clear links to children’s developing
understanding of embodiment as an (im)material element in text production experiences.
Text embodiment was seen in children’s engagement with resources and texts as they made
decisions about elements to include. Embodiment was also seen in teachers’ attempts to teach
children about the use and interpretation of semiotic resources, for example, in Anna’s
design-based experiment when she provided whole group teacher-led episodes to discuss the
meaning conveyed through digital images, such as colour, shape and objects. While previous
evidence indicates that children have an awareness of multimodality in relation to their
audience and purpose (Edwards-Groves, 2011), analysis of children’s text production
processes and final texts in this inquiry found that children’s use of semiotic resources often
reflected the tools and layouts shared in teachers’ demonstrations and exemplary texts shared.
Further, children’s talk during their text production indicated that elements such as colours
were chosen as they were the child’s favourites rather than in consideration of reader
interpretation. This could be a reflection on the children’s early development in digital
literacies and embodiment.
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Research question 2: What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating
digital text production experiences?

The discussion for research question 1 established the spaces and opportunities for digital text
production in the five early years classrooms. Research question 2 then, sought to uncover
what teachers do in those spaces, and will be addressed through a discussion of teacher
pedagogical decisions. The inquiry revealed that pedagogical decisions reached far beyond
the top-down view of teachers as transmitters of knowledge (Baroutsis, 2020), to include
complex decisions about how children would learn to produce texts through a range of
ideological positions that respond to the needs of learners. The findings revealed that
teachers’ decisions were materialised within their interactions - interactions with resources,
interactions with spaces and pedagogical interactions with learners. The entanglement of
these interactions, or intra-actions, reveals the complexity of teachers’ work, and how their
decisions can enable or constrain digital text production.

Teachers’ decisions about material and immaterial resources for digital text production
resources
In the inquiry, teachers’ decisions about material digital resources (i.e., devices, software,
apps and platforms) to include or exclude either empowered, or opened up text production; or
disempowered, or constrained text production. Also, consideration of the immaterial
resources, or inner resources such as ideas, thought processes and knowledge was found to be
important. The material, or the “stuff” of classrooms (Burnett et al., 2014), and the
immaterial will be used to examine teachers’ decisions about digital text production
resources.
Multiple factors influenced teachers’ decisions about material digital resources. The
availability of digital resources was seen to influence teachers’ decision making. For
example, different schools had access to different types of digital resources and in different
amounts based on school priorities and cost. These access decisions were emphasised in
Bethany and Anna’s cases, both at Marsden School. At this school, classes from Preschool to
Year 1 had access to iPads, whereas classes from Year 2 and above had access to
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Chromebooks. Anna saw this as a challenge as she reported that children in Year 2 had
difficulty in operating the technology and she saw iPads as a device for children to produce
more complex multimodal texts. In other schools, teachers had access to either Chromebooks
or iPads, and made decisions based on the most appropriate resource for their learners and the
tasks they planned. For these three teachers, they decided that iPads would be the most userfriendly resource and offer the most affordances for the use of multimodality. The decision to
use iPads is aligned to Neumann’s (2015) finding showing adult perceptions of similar
affordances for touch screen tablets for young children.
Teachers’ own knowledge of digital resources was an immaterial resource that influenced
their decision making. Some of the teachers reported not knowing which digital resources
were available for their teaching, and which would support text production. When planning
for their design-based experiments, teachers used suggestions from other teachers in the
inquiry or professional readings suggested by the researcher to build their knowledge. Digital
knowledge also influenced the tools teachers chose to teach children to use within the app or
software. For example, Anna indicated that the tools she introduced to children were based
on her developing knowledge of the Google Docs platform, and there was more functionality
to utilise. Ellen also introduced tools in Book Creator based on her knowledge of the app’s
functionality and added tools to her teaching as she learnt about them alongside her learners.
Teachers’ decisions about digital resources were influenced by their pedagogical intent and
the purpose of the text production task. For example, as the intent for Hannah’s design-based
experiment was for children to produce documentary texts, and Taryn’s was for children to
produce digital animations, they found Puppet Pals to be the most suitable platform. Whereas
Bethany and Ellen wanted children to have open-ended use of semiotic resources, including
written text, in an eBook text so they found Book Creator to be a more suitable app for their
experiences. As the purpose for learning was digital text production, resources required
affordances beyond the discrete skills found to be associated with many apps on the market
(Lynch & Redpath, 2014; Oakley et al., 2020; Quinn & Bliss, 2021). Instead, teachers
focused on multimodal communication, meaning the apps they chose required open-ended
semiotic resources. Rowsell and Wohlwend’s (2016) criteria for digital resource selection
supports this finding by arguing that apps need to be multimodal and open-ended for
children’s digital production to allow for personalised compositions and freedom of their
expression.
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Established earlier was teachers’ need to incorporate a diverse range of text forms in their
teaching of text production (Jewitt, 2005; Kuby at al., 2015; Lenters & Winters, 2013). This
inquiry contributes further to an understanding of the resources required to produce diverse
text forms by highlighting teachers’ decisions about the coexistence of digital and paperbased resources, as well as other materials such as arts-based materials and texts subjects. For
example, in Ellen’s classroom, children were observed engaging with either pencils and
writing books, digital devices or arts-based materials depending on their stage in the writing
process. Further, observed in the classroom environments was the prominence of print-based
writing resources, for example, writing implements, writing books and paper, and
environmental print in classroom environments. While prominence of print resources could
be expected in early years classrooms, in repositioning digital text production, the work of
these teachers in bringing digital resources to the forefront alongside print-based resources
was also important. For example, in Taryn’s design-based experiment, the iPads were located
in a container on a shelf next to the pencils and writing books. As children moved to their
chosen learning spaces, they would move to the shelf and select the appropriate resource
(either paper-based or digital) depending on their task. Taryn had established this routine
with children early in their story group work meaning over time it became an unspoken rule
or immaterial part of the classroom functioning. The integration of paper and digital
resources became an everyday part of classroom text production experiences.

Learning spaces included the coexistence of traditional and new resources and layouts.
However, in comparing the position of print and digital resources, digital resources were
often temporarily in classrooms and had to be booked in for specific lessons. In contrast, print
resources had a permanent position in classrooms that was known to children. Movement
maps revealed that children freely accessed print-based resources, whereas digital resources
had to be brought into the classroom specifically for digital text production. The only
exception to this was Taryn’s case, where a basket of iPads was always positioned on a shelf
in the classroom. Factors of cost often determined these resourcing decisions. In some cases,
the need to book time with digital resources was also partly due to their mobility, which was
shown to have affordances for children’s interactions and choice of learning space. Argued
then, is that digital resources should be available for children to access whenever their
purpose for text production requires them. This reflects the production of space beyond
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traditional classroom design to the development of spaces that are optimal for digital text
production (Burnett, 2014; Mills & Comber, 2015).
Teachers’ digital resourcing decisions influenced children’s text production processes and the
texts they produced. For example, in Hannah and Taryn’s cases, the use of Puppet Pals
dictated the elements they could use to produce their texts. Children could upload their
images, move characters on the screen and record their voices. However, there were other
elements that were opened up to children using Book Creator in Bethany and Ellen’s cases
such as alphabetic text and on-screen drawing. Examining the final digital texts produced in
these classrooms showed the text produced using Puppet Pals were in a multimedia form,
whereas texts produced using Book Creator were produced as an e-book with multiple
elements spaced out on each page. These findings are supported by Burnett (2015) who found
that the existence of different digital resources influence the ways children design and engage
with texts. Acknowledged further is that while the resource influences text production, the
user’s ability to access the affordances of the technology also influences the types of texts
produced. User ability enters this discussion as an immaterial force that determines how the
resource is used.
Teachers’ decisions about digital text production spaces
In this inquiry, material spaces, both within and outside the four walls of the classroom, were
orchestrated by teachers as multimodal ensembles in ways that enabled or constrained digital
text production. The spatialisation proposition within (im)materiality theory offers a lens to
examine and discuss teachers’ decisions about the design and use of space. As will be seen
from this part of the discussion, spatialisation and materiality are entangled in the connection
between space and the existence and position of resources.

In this inquiry, teachers designed spaces to suit their intentions, understandings and values
about children’s digital text production and learning. Of course, spaces were set up for a
variety of learning experiences across multiple curriculum areas, however examination of the
components that contributed to text production provide insight into how the spaces were
designed and used. An example of the intentional use of space was the location of group time
areas in front of IWBs for teacher-led episodes, enabling all children to see the screen.
Interestingly, Anna’s classroom was designed with two group time spaces. One in front of a
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mobile whiteboard for alphabetic writing experiences, and one in front of the IWB for digital
experiences. All other spaces integrated the teaching of print and digital forms of text in the
one group time area. Teachers also made decisions about where their guided teaching and
one-on-one conferences would take place. Some teachers moved to children’s chosen
learning spaces, while some teachers designated a space for guided teaching. An example is
seen in Ellen’s case where she moved to children’s learning spaces for one-on-one
conferences, and then gathered children at a designated a table for guided teaching. Each of
these decisions reveal the perspectives of the teachers. From these examples, decisions reveal
whether they view digital text production as an integrated or separate literacy, and the
optimal location to implement teaching strategies. These findings are supported by Leander
and Sheehey (2004), and Mills and Comber (2015) who claim that classrooms are socially
produced by teachers in ways that reflect their teaching intentions, perspectives and needs of
their learners. The decisions these teachers made also reveal their instructional flexibility
(Edwards-Groves, 2012; Hasbye & Zander, 2015) and their ability to adapt their structures
and approaches to the different content taught and resources used.

Baroutsis (2020) argues that the design of classroom spaces, including the position of
furniture has the ability to open up or constrain practices. The learning spaces in the five
cases were flexible in design and use compared to traditional depictions of classrooms, where
all children sit at desks assigned by the teacher. Often in these traditionally spatialised
classrooms, the majority of a child’s independent learning occurs from their assigned
location. In contrast, none of the five classrooms in the current inquiry had set seating for
children. Instead, movement maps revealed that children used different spaces in the
classroom for particular purposes. For example, in Taryn’s space, children chose spaces
based on the resources required, such as the narrative space, or around different types of
furniture in circular formations when working in story groups. The types and layout of
furniture in these classrooms were utilised for interaction and children’s choice of learning
space. From these findings, the rules of space can be viewed immaterially by considering the
invisible expectations at play. The provision of choice and which choices are considered
appropriate were invisible expectations in these classrooms.

Teachers also chose spaces beyond the four walls of the classroom for digital text production.
Ellen used the courtyard space for text production experiences as she perceived children to
engage more in this space. Hannah utilised the outdoor space for children to capture their
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images on iPads to upload as backdrops for their documentaries. She viewed the outdoor
space as providing authentic settings for children’s texts as opposed to artificial spaces in the
classroom. Anna chose to use the school computer lab for text production once per week, and
while to begin with, text production experiences looked different to the classroom, over time
experiences merged as portable devices were introduced to the space. When analysing
movement in the two spaces, movement in the computer lab looked different to the classroom
due to the layout. In the computer lab, Anna moved along the rows of desktop computers in a
sequential motion, whereas in the classroom, Anna either moved to children who required
assistance or gathered guided groups on the floor. Wargo (2018) argues for the potential of
text production experiences outside the classroom, explaining that they provide children with
opportunity for embodiment and action with digital resources. Burnett (2014) takes this
concept further by asserting that contemporary literacy practice moves beyond the notion of
‘classroom-ness’ as a single space, to multiple spaces being used in different ways. When
teachers utilise different spaces for literacy learning as examined in the inquiry findings, they
bridge the classroom to external contexts.

Teachers’ decisions about digital text production pedagogies and practices
When implementing digital text production practices, teachers in this inquiry used a
combination of traditional and new approaches that occurred through interaction with
learners, spaces and resources. From an (im)materiality perspective, pedagogy begins with
the immateriality of teachers’ beliefs, values, intentions and knowledge, which then inform
the material practices and strategies they design and implement. Leander and Boldt (2013)
take this definition further by explaining pedagogy as when, “the curriculum and the
teacher’s pedagogical stance enter into an assemblage with the materials, time, space,
experiences, movement, play, emotion, and desires that the classroom participants bring with
them” (p.43), capturing the (im)materiality of pedagogy. At times in this inquiry, teachers
applied traditional pedagogies to the use of new technologies. At other times, the pedagogies
were new and innovative. The immateriality of teachers’ knowledge was found to have a
significant influence over teachers’ pedagogies, and particularly their interactions with their
learners.

In this inquiry, a shift began to occur in the power relations between the teacher and children
when transitioning from the existing practices in the classroom audits to the implementation
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of new digital text production practices in the design-based experiments. These power shifts
were particularly evident in classrooms that moved to using digital technology more
prominently for text production. In initial interviews and observations, teachers portrayed
confidence and expertise in the content being taught and their pedagogical approaches. Then
they displayed less confidence as they inquired into new digital practices. In Ellen’s case for
example, Ellen began with clear goals for text production and her use of the writing process
for both her whole group, teacher-led episodes and one-on-one conferences. When the iPads
and Book Creator app were introduced in the DBE, this power relationship began to shift,
from teacher as expert, to what Cremin and Baker (2014) and Walsh (2011) propose as
teacher as collaborator. While there was still space for teacher-led approaches, when children
were producing their own texts, Ellen repositioned them as capable of investigating the new
technology. Further, as children developed their capabilities, so too did Ellen as she engaged
in interactions with her learners. The role of teacher as collaborator was particularly seen in
the guided group episodes, where Ellen developed her knowledge of the technology one
element at a time and was open to children’s discoveries, such as the use of backgrounds.

The shifting power relationships allowed for children to take more control and in some cases,
led to a new role for play and discovery as a core pedagogy. In these cases, teachers
acknowledged children’s need for extended periods of time playing with digital resources to
build their familiarity and proficiency with the functionality, before working towards a
teacher assigned text production task. The affordance of play and discovery was particularly
evident in Hannah’s case, where she began her design-based experiment by demonstrating
the basic functionality of the Puppet Pals app to the whole group and then provided several
lessons for play and discovery. Children responded by experimenting with the different
elements they could produce, techniques for capturing images including camera angles and
positions, as well as language to use when recording texts. Their actions echo Kuby and
Vaughn’s (2015) claim that when teachers open up curriculum spaces, children enacted their
agency on resources and processes. As an additional affordance, Hannah also explained that
episodes of play and experimentation allowed her to discover digital skills alongside her
learners. In response to these opportunities, children were familiar with the app when Hannah
introduced the documentary task. Brosseuk et al. (2020) support this finding by arguing that
working digitally lends itself to discovery approaches to learning. Winters and Vratulis
(2012) also argue that play allows children to experiment and build on their multimodal
understanding by meshing and overlapping the semiotic resources available to them, as was
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seen in the current inquiry through the ways that children responded to episodes of play with
digital resources. In interviews, teachers expressed their uncertainty in releasing
responsibility to children, but following implementation, they viewed the opportunities as
highly beneficial, and found that children responded with engagement in the learning and
developed the capabilities required.
Teachers’ facilitation of play and discovery pedagogies enabled opportunities for children to
interact with each other and share their developing knowledge. The affordances of these
pedagogies were particularly observed in the group work opportunities provided in Taryn and
Hannah’s cases. As children in these cases produced texts in their groups, they discussed the
functions of the technology, digital design elements and text inclusions. In Edwards-Groves’
(2012) study of digital text production, teachers also reported that when engaging in
collaborative use of digital technology children had more flexibility and freedom to talk,
collaborate, play and test their ideas about the technology and the texts they produced.
Wohlwend (2015) argues that when children engage in collaborative production in play
experiences, they develop important literacies such as coordinating stories, multimodal and
embodied communication and play negotiation. These collaborative interactions were also
observed in the other three cases, however unlike the group experiences reported above,
children needed to move their position to share their knowledge with other children. The
provision of portable devices further enabled children’s interactions with each other, clearly
demonstrated through the movement maps in Anna’s case. The use of portable Chromebook
devices in Anna’s classroom led to significantly more interaction than the use of desktop
computers in the computer lab, which mostly constrained children to their workspace.
Teachers’ interactions with children were revealed as the interface of text production
pedagogies. Through teachers’ interactions with children, the immateriality of their beliefs,
values, intent and knowledge were observed in practice. For example, Ellen’s interactions
with her guided text production groups showed a clear intention for the children, which was
aligned with her emerging knowledge of the tools available in Book Creator. She then used
in-the-moment questions and prompts to guide children’s use of the focus tool. Anna’s
interactions with children also showed her intent and knowledge, but also demonstrated her
responsiveness to content that emerged in her conversations with learners. This
responsiveness was seen in her provision of arts-based resources in response to children’s
suggestions, as well as the diversity in her interactions with children about their design
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elements and operation of technology. Revealed in the examination of teacher and child
interactions across cases was the combination of planned interactions, and in-the-moment
interactions responsive to emerging content and skills, both of which were highly intentional.

Teachers also continued to implement teacher-led strategies alongside opportunities for
discovery and child-led learning, with the aim to build children’s content knowledge as
teachers developed their own. Demonstrations and modelled text production (including
shared and interactive text production) emerged as a teacher-led strategy for all teachers in
the inquiry, revealing the modification of a traditional practice for new digital platforms and
experiences. Demonstrations and modelling are valuable scaffolding strategies that have been
found to socially influence children’s text production (Dowdall, 2020). In this inquiry,
demonstrations and modelling often occurred in group time spaces with devices projected on
the IWB so all children could see. As teachers mediated on the device screen, and at times
involved children as co-producers, children could observe the translation on the larger IWB
screen. Some teachers such as Hannah and Taryn who were introducing digital technology as
a new resource for text production, began with demonstrations of the functionality. For
example, they taught children how to open the app and select characters and backdrops.
Other teachers could extend on children’s use of semiotic resources through modelled text
production, where they could ‘think-aloud’ or talk about their production processes as they
mediated their texts on screen for children to observe. The influence of modelled text
production was examined in all cases but particularly in Bethany’s design-based experiment.
The shift in using an interactive approach from print-based writing to digital production had a
significant impact on the texts that children produced and their use of space. Children
produced texts with a greater range of digital tools in Book Creator, and Bethany was
observed engaging in multiple and longer interactions with children at their learning spaces
rather than spending most of her time with a guided digital group.

Text deconstruction also emerged as a strategy used by some teachers. Text deconstruction
involved teachers working with children, often as a whole group, to analyse exemplar texts
identified by the teacher for language and semiotic features. For example, Ellen created her
own digital text using Book Creator as an exemplar to discuss with the children. She
discussed her written text and how she used captured and created images to add to meaning.
In Hannah’s case, she used text deconstruction in response to her assessment of children’s
draft texts. She designed an experience where children viewed a David Attenborough
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documentary and discussed the multimodal techniques used such as foregrounding and the
language used to convey information. Use of text deconstruction is supported by Bogard and
McMackin (2012), and Lipscombe et al. (2015), who all found the practice to be an explicit,
teacher-led approach to teaching children about digital literacies and the actions of proficient
producers of content. Data from the current inquiry showed children’s text production
processes revealed the influence of text deconstruction as techniques learned were applied to
children’s texts. An example was seen in the foregrounding of images, including children’s
faces, in the documentaries in Hannah’s case, a technique discussed in the deconstruction of
the David Attenborough text.

Teachers in this inquiry also made decisions about their use of whole group, small group and
one-on-one episodes. Baroutsis (2020) explains that teachers match their approaches for
grouping children to their intentions for teaching, as was seen in the current inquiry.
Emerging from examinations of teachers’ actions was that whole group episodes mostly
involved the explicit teaching of skills and resources. Small group opportunities were often
used for guided teaching, where children were grouped based on common need, or to manage
resources. For example, when Taryn introduced Puppet Pals on iPads and when Ellen
engaged children in digital text production using Book Creator, they worked with small
groups as they had access to six iPads. Teachers’ one-on-one interactions were often used to
monitor and intervene in-the-moment such as in Anna’s case, or to provide feedback during
planned conferences as observed in Ellen’s case. The complexity of decisions about teaching
episodes displayed by these teachers is supported by Mantei and colleagues (2019) who
assert that knowing when to use each form of teaching involves deep pedagogical knowledge
and teachers’ knowledge of their learners and context.

Research question 3: How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text
production experiences?

Research question 3 draws on the discussion from research questions 1 and 2, in order to
provide an understanding of the ways human and non-human actors interact during digital
text production experiences. In responding to question 3, the spaces and opportunities for
digital text production, and the teachers’ decisions about spaces, digital and non-digital
resources and pedagogies all become entangled. In examining these entanglements, an
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understanding of the complexity of digital text production practices is explicated. In this part
of the discussion chapter, human and non-human interactions will be conceptualised as
entanglements of the material and immaterial. Once these interactions are understood, the
influences of particular actors on these entanglements will be explored. (Im)materiality
theory assists in thinking about these entanglements as interactions between human and nonhuman actors can be considered from spatial, material, mediated and embodied perspectives.

Conceptualising interactions between human and non-human actors during digital text
production experiences

To build a conceptual understanding of the interactions between human and non-human
actors, the identification of human and non-human actors from the findings needs to be
revisited. Human actors in this inquiry included the children, teacher, school leaders and in
some cases, support educators. Non-human actors included the classroom (and other)
learning environments, digital and non-digital resources, furniture, displays, existing mentor
texts and texts produced by children. While these actors encapsulate the materiality of digital
text production, the immaterial actors are just as important, however can be difficult to
identify as they are not tangible objects or people. Immaterial actors in this inquiry included
human thoughts, ideas, embodiment, intentions and knowledge. While identifying each actor
is useful to begin this discussion, Burnett et al. (2014) remind us that it is through the
interface between the material and immaterial that meaning is produced, placing importance
on the way actors interact. These interactions will be the focus for the rest of the discussion,
by exploring each type of actor and how they become ‘entangled’ (Kuby & Crawford, 2018;
Zapata, et al., 2018), and enact on digital text production. The following conceptualisation of
interactions between human and non-human actors will occur by both looking across
classrooms, and by looking closely at particular actors and particular interactions in particular
moments.

Interactions occurred between individuals and groups of human actors, including interactions
between teachers and children, and interactions between children. Observed to a lesser
frequency were interactions between support educators, children and teachers, due to support
educators only participating in one case, and for only part of the time data were collected.
Interactions with children’s families, other teachers and school leaders were also captured in
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teachers’ interview data, however these occurred outside the planned writing time. Teachers’
interactions with children were found to be diverse in nature and purpose. For example, Anna
interacted with children to prompt ideas, support children with the technology and provide
task directions. Ellen on the other hand interacted with children to provide resources,
feedback through conferences, and to guide their text production on the iPads. Interactions
between teachers and children also occurred during whole group, teacher-led episodes. These
interactions occurred in two ways: 1) through dialogue between the teacher and an individual
child in the group (e.g., when the teacher asked an individual child a question); 2) through the
teacher’s dialogue and gestures to the group as a collective.
This inquiry revealed findings about children’s interactions and collaboration with each
other. Examination of the opportunities that teachers provided to work with peers brought
clarification to the difference between collaboration and interaction. Observations of
children’s engagement in tasks revealed that just because children were on a device together,
does not mean they were working collaboratively. Instead, children were interacting and
sharing their ideas and knowledge. For example, in Hannah’s design-based experiment,
children worked with a partner on each device, but produced their own documentary text.
Children in these situations were observed talking and providing suggestions but took turns in
operating the devices when producing the texts. A similar observation was made in Anna’s
case where children worked on their own texts, on their own devices, but talked about their
ideas and asked for support from other children to operate the technology. These interactions
are in contrast to Taryn’s case, where children worked collaboratively on one text, on one
device. Both children had to negotiate the screen together and collaboratively make decisions
about text inclusions and how the text would be recorded. This finding adds to existing
research examining classroom interactions during text production episodes (Burnett, 2015;
Kervin et al., 2017), by arguing that collaboration only occurs when teachers design tasks
where children produce one text between them. Interaction between children has been found
to play a significant part in digital text production experiences (Edwards-Groves, 2011), and
the findings presented here call for teachers to consider how and when to design and
implement collaborative and interactive opportunities.

Another type of interaction found in this inquiry, was the interactions between humans and
physical spaces. Movement maps in each case provided evidence of the entanglement of
human bodies with spaces. The maps acted as a physical representation of the entanglement
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shown through the trajectories and intersection of the lines, further exemplifying the notion
that space is dynamic and in motion (Leander & Sheehy, 2004). Movement maps also
showed teachers and children approaching different furniture and locations for resources,
showing how the physical artefacts in classrooms become part of the entanglement with
humans and the space. For example, in Taryn’s case, a movement map revealed that all
children approached the writing resource shelf to collect writing implements, but only some
children approached the literacy display as a resource. This finding reflects Hackett et al’s
(2018) theory of learning as the intersection of spaces, materials, bodies and movement. The
movement maps in the findings chapter recorded the movement of teachers and key children
as illustrations, and already the huge complexity of human movement was depicted. If all
human actors in the space were mapped at the time of those episodes, the complexity of the
entanglement of bodies would be further explicated.
Human actors also interacted with virtual spaces. Evident in children’s interactions with
digital technologies was the spatialisation of content on screen and the virtual worlds that
emerged. For example, in Hannah and Taryn’s cases, the use of Puppet Pals allowed children
to create a virtual world on stage with backdrops and characters. As they produced their texts,
children interacted with these virtual worlds to tell a story or convey information. When
children in Hannah’s class presented their documentaries to their families, they invited the
viewer into the virtual spaces they had created. Burnett (2014) invites us to consider the
entanglement of physical and virtual spaces as a hybrid space, or third space (Moje et al.,
2004; Soja, 1996). Hence, in order to interact with and produce virtual spaces children
require interaction with the physical space. For example, when producing their
documentaries, Hannah’s learners were required to upload photographs of physical
environments and artefacts to use within the virtual space. They also mediated the virtual
space using the physical devices, within a physical space and accompanied by other human
actors including Hannah and their peers. This third space between the physical and virtual
then becomes another part of the entanglement between human and non-human actors.

In this inquiry, when digital technologies were included as resources for text production, the
entanglement of human and non-human actors became more complex and diverse. When
digital resources were used alongside other print-based resources for text production, a
multiplicity of activity within each moment occurred, with different children using different
resources and displaying different actions simultaneously. This simultaneous action was seen
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to begin with in Ellen’s case where in most lessons, children chose whether to engage with
digital, print-based and arts-based resources depending on their intentions for their texts.
Observed then during the independent episode was children working alongside each other
seamlessly using different resources. This finding argues that early literacy education has
shifted from a linear view of all children engaging in the same experience at the same time, to
a contemporary view of early literacy where children interact with multiple resources, in
multiple ways within an entanglement of actors. Burnett (2015) supports this finding through
her theorisation with (im)materiality by explaining that the complexity of the relationship
between material resources and human intention with those resources, leads to multiple ways
of doing and engaging in literacies in the classroom.

In contrast, when Ellen introduced the iPads, she chose to separate the children working on
iPads from the children working with paper and pencils so she could engage this group in
guided text production. This organisation of children with resources was reversed in
Bethany’s classroom, where at the beginning of the inquiry, children worked in a separate
group with the iPads, then in the design-based experiment transitioned to working alongside
children writing on paper. In these cases, children often referred to the iPad group and the
writing group in their interviews, suggesting that the positioning of children with resources
influences the way children position different forms of text production.

The entanglement between humans and resources goes far beyond the digital resources
available to children, to the diverse ways that children mediate these resources. Returning to
Ellen’s case, in one episode, individual children using the same resources were observed
enacting different processes to produce their texts. For example, two children were observed
engaging with the elements in Book Creator by starting from different modes and proceeding
to layer their elements on screen in preferred ways. These two children also used space in
different ways, with one choosing to produce her text at the table, and the other moving
around the space to take her images or record her voice in positions where she had space to
take wide angle photos and quiet spaces to record her voice. This finding is supported by
literature that examines children’s text production processes and also found that while the use
of resources and processes used were related, they were individual to different children
(Kuby et al., 2015; Lipscombe et al., 2015; Winters & Vratulis, 2012).
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The subjects that children used for their texts also entered the entanglement of human and
non-human actors, as often the subject of texts was a material artefact or immaterial idea that
existed externally to digital devices. For example, in Ellen’s case, children created their
digital texts about their created sculptures, a material artefact that was used in photographs
and videos to insert into texts. The involvement of subjects was also seen in Hannah and
Taryn’s cases as children produced their subjects externally and imported them into the
Puppet Pals app for use in their final texts, transporting them into a digital world of their
production. For children to produce their documentary texts in Hannah’s design-based
experiment, children required photographs of habitats captured in the outdoor environment,
and model mini-beasts produced using arts-based materials, then captured and uploaded
using the camera function on the iPad. The use of external subjects in texts is supported by
Winters and Vratulis (2012) who acknowledge the multimodal resources external to digital
technology that become part of children’s digital text.

The immateriality of human thought and intention with material resources has already been
discussed, however other immaterial resources such as ideas, information, emotions and
embodiment were also part of the entanglement of human and non-human actors. Again,
focusing on the documentary texts in Hannah’s case, children required the information learnt
about their chosen mini-beast in science lessons to inform the content of their texts and the
production of their visual elements. Ideas and inspiration gained from the deconstruction of
the David Attenborough documentary, also became part of the immaterial resources for
children to draw from when producing their texts. Each of these elements - the ideas,
inspiration and information - was entangled with humans, spaces and material resources.
Burnett (2015) supports this finding by explaining that the immaterial influences the material,
and in this case, the ways texts are produced.

Embodiment was also found to be an immaterial actor within digital text production
opportunities. Embodiment emerged from data in two ways. Firstly, through children’s
embodied action as they produced their texts; and secondly, through the intentional use of
multimodal resources to convey their meaning. Embodied action was often displayed as
tangible movements, gestures and language. Ehret and Hallett (2014) argue that this
embodied action is often driven by emotions and desire. For example, when children
interacted with a partner on an iPad, there were times when children were observed giggling,
leaning forward into the device, moving around the device to view the screen, leaning into
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their partner and discussing the interesting and challenging aspects of the screen and
processes of mediation. These entanglements of bodies, objects, ideas, emotions and spaces
reinforce the view of digital text production as embodied action (Thiel, 2015; Wohlwend,
2015).

Embodiment was then seen in the semiotic choices that children made for their texts.
Children considered the elements they used, and the design of their texts based on personal
preferences and a developing sense for how the reader would interpret the text (e.g., the
feeling and experiences they would convey). Exemplified in Anna’s case was the focus on
embodiment in teaching episodes. Anna was observed both deconstructing texts and
modelling the production of texts with children with the purpose of developing children’s
understanding of the interpretation of each element. Burnett (2015) theorises the relationship
between material things and immaterial thoughts and feelings, which was observed in Anna’s
teaching. Anna appeared to understand the role of embodiment in the production of texts, and
the entanglement of the material and immaterial, and she worked to develop a similar
understanding in her learners.

In bringing this conceptualisation together, data from this inquiry suggests that the
entanglement of actors includes teachers’ and children’s interactions with the space, with
each other, and with material and immaterial resources. Ultimately, this conceptualisation
shows that there is more happening in classrooms than human intention and action, and it is
through human interactions with the non-human that we move towards a contemporary
understanding of digital text production. Next, the influence of these interactions on
children’s digital text production will be explored.

Influences of interactions between human and non-human actors on digital text production
This section takes the conceptual framework explored in the previous section and looks
deeper at the influence of actors on digital text production. As will be seen in this part of the
discussion, what may appear to be a slight change in the presence or action of an actor can
have a significant influence on the wider entanglement of human and non-human actors.

In this inquiry, a reciprocity was observed between the influences of human and non-human
actors, and the material and immaterial. That is, environments and resources for digital text
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production acted as influencers on teachers and children in classrooms, and teachers and
children enacted on and influenced environments and resources. Each provoked a response
from the other, finding that as Fenwick et al. (2011) explain, when human and non-human
elements enact upon each other, they exude force. Sometimes these influences or forces were
observed to be intentional, such as Hannah’s planned introduction to the iPads in her designbased experiment. Whereas sometimes they were unintentional and taken for granted, such as
Ellen’s decision to position the iPads in a container under the IWB. Analysis of interactions
between human and non-human actors helps to uncover the complex operation of learning
spaces and the complex work of teachers.

In some cases where digital technology was introduced as a new resource for text production,
interactions between human and non-human actors shifted significantly. In Hannah’s case for
example, human interactions with spaces, resources and each other abruptly changed during
the design-based experiment supporting the notion of the social construction of space
(Burnett, 2014; Leander & Sheehy, 2014; Lefebvre, 1991; Mills & Comber, 2015). Under
Hannah’s facilitation, children went from engaging in paper and pencil writing tasks in
isolation to working in pairs with a single iPad. Unintentionally, some children began to use
the physical space on the floor and in the reading nook for text production. Further, emerging
from children’s shared use of devices was the negotiation of time and virtual space with the
screen. Children communicated verbally and non-verbally about where the device would be
positioned and who would touch the screen in a particular moment, and how the story would
be produced. Interactions between Hannah and the children also shifted and evolved across
the time of the design-based experiment. She went from being an expert in print-based
writing, to beginning to position herself as a co-learner and co-investigator when children
were becoming familiar with the functionality of the app. Then as she gained confidence with
the technology and direction for the project, she balanced the two roles. This example is one
illustration of the significant influence that introducing a resource had on the interactions
between human and non-human actors. Wargo (2018) also argues that digital materials matter
as evident in the changes to children’s meaning making practices when he introduced
wearable technology to a literacy event. In a similar way to the current inquiry, children’s
mediation of texts, language and space were influenced by the introduction of new
technology.
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The subjects that children used for the digital texts also influenced the immaterial aspects of
text production, as it determined the information, ideas and processes that were used.
Returning to Hannah’s case, it was evident that her decision to produce digital documentaries
about mini-beasts influenced the processes and design of children’s texts. Her decision meant
that texts had to be informative, and so Hannah’s teaching centred on producing informative
texts. The information Hannah exposed children to in science lessons, then also dictated the
types of information that students would use, as well as the types of environments they
photographed as backdrops, and the look of their mini-beast models, alongside the materials
available. A similar influence was examined in Ellen’s case, where the use of the
sustainability sculpture project as the subject of children’s texts meant that children also had
to produce informative texts by drawing on information from their experiences. In contrast,
Anna provided choice in the subject of children’s information pages and mood boards. The
provision of choice also influenced children’s text production experience as children’s
connection with their topic led to evidence of embodiment in text production experiences.
Kuby and Crawford (2018) and Kuby and Vaughn (2015) also identified the influence of
agency and choice on children’s entanglements with resources. Like in Anna’s case, they
suggest that curriculum spaces are opened up for children when they have agency over the
materials and topics that they use for meaning making.

Leander and Rowe (2006) argue that entanglements of human and non-human actors are
spatially produced, meaning that teachers and children interact with resources within
particular spaces, each with a socially defined purpose. While the purposes for space are
often defined by teachers and children, they are often influenced by curriculum and other
stakeholders such as school leadership. Data from this inquiry supports an understanding of
spatially produced entanglement, but then also shows the reciprocal, that teachers’ intentions
for including and excluding particular resources has an influence on the social purpose of the
space. An example of spatial and material influences on human and non-human
entanglements is in Anna’s use of two spaces for text production with two different digital
resources - desktop computers in the school computer lab and portable Chromebooks in the
classroom. Examination of activity showed stark differences in interactions. Children were
found to interact more in the classroom as they could move around with the portable device
and sit in groups with their peers, in comparison to the computer lab where children were
confined to a fixed position in rows around the edge of the space. Anna’s interactions were
also different. In the classroom, she moved around the space to children requiring support or
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gathered small groups for guided teaching. In the computer lab, her interactions were more
sequential as she moved along the rows of desktop computers providing support to each child
as required. Another example was in Taryn’s classroom and her shift to collaborative small
group text production experiences in her design-based experiment. The collaborative
experiences led to children shifting the position of their bodies to circular formations or
across from each other on the floor, tables and stage so that the resource was in the middle.
When using one resource between them, children negotiated ways to write on paper or touch
screens in coordination with the other group members.
Teachers’ pedagogies and the way they materialised their beliefs and knowledge in their
practice also influenced the interactions between human and non-human actors. Bethany’s
shift in pedagogical focus is an example of pedagogical influence. Her transference of
interactive writing practices from print-alphabetic writing on paper, to digital text production
on the IWB influenced children’s approaches, independence and use of space when engaging
in digital text production. Children went from sitting in a separate group for digital text
production to using digital resources alongside other peers, and Bethany went from spending
most of her time with the children producing digital text, to moving around the classroom
conferencing with individual children for more extended periods of time. Bethany’s
pedagogical shift suggests that transforming traditional print-alphabetic practices for use
when engaging in digital text production supports children’s capabilities with digital
resources, a finding also supported by Baroutsis (2020), Dowdall (2020) and Walsh (2010),
who also examined shifts or fusion between traditional pedagogies and contemporary digital
resources.

A pedagogical model for supporting learners’ production of digital texts
The pedagogical model proposed in Figure 5.1 emerged from a synthesis of findings from
this inquiry, as well as being informed by literature and (im)materiality theory. The model
articulates the complexity of teacher pedagogies for digital text production in early years
classrooms. It initially looks to capture external influences on teachers’ work, particularly
their pedagogical decision making. The model then examines pedagogies for text production
in connection with teacher values, beliefs, knowledge and understandings, opportunities,
purposes and audiences for the texts produced in classrooms, the related resources and the
ways physical and virtual spaces shape the experience. Finally, the model discusses
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connections between teacher and learners as they engage in the processes of producing digital
texts for a range of purposes and audiences. Following Figure 5.1, each element in the model
will be explained.

Figure 5.1 – A pedagogical model for supporting learners’ production of digital texts

External influences on teachers’ pedagogies
A range of factors external to the classroom impact the opportunities for teachers to facilitate
digital text production experiences. At a global level, these include mandated curriculum,
government reforms, high-stakes testing and media commentary (Burnett & Merchant, 2018;
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Daniels et al., 2020; Dowdall, 2020). Another global influence on classroom digital text
production is the creation of digital resources by digital technology companies, prominently
by people outside of education, which influences the availability and use of digital
technology. Locally, teachers’ pedagogies are influenced by school leadership, learners’
families, the community and colleagues, all stakeholders with their own perceptions about
learning to produce texts in classrooms. The availability and quality of digital technology in
the school, including the number of devices, their age, connectivity and software, are also
influential factors. While these influences impact on teachers’ pedagogical work and then the
response of learners, these pedagogical influences are, for the most part, unseen by the
learners themselves.

Teacher pedagogical decision making
Teachers make many decisions about how to teach digital text production. These decisions
include the content to teach and the aspects of text production to focus on each day, the time
provided for text production and the curriculum space for digital text production in
conjunction with other print-based and live text opportunities. Teachers also make
pedagogical decisions about the audiences and purposes that learners have access to for their
text production, the availability and the ways resources are used, as well as the physical and
virtual spaces learners engage with. In the following sections, these pedagogical elements are
explicated further.

Pedagogies
In this inquiry, both the immaterial and material aspects of teacher pedagogies were found to
be essential in the teaching of digital text production, reiterating the importance Burnett and
colleagues (2014) place on (im)materiality as a lens for literacy practice. The immateriality of
pedagogy relates to internal teaching resources that shape a teacher’s values, beliefs,
knowledge and understandings, and therefore the content and focus of their teaching.

These internal aspects then influence the material opportunities for digital text production,
and particularly who and what is included and excluded from practice (Burnett, 2014;
Daniels et al., 2020; Hashemi & Cederlund, 2017). Teachers take on a combination of roles
when facilitating experiences. At times, they remain in the comfort of their existing
knowledge and maintain their role of teacher as expert. At other times, they engage in an
inquiry with their learners to build their understanding as insights emerge about digital
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technologies, taking on the role of teacher as collaborator (Cremin & Baker, 2014; Walsh,
2011). When considering their pedagogies in each moment, teachers make decisions about
the power relations between themselves and their learners.

Purposes and Audiences
Expanded and continually evolving digital resources lead to expanded purposes and
audiences for learners’ text production. The affordances of digital technology mean that
children are exposed to audiences for their texts beyond the four walls of the classroom, and
at times, globally. These expanded audiences create more purposes for their communication.
The audience and purpose for texts will often determine the digital resources they use, and at
times, the digital resources available to children will determine their access to potential
audiences. These expanded audiences pose a challenge for teachers as they grapple with who
and where texts are shared (Pandya & Low, 2020). Further, Pandya and Low (2020) argue
that the potential publication of texts across time and space require teachers to develop
children’s awareness of the benefits and considerations required when publishing digitally.

Resources
Within the parameters of teachers’ pedagogies are the choices they make about resource
selection. Resources can enable or constrain, and teachers select resources for digital text
production based on their affordances, their purpose for teaching and learners’ purposes for
producing their texts. Kervin and Mantei (2016) argue that when choice of digital resource is
matched to the purpose for producing a text, children have the opportunity to exploit the full
extent of the technology’s affordances. As teachers enact their ability to make selections, they
do so with the purpose in mind. Digital resources are continually expanding and evolving,
requiring teachers to continually develop their knowledge of their operation and potential for
literacy learning. The availability of resources in schools, the age and digital capabilities of
learners and quality of resources in terms of teachers’ understanding of language and literacy
development are factors for consideration (Danby et al., 2019; Quinn & Bliss, 2021; Rowsell
& Wohlwend, 2016).
Teachers then make decisions about how digital resources will be used by learners’ in
combination with paper-based and live resources (Lenters & Winters, 2013; Pahl & Rowsell,
2012; Zapata, et al., 2018). Teachers make decisions about the artefacts and actions that are
involved in producing particular types of texts. For example, in producing a digital collage,
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children might use photographs of physical artefacts or drawings, whereas in producing a
video, children might record a live text such as their dramatic play.

Physical and virtual spaces
In viewing digital text production through a lens of (im)materiality, both the physical and
virtual spaces are seen as hybrid, or working in concert with each other (Burnett, 2014;
2016). The physical space to begin with, brings together resources, digital and non-digital, to
allow learners to communicate within this physical and virtual spaces. An understanding of
virtual space and how it exists within its relationship to the physical space supports the notion
of hybridity between online and offline space (Burnett, 2014), or the opening up of ‘the third
space’ (Moje et al., 2004; Soja, 1996). Teachers create a third space when they consider how
they will teach learners to engage with and around resources, and between the physical and
virtual spaces. These considerations include the type of device and platform to use.
Furthermore, the platform chosen influences the extent of the virtual space. For example, an
online platform will expand the virtual space beyond the classroom and beyond the device,
whereas a localised app confines the virtual world to the device.

Learner response: Text production processes
To this point, the digital text production model has involved the work of the teachers,
exerting teachers’ power to frame text production opportunities. This teacher-work then leads
to learner action, or their engagement in the experiences on offer. While at times learners are
provided with choice and have agency in influencing the decisions of teachers, they do so
within the pedagogical parameters set by the teacher. These decisions determine the power
dynamics teachers establish in their classrooms. The decisions teachers make about purposes
and audiences, selection and use of digital resources and the design and use of spaces,
combined with children’s prior experiences with digital technology and text production,
inform the text production processes children use. Literature tells us that these processes are
non-linear and recursive as learners move backwards and forwards between designing,
producing and presenting their texts (Edwards-Groves, 2011), processes that were observed
in the current inquiry. At times, the model ends with the text production processes when
children engage in emergent exploration of resources and practices (Dezuanni, 2018; Kuby &
Vaughn, 2015; Leander & Boldt, 2013), and at other times, the model ends with a completed
text for children present to their audience.
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Learner response: Texts
The texts that are produced reach the point of a finalised artefact or product when they meet
the intended purposes and are deemed ready for audience consumption by the learner. For
digital forms of production, texts include combinations of semiotic resources arranged on
screen and produced through linguistic, visual, audio, gestural and spatial representations of
meaning (Bezemer & Kress, 2008; Kress, 2010). Within the pedagogical parameters of the
teacher, learners then have the potential to decide if, when, where and with whom their texts
will be shared.
Figure 5.1 captures the nature of teachers’ decisions and learners’ responses during the
production of digital texts in early years classrooms. The model attempts to capture the
interactions that occur between and among teachers, learners, resources and spaces during
learning experiences focused on using digital technologies to produce texts for a range of
purposes and audiences.

Implications for theory, methodology, practice and policy
The literature, findings and discussion from this inquiry suggest important implications for
theory, methodology, practice and policy. The close investigation of classroom practices
across five cases supports teachers to understand their work in deeper ways and has the
potential to inform future methodological and theoretical research work. More importantly,
the research has the potential to open conversations about the adequacy of curriculum in
meeting the literacy education needs of young children.

Theory

Application of (im)materiality theory to an ethnographic inquiry of classroom pedagogies and
practices is innovative. Thus far, literature exploring (im)materiality mostly focuses on deep
observation of humans as they mediate between on and offline environments as well as
examination of children’s literate practices (For example, Burnett et al., 2014; Burnett,
2015a; Kervin et al., 2015). This inquiry incorporates these existing understandings and then
builds a new stance on the theory by advocating for its use in understanding material and
immaterial elements that make up teacher pedagogies, as well as the practices that emerge
from these pedagogies. Analysis of data utilised the spatialisation, materiality, mediation and
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embodiment propositions, and the disciplines they derive from, to investigate each aspect in
terms of the classroom spaces, resources (both on and offline), human interactions, teacher
practices and children’s actions. In particular, each proposition has contributed to the
application of (im)materiality theory to classroom practice in the following ways:

Spatialisation: not only has space been understood in this inquiry in terms of page
and screen (or online and offline), but also as the happenings in the physical classroom space,
including teacher’s decisions about its design and use, including how humans move and
interact within spaces. Spatialisation was also examined in terms of the curriculum spaces
teachers found for text production.
Materiality: materiality has supported an understanding of the physical resources and
practices at play as teachers and children engage in text production. Materiality has assisted
in understanding the decisions teachers make about resources and how these resources
influence the processes children use for digital text production. Also, teachers’ beliefs,
knowledge and intentions have been understood in relation to how they are materialised in
the practices and artefacts observed.
Mediation: mediation has taken the analysis beyond looking at the materiality of
digital text production to the processes used. In this inquiry, mediation included an
examination of teacher practices and then how these practices influenced the ways children
mediated their texts.
Embodiment: embodiment was applied in two ways in this inquiry. Firstly, to
examine humans’ entangled actions and their interactions with resources, spaces and other
humans. And secondly, to understand teachers’ and children’s use of physical and digital
resources to express their meanings, including experiences and feelings, to their audience.

(Im)materiality theory has afforded an understanding of teacher pedagogies that go beyond
what they say and do in front of the class, to the decisions they make about resources,
environments and their interactions with learners. This application has potential influences on
future studies using (im)materiality theory in promoting further investigation into teacher
practice in other areas of literacy education and beyond.
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Methodology

This inquiry utilised a similar multi-case, classroom-based ethnography design to an existing
federally funded Australian research project titled, “Learning to Write” (Woods, Comber and
Kervin, ARC Discovery DP150101240), under supervision and consultation from project
scholars. In doing so, the current inquiry contributes to the application of ethnographic
methodologies to classroom settings and the examination of literacy practices in the early
years. Of course, qualitative studies are always situated in a social, cultural and political
context (Creswell, 2007), meaning that the current inquiry modified data collection methods
and methods of analysis from the “Learning to Write” project to suit both the context of the
five cases and the theoretical framework. The application of systematic qualitative data
collection techniques such as observations through videos, photographs and field notes, semistructured interviews, school and teacher documents and teacher reflections further justified
their combined affordances when investigating classroom cases.

The use of design-based experiments intentionally championed the work of teachers and
valued their expertise in exploring pedagogy within their own contexts. Design-based
experiments placed ownership for the new and innovative practices with the teachers. This
method enabled the research to meet teachers’ needs for development based on their
perceptions of themselves professionally, as well as meeting the needs of their learners as
determined by the teacher. In doing so, teachers’ pedagogical expertise was valued and their
ability to alter their practice to address contemporary teaching challenges was acknowledged.
However, these reflective practices happen in connection with more knowledgeable others
such as peers, critical friends, professional reading and opportunity and affirmation from
school leadership. Qualitative methodology and data collection methods provided optimal
means to examine the design-based experiments as they afforded an understanding of
participants’ perspectives and first-hand accounts of events within their context as new
practices emerged.

Another innovation for qualitative methodologies was the production of the classroom
movement maps, in the way they were produced in this inquiry. The careful, physical
recording of human movement from video data allowed for new insights into interactions
between the human and non-human actors including the complex entanglements between
teachers, children, resources and environments. In terms of (im)materiality theory, the maps
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provided an understanding of the spatial, but also its entanglement with material, mediated
and embodied dimensions of classroom practice. When analysed with other data sources, the
maps were a key part of understanding (im)material influences on digital text production in
each classroom.
Practice
The close examination of teacher’s practices in this inquiry has implications for the ways
teachers and researchers view the pedagogical decisions when teaching digital text
production. In particular, the findings assist teachers in understanding the influences of their
decisions on the text production practices of their learners.

A challenge in the implementation of digital text production in early years classrooms is
supporting teachers to acknowledge the need to change focuses from primarily paper-based
writing to a combination of page and screen production. Acknowledging this essential shift is
particularly challenging due to the reported tensions teachers experience between
contemporary and traditional pedagogies. The findings of this inquiry reveal the pedagogical
and curriculum spaces and opportunities for an integrated approach to implementing diverse
text production practices in early years classrooms, including print-based, digital and other
forms of production.

In a discussion of pedagogies and practices for digital text production, this inquiry shows that
more is going on in classrooms than just human intention and action. In thinking about
classroom practice, the interface between the material and immaterial, and the human and
non-human matters. This inquiry has shown that human intention, thought and action are
prominent influencers in the classroom, however what has been uncovered is that materials
and environments are not inanimate; rather they exude force, influence, meaning and power
for the teaching and learning of digital text production (Fenwick et al., 2011). In applying this
understanding to classrooms, this finding supports teachers to understand the influences of
their decision making and makes a case for more intentional consideration of environments
and resources in their teaching of digital text production, as well as other forms of
production.
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Policy
This inquiry has uncovered the priorities of governments and education systems in printbased writing practices. Governments and education systems continue to promote ‘back-tobasics’ reforms and high stakes testing that privileges paper and pencil writing and mastery
of isolated skills. This priority filters down to the focus of the Australian Curriculum, and in
particular, the Australian Curriculum: English. While the Australian Curriculum attempts to
incorporate digital learning into the early years, the curriculum is currently inadequate in
providing the spaces teachers require to explore new literacy landscapes such as digital text
production. Further work is required at the curriculum level to enable teachers to successfully
implement literacy education that attends to all forms of texts and acknowledges the literacies
used in contemporary society.

Furthermore, literature alongside this inquiry reveals that governments and education systems
are not doing enough to value children’s out of school literacies within the classroom. This
argument takes two perspectives. Firstly, children’s digital communication practices need to
be acknowledged and valued in classrooms alongside their print-based communication
practices, in order for them to experience relevant literacy education. Secondly, digital
practices are necessary for addressing the needs of students experiencing a digital divide,
where their lack of access to digital technology in the home means that they are
disadvantaged from the communicative practices and abilities of their peers (Dolan, 2016;
Rowsell et al., 2017). The current inquiry argues for increases in digital text production
practices in curriculum and policy that engage children in their home literacies for some
learners and bridge the digital divide for others depending on need. The importance of digital
literacy capabilities revealed in literature means that this work needs to begin from the start,
from the early years of children’s education.

In considering these challenges on the spaces and opportunities for digital text production
examples of what is possible in mandated curriculum and assessment are proposed. An initial
modification to the Australian English curriculum that could leverage children’s digital text
production is to specifically name the modes of text and the types of resources children could
engage with. For example, in Foundation (kindergarten), the content descriptor, ‘Create short
texts to explore, record and report ideas and events using familiar words and beginning
writing knowledge’ (ACARA, 2018), could be changed to ‘Create short print-alphabetic,
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digital and multimodal texts using digital and non-digital resources and processes to explore,
record and report ideas and events using beginning knowledge of communication’.
Furthermore, the priority teachers place on formally assessing and reporting against the
Achievement Standards in each curriculum area, prompts a change to the terminology.
Adding specific language around print-alphabetic, digital and multimodal texts, resources and
processes to Achievement Standards would also assist in bringing digital text production to
the forefront of teachers’ attention.
Further to the discussion of the Australian Curriculum, Australia’s national standardised and
high-stakes testing regime, NAPLAN continues to dominate system and school policy; in
effect influencing the types of texts, resources and processes teachers introduce to their
learners. For example, the strong focus on persuasive and narrative text types in NAPLAN
has led to the privileging of contrived text structures in the teaching of writing in the early
years. It is not my intention to suggest that NAPLAN incorporate digital text production as
this could lead to its narrow conception and implementation. Rather, the emphasis placed on
NAPLAN needs to shift to make way for systems of teacher and classroom-based forms of
assessment. In doing so, localised education systems, schools and teachers are provided more
autonomy in the texts, resources and processes that are given priority in classrooms,
providing space for digital text production.

Regardless of the pressures placed on teachers from mandated curriculum and high-stakes
testing, the five teachers in this inquiry demonstrate what happens when they push against the
status quo and move digital text production to the forefront of literacy teaching and learning
alongside print-based writing. Research such as this inquiry, alongside other studies of
classroom practice, need to be taken seriously in conversations about curriculum and policy
reform if we are to see the changes children require to successfully communicate in their
contemporary society.

Conclusion
This inquiry reveals that curriculum and pedagogical spaces can be configured to provide
opportunities for digital text production in early years classrooms. In order to support
children’s current and future participation in digital societies, teachers’ integration of
traditional and new literacy practices in classroom experiences is essential. However, to
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develop these new literacies, teachers require knowledge about digital technologies and
freedom to examine and apply new pedagogies, resources and environments that can support
children’s production of digital texts. Teacher pedagogies, that is, their values, beliefs,
knowledge and understanding about digital text production impact the opportunities made
available for their learners. It is these pedagogies that shape teaching and learning activities,
interactions with learners, children’s engagement with digital resources, and the design of
physical and virtual spaces.

This inquiry advances theory by reconsidering (im)materiality in pedagogy and practice.
Repositioning the “stuff” of the classroom, both material and immaterial, positions our
thinking about pedagogies and practices in new and exciting ways. However, while
materiality has gained resurgence in research, immateriality and its relationship to the
material is often dismissed as intangible and difficult to observe. Researching through
(im)materiality requires greater attention to uncover the connection between the material and
immaterial. In doing so, further understanding about digital text production processes come
to light.

Understandings about enablers and inhibitors of digital resources for text production emerged
from the findings of this inquiry. Teachers’ knowledge of digital resources is important as
they evaluate their affordances and constraints for potential text production experiences.
Teachers also make decisions about digital resources within the parameters of their context
and the availability of devices, platforms and software. Furthermore, the use of digital
resources is dependent on teachers’ technical and pedagogical knowledge. Teachers require
skills in operating technology in order to pass them onto learners, but also the pedagogical
knowledge to support their learners to develop proficiency in using the technology to produce
texts.

Learning spaces were shown in this inquiry to be places of power and social influence.
Physical spaces are designed and used to meet the pedagogical intent of teachers in response
to their learners, as well as political influences from systems and the wider community.
Spaces are further complicated when digital technologies enter the entanglement as they offer
new opportunities and spaces to produce. As such, learning spaces exist both within and
beyond the classroom, to include among others, virtual spaces, adding to the potential of how
children produce texts. Considering physical and virtual space from these perspectives moves
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thinking beyond the notion of ‘classroom-ness’ (Burnett, 2015), and the learner in a fixed
location in the classroom for learning. This complex and multifaceted view of classrooms and
learning connect the learner to their school, local community and to the global communities
with which they will increasingly engage.

The understandings gained in this inquiry have led to the development of a pedagogical
model that captures the complexity of teachers’ pedagogical decision making as they support
learners to produce digital texts in early years classrooms. This model can be used to assist
teachers to understand and expand on their digital text production practices within their own
classrooms. Specifically, the model will ensure the complexity of teacher pedagogies is
considered including purposes and audiences for texts, digital resources and physical and
virtual spaces, all essential for the teaching of digital text production.

The contribution of this research has been to use the examination of five classroom cases to
build a deeper understanding of emerging digital text production practices in the early years.
These understandings further support teachers, researchers and policy makers to redefine text
in light of contemporary literacy practices, with the intent of repositioning digital text
production to the forefront of early literacy education alongside other forms of text.
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Appendix C: Sample design-based experiment plan for Ellen’s case
Design-Based Experiment
Ellen, Kindergarten
Purpose:
The purpose of this experiment is:
• To embed digital technology into the different phrases of the writing process
Overview of Process:
Children will be provided with opportunities to use the Book Creator app to create digital
texts including the following elements:
• typing
• voice recording
• photos
• videos
• drawing
Modelled, shared or interactive writing sessions will be selected to convert to a digital
platform where multimodal elements and the operation of the app will be demonstrated.
Children will work on their independent texts within mixed ability groups. This will foster
collaboration around the different skills associated with creating texts.
Towards the end of the 5-week period, children will produce a procedural text about a
sculpture they will make as part of their inquiry. Multimodal elements will be used to convey
their meaning.
Key children: Megan, Payton
Data:
Detailed schedule of activities:
Date
Activity
Weeks 1 Interactive writing on the iPad:
Focus skill: typing and drawing
- Book Creator model on the board and how to use this – an example of
what a finished text may look like
- Modelling how to use the app
- Locating the app
- Locating keyboard and letters, adding in spaces and full stops
- Position of text and drawing.

Week 2

Independent writing:
Children to produce texts on Book Creator using typing and drawing.
Interactive writing on the iPad:
Focus skill: voice recording
-generating ideas for recording
-planning verbally before recording
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-listening to recordings, editing and rerecording when needed.

Weeks 3

Week 4

Week 5

Independent writing:
Children to produce texts on Book Creator using typing, drawing and voice
recording.
Interactive writing on the iPad:
Focus skill: taking and inserting photos
-what do we photograph and why? How does the photo contribute to the
meaning of the text?
-positioning of photos in the text.
Independent writing:
Children to produce texts on Book Creator using typing, drawing, voice
recording, and photos. Children will take photos of their design of their
sculpture.
Interactive writing on the iPad:
Focus skill: Taking and inserting video
-planning the video
-framing the video and positioning the camera
-holding the camera steady
-inserting and positioning the video in the text.
Independent writing:
Children to produce texts on Book Creator using typing, drawing, voice
recording, photos and video.
Interactive writing on the iPad:
Focus skill: Bringing all 5 digital elements together to create texts
-revisiting the digital skills learnt
-positioning of multiple elements in a text
-intentionally choosing elements to contribute to the meaning being conveyed.

Independent writing:
Children to produce texts on Book Creator using typing, drawing, voice
recording, photos and video.
Endpoint Children produce a procedural text on their sculpture.
(week 5)
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Appendix D: Video camera protocols
Video Camera Protocols
• Mitchell will work with each teacher to find a primary position for the video camera
and tripod that captures the action in the classroom, but is unobtrusive for the teacher
and children
• Mitchell will operate the video camera during the sessions he attends. On other days,
teachers choose if the writing session is recorded (when the teaching of writing
occurs). There is no pressure to record every writing session. You can choose the
sessions you feel showcase your writing program.
• Turn the video camera on at the beginning of your chosen writing session and off at
the end
• If you can, during whole group teaching time, move the camera closer to the group
and back to its position when the children go off to do activities
• Please charge the camera when the battery is low. The camera charges through USB
on your computer.
• Mitchell will download the footage to his computer during each visit and clear the
memory card. At the end of the study, each teacher will be provided with a copy of
their footage.
• Ensure the camera is stored in a safe location when not in operation.
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Appendix E: Teacher semi-structured interview questions and protocols
Overview of semi-structured interviews with teacher participants
The semi-structured interviews with teacher participants are based on the following research
questions:
• Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in early years
classrooms?
• What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text production
experiences?
• How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text production
experiences?
Semi-structured interview 1 (beginning of the classroom audit):
Thank you for agreeing to be part of the interview. The aim of this interview is to gain insight
into the pedagogical decisions you make in your classroom for text production. Please be
assured that your identity will be protected throughout the research and reporting of the
findings. You are able to share your opinions and understandings freely. May I audio record
this interview? (If yes, turn on the recorder. If no, start to take written notes).
Research questions: Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production?
What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text production
experiences?
• How do you view writing and text production?
• How do you plan for text production experiences?
• Describe a typical text production lesson.
• What is your role during text production time?
• Describe a recent text production experience where students utilised digital
technology.
Research question: How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text
production experiences?
• How does your classroom operate during text production time?
• How do you and the children use the resources and environment during text
production time?
• What are some of the challenges in implementing text creation experiences?
Semi-structured interview 2 (end of the design-based experiment):
Thank you for agreeing to be part of the interview today. Please be assured that your identity
will be protected throughout the research and reporting of the findings. The aim of this
interview is to gain further insights into your text production practices following the
implementation of the design experiments. You are able to share your opinions and
understandings freely. May I audio record this interview? (If yes, turn on the recorder. If no,
start to take written notes).
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Research questions: Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production?
What pedagogical decisions do teachers make when facilitating digital text production
experiences?
• How has the design-based experiment changed your understanding of writing and text
production?
• What elements of text production do you now plan for and implement?
• How has your role changed following the implementation of the design-based
experiment?
Research question: How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text
production experiences
• What modifications were implemented as part of the design-based experiment?
• How do you and the children now use resources and the environment following the
implementation of the design-based experiment?
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Appendix F: Children semi-structured interview questions and protocols
Overview of semi-structured interviews with child participants
The semi-structured interviews with child participants are based on the following research
questions:
• Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in early years
classrooms?
• How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text production
experiences?
Semi-structured interview (beginning of the classroom audit):
Thank you for agreeing to be part of the interview today. I would like to ask you some
questions and about your classroom and learning. Would that be okay? (If yes, continue the
interview. If no, stop the interview). May I record this interview? (If yes, turn on the recorder.
If no, start to take written notes).
Research question: Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in
early years classrooms?
• What do you do during writing time?
• What does your teacher do during writing time?
• Could you talk to me about a time that you used technology to write/produce a text?
Research question: How do human and non-human actors interact during digital text
production experiences?
• Could you show me around your classroom and tell me about the things you use when
writing/producing texts and where the teacher and children go during writing time?
Semi-structured interview (end of the design-based experiment):
Thank you for agreeing to be part of the interview today. I would like to ask you some
questions and about your classroom and learning. Would that be okay? (If yes, continue the
interview. If no, stop the interview). May I record this interview? (If yes, turn on the recorder.
If no, start to take written notes).
Research question: Where are the spaces and opportunities for digital text production in
early years classrooms?
• What have you been learning about during writing time over the last few weeks?
• Could you talk to me about a time that you used technology to write/produce a text in
the past few weeks?
Research question: What interactions exist between human and non-human actors during
digital text production experiences?
• Could you show me around your classroom and tell me about the things that have
changed in your classroom?
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Appendix G: UOW Human Research Ethics Committee Approval
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Appendix H: ACT Education Directorate Approval
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Appendix I: Teacher participant information sheet and consent form
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Appendix J: Information sheet and consent form for parents of child participants
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Appendix K: Example of a teacher semi-structured interview transcript
Transcript – Teacher Semi-structured Interview
Teacher: Bethany
Phase: Design-based experiment phase
Date: 21-8-18
R:

How has the design-based experiment changed your understanding of writing and text
production?

B:

I don’t think it has changed my understanding as much as it has realigned with what I
thought it should be and now what it is. I had an understanding of what I wanted it to
be and now I think it is more aligned to that. But I think it is now similar to what my
outlook was on text creation.

R:

What elements of text production do you now plan for and implement?

B:

A very big part of writing now is multimodal text creation and that’s something that I
actively plan for almost every day in some way, so that’s really exciting. That takes a
variety of different approaches. Sometimes it’s just the technical skills and other times
it’s more free expression with the digital tools.

R:

How has your role changed following the implementation of the design-based
experiment?

B:

I think, again I think I now see myself in the role that I wanted to be in when you first
asked me the questions, as more of a…as less of an active support in writing. We
found that the kids constantly needed my support throughout the whole process of
writing and text creation and now I am able to take a bit more of a back seat and get
them started and give them prompts here and there, but mostly they’re the ones that
are really involved in it.

R:

What are some of the things you are doing while the children work independently on
their texts?

B:

It gives me more scope to work with individual children and before that I had to be
really focused on the digital tools because they weren’t confident in using them and
now they have completely blown me away with what they can do by themselves, so
that gives me time to get some guided writing groups happening, some one-to-one
work and intervention with specific skills and working with lots of different kids.

R:

What modifications were implemented as part of the design-based experiment?

B:

So really it was the introduction of the iPads on a regular basis. We had only used
them a handful of times in the first half of the year and it was really just having those
accessible to the kids during the day.

R:

Tell me about the digital interactive writing and how that’s changed your practice?
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B:

Oh, yeah, of course! We were doing just standard interactive writing and now it has
changed to a couple of days or sometimes most days on the iPad depending on the
needs and interests of the kids. So we use the iPad on the interactive whiteboard and
the interactive elements might be still doing more the writing aspect or it could be that
they are taking photos or using the other digital elements we’ve been working on. The
focus is more about creating a full, detailed piece of text that expresses different
things. So I think that has been really great as well. It’s changed their outlook on what
writing and text creation is.

R:

How do you and the children now use resources and the environment following the
implementation of the design-based experiment?

B:

I think they’ve got a better understanding of the tools they can use to create a text and
so do I. We’ll use the digital tools for different purposes, for example, me using the
iPad for interactive writing which is something I wouldn’t have done before and even
sometimes that makes me think ‘oh, I could use this image or this video or this other
digital aspect.’ So I’m using the interactive whiteboard more I find and then they’re
using digital elements a lot more. We’ve had throughout the week a lot more in other
lessons where we’ve gone to create a text and they’ve said, ‘Oh, could I use the iPad
because I want to take a photo of this.’ Or whatever it might be. They’ve come a long
way in using digital tools for text creation.
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Appendix L: Example of a child semi-structured interview transcript
Transcript – Child semi-structured interview
Case: Anna
Children: Penny (P) & Declan (D)
Date: 22-6-18
R:

What do you do during writing time?

P:

During writing we normally get to choose between comics, narrative and stuff like
that.

R:

What else?

D:

And you can…sometimes we have to write about…write and we have to use our one
word spelling word.

R:

Tell me about that. What do you have to do during one word spelling?

P:

We normally have a writing book and we write a sentence with our one word spelling
word in it.

R:

What else do you do during writing time?

P:

Sometimes we use the Chromebooks during writing time.

R:

So what does the teacher do during writing time?

P:

She tells us the options of writing that you can do.

R:

What else does she do?

D:

(pause) She ummm…(pause)

R:

Anything else.

P:

Sometimes she sits on the floor with some of use when we have nothing to write
about.

R:

Anything else?

P:

She gives us something to write about.

D:

And some people have to sometimes work on the floor with Miss Anna.

R:

What do they do when they work on the floor with Miss Anna?

D:

Like some people work on the floor and some people work at the table.
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P:

And we sometimes use whiteboards but we only use whiteboards if we are doing oneword spelling or one-minute writing.

R:

Okay. Can you talk to me about a time when you’ve used the computers or
Chromebooks or iPads to do your writing?

D:

When we were doing the information page.

P:

When we were doing our posters on our suburb.

R:

Okay. So tell me more about that. What did you have to do?

P:

We had to research stuff about our suburb. Then we had to write it down in our
writing book and then we had to put the poster together.

R:

How did you use the computers to put your poster together?

P:

Well, we used that for the information part.

R:

[referring to Declan] And you were saying you put together your information pages
using computers. What did you have to do?

D:

Well, we are still doing it. We can use books and we can write what we already know,
and you can watch videos and go on Google and do it.

R:

And how did the computer help you to create your information page?

D:

Cause you can get whatever picture you want of it. And if you need to like delete
something it’s easier on a computer because on a piece of paper you have to get up
and find a rubber.

[During the rest of the interview, Penny and Declan walked around the classroom and talked
about resources and environments they use for text production]
[The children walked to the word wall]
P:

Things that help us to write are the word wall.

R:

Talk to me about that.

P:

So whenever we’ve got a word that we want to put on the word wall, we have to have
it spelt correctly and then we can use that word in our writing.

D:

[Declan picked up the word noticing book] This is some of the stuff that was on the
word wall that we rubbed off.
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P:

[Penny took the book and flipped through the pages] It’s got our long ‘e’ sounds, and
on here we’ve got some of the words that we used and some of the words that were on
the word wall. And then we’ve also got some blends on it.

R:

Is there anything else in your classroom that helps you write?

[The children walked to the bookshelf]
D:

The books.

R:

Tell me more about that.

D:

If you don’t know how to spell something, you can find the word in the book. Also,
when you’re reading and it shows your one word spelling word, you can try and
remember it.

R:

Is there anything else in your classroom that helps you when you’re writing?

[The children walked to a stack of dictionaries on a shelf and Penny picked one up]
P:

Sometimes we use the dictionaries.

R:

How do you use the dictionaries?

P:

We sit down with the dictionary and we find the letter. So, if I was trying to find the
word ‘dance’, I would sit down and try and find it [Poppy flicked through the
dictionary to demonstrate how to find the word].
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Appendix M: Example of a teacher written reflection
Teacher written reflection
Teacher: Ellen
Date: 8-10-18
Q1. Why do you include print, digital and art-based mediums in your teaching of text
production?
The children in my class have very creative minds and they are always interested creating art
pieces and writing about them. I introduce different pieces of art-based mediums to
encourage their creativity. Some children may want to use different art materials to create
their illustrations while some use it for planning which then helps with print-based writing.
Print based writing happens on a daily basis in my classroom and I believe that we still need
to teach children this skill to succeed in society. It has also helped with developing fine motor
control. Introducing digital technology has been a goal of mine. As our world is changing
with digital technology everyone, I wanted to introduce this with purpose and meaning and
for children to become exposed to it. Some children in my class do not have the luxury of
using digital technology at home and are only exposed to it at school.
Q2. Why do you get children to use digital technology at the publishing stage of the writing
process?
We have just started to introduce digital technology into the classroom and the children have
been interested in publishing samples of their work. This stemmed from working in the
library with our Liberian who published class books for Kindergarten. Since then, we have
been working through the phrases of planning writing (as some children were struggling for
ideas) completing rough drafts and publishing. I have found that after having a conference
with the children they were able to look at their writing and identify something good and
something to make their writing better. In some cases, a child may have forgotten a full stop
and just needed a reminder.
Q3. How do you decide on the whole group learning intention?
This is based on the children’s writing and areas which they need to focus on. When I notice
that there is a large number of children who need an area to focus on this will be our learning
intention for the next few lessons or however long is needed. It may also come from
conversations which I overhear amongst children.
Q4. How do you decide on the focus for your writing conferences with children?
Over a fortnight period I try and conference with every child in the class at least one or two
times. After one conference some children are independent enough to continue working on
their goal to improve their writing. Other children will need some more support, these are the
children who I try and catch on a daily basis. They may need support with planning their
writing to print conventions e.g. finger spaces, strings of letters, high frequency words etc
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Q5. Why did you decide to teach writing outside in week 10? What are some of the benefits
and challenges you have observed when teaching writing outside?
We have been exploring different areas in the school environment where we can do writing.
The children have been interested in writing outside as the weather has started to become
warmer. I found that writing outside allows the children to collaborate with one another.
Some children prefer to be outside and I found this encouraged them to complete quality
pieces of writing. Some of the challenges which we faced were:
- Sun and it being quite glary. We had to move for the children, so they were not sitting
in the sun
- Noise from different surroundings e.g cars, traffic, lawn mowers, classes coming
outside to play
- Not having other activities for children to go on with once they had finished their
writing
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Appendix N: Example of an audit trail from Taryn’s case
Audit Trail
Case: Taryn

Date
20-8-18
20-8-18
28-8-18
4-9-18
4-9-18
11-9-18
11-9-18
18-9-18
18-9-18
18-9-18
16-10-18
16-10-18
16-10-18
16-10-18
16-10-18
23-10-18
23-10-18
23-10-18
23-10-18
23-10-18
23-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
30-10-18
6-11-18
6-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
Date
22-8-18
23-8-18
24-8-18
27-8-18

Researcher Collected Video Observations
Description
Collected by
Class text production session
Researcher
Teacher guided text production group
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
One child producing a text
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
Class text production session – view 2
Researcher
(handheld)
Class text production session
Researcher
Two children producing a text
Researcher
collaboratively
Scanning footage (handheld)
Researcher
Teacher led iPad group 1
Researcher
Teacher led iPad group 1
Researcher
Teacher led iPad group 1
Researcher
Teacher led iPad group 1
Researcher
One child producing a digital text
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
Small group working with teacher w iPad Researcher
Small group drawing their characters
Researcher
Scanning across groups
Researcher
Small group working with teacher w iPad Researcher
Sharing session
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
Scanning across groups
Researcher
Small group working with teacher w iPad Researcher
Small group working with teacher w iPad Researcher
Two children taking a photo of their
Researcher
backdrop
Small group arranging digital elements
Researcher
Small group arranging digital elements
Researcher
Class text production session
Researcher
Class text production session (view 2)
Researcher
Emma & Jade recording their final text
Researcher
Lachlan & Ciara recording their final text Researcher
Jackson & Abby recording their final text Researcher
Teacher Collected Video Observations
Description
Collected by
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher

Code
4-RVO-A
4-RVO-B
4-RVO-C
4-RVO-D
4-RVO-E
4-RVO-F
4-RVO-G
4-RVO-H
4-RVO-I
4-RVO-J
4-RVO-K
4-RVO-L
4-RVO-M
4-RVO-N
4-RVO-O
4-RVO-P
4-RVO-Q
4-RVO-R
4-RVO-S
4-RVO-T
4-RVO-U
4-RVO-V
4-RVO-W
4-RVO-X
4-RVO-Y
4-RVO-Z
4-RVO-AA
4-RVO-AB
4-RVO-AC
4-RVO-AD
4-RVO-AE
4-RVO-AF
4-RVO-AG
Code
4-TVO-A
4-TVO-B
4-TVO-C
4-TVO-D
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30-8-18
31-8-18
6-9-18
7-9-18
12-9-18
14-9-18
17-9-18
24-10-18
26-10-18
31-10-18
5-11-18
7-11-18
12-11-18
Date
20-8-18
28-8-18
4-9-18
11-9-18
18-9-18
16-10-18
23-10-18
30-10-18
6-11-18
13-11-18
Date
20-8-18
28-8-18
28-8-18
28-8-18
6-11-18
6-11-18
6-11-18
6-11-18
6-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
Date
28-8-18
28-8-18
4-9-18
11-9-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18

Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Class text production session
Teacher
Field Notes
Description
Collected by
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Field notes
Researcher
Photographs
Description
Collected by
Writing stimulus on IWB
Researcher
Literacy display 1
Researcher
Literacy display 2
Researcher
Literacy display 3
Researcher
Literacy display 4
Researcher
Classroom view 1
Researcher
Classroom view 2
Researcher
Small group planning their text
Researcher
Small group creating a storyboard
Researcher
Photo of a scene from a final text
Researcher
Lachlan & Ciara producing their final text Researcher
Group producing their final text
Researcher
Semi-structured Interviews
Description
Collected by
Teacher
Researcher
Sammy & Ciara
Researcher
Emma & Hana
Researcher
Jackson & Danni
Researcher
Teacher
Researcher
Sammy & Ciara
Researcher
Emma & Hana
Researcher

4-TVO-E
4-TVO-F
4-TVO-G
4-TVO-H
4-TVO-I
4-TVO-J
4-TVO-K
4-TVO-L
4-TVO-M
4-TVO-N
4-TVO-O
4-TVO-P
4-TVO-Q
Code
4-FN-A
4-FN-B
4-FN-C
4-FN-D
4-FN-E
4-FN-F
4-FN-G
4-FN-H
4-FN-I
4-FN-J
Code
4-PH-A
4-PH-B
4-PH-C
4-PH-D
4-PH-E
4-PH-F
4-PH-G
4-PH-H
4-PH-I
4-PH-J
4-PH-K
4-PH-L
Code
4-ITI
4-ISI-A
4-ISI-B
4-ISI-C
4-FTI
4-FSI-A
4-FSI-B
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13-11-18

Jackson & Danni

Researcher

4-FSI-C

Classroom Maps
Date
20-8-18
6-11-18
Date
16-10-18
20-11-18
Date
6-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
13-11-18
Date
20-8-18
20-8-18
20-8-18
16-10-18
13-8-18
4-9-18
13-11-18

Key
CODE
ITI

Description
Collected by
Classroom map – audit phase
Researcher
Classroom map – DBE phase
Researcher
Written Teacher Reflections
Description
Collected by
Teacher reflection – end of audit phase
Researcher
Teacher reflection – end of DBE phase
Researcher
Children’s Work Samples
Description
Collected by
Text plan: Lachlan & Ciara
Researcher
Final text: Lachlan & Ciara
Teacher
Final text: Story group 2
Teacher
Final text: Story group 3
Teacher
Final text: Story group 4
Teacher
Final text: Story group 5
Teacher
Final text: Story group 6
Teacher
Final text: Story group 7
Teacher
Documents
Description
Collected by
School Strategic Plan
Researcher
School website
Researcher
Teacher planning – term 3
Teacher
DBE plan
Teacher
Informal Conversation
Initial meeting between the teacher and
Researcher
researcher (notes taken)
Conversation about team planning (notes Researcher
taken)
Conversation with teacher about her use
Researcher
of the project for her Teacher Inquiry
Project presentation (notes taken)

CODE DATA TYPE
CM
Classroom map

FN

DATA TYPE
Initial teacher semi-structured
interview
Final teacher semi-structured
interview
Initial student semi-structured
interview
Final student semi-structured
interview
Field notes

WS
D

Work sample
Document

IC

FTI
ISI
FSI

Code
4-CM-A
4-CM-B
Code
4-TR-A
4-TR-B
Code
4-WS-A
4-WS-B
4-WS-C
4-WS-D
4-WS-E
4-WS-F
4-WS-G
4-WS-H
Code
4-D-A
4-D-B
4-D-C
4-D-D
4-IC-A
4-IC-B
4-IC-C

PH

Photograph

TR

Written teacher reflection

RVO

Researcher collected video
observation
Teacher collected video
observation
Informal conversation

TVO
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